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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, October 23, 1951.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the ,chair at 4.58 p.m., and read
the prayer.

MOTOR CAR (REGISTRATION FEES)
BILL.
This Bill was received trom the
Assembly and, on 'the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public Wor~s), W,ag read a first time.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
" R " CLASS ENGINES: NUMBERS ORDERED
AND DELIVERED: ADJUSTMENTS.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melhourne West Province) asked the Minister .of 'Public W,orks(a) How many "R" class engines have
been contracted for by the Railway Department and how many have ,been delivered?
(b) How many of such engines have
been sent to local workshops for adjustments?
(0) What is the nature of such adjustments and what expenditure has ,been
involved?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are-Seventy on order; 24 delivered.
Twelve have been placed in service
and six of them have been withdrawn for
adjustmen t.
(0) Some adjustments are of a minor
character only, and others necessitate
attention to crank pins and motion gear.
Details of the cost involved are not yet
available, but the actual cost will, of course,
be charged to the contractor.
(a)

(b)

LA'W DEPARTMENT.
JURORS: .oVER-NIGHT ACCOMMODATION:
EXCUSES FROM SERVICE.
For the Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province), the Ron. A. M.
Fraser asked the Minister of Public
WorksWill the Government consider(a) Granting to jurors locked up over
night in capital cases conditions
of accommodation more suitable
to the amenities of a modern
civilization?
Session 1950-51.-[208]

(b)
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The desirability of permitting
jurors seeking to be excused from
serving by reason of ill health,
pressing private business, or other
valid reason, to furnish their excuses to the Sheriff instead of to
a Judge in open court as at
present, and so save the time of
the court and the juror?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public W,orks) . -The answerlS to (a)
and (b) are the same-the Government
will consider the matter.
'PUBLlC AUTHORITIES.
REGULATIONS, BY-LAWS, AND RULES.
For the Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province), the Ron. A. M.
Fraser asked the Mini,s-ter of Public
Works(a) What public authorities and State instrumentalities have the power to make
regulations, by-laws, rules, or the like, binding upon the subject and containing provisions, the breach of which may lead to
imprisonment or fine?
(b) Is the text of such regulations, &c.,
embodied in a single book or other document readily available to the citizen; if
not, will the Government, in view of the
fact that a citizen may unwittingly become
a wrongdoer through the rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse, consider giving
adequate and convenient publicity to such
regulations, &c.?
(0) Is there any known instance during
the last twenty years of Parliament repealing, amending, or debating any such regulations, &c.?
(d) Has any Government during the last
twenty years found it necessary to ask
Parliament to consider any such regulation, &c.?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public W,orks).-The ,answers are-(a) Without carefully scrutinizing all the
Acts of Parliament constitUting such bodies,
which would involve a vast amount of time,
I cannot answer this question specifically;
but it can be taken that, generally speaking, all such bodies are so empowered.
(b) No;
in view of the volume and
variety of these regulations, by-laws, &c.,
and of the frequent changes therein, the
Government does not consider that any
useful purpose would be served ,by embodying the text in a single book.
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(c) and (d) As it would be necessary for
the officers of Parliament to search the
records of Parliament to enable answers to
be given to these questions, I would sug-
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For the informa tion of honorable
members generally, I would mention that
it is proposed to raise the additional

gest that the honorable member might seek

revenue of £3,810,000 from the following

this information from the President of this
House and from the Speaker in another
place.

sources:Land Tax
Transactions

Betti~g

..
..

£400,000
440,000

Stamp Duties Transfers of Real
STAMPS (BETTING TAX) BILL:
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Notice Paper to-day .includes several
Bills which are designed to produce
addi tioOnal revenue f.or Victoria and
with yoour permission, Mr. President, I
should like-as a preface toO the present
mea,sure--t.omake a brief explanatory
statement. This 'Bill relating to betting
tax is the first .on the list of several
which were foOreshadowed in the Budget.
In the financial year 1951-52 the impact
of rising wages and costs generally
necessitates greatly increasedexpenditure. So far as wages are concerned,
the ,subsnantial ba'sic wage increases
which took place during last year will
operate f.or a full year, and the quarterly wage adjustments to price changes
will have a moOre pronounced effect on
the ,finances ,of the State during this
yoear than ever before. Actually, an
-additional £10,000,000· must be pr.ovided
for salaries and wages in 1951-52 as
compared with last year's expenditure.
After aUowance had been made for
an addit'ioOnal £7,252,000 tax reimburse-

ment as oompared with the amount obta,ined in 1950-51, and a dos·e examination had been undertaken .of the
expenditure side ,of the Budget, the
State was still faced with an estimated
deficit in 1951-52 of £4,294,000. In
these circumstances the Government had
no option other rthan toO obtain additi.onal
revenue. After a careful survey O'f all
the sources .of revenue available, the
Government has decided oOn certain
measures which, it is estimated, will result in additioOnal revenue of £3,810,000,
which wiN still leave the State with an
anticipated deficit of £484,000 for this
financial year.

Estate
Annual Licences for Insurance
Increased Fees under Licensing
Act
Registration of Ne,w Ownership
Moto'r Vehicles
F·ees under Transport Regulation Acts
Probate Duties
Registration of Factories and

240,000 .
70,000
340,000
350,000
225,000
125,000

Shops
80,000
Railway Fares and Freights .. 1,540,000
£3,810,000

As I have already intimated, the first of
these Bills is that which I am now about
to explain. Its purpose is to implement
that part of the Budget dealing with the
pr'opoiSal to raise additional revenue by the
imposition of a tax on all winning bets,
where the winnings are lOs. and over,
laid by bookmakers on racecourses and
sports grounds, and by increasing the
rates of tax to be paid by bookmakers on
all bets of £5 and over laid by them. It
will be seen, therefore, that this Bill
concerns two different types of taxation.
Honorable members are probably
aware that for some years the betting
public has been required, under the
Stamps Act 1946, to pay to bookmakers
a tax of 1s. on bets of £5, rising on a
sliding scale to £1 on each £100 or part
thereof. This tax has been payable
whether or not the bet was a winning or
a losing one. For this reason this'
method of 'taxation has encountered a
great deal of opposition from the public,
and it is proposed, under this Bill, to
abolish this tax as a tax on the public
and impose, in lieu thereof, a tax on winning bets. This principle of a tax on
winning bets was adopted in South Australia last December, but the application
of the tax in that State varies from the
proposal in this Bill in two important
details. In the first pla,ce, the tax on a
winning bet in South Australia is payable on the stake as well as the winnings,
whereas only the winnings will be taxed
in this Sta'te; and, seoondly, the amount
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of winnings on a single bet exempted
from tax in South Australia is any
amount under 5s., while the exemption
in Victoria will apply where the amount
of winnings in any single 'bet is less than
lOs.
It is not anticipated that any great
difficul ties will arise wi th the collection
of this tax on winning bets, as experience
has shown that, in South Australia, the
public have quickly become educated
and, in most instances, they tender the
amount of tax payable without waiting
for the bookmaker or his clerk to deduct
the amount of tax due from the payment
in respect of the winning bet. This tax
will be collected fr.om bookmakers
weekly on a winning bets statement
which they will be required to furnish.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-The'Minister
does not say how it is proposed to collect
the tax from the "S.P." section.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am not
supposed to know whether the "S.P.
bookies" exist. Under the Stamps Act
1946, bookmakers have been required
to pay a tax of 4d. on bets of £5, rising
on a sUding scale to 6s. 8d. on each £100
or part thereof, and they have paid this
tax fortnightly on a half-monthly betting
statement. It is now proposed under this
Bill to increase tax to 6d. on bets of £5,
rising on a sliding scale to lOs. on each
£100 or part thereof, and to require payment by the bookmaker on a weekly betNng statement, instead of fortnightly, as
at present. The rates proposed in the
Bill are as follows:1. UpoOn ,any 'bookmaker's statemen.t furnished to the Comptroller of Stamps by any
bookmaker in respect of bets made by ,the
booOkmaker on any racecourse or on any
sports ground in Victoria in respect of all
such bets where the amount wagered by the
bookmaker is £5 or Qv,er, a stamp duty calculated as follows:On every amount so wagered of £5 there
shall be pa'id 6d.
On every amoOunt so wagered exceeding
£5 and up toO but not exceeding £10 there
shall be paid 1s.
On every amount so wag~red exceeding
£10 ,and up to but not exceeding £15 there
shall be paid 1s. 6d.
On every amount so wagered exceeding
£15 and up ,to but not ex'ceeding £20 there
shall 'be paid 2s.
On every amount so wagered exceeding
£20 and up to 'but not exceeding £25 there
shall be paid 25. 6d.
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.on every amount so w,agered exceeding
£25 and up to but not including £50 there
shall be paid 3s.
On every amount so wagered of £50 and
up ,to but not including £100 there shall
be paid 5s.
.on every amount so' wagered of and
ov.er £100 there shall be paid lOs. for every
£100 or part thereof.
2. Upon any winning bets statement furnished to the Comptroller o·f Stamps by any
b()okmaker in respect of winning bets made
with the bookmaker on any racecourse or
on any sports .ground in Victoria a stamp
du ty of 3d. for eachamoun t of lOs. or fracHonal part of las. comprised in the winnings
in respect of each winning 'bet included in
tha,t statement.

The estimated additional revenue to be
derived under this Bill for the remainder
of this ·financial year is £440,000.
I do not think it necessary for me to
explain the clauses, except clause 1'1.
This makes the necessary transitory provisions regarding th·e last half-monthly
period for the furnishing by bookmakers
of half-monthly betting statements
under the principal Act just prior to the
coming into operation of this Act, which
requires bookm·akers to furnish weekly
betting statements and winning bets
statements.' It also provides that, .if this
Act comes into operation on a day which
forms part of a weekly period, then ,that
part of the weekly period ,shall be included in the next weekly period as the
first bookmakers' statements an<;l winning
bets statements. The only amendments
to the principal Act which are proposed,
apart from those directly relating to the
rates of duty, are .those which are necessary to make the procedure effective and
uniform in resp'ect of both statements.
I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-In connection with the
numerous taxation Bills that are to come
before this Chamber ei1ther tonight or
next week I propose to make my remarks
as short as possible, realizing that there
is no specHic explanation required about
taxation. It appears to be a necessary
evil. However, the Government is entitled to sympathy, because -of the financial morass in Wlhd,ch the States generally
lM"e struggling. We all realdze ,that taxation is 1110t popular. Of cou,rse, tlhe
proper way to rega~d ,1Jhes'e matters is
tha t the machinery of government has
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to be provided for.

Sufficient funds
must be made available so thB!t Governments can carryon.

fence. 'Wh'at the Government cheerfully
allows on one side, if you indulge in that
same luxury on the other side you are

lt is a very good maxim to tax money
where money i~. I, personally, very
much prefer to see taxes paid on the
luxuries of life rather ,than on the necessi ties .of the people. We can minimize
taxa tion as regards luxuries that we can
afford, and if we find such taxes burdensome the remedy Jies in our own hands.
Whether it is taxation by means of
licensing fees,. or taxation on betting,
which will m·ake betting transactions unprofitable, the remedy is in our own
hands-that is, to abstain from such
luxuries or to minimize their use as much
as possible.
n will he urged upon the Government,
judging by interjections that I have heard
but have not commented upon, that there
are other forms of taxation in connection
with .gambling generally, and racecourse
betting in particular, that the Government ought to entertain. However, after
many years' experience I should be sorry
to see any further facilities given to the
public to gamble. During my lifetime I
havre played nearly every gambling game
under the sun, and I recognize the utter
futility of it all. T have had half a century's experience of racing, and I may
say that, of the people I have known to
be big gamblers, they merely come and
go. Looking back over those 50 years, I
could fairly well number the successful
racecourse gamblers on the fingers of my
two hands. I would put it to 99 out of
every 100 persons who bet ·on a racecourse that if they can say at the end of
a year that they "broke even," they
have been very lucky indeed. Any man
who thinks he can make money by going
on the racecourse to-day, betting on
hor.ses, has " got another think coming to
him."
It is quite true that all Governments
seize upon the vices of people for
the 'Purposes of taxa tion-and I regard gamhling as a vice; it is certainly
not a virtue. As I have said, all Governments regard gambling as a fit subject
for taxation. We have the remarkable
anomaly,. therefore,that what is on the
one side of the fence a virtue from the
tax gatherer's point of view, is a vice
when you are on the other side of the

liable to fine and imprisonment; in other

The Hon. W. J. Beckett.

words, it is a crime.
Governments recognize ·that gambling
per se is not a virtue unless they make
money out of it.. Race clubs, generally
speaking to-day, are only tax collectors
for State and Federal Governments, and
there is a greater burden placed upon
race clubs in this State than in any
other. For example, it is suggested in
connection with this Bill that out of the
winnings of the individual known as the
punter the Government is to !take the sum
of £440,000 towards the balancing of
VtctoTlia's hudget for tlhis financial
year. I understand that for a full year
the amount will he £800,000. As to the
other f.orm of g.ambling recognized by
the Government as a virtue--'gambling
on the totalizator-that source returns'
to the Government practically £1,000,000
a yea'r, and it is taken out of the pockets
of those unwary people who go on a
racecourse. Of c.ourse, as I have already
Temarked, they can avoid this form of
taxation quite easily and cheerfully, becaus·e there are quite number of people
like myself who recognize the futility of
U all, 'aI.though occasionally, and only to
a very minor extent, we break away from
that attitude. After all these years, my
experience has been tha t the ibetter
the inf·orma1:ion one has as toO horse
racing the more one ioses, because it
i's Ion the s.o-called cert·ainties that the
unwa'ry punter" does" his money.
,I have !salid before that racing
generally--and· especially the race clubs
-carries a burden in Victoria that is'
gravely unfair. In other States the
Governments reoognize as an axiom
that, although gambling is a vice, it is
to be permitted .on 'the racec.ourse for
.the sake of the .industry .of horse breed·ing. Of oourse, this vice could not be
carI'lied on to an)'lthing like the present
degree if there were not gambling; so,
therefore, the public have to pay. In
other States a reasonable attitude is
adopted. For example, in m.ost of the
States the amount mulct from the
punter's money that is put on the totalizator machine is reasonable, but in Victoria the punter loses 10 per cent. The
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average punter, wi,th an average amount
of luck, after ten ra'ces loses the whole
of his capUal. In .other States there is
a greater contribution from the totali-,
zator, amounting :to 12 per cent. and 12fi
per ,cent., and in New Zealand 13 per
cent. is taken ,out .of the" tote," and it
is cheerfully paid by the punter because
the ,race dubs benefit by the amount.
Governments rec.ognize that Ithey have
to get their cut, but in Victoria, Government,s want more than ,tl1eircut; fuey
want practically the whole lot, and it is
taken. In other States Ithe clubs get
from 5 per cent. to 7 per cent. .of ,totalizatQr taxalUon; here, a dub is exceedingly f.ortunate to get I! per cent.
As honorable members know, I
fathered the first totalizator legislati.on
submitted in this Chamber. Viet-oria,
I might add, was the last State of the
~oup of States to install the totalizator
as a betting medium. In the first year
in which I tried Ito have the necessary
Bill put through this House, the measure
was lost. Looking around this Chamber to-day, I Isee several members who
saw the err,or of 1::heir ways, following
their first opposition, ,and Who, in the
next year, helped to pass the T,otalizator
Bill. There ha's never been any a1ttempt
made to change ,the system. I indicated
then that I thought it would be unwise
and unwarran ted to place a higher
burden ,on the backer .of horses Ithan 10
per cent., out of which the clubs would
receive 5 per cent. and the Gov,ernment
of the day 5 per cent. I did, however,
intend toO include 'also the payment to
the race clubs of the fractions and the
unpaid dividends. These come toO about
1! per cent. 'of the grand 'total gained
in Victoria by the legislation that was
passed.
Sir JAMES
Government?

KENNEDY.-By

which

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Never
mind by which Government. Honorable
members passed it despi,te my prQtests,
which went unheeded. I wa,s not personally interest,ed. It is true that I was
connected with a race club, but that
did not make any difference to me perUnder that legislation the
sonally.
Government of the day, without any
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expense to itself, without having to pay
tax collectors .or for bookkeeping, entries, received 7 per cent. of the grand
total ,of money invested in the totalizator, plus the fractions, am,ounting to
about 1~ per c.ent., and making therefore' 8! per cent. The clubs were to
receive the ba'lance remaining, namely,
3 per cent., out of which they were to
pay the capital cost of the totalizator,
and also the cap.ital cost of maintaining
it and installing all the various changes
required from time to t-ime in .order
tha t the machine ,could carryon. These
changes have amounted to about i per
cent. It 'costs about Ii per cent. to run
the totalizator; so, out of the magnificent sum that the public pay on the
racec.ourse, the clubs have to maintain
the 1arge stakes that they are called
upon to pay, and do pay, from that 1!
per cent. clear. This additional burden
on the radng fraternity was' to be a temporary measure, but from my experience
of Governments ,generally I should say
that once a Government gets its hands
on to a source of revenue it would be
easi'2r to take butter before it melts
from a cat's mouth than it would be to
weaken the Government's grasp on
revenue from this source.
I am aware that in dealing with a
taxing measure of this description it will
be suggested that the Government should
consider taxing gambling 'at places other
than on the racecourse. A comparatively
modern feature of gambling on racing
events is the amount of pre-p'ost betting
that takes place. It has grown from
small volume in the old days until now
when the average punter goes to the racecourse instead of the odds being fixed by
the demand on the racecourse it is found
that the odds have already been fixed by
the large volume of betting that has
taken plaoe on 'the previous day. The
Government :has not suggested taxing
pre-post betting, although it involves
gambling in thousands of pounds. That
is an avenue ,that could be explored and
exploi ted by the Government.
It has been sug.gested that taxation
should be imposed on illegitimate betting
that undoubtedly does prevail, but I repeat what I have previously said, that I
do not believe in providing additional
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gambling facilities by allowing betting
outside r.acecour,ses. It is bad enough
1iliat betting should ta~e place to the
extent it do'as on racecourses. I am not 'a
wowser but I think we must have some
regard 'to standar.d principles in this
matter. I am aware that the suggestion
that betting should be Jegalized off race~
oourses has' been made by representa~
tives of the racing clubs but I am not
in favour of it. If the Government introduoed a measure to raise the per..
centage to be taken out of the
totalizator turnover I would agree with
it, provided ,the Government were to
take perha'ps an ,eX!tra ! per ,cent. f.or
Consolidated Revenue and 2 per cent.
f'or distribution am·ong the radng clubs.
The Victoria Racing Club, ·il11. common
with other racing clUibs, is faced with
enormous commitments to provide
necessary amenities for the hundreds of
thousands of th'e general public who
attend horse-raoe meetings. Adequate
.fiacili ties to cater for the comfort O'f
patrons are essential :but, due ·to circumstances beyond the control of the various
clubs, they cannot be provided and some~
thing must be done to assist the clubs
sooner ·or later. The form of taxation
envisaged in this Bill ,appeals to m·e. The
average punter finds it bad enough to
lose his money without having to pay a
tax on the losing bet. This mea:sure
win place a :small impost on the in.
dividual who bets and wins. 1 have no
sympathy for the man who wins
thousands of pounds; he should pay a
tax on those winnings, but it will be
found generally that the average small
winning punter w,ill willingly pay the
tax on winning bets proposed in .this
Bill. Only a 'few days ago I saw a
punter in one winning bet take £6,000
to £1,000, and 1 can see no reason why
he should not contrjbute something from
his wimling,s to COIlSJolida ted Revenue,
particularly when ,the Government finds
it difficult to obtain the money necessary
to provide essential ser.vices f.or the
p'eople of Victoria.
1 have pUI1posely disreg.arded the
numerous interjections of honorable
members. 1 have had years of experience of hor,se racing and 1 commend the
Governmen t on its ·approach to this form
of taxation whi'ch, it is estimated, will
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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return to Consolidated Revenue in a full
year a sum of approximately £800,000.
It is estimated that in the remainder of
~the present financial year, Consolidated
Revenue will benefit to the extent of
£440,000 from this form of taxation. I
suppose the Government is anxious to
have the measure passed without delay
SoO tJhat it can take advantage of the
festive g.ambling season that has already
·op'ened. There are seasons when there
is more money available from this source
than during other periods of the year,
and if we were to postpone dealing with
this measure for a month, the delay
would mean a considerable loss of
revenue to the Government.
Wlhatever form of tax is imp'Osed.it becom'es burdensome on ;some classes of the
people but, :generally speaking, those on
whom this tax will fall will be well abla
to afford to pay. When' it comes to a
choice between taxing the necessaries of
Hfe, the things that the working man and
Ihis wife and family ·must have, and taxing tho:se who indulge in luxuries and
gambling, then 1 feel that the tax should
fall on the latter ·as the section O'f the
public best able to :bear it. A person
a ttending the racecourse cheerfully pays
15s. to go "inside," and with other expenses he has Jilttle change from £.1
before the r,aces start. He should not
demur at being asked to provide the small
amount necessary under this taxation
impost because it will be of benefit to
those who ,are less able to bear taxation
burdens ,in other directions.
1 commend the Bill as a scientific
approach to a great problem.
I
sympathize with the Government because
of the 'difficult financial si,tuation at
present confronting it, but 1 admire the
way ;in which it is ia'cing up to its
oblig,a Hons.
The ,se~les of taxing
measures t,o Ibe deal1t with in Ithis House
will provide the Government in a full
financial year with revenue approximating £4,000,000 'and 1 am aware that
tile Government will be able to use to
the greatest advantage every pound of
revenue it can ,get.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North ProOvince).----JMembers have been
treated by the unofficial Leader to what
has aptly been described by interjection
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as a short resume on the virtues and
vtces of the Bill. He also spoke from the
point IOf view IOf the entrepreneur---.the
racing clubs; but I shall deal with this
proQblem fr,om the point of view of my
constituents who, in the main, coQmprise
the .ordinary members of the genera]
public. I am not in favoQur of the Bill,
because it is singling out one section of
the community and imposing a taxation
burden upon that section. It is the
punter who happens to make a winning
bet-which oQccasioQnally happens-who
Wlill have to pay this tax.
[ shall now deal with one or two matters raised by the unofficial Leader before I return to a general consideration
of the Bill. He has pointed out that 10
per cent. of the turnover on the totalizator is deducted by the Government, and
has suggested that if a punter has ten
bets on the totalizator he exhausts his
capital. That ,is an entirely fallacious
argument, and notwithstanding that the
Government takes 10 per cent. ,of the
tota-lizator turnover, invariably an inspection .of the morning newspapers on
,Monday discloses that the totalizator, in
nineteen cases out of twenty, returned
better odds than were ava>ilable from the
bookmakers. As a simple illustration,
the winning horse in the last race at the
meeting at Caulfield on .saturday last
was quoted by the bookmakers at 15 to
1; the totalizator winning dividend was
£6 Os.6d. on a 5s. iticket. In almost
every instance it is found that after the
10 per cent. deduoUon the 'totaUzat.or
dividend still pays better than the bookmakers' odds.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Is that a
fact?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There are
isolated instances to the contrary, but a
perusal of the records of meeting after
meeting discloses that in nineteen cases
out of twenty the totalizator dividend is
in excess of the return that would be
made for the wagering of a similar
amount with the bookmakers.
, The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The big
punters bet with the bookmakers because
they can get cc set" for a price, whereas
on the totalizator they do not know what
odds they are taking.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I am not
here'to speak foQr the big punters, nor
am I an advocate for the person who goes
to the course and invests £4,000 in one
hand. I am speaking particularly for the
ordinary general public, the man who
wagers £1, £3, or £5 on his fancy. Most
of my constituents bet in lOs. or £1
wagers, and dt is on their behalf that
I am speaking on this Bill.
The unofficial Leader made a plea that
the fractioQnal amoQunts remaining after
the computation of the totalizator dividends, which now go to the coffers of the
Government, should go intoQ the coffers
of the raGing clubs. I suggest that the
Government should do in V,ictoria as is
done in New South Wales, where the
odds are worked out and the Government
only ta'kes any fractional amounts under
3d. In that State the totalizator pays
winning dividends of 19s. 9d., or 15s. 3d.,
but in Victoria 'the dividend is paid to
the nearest 6d.
If the Government is seeking to obtain revenue out of gambling there are
numerous other avenues of taxation that
could be exploited. For instance, there
is the lottery, which is a form of gambling. I understand that hundreds of
thousands .of pounds have been reaped in
other States, for the benefit of hospitals
and charities, as a result of large sums
of money that are despatched almost
weekly from V.ictoria to 1:lhe West
AustraUan, Tasmanian, New South
Wales, and Queensland lotteries. Those
States are benefiting from that form of
investment, while VictoQria idly stands
'by. If rthe State is reduced to such a
'pass that it ,has to look to every avail'able avenue f.or revenue toO balance the
Budget then I do not see much difference
between ,this PI'lo:pos'al to impose a tax
winning bets and 'a sug.gesUon t:hat a
lottery should be establi.slhed in Viktoria.
Another avenue from which revenue
could be obtained would be the licensring
of off-the-course bookmakers. A licensing system would compel all startingprice bookmakers to pay a licence fee as
well as the amounts prescribed in this
Bill as tax on winning and other wagers.
1 suggest that the Government should
also take cognizance of the volume of
betting that takes place in the" clubs"

on
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on the day bef.ore a race. One will read
in the morning press that during the
"calling of :the card" var.ious horses
were backed for many thousands of
pounds-perhaps £80,000 or £100,000as a result of wlhich 'their prices
shortened overnigtht.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHuR.-The
practice is grossly illegal.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
desire to discuss the legality of the bet~
bing in the clubs; I wish to consider the
matter on a higher plane--tha't of raising additional revenue for the State. If
taxation were paid on the bets laid at the
dubs, a very considerable amount of
additional revenue would be derived by
the Government. However, the Government has 'Closed its eyes to what is taking
place. Apparently, it is not prepared to
police the existing legislation. If it did
so, it would raise much extra revenue. 1
suggest also that another system which
is in operation in South Australia and,
I think, in New South Wales, ought to
be adopted in Victoria. In those States,
immediately the barrier is lifted and the
race is started, an official of the Taxation
Department or the Treasury col,lects
ir'om the bookmaker his dupHcate sheet
of the bets he has laid. Those sheets
reveal from time to time very interesting
particulars.
It is well known that on occasions
bookmakers have attempted to evade
payment of the taxation for which they
are lIable. A case of that type was
dealt with not long ago by the Treasury
officials. In that dnstance, the bookmaker was not recording all the bets he
laid and consequently was not paying
taxatjon on them.
Theref.ore, it is
apparent that the Government is overlooking a number of sources from which
it could derive additional taxa Non. At
pres,ent the punter pays a tax on all bets
of £5 or over, the tax increasing according ,to a graduated scale, depending on
the amount of the bet. That method is
now to be discontinued, ,and in its place
is to be adopted ICl system under which
the backer will pay a ;tax calculated at
the rate of 1s. in the £1 on winning bets.
In addition, 1Jhe bookmaker will pay a
,tax. At present, 'the bookmaker pays an
impost of 4d. on each wager of £5, and
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then 'accor.dlng toO a graduated scale, but
in iu ture he will pay 6d. where he
previously p.aid 4d.
In New South Wales a system of turnover tax is -in operation, the bookmaker
paying a percentage of the total amount
of his turnover. It has never been explained what exa,ct·ly would be the
financial result if a system similar to the
New South Wales turnover tax were
adopted in Victoria. Apparently, all concerned in New South Wales are satisfied
with the turnover tax. I do not know
whether the Government has given consideration to the adoption of a similar
system in Victoria. What the Govern~
ment proposes to do is to put into effect
in this State the system of taxation on
winning bets that is now operating in
South Australia. That system has been
in f.orce for only a few months and
sufficient time has not elapsed to enable
its effect to be assessed. I think the
Minister sadd that the South Australian
system has been operating only as from
the beginning of this year. Therefore,
as it has not been in force for a full
financ'ial year, its effects cannot yet be
ascertained.
As I said before, the tax of 4d., which
is paid by bookm'akers on aU bets of £5
or ov'er is to be 'increased to 6d., and I
imagine that the bookmakers are perfectly sa tisfied wi th tha t proposal.
When the Greater Melbourne Bill was
before this House, the corridors were
crowded by the large number O'f people
who were interested in the measure and
who were doing a good deal of lobbying.
However, since this Bill has been brought
forward there has not been a murmur
from any quarter, ,and therefore it can
be assumed that the bookmakers are
quite satis'fied wUh it.
Of course, the public take a long time
to wak-e up to things. Usually, they do
not realize that increased taxes have
been levied or that higher charges are
to 'apply until the day of their op-eration.
The same thing happened when the re·
cent increase in tram fares took place.
Although the proposed increases had
been widely publicized, the public did not
realize 'that higher 'tram fares, had t,o be
paid unNl last Sunday when they came
into force. M,any tram travellers who
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offered their usual fare were astonished
when the conductors and conductresses
asked them for an extra penny. Since
then many people have decided to walk
a section or two ~ather than pay the
extra fare for travel by tram.
The racegoing public will not realize
that the new system of taxation on
betting has been authorized until they go
to the racecourse on Derby Day. I
venture to prognosticate that there will
then be squeals from punters all over the
Flemington racecourse. I do not suggest
that there will be any such squeals from
the persons to whom the unofficial
Leader referred, and who will be betting
in large sums. However, there will be
expressions of intense dissatisfaction
from the small bettors who .put £1 on a
horse at even money. When they approach the bookmaker to collect, they
will be 'Surprised to learn that they will
be required to pay 1s. in the £1 on their
winnings.
The people in wfrlom I am interested
are ,the ra:ceg.oers who confine their bets
to small' sums-not the big bettors-as
they will be hit hardest by this new
method .of taxation. The average racegoer already has to pay sufficient for his
racing. Generally, the man earning the
basi'c wage or a little m'OI"e, who has a
family, eannot afford to go to a race..
course where he would have to pay 15s.
to go "inside." Jf those citizens live in
Melbourne the law says that they must
pay a good deal f.or the privilege of
betting. If they pay to go inside the tin
fence at Flemington and bet, they are
wi1Jhin the law, but if they bet outside
they are criminals.
If a person lives in, say, Mildura, and
desires to have a wager .on the Melbourne Cup, he may not do S.o legally
unless he goes to the post office and sends
a reply-paid telegram to a bookmaker on
the course, which will cost him approxi ..
mately6s. to have a lOs. bet. Those
points illustrat'e the fact that we d.o not
face up to realities. As long as Australians are Australian they will like to
have a bet on a horse race, but many of
them cannot afford to pay the high
admititance charges to racecourses and
the other taxation to which they are subjected. For that reason they do their
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betting off the c.ourse. If any person
doubts that statement it will be necessary
only to tour in a motor car on a race
day around Richmond, Collingwood,
Northcote, Prest.on, and other suburbs,
including Toorak, t.o see the number of
pers·ons being "set" by starting-price
bookmakers.
At that great place in Collins-street,
at whkh my friend, Mr. McArthur, resides on his periodical visits to Melbourne, it would be unnecessary t.o go
past the man in livery an an endeavour to
place a bet. That gentleman would
probably assist you in getting " set" for
as big a sum as y.oU would wish to place
on a horse. The same thing is d.one in
the other clubs, in William-street and
elsewhere. The wh.ole system of betting,
the meth.od of taxation aS80ciated with
it and the system .of regimentation under
which members of one section of the
community are regarded as criminals
while the others are .obeying the law,
if they have a bet, simply means that
there is one law for the rich and another
f.or the poor.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Pr.ov,ince).-I feel that I must
not all.ow the occasion t.o pass with.out
expressing my view on this Bill, because
in my opinion, the legislation .operative
in Victoria concerning betting reeks with
hypocrisy. The facts discussed by Mr.
Fraser substantiate the argument that
the wh.ole system is ridiculous, as a person may not legally have a 2s. bet on a
horse unless he enters a racec.ourse. In
England, people are entitled to back a
racehorse with a starting-price bookmaker wh.o is licensed by the Government t.o carryon operations as such.
Under that system, people may place
their bets legally without having to go to
a ra.cecourse.
I think I ought to ask the Chief Secretary, thr.ough the Leader of the
Government in this House, how much
money is spent annually on the operations of the police vice squad. Members
of the police who are assigned to that
particular duty travel around the
countryside, s.ometimes disguised' as
rabbit trappers. in order to catch and
convict decent citizens who put 2s. on a
racehorse. Members of the squad gain
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the ,confidence of .the local people who
then put 2s. on a horse. In that way
the local residents are caught betting
illegally ,and are c.onvicted for tha t
offence. However, other people may go
to a racecourse and put £500 on a horse
and that is quite in order. I think the
discrimination is perfectly ridiculous. I
reiterate that our Ibetting laws reek with
hypocrisy and it ,is time they were
changed.
I might make the same observation
concerning our liquor laws, but it would
be irrelevant to the Bill to discuss that
matter. Five minutes bef,ore 6 o'clock
it· is quite legal for a person to be drinking in an hotel, but it ,is an offence to be
drinking five minutes after 6 o'clock. I
think it would be pref,erable for the
Government to licens,e betting off the
course and to obtain revenue from that
source. I have travelled in other countries, although not so extensively as has
the unoffidal Leader, and in my opinion'
the betting legislation in those countries
is much more sensible and reasonable,
particularly in France, England, and the
United States of America, where the
Governments obtain a great deal of
revenue from that source. In this country
the extraordinary position exists that unless a person is on a racecourse before
he bets on a race, he is a criminal.
It has been suggested that many citizens who are members of a certain institution to which I belong may place
bets of any amount on which no taxation
is paid. In regard to that .statement,
I elect to make no answer, because the
suggestion may be correct.
Unfortunately, if people living in country districts desire to place a bet on a horse
ra'ce, they must incur a c.ost of 65., as
stated by /Mr. Fraser, before they can
place a bet of lOs. I do not say that I
oppose the !Bill, but I repeat my previous
statement that the Victorian betting law
reeks with hypocrisy. The Government
is losing thousands of pounds a year by
not legalizing starting-price betting. I
have always been amazed that the principl~ of starting-price betting is not
recognized, yet the Government is prepared to tax punters who attend a racecourse. I shall be interested to hear the
views of other members on this subject.
The Hon. G. S. McArthur.
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The m·otion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6 (Rates of stamp duty on bets
over £5).
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province).-Although the Government
has seen fit to copy what is being done
in South Australia in relation to taxing
winning bets, it has not foillowed the
lead. of New South Wales and South
Australia and established a system
of "tote doubles." UnfortunateQy,' the
punter is taxed in every possible way;
he is taxed on his admission ticket when
he attends a racecourse and also when
he makes bets. The Government should
consider making le'gal starting price betting. Many starting-price bookmakers
who make extensive bets would welcome
the opportunity of paying registration
fees, so that they might legally meet
the requirements of those people who,
although not attending race meetings,
like to make bets off the course. I agree
with Mr. Fraser in his references to the
establishment of a State lottery.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin).-This clause does not relate
to a State lottery or "tote doubles"; it
merely makes provision f.or the rates of
stamp duty on bets over £5.
The Hon. F. M. THOM.AS.~I should
like to know why other speakers on the
BiLl were allowed to refer to what has
occurred in other parts of Australia and,
in fact, in other countries.
The OH!AflR!MAN.-Those members
were speaking to the second-reading
motion, and they were quite in order, but
in Committee a member may discuss
ranly1Jhose ma'trters to which a .clause
specifically refers.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bilil. was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
UNIVE'RSITY BIDL.
The debate (adjourned from October
17), on the motion of the Hon. P. P.
Inchbold (Minister of Education) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
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The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (!Melbourne
Province) . -This Bill does' not propose
a general a-mendment of the University
Act and, necessarily, my comments upon
it will be circumscribed. It seeks to
amend sections 18 and 33 of the principal Act and, in my opinion, the proposals are both good and bad. Clause
3 contains an -amendment 'to sect10n 33
of the principal Act in relation to the
number of free places provided at the
university for persons in the employment of the Government of Victoria,
exclusive of teachers. I have long considered that the number of free places
should be almost unlimited, and that if
the youth of the community show sufficient merit and are capable of assimilating education of the higher grades they
should be permitted to obtain it free of
cost. The question O'f being able to pay
fees, buy materials, and so on should
have no bearing on whether a person
mayor may not be admitted to a university. This clause proposes that there
shall be ten free places at the university. instead of five; If the Government had made the number twenty, I
would have agreed with the proposal.
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hostels.
Public Service Departments
have also established hostels to house
their employees, and it is noticeable tha1t
they generally pick on a spot in a most
fashionable residential area where the
expenses are the albsolute limit. Public
Departments buy big and expensive
residences on St. Kilda-road, ejecting
people who !have lived th-ere for years
and who have now to find accommodation elsewhere.
Thes-e pLaces are obtained ,and turned
into hostels to 'accommodate certain
classes of people. ]t -is right, of course,
that employees should have opportunities
placed in their way to henefit by provision of this sort. The statement has
been made in 'this House, on reliable
author-ity, that in connection with the
running of hostels for hospital staffs
there have to be provided two rooms as
accommodation for nurses for every bed
occupied in a hospital. I know that in
the old days most of the nurses lived
at home; accommodation !Was provided
for only a few, who were on shift work.
. In considering the proposal in this Bill
I ask myself, what does it really mean?
Does it mean that the university aut.horities desire to build hostels or that they
wish to follow the example of the other
public instrumentalities and Departments -and enter upon the policy of
ejecting "natites" to ,provide accommodation for students from abroad?
There is some growing resentment today over the fact that provision is made
in many instances 'for mig-rants coming
from abroad to 'take up spedfic duties.
Large houses have been obtained by the
Railway Department and also by the
tramways Board, and the Australianborn ci tizen is not offered these opportunities and advantages.

I am not happy about clause 2, which
amends section 18 of the principal Act,.
because it makes provision for the university to perform certain duties entirely
foreign to what a university should do.
These institutions are sometimes established by Governments and in other cases
they are subsidized, more especially in
the United States of America, by wealthy
people who recognize that they owe a
duty to the community to provide centres
of learning where experts in various
branches of intellectual science can give
the benefit of their knowledge and experience to the youth of the community
who can assimilate the knowledge. I
As to wha't the position will be when
take it that it is not part of the duty of
a university to provide 'for students the Council of the University of Melaccommodation at hostels, restaurants, bourne is granted these powers, we have
ca'fes, or canteens. Those facilities are to examine dause 2. This provides th'at
all very well in a boarding school, or in the council shall have full power to estabthe ordinary public or private schools. 'lish hostels and halls of residence for
Wha t is the idea behind this craze of students; that it shall have the manageproviding hostels? Many private firms ment, control ,and closing of these hostels
to-day are providing hostels for their and halls; that it shall have the arrangeemployees-migrants
obtained
from ment of accommodation for students;
ov,erseas. The Melbourne and Metro- that it shall be able to exercise with tJhe
politan Tramways Board has gone in for owner or governing body of any hostel or
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hall that has not been established by the take on the job of supervising these halls
oouncil, powers of control and manage- and hostels.
Many members of this
ment. These boardinghouses are to House have had the advantage of a uni~
a'ccommodate students. If the council of versity education, for which I suppose
the university can get the proprietor of they duly paid. I never had that ad..
Uhe hostel or hall to agree, it can dis- vantage, I regret to say. A person born
cipline the boarders---'the lodger.s-who in my time did not have opportunities of
take advantage of this type of accom- higher education such as the youth of
modation.
to-day have.
The university, having obtained all
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is it an
this power, will next have ,to set up a advantage?
separate department. Wlhere the money
for these purposes is to be obtained I do
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-At all
not know. I always understood fuat the events, I agree with it. I want to give
universHy authorities were rather hard every opportunity to everybody to have
up for 'funds to carry out th'eir proper a university education,. but if we give
functions, without going into the business those powers to the University Council it
of purchasing and running boarding- seems to me it will be to the detriment
houses. It s'eems now, howeveT, tha,t of the other parts of the responsible
they want to get hold of halls and Ihosltels duties of the University Council. Instead
and provide for their m1anagement and of the council worrying over the cost of
staffing, and to run the whole business of food and service, and of hostel managers
Surely this is somewhat and the management of the managers, I
catering.
fOI"eign .to the nature of their responsi- suggest that it would be better occupied
bilities. At the same time we hear' that in continuing to teach the young of this
un'iversity fees are to be considerably community and generally to encourage
inoreased. Are they to be increased in higher education. I can thoroughly review of tJhe prospect of the University commend clause 3 in regard to free places
Council entering the catering line of at the university, but clause 2 I do not
business?
like. There may not be in it quite the
I do not know whether this legislation dangers I have indicated, but I should
will also give the council the privilege of ·like to give it the most careful examinarunning a liquor bar at a hostel. If Par- tion before recommending its passage
liament gives the council power to estab- into statute law.
lish boardinghouses and restaurants and
The sitting was suspended at 6.25 p.m.
cafes, and to arrange for the accom- until 7.5'5 p.m.
modation of students in that way, I do
not see any reason why bars also should
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
not be set up. Where the university Provirice).-This is a small Bill which
people are to obtain the money for all covers mainly two matters, one of which
this, or the building material that is relates to the establishment of hostels
bound to be required, I am not aware. for university stUdents. The Bill is of
However, if Parliament gives them all interest to me, as I spent the whole of
these powers it may be giving them the my youth in Parkville, near the Melpower to run a bar, and in that way they bourne university. At that time, practicshould be able to make the money they ally three-quar.ters of the lodging-houses
require. It is commonly said that the in that suburb were occupied by universupply of liquor is much more profitable sity students. Doubtless, there are still
than the provision of food.
as many boardinghouses in Parkville,
Seriously, however, one would not but they are not all available to university
expect the council of the University of students. The boardinghouse ,proprieMelbourne to make a pr::>fit out of the
exercise of the new powers proposed to tors are disinclined to take in the
be conferred on it. These things are stUdents, who are absent during the long
altogether foreign to the nature of the vacations-for three or four months of
university's business. I do not know the year. During that time the boardingwhether the professors themselves will house keepers would derive no income
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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unless they oould fiU their rooms with
other boarders in the absence of the
students.
At the time of which I speak students
paid about £1 a week for board and
lodging, but to-day they would have to
pay considerably more than that sum.
Probably the boardinghouse keepers take
the view that they can let their rooms to
'boarders who are more profitable to them
than university students. Even young
people are nowadays receiving high
remuneration in their positions in the
dty, and they are able to pay more for
hoard and -lodging ,1Jhan many unive~sity
students. F·or that reason the latter aTe
placed at a disadvantage in obtaining
board land Tesidence.
As was stated by the Minister during
his second-reading speech, there are 7,565
students attending courses at the University of Melbourne. Of that number,
only 634 are accommodated in the colleges attached to the university. Of the
remainder, 5,650 live at home or., in .the
case of country students, with relatives
in Melbourne. That leaves 1,281 who
have to obtain their own accommodation.
I think all members realize how difficult
it is nowadays to get board and residence
anywhere. It is quite obvious that students from the country, whose parents
have, perhaps, not a great deal of money,
must have considerable difficulty in
obtaining suitable accommodation in
Melbourne. The primary function of a
university is not to provide residences
for the students, but I think all members
will agree that conditions to-day are very
different from those which obtained in
earlier years, and it is necessary for the
university authorities to assist in providing accommodation for students, just as
Government Departments provide similar assistance for their staffs.
I have in mind that a block of flats
between St. Kilda-road and Queens-road
was purchased by the PostmasterGeneral's Department for use by engineers of that Department, who were
transferred from other places to Melbourne to take up duty in this oity. It
has frequently happened that, when a
vacant position in a Government Department in Melbourne has been advertised,
qualified applicants from Brisbane,
: Sydney or A-delaide have applied for
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appointment but when they have Jearnt
that accommodation was unobtainable in
Melbourne, they have declined transfer.
For that reason the Commonwealth
Government decided to purchase accommodation for use by members of its staff.
The State Electricity Commission of Victoria also has purchased properties for
use by its employees, and similar action
has been taken by the Railway Department, the Public Works Department, the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board and other bodies to provide accommodation for members of the staff who
may be transferred to Melbourne from
the country or another State.
When I was Minister of Public Works,
it frequently happened that when a
vacancy for, say, an architect was advertised, applications would be fI'eceived
from qualified persons in other States,
but usually the applicants w&e not prepared to come to Melbourne unless living
accommodation was available. For that
reason, the Public Works Department
purchased a block of half-a-dozen flats so
that in special cases accommodation
could, if required, be provided for transferred staff or new appointees.
'
Unfortunately, the purchas.ing of
homes by Government Departments and
other authorities does not relieve the
housing shortage; it merely transfers the
difficulties to some one else's shoulders.
It is a pity that these authorities cannot
erect buildings to aocommodate their
staffs. The case of the PostmasterGeneral's Department, which I cited, did
not harm anyone; a block of flats was
being built and it provided accommodation, when completed, for officers of that
Department. Honorable members have
read in the press that certain residences
have been purchased by Government Departments and that boarders numbering
perhaps 25 have been informed that by
a certain -date they must vacate the
premises. The Government is empowered
to obtain possession of property, as there
is a provision in the Landlord and Tenant
Act whereby the Governor in Council
may exempt certain property from the
operation "9f the Act; in that way
<;;overnment Departments often secure
tenancy of properties of which the
ordinary citizens could not get possession.
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I trust that the university authorities
will make an effort to erect properties so
that the existing shortage of accommodation will not be aggravated. The proposal ·contained in the Bill win probably
relieve the minds of parents in country
distriocts. I imagine that some anxiety is
felt by parents in cases where a country
boy or girl is sent to Melbourne and must
secure aocommodation in a boardinghouse, where the parents do not know
what his or her associations will be. If
there is a well organized hostel under
the control of the UniversHy Council,
parents in the country will have their
minds relieved of a certain degree of
anxiety. It is a problem for parents
when ahildren of university-going age
have to leave home to live in the metropolis.
Clause 3 of the Bill has resulted, I
suppose, from the development of
Government Departments. Under the
principal Act, there was provision for
five free places to be awarded to emp~oyee'S of the Government of Vi.ctoria.
It is well known that the activities of
the Government are expanding continually. Speoial qualifications required
by officers of the Government mean that
many of them would like to have a
university education. It is natural,
therefore, that there should be an increase in the number of free places provided. A free place gives to the holder
free education for a full university
degree. The Bill provides that instead
of there being only five free places, as in
the past, there will be ten provided in
future. In the notes with which I have
been supplied by the Minister it is stated
that the free places shall be awarded by
the Minister of Educa Uon on the recommendation of a committee consisting of
the chair/man of the Public Service
Board, as chairman, the Chief Inspector
of Secondary School'S, and four heads of
Departments, excluding the Education
Departm'ent.
The Bill provides for a further small
amendment; it is something which has
not been attended to for many years. I
refer to the provision enabling the
Governor in Council to make regulations
so that agreements may be entered into
with persons awarded free places. The
Sir James Kennedy.
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Education Department entered into a
number of agreements with teachers providing that in return for' their receiving
free educa Hon they would remain dn the
servke of the Department for a certain
period. A similar position existed in
respect of other Departments, some of
whose employees attended the University
of Melbourne. It is a waste of money if
the fees required to enable such persons
to pass through the university are paid
and they lea·ve the service of the Department immediately upon completing their
university course. Agreements have been
entered into for many years to provide
that they shall serve a prescribed period
with the Department, and apparently
there has been no statutory authority for
those agreements to be entered into.
Evidently the Crown Solicitor has advised
the Governmen t that it is necessary to
amend the Act, and the Bill contains a
clause making it legal for agreements of
this nature to be made. This measure
harS been introduced as a ·result of
changed oondiHons ~nd it appears to
be necessary. I expect that the House
will agree to the passage of the Bill as
drafted.
On the motion of the Hon. P. L.
COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province),
the debate was adjourned until later this
day.
TRIANSPORT REGULATION (FEES)
BrLL.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This small Bill is another of the
measures arising from the Budget, as
forecast by the Leader of the House
earlier this evening. It is a simple
measure presented in accordance with
the budget'ary proposals to provide for
increased fees to be paid in respect of
vehicles Ucensed under the Transport
Regulation Act1s.
Fees 'at present
charged under the Transpor:t Regulation
Acts faU under two headings:-First,
the fees payable for Ucences, and,
secondly, the fees payable for permits
whi-ch are .granted by the Board from
time to time to operate in some way not
already covered by the licence.
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Clause 2 ,of the Bill relates to an increase in per,milt fees, and clause 3
prescribes am increase in licence fees.
Clause 2 am'ends sub-section (2) of secUon 17 of the Transport Regulation Act
1933, as amended by section 5 of !the
Transport Regula Hon Act 1941. Subsection (2) of section 17, which deals
w.ith oom'mer<Cial passenger vehicles, at
present readsIn respect of every such permit there
shall be paid to the Board such sum (not
exceeding Five pounds) as the Board may
determine.

This Bill substitutes a sum of £15 as
the maximum in lieu of the ex;isting £5.
Clause 2 also amends sub-section (2) of
section 32 ,of the Transport RegulB.ition
Act 1933, as amended by secU,on 7 of
the Transport Regulati,on Act 1941.
SecHon 32 re1ates to commercial goods
vehicles and the amendment substitutes
the 'Sum of £15 as the maximum in lieu
of the exi'sting £5.
Clause 3 amends sectilQn 34 of the
Transport Regulation Act 1933, as reenacted by seotioOn 7 .of the Transport
Regulation (Licences and Fees) Act
1947. Under the existing proOvisioOns of
the Act licences are issued for -a period
of four yeaTs subject toO the payment of
the prescribed f'ees. Section 34 prescribes the fees as foOUows:For every commercial passenger vehicle
licence and every commercial goods vehicle
licence an annual fee of One pound. For
commercial goods vehicle licences "as of
right," Le., those issued pursuant to the
provisions of section 22 of the Transport
Regulation Act 1933, this is the only fee
payable.

Licences issued "as of right" are
issued in the count'ry to persons conducting a transport business and enable
them to operate within a radius of
approximately 20 miles of their homes.
Carriers i'Ssued wi,th Hcences "as of
righ t " engage in the transpoItt of stoOck
and farm pI'loduce to -the local town.
Clause 3 of the Bill increases this basic
fee of £1 to £2, except in the case of
pr.imary producers who at present receive a licence ,at a concession rate of
5s. per annum. This ooncessioOn rate
will remain unaltered. In addition to
this basic fee, commercial passenger
'vehicles pay an additional fee, art present
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based ,on a maximum rate oOf £1 a seat.
Clause 3 incI'leases this maximum fee to
£1 lOs. per seat.
Goods vehicles holding discretionary
licenoes, that is, licences which permit
operati,ons other than those permitted
under a licence "as ,of righrt" issued
pursuant to section 22, pay an additional
fee at a rate not ,exceeding 'at present
5s. per hundredweight .of the load
capacity of the vehicle. Clause 3 in~
creases the maXlimum fee payable in
this way to lOs. per hundredweight.
Sub-dause (2) of clause 3 provides 'that
the pr,oposed new _fees will apply to
eXiisting licences, as well as to licences
granted after the passing of this Bill.
Th-ese licences will :not expire until a
period of f,our years has elapsed.
Theref,ore, it would not he right to
aHow the holders of the licences tooontinue operating ,rut a lower fee while the
owners ,of other veh<icles were pay;ing a
higher fee.
As a 'l'esulit of the increa'Sed fees
now proposed ilt has been estimated
that adai tional revenue lapproxima ting
£250,000 will be obtained in a full year.
The greatest pI'Ioportion of this will be
oObta~ned foflom heavy .!'load transport,
partIcularly >those vehicles enga.ged on
,inter,state work.
Ta~ation in oOther
States ,on all form's ,of road transport
iJs very much heavier than has been
the case in Vic-toria, and the char,ges in
other States win still be much in excess
of those pI'lopoS'ed in this Bill. H has
been suggested in some quarters that
the Government should adopt the .same
fees as in New South Wales where the
charge for permits f.or rooad veh,icles·
can be anythling up .to a maximum of
3d. per ton per mile on the ~oss weight
of the vehicle and its load, and in .the
case of passeng,er vehicles at the rate
of 1d. per passenger per mile. It is felt
by the Governm'ent that to .impose a fee
such as that must add too greatly to the
c,ost of transpoI'lt. The Government considers ,thalt road transport has a j,ob of
work to dlQ in this State and that any
addttion .of severe taxation would be
()!lly passed on toO the consumer in the
form of increased charges.
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I direot a ttention to the fact rtha t
prectically aH the pipes used for water
reticulation fQr the city of Melbourne
and for the southern portion of the Sta te
are transported along ·the Hume
highway; thQusands of tOI1JS of piping
are carried in that way. Imposition of heavy taxation on motor
vehicles . would increase the cost of
building and water reticulation considerably. The Government considers
tha t the charge proposed in the measure
is reasonable, and the State will be recouped a great deal for damage being
done toO roads. Ha ving regard to .the
serious budgetary position, the Government has been forced to obtain increased
revenue froOm these ,SOUfces, but, as
already stated, the charges pr,oposed to
be Jevied will ·be still much below those
in otlher States.
I commend the Bill :100 the House. It
.is one of those measures that have been

f.oreed upon us by circumstances .. I consider that increased taxation on heavy
motor vehicles is .overdue and that the
Government will now recoup something
!towards making good ,the' damage
suffered by tthe l'oads as a result of their
use by heavy transports. I trust that
tihe Bill will receive a speedy passage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (lMelbournpProvince) .-There is not a great deal of
substance in tJhis measure but it opens
up the very wide question of the control
of the transpoflt system. Aibout nine
years argo PaTliamen t passed a measure
which initiated the present Transport
Regulation Board. The original purpose
of that Board was to secure the improvement and ;co-ordination of means of and
faciHties for locomotion and transport.
Later, the Board was .given certain
powers of licensing and taxation. We are
now rea'ching the stage where, by this
Bill, tfue Board is being m,ade a taxing
authority. In its early career the Transport Regulation Board was supposed to
provide for its own expenses on the receipt of fees, and I understand that the
balance over and above those expenses
had to be paid 'into Consolidated Revenue.
Under this measure the extra taxation
alone that will be raised is expected to
amount to about £250,000.
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Heavy transport is not taxed in this
State to the same degree as in other
States. 1 am inclined to think it is very
muCh under-taxed. Persons who use
public facilities should pay for the
maintenance of those utilities, if they do
not pay part of the capital cost. H'eavy
goods vehicles cause enormous damage
to country roads, and the fees received
f.or the privileg'e and right of utilizing
the public roads for the transport O'f
freight are not nearly commensurate
wHh the dam:age tlhat is done. Even the
f·ees that have been mentioned by the
Minister are very modest compared with
the sum of the damage done to the roads.
The cost of road transport in Australia
is enormous, and road Itransport is three
times in volume that af all other forms
of transport. A t a time when the
Government is doing its utmost to stem
the tide of deficit it is only right and
na tural that it should turn to road transport to aid in bridging the gap. One of
the difficuLties with measures such as
this is tlhat one has to examine numerous
earlier measures of the same kind in
order to obtain the ,true and complete
picture. This Bill is the eleventh amending the original Act. However, it is a
good Bill and is very modest in the
dem·ands that it m·akes. r therefore
commend it to the House.
On the motion of Sir JAMES
KENN'EDY (Higinbotham Province), the
debate was adjourned until the next day
of meeting.
LICENSING (!F·EES) BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is one of the measures to which I
referred earlier as Budget Bills. Its
purpose is to increase the fees payable in
accordance with section 19 of the Licensing Act 1928. Provision is made under
Part XV. of the Act for this revenue to
be paid to the Licensing Fund and, after
providing for oertain payments, that the
moneys 'remaining 'in the fund shall be
transferred to Consolidated Revenue.
Originally the fees were fixed at 'a flat
rate, and then a fee of 3 per cent. on
purchases was imposed. This was increased in 1916 to 6 per cent., but during
the depression years relief was sought
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and in 1931 the percentage was reduced
from 6 to 4 per cent., at which it has remained since that time.
. With the present prosperity, and ,in
view of the State's urgent need for
revenue, the ·G<>vernment has decided to
restore the percentage from 4 to 6 per
oen t. This will be payable on practically
all licences, 'including a victualler's
licence, a temporary victualler's licence,
a spirit merchant's lkence, a grocer's
licenoe, an Australian wine licence, and a
brewer's licence. In addition, no fee is
payable ·aot the present time for a permit
to sell liquor with m'eals although,
peculiarly, a fee of £1 is payable for a
permit to sell non-intoxicating liquor.
The Bill provides that a fee of £1 will be
payable for the former class of permit.
The amount received during the past
financial year from licence fees was
£740,000, so that for the ensuing year an
increase of approximately £340,000
should be received.
A sUght variation has been made in
the method of assessment of fees so that
the fees wiN also be assessa'ble upon
the purchases made during the twelve
months ending on the 30th of June
each year. At present, holders of wine
licences, spirit merchanls, and grocers'
Ucences are taxable upon their sales,
while other licensees are taxed on their
purchases.
This variation involves a
great deal of clerical work both upon the
officers of the Licensing Court and the
licensees themselves, and with a view to
relieving them of this work and to provide uniformity, it is intended that
all future assessments shall be upon
purchases.
At the present time, the court is
making assessments calculated in accordance with the existing law for issue to
licensees, and provision is made for a
supplementary assessment to be determined by 1Jhe court when this measure
becomes law so that ·the increased rates
win be payable for the issue or renewal
of licences foor the year commencing on
the 1st of January next.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-With every desire to help
the Government push on with its legis ..
lative programme, I find it very difficult
to do my duty to the House in connection
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with all these measures now coming before us. However, this Bill does not
require a great deal of examination. It
imposes further t'3.xation, of course, and
if that is a virtue then it is sa~d that
virtue is its own reward. We have dealt
in the course of this sitting with the
further taxation of gambling on racecourses and now we are considering an
increased impost on the consumption of
liquor. It has been pointed out that
the person who retrains from g.ambling
and abstains f~om liquor avoids a considemble amount of taxation. As I
said, virtue brings its own rewlard.
By this Bill the Government is budgeting .vol' £340,000 lof additional revenue
tiliis year by way of imposition on those
who consume hard liquor. While one
·can do without going to the races and
gambling, the partaking of beer is
looked upon by many people alJTl.ost as
an urgent necessity. It is said that if
an Englishm,an is dep~ived ,of his beer
there is likely to be a' revolution. However, botlh the fees for selling liquor
and 'the 'prices of the liquor itself '.:ire
now going up.
I remember the day when I was able
to buy a bottle of fairly sound liquor for
5!d.; that was the cut price-6d. was
the price to the ordinary individual.
Now, we all pay 2s. 4d. a bottle for our
beer. There was a stage in our history
when good, honest, sound, mild ale was
sold more cheaply than any other liquor
with the exception of water. In 'this
connection I shall use an Australian saying-one which, when I used it abroad,
h'ad to be explained to those who heard
it. I refer to an activity known only in
Austr,al'ia as "running the rahbit." If
you took a jug or a bi'lly or any other
such receptacle to a hotel and had it
filled with beer you were "running the
rabbit," and by "running the rabbit"
}'Iou could get five glasses of beer f0r 3d.
I know what I am talking about, because
I have assisted in that operation. To-.
day, however, a bottle of beer costs
2s. 4d., and you get a very small glass of
beer somefimes for 1s.-that is, if you
go to the right place. So the cost of
living as regards beer is goIng up and up,
and the Government is determined that
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our beer shaH not become any cheaper,
because it is now increasing the licensing
fees.
Of course, everything has to be paid
by the consumer. I t was Shakespeare
who said, "Base is the slave that pays."
It is the beer drinker who has to pay
so far as these fees are concerned. As
to whether the drinker win continue to
get his money's worth I am not able to
judge. I do not drink beer. There was
a time when I did. I would drink it
now, but I suppose I am getting too
weak with old age, and to-day I drink
milk. I do not suppose that the Government will bring in a tax that will make
milk dearer-it is dear enough now.
The measure now before us is comparatively simple since it means an
increase of from 4 to 6 per cent. in
the licence fees. As honorable members
know, I have plenty of friends in the
licensing trade and I presume that if they
had objected to this measure they would
have asked me to place their objections
before the House. However, as they
seem to think that the additional imposition is fair, why should we worry? The
State has reached a position in which it
must avail itself of all possible avenues
for obtaining additional revenue, and
here is a sum of £340,000 to be obtained
without any adverse comment from the
trade concerned and without any demur
on the part of the consuming public.
When I look back to the days when I
occupied a Ministerial position and sat
on tlhe other side of the House, it is
remarkable to remember the limited
amount of Consolidated Revenue that
was available. As the Minister commented, in effect, in rega,rd to the
present measure, "Thes1e are prosperous
times" and I quite agree. When there
is a t.otal sum .of about £700,000,000 in
savings banks alone, tllat is certainly an
indication that times are prospeI'ous in
a country where so much can be
accumulated by about 8,000,000 people.
I sh.ou1d say that of the almount menHoned the propor1J~on represen ting the
savings of the w,orkers is 90 per cent.,
and it shows tlhat there is money to
spend.
The proposed additional tax will apply
not only to beer but also to wines and
spirits. It might be much ,better for -the
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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country if people consumed more wine
than they do. I mean a nice light product, not too heavily fortified-but the
taste of Australians does not lie in that
direction, whereas in other countries
light ,wines are very popular.
As
far as I 'can see from the explanatory notes of this m·easure, which
I have had before me for only a few
moments, I think the House can safely
accept it. This Chamber has not a great
deal of power in relation to financial
Bills but it could certainly suggest a
reduction of tax.
Honorable members
are not entitled, even by suggestion, to
propose an increase of taxation nor are
they at liberty to amend a measure such
as this. We all recognize the force of
the prevailing circumstances, and again
I express my sympathy with the Government. I only wish that during my period
as Minister the Labour Government had
had so many avenues open to it as has
the present Government and that the
times had been so prosperous that the
Labour Administration had been able to
take advantage of such means for obtaining additional revenue.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province) . -There is only one
phase of this Bill to which I desire to
direct the attention of the Minister. Had
I known earlier that it was proposed to
discuss this measure to-day I would have
taken steps to fortify myself with an
illustration of the case that I propose to
put. The original legislation provides
that this fee should be borne as to fiveeigh ths by the licensee and as to threeeighths by the owner. A decision of the
Supreme Court ,in 1949 upheld the
validity of a lease which was ingeniously
drawn and drcumvented that partitcuJar
p:r.ovision tOf the law, enabling the owner
to escape his contribution of threeeighths of the fee.
I think that deliberately flouted the will and intention
of Parliament, and that the present measure provides an opportunity for us to
make the position crystal dear, in order
that the burden should properly fall in
the proportions in which Parliament
originally decided it should, namely, fiveeighths on the licensee and three-eighths
on the owner. .r had ·asked to he supplied with the necessary authority for
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the cas'e I am .submitting but, las I have
already said, I was unaware fuat this
Bill would be discussed to-day, otherwise
I would have had chapter and verse to
support my view.
I would say, in all fairness to the trade,
that I do not think a great number of
owners or the breweries have taken
advantage of the decision in question by
drawing up their leases to enable owners
or lease holders to escape their obligation. Still, I think that the situation is
wrong and ought to be remedied. Unless
the remedy is determined here and now
an opportunity will be lost. I understand that my colleague, Mr. Fraser,
desires to .speak -to this measure
a'nd that an adjournm'ent of the debate will be sought to enable him
to do so. I agree with the inevitability of the proposed increase which I
do not think can be countered seriously.
I repeat, however, that a unique opportunity presents itself to correct the mischief created by the decision of the
Supreme Court in 1949.
The House
ought to take into consideration the
question whether or not the unfortunate
situation should be clarified. I suggest
that we ought to prevent unreasonable
owners from throwing off a burden which
Parliament has decreed should be upon
their shoulders and passing it to the
licensees.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CIifden Eaf;er).
- I remember the case well. It was one
in which the landlord sought to obtain the
proportion by adding it to the rent and
treating it as rent.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That
is so. With respect, Mr. President, I
. think it was a distinct flouting of the will
and intention of Parliament and that we
ought to make it crystal clear that the
burden should f3.11 where Parliament intended-upon the shoulders of the owner
and the Hcens'ee respectively. I do not
know whether the Minister can gIve consideration to the matter at this stage,
but it is obviously fair that appropriate
action should be taken. It would not
destroy the purpose of the Bill and it
certainly would prevent unreasonable
people from acting unfaizqy.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am quite
prepared to grant an adjournment of the
deba te in order that the aspect dealt
with by Mr. Slater may be inquired into.
The Hon. F. M. THoMAs.-On behalf
of my coEeague, Mr. Fraser, I was proposing to ask for an adjournment of the
de'bate until later this day.
The PRESIDENT.-If Mr. Slater
moved for the adjournment of the debate
he would be able to continue his speech
on' the resumption.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-With
the oonsent of ,the Minister, I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The PltESiIDENT.-As I have already
indicated, the importance of that motion
being moved by Mr. Slater is that he wi1l
be able to resume his remarks when the
Bill comes forward again, whereas, if
Mr. Thomas had moved for the adjournment of the deb3.te, Mr. Slater would
have lost that right.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the next day of meeNng.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS
(REGISTRATION FEES) BILL.
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is another ;:>f the Budget Bills by
which the Government desires to increase the revenue of the State. It is
only a sm·aU measure designed to repeal
the Second Schedule to the Factories and
Shops Act 1928, and to provide a new
schedule in its place. The fees which are
payable upon the registration of factories
and shops are fixed by this schedule.
They are fixed on a scale which rises in
accordance with the number of persons
employed in a factory or shop. The
scale has not been altered since 1922,
and no doubt it will be agreed by all that
the value of the fee fixed in 1922 is not
the same now. In 1922, a registration
fee of, say, 2s. 6d. gave full value,
whereas to-day it barely covers the cost
of postage, stationery, and registration.
Therefore, it is necessary that these fees
should be adjusted.
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There is also an anomaly in the present
schedule under which, if a person or a
firm has ten factories, only one regis ..
tration fee is paid, whereas, if a .person
or a firm has ten shops, that number of
registration fees must be paid. The new
scheduil.e will bring the matter into line,
since a registration fee will be payable
for each shop and each factory. It is
estimated that the additional revenue to
be collected under the schedule contained
in the Bill will be approximately £80,000
for a full year. Clause 1 sets out the
short title and citation. Claus·e 2 provides that the schedule contained in the
Bill shall be substituted for the Second
Schedule to the Factories and Shops Act
of 1928.
The schedule sets out in detail the way
in which fees are to be assessed. The
following tahle indicates 'the alterations
proposed to be made in the f.ees in respect
of the first eight items of the present
schedule:Present.

For every factory or shop in
whichthe occupier works alone
not more than two persons
aTe employed
..
more than two and not
more than four persons
are employed
more than four and not
more than ten persons
are employed
more than ten and not
more than twenty persons are employed
more than twenty and
not more than thirty
persons are employed
more than thirty and not
more than fifty persons
are employed
more than fifty and not
more than one hundred
persons are employed

d.

Proposed.

8.

0

2 6

0 5 0

0

5 0

0 10 0

0 10 0

1 0 0

0 0

2 10 0

2 0 0

5 0 0

3 0 0

6 0

4 0 0

£

d.

£

8.

0

10 0 0
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payable where 100 persons are employed.
The provision in the present schedule
which permitted the aggregating of the
employees of an occupier of more than
one factory to ascertain the fee .payable,
is deleted. In the absence of a m'aximum
fee this provision would not benefit any
one.
A clause is added at the end of the
schedule which makes it C'leaT that a
working occupier shall be included in the
number of persons employed for the
purpose of assessing the fee payable.
Th'is has been the method used for many
years and this clause accordingly makes
no change in current practice. Although
this is a small Bill, it will be valuable
from a revenue Ilaising point of view.
At present there are m'any anomalies.
Large lfirms are making huge profits and
are employing thousands of hands OOt
tlhey pay only £110 a year as the fee to
register their es:tablishments. I feel certain that they will be delighted to assist
the Governm'ent by paying an increased
fee. Under the new schedule, fees will
be charged in accordance with the
numbers o'f persons employed in these
various eSltablishments. I commend the
BiN to tihe House, and I trust th·at it will
receive a .speedy :passage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (/Melbourne
Province).-This measure requIres little
explanation, because it contains nothing
contentious, unless the contrary is said
of the proposed increase dn -the registra,tion fees. The Mini,ster ·mentioned 'fuat
the 'Or.iginal Act was palssed in 1922, but
I thought i1 was ,intr.oduced at a much
earlier date. Doubtless, the present fees
were fixed in 192'2 because r notice that
the fees mentioned by the Minister ap~
pear in the consolidated Act of 19·28.
There has been no 'change in Ithem sin'ce'
the consolidation was effected.

Ahout 30 years ago, the late Sir Arthur
Robinson int'roduced the orig.inal regis5 0 0 20 0 0
tration Bill on :behalf of the then
I
Government, and he repudia ted the
For the maximum fee of £10 fixed by the idea :that it was intended to be a
He said that the
present schedule in the last item there is taxing medium.
substituted a provision that for each Government desired to make certain that
additional 50 employees, or fraction factori'es were registered and that a
thereof, in a f.actory or shop in excess sm'all 'fee would be charged to meet the
of 100, the occupier shall pay an amount expenses of the Department. Once a tax
of £20, in addition to the amount of £20 . is imposed, it is hard to have it removed.
The H on. Trevor Harvey.
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It would t'ake an earthquake or a re-

volution ,to force a Government to remove any taxation burden -imposed by
Parl'iament. This Bill will practically
double the f'ees ,charged previously but
the arguments of the Minister m,ake that
course appear to be reasonable. Neverin the history of Australia have m'anuf·acturing industries enjoyed such a
wonderful time and reaped such a
harvest as they have during the last two
or three years. Goods are now being
iold wi thou t any regard being paid to
manufacturing costs, the only question
of importance toO manufa,cturers being
how ,much they can obta,in f.or their
pr-oducts. If the Australian pound is
f.ound to be worth .only lOs. compared
wi,th sterling, and if that means a higher
charge f.or imported goods, local manufacturers will immediately raise their
prices and retain their 'present high
margins.
I emphasize the 'point that 'the Government is departing fr.om the principles
that were enunciaJted when a similar
measure :was introduced previously; it
was contended that it was not a taxing
medium. The Government say.s that this
Bill will assist :to raise revenue to the
value of £80,000 a year, and to t:!hat I
take n'O exception. This is the twentythird amendment {)if the consolidated
Factories and Shops Act, Ibut it has given
me no tr.ouble because the Bill amends
the ,principal Act in the schedule only. I
wouLd have experienoed difficulty if I
had been <!a:lled upon to consult 22
amendments of the original Act. Tha t
illustrates the need for ·the consolidation of all Acts at '11he earliest poss~ble
moment.
On the motion .of the Hon. A. G.
WARNER (Higinbotha'm Province), tme
debate was adjourned until the next
day of meeting.
UND TAX BILL (No.2).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
PubUc Works).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to fix the rate
of land tax for the year ending the 31st
of December, 1952. It will not only fix
the rate, but will also increase it. With
the exception of the period for-om 19:22 to
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1937, when the super tax of 5 per cent.
was in force, the rate of land tax of onehalfpenny for every £1 of the unimproved value of land has not varied
since 1911, when the tax on unimproved
land came into operation.
The HoOn. A. G. WARNER.-Does the
Bill cover all land in Victoria?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes, with
certain reservations.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is this tax
paid by State instrumentalities?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.---'No. In
1943, the exemption in respect of land
used for primary production was raised
from £250 to £3,000, diminishing at the
rate of £1 for every £1 in excess of
£3,000, the exemption eventually disappearing at £16,000. When I answered
Mr. Warner's interjection, I meant reserva tions in respect of land used for primary production. This Bill fixes the rate
f'Or the year ending the 31st of December, 1952, at 1d. in the £1 and, at the
same time, provides for a minimum
amount of tax payable for the year at
5s., in Heu of 2s. 6et. It is estimated that
the total revenue from land tax this
financial year will amount to £800,000,
of which £400,000 will be received as a
result of the increased rate of tax.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .~I realize the cause of the
cheerful tone ot the Minister of Public
Works in connection with this Bill.
When one says" land tax" it sounds as
if it is something big that a pr,imary producer has to pay, but the Minister knows
that out of the additional sum of
£400,000 antic'ipated to be raised by this
means, £300,000 at least will be paid by
people in the metropolitan area.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
agree with that comment.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-At least
two-thirds of the tax will be paid upon
city properties. There are two schools
of thought upon taxation of this type.
The Henry George school regards land
tax almost as a gospel. lts adherents
contend that if we did nothing but tax
the land, we would soon tax owners out
of possession, 'and that would lead to the
salvation of ,the country. I and many
other people hold the opinion that land
tax ,is not a scientifi,c measure. I realize
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that income tax is reasonable because
then- a person pays on what money is
earned. In many cases land tax i'S im-

Bill (No.2).

to the Government several times previously, but nothing has been done. If
my proposal was put into effect, it would

posed upon land that has no productive

mean greater economy in the Land Tax

value. However, the rate is not high,
although it becomes a burden when the
Commonwealth land tax is added to that
of the State.

Department and it would be appreciated
by the taxpayers.

There are many taxes upon property.
Values are going up, rates are going up,
and taxes are going up, but revenue remains at the same level. I am forced
to the conclusion that tenan ts of bus'iness
properties should pay something additional in view of the enhanced values of
the properties they occupy. I wish to
empha:size a point that I have mentioned
previously. Business firms offer a bonus
to employees for ideas to save labour or
to produce better articles, and employees
submitting suitable suggestions are
rewarded. So far as Governments are
concerned, one may as well speak to the
wind. The cost of collecting this tax is
increa'sing by leaps and bounds, because
labour now i:s not as cheap as it was.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works has a registered list of
taxpayers. It issues accounts on which
all items appear, and taxpayers receive
a bill each yea'r that they have to meet.
The Land Tax Department should adopt
a similar sy:S'tem. One will rece'ive an
account to-day for tax owing on a small
property and that will be followed by
further accounts. All that adds to the
cost of the Department and annoy:s taxpayers, who would prefer to receive
a complete account each year. Take the
case of a business man in Melbourne.
Every time he receives an account from
the Department, he has to examine it
and pass it for payment. That means
duplica tion of labour. I am certain that
the suggestion I have made would lead
to economies in the Department.
I know that the Department is pigheaded and is not willing to adopt suggestions; it always finds an excuse for
continuing in the old way. Apparently
officers who grow up with a system can
see no reason for departing from it.
Probably they think that if improvements
are made their numbers will be depleted
and some of them will have to seek work
elsewhere. I have made this suggestion
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.

An increase in land tax amounting to
£400,000 is not welcomed, but it is necessary in order that the services of the
S ta te might be carried on. I think the
Government is trying to obtain the money
as painlessly as possible, and it is seeking
revenue from those places where the
money is, which it is justly entitled to do.
I commend the Bill.

The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The Minister of Public
Works more or less passed over this
small Bill by saying casually that it was
merely doubling the rate of land tax.
However, there is more in the Bill than
meets the eye, because greater results
can be obtained from the valuations
upon which the rate of tax is levied than
from the rate itself. The unofficial
Leader was correct in saying that this
Bill makes an unscientific approach to
the matter of land tax, because valuation
is not an exact science. A poor, unfortunate group of people is _singled out by
this Bill.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-They are
unfortunate, but not poor.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-Because
of all the taxes that are being levied here
and there they soon will be poor, except
some of the wealthier ones, who may be
able to hold out against ever-increasing
costs. We are becoming used to the introduction of small Bills of this nature,
but it must be realized that as a result
of their passage an additional burden is
being placed upon the people, particularly
on certain groups. Any mention of land
tax has always been abhorrent to the
country land owner, but now we find
that a Country party Government has
presented a measure to increase the rate
of land tax. The Government is not particularly worried on this occasion, because, as we have already heard, approximately three-fourths of the additional
revenue to be raised will come from the
metropolitan area. The owners of city
properties will be affected, because with
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the increased cost of all services and
keeping premises in repair, not very
much is left over ]rom rents.
The unofficial Leader referred to the
difficulty in getting Governments to react
to any suggestion in regard to inequalities. In my opinion, no greater anomaly
exists than that between the landlord
and tenant, because to-day there is
the contrast of ever-increasing costs
of repairs to the ridiculous position of
pegged rents. In that regard, one might
as well speak to the wind as to the
Government, because it has not listened
to the plea of the landlords in spite
of the justice of their case. This Bill,
which doubles the rate of the land tax,
also adds another burden to the owners
of property. I ask the Government to
remember, when it puts a cost on here
and another cost on there, by the introduction of these financial Bills, that it is
the last straw that breaks the camel's
back. It is estimated that £400,000 will
be paid into Consolidated Revenue from
land tax and £250,000 from another tax,
and so on, but as there has probably been
an over-estimation of the budgetary requirements, there ough t to be a large surplus at the end of the year. However, no
doubt this Government will be able to
spend the additional revenue just as
easily as it has been able to spend money
in the past.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I consider that these
Bills to increase taxa ti'0n in various ways
have been introduced in their wrong
order, because the Consolidated Revenue
Bill should have been debated first. We
are 'actually dealing with the petty cash,
instead of with the m'ain item. .As Mr.
Cameron has pointed out, most of the
additional revenue from the land tax will
come from increased taxes upon city
property. Suburban homes and small
farms will not be affected t'0 any extent,
as the bulk of the revenue will be obtained from valuable city property. I
wish to direct the attention of the Minister of Public Works to the fact that landlords are not only being subjected by
the Fair -Rents Boa,rd to a 6! per cent.
return on 1940 values, but they are
suffering depreciation and carrying out
rep'airs at 1951 values.
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The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-Where are
repairs being oarried out?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
speaking of }arge city 'properties and
business .premises.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The city
proper pays 18 per cent. of the land tax
revenue.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The city
proper is only a small area, but the
increased tax will also apply to large
factories in industrial areas and to
some suburban business premises, which
are highly valued because they are
situatad in valuable shopping area'S.
There is no doubt ,that landlords are paying repairs at 1951 rates and their
buildings are depreciating at 1951 repla,cement values, and now it is proposed
to tax them on a 1951 increase. Perhaps
that is not an unfair basis, having regard
to what 'they paid in the past and the
value of the depreciated £1. However, I
think it is fair to ask what the Government is proposing to do to adjust the
rents for those landlords. After all, the
business tenants are selling goods at 1951
prices and with 1951 margins; they are
making 1951 profits and are paying 1951
wages to their employees. Surely it is
tJi.me that the Government suggested to
those people who are keeping it in office
that some adjustment should! be allowed
to landlords who are being continually
. subjected to higher expenses of land
tax. This question does not apply to
ren ts paid by poor people, but to landlords of businessoremises. It is fair and
reasonable that they should be allowed
to obtain a return from rent to cover
what is being paid out on account of
1951 expenditure.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).---I support the remarks of
both Mr. Oa'meron and Mr. Warner in regard to this measure. I do not think it
is realized! that the valuations on which
land tax is based have not been adjusted
for many years. It i's estimated that an
additional sum of £400,000 will be received as a result of the proposed increase of land tax, but if a revaluation of
properties were made the sum would run
into hundreds of thousands. When the
Hollway Government was in office, a
Bill was dratted to provide for the appointment of a valuer-general, and at
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that time it was suggested that if properties were revalued, the amount of
revenue collected for land tax would be
increased considerably. I can speak also
of my own case. The property in which
I am living is valued for land t1ax purposes at £12 a foot, but at present six
houses are being erected on adjacent land
which recently was sold for £50 to £60 a
foot. At present, I pay £1 14s. 5d. a
year in land tax, and, as a result of the
passage of this Bill, I will pay £3 9s.,
but if the land was re-valued r would
probably have to pay about £10 a year.
Personally, r do not think there is any
need to double the rate of land tax. At
present, land under £250 in value is
exempt from land tax, and consequently
many properties were exempt from land
tax because land could be purchased
for £3 a foot. However, at present it
would not be possible to purchase a block
of land anywhere in the Melbourne
suburbs for les'S than £250; therefore,
every property is taxable. If valuations
were brought up to date, there would be
a tremendous :increase in revenue from
land tax.
IvIr. Thomas has suggested that no repairs are being carried out, but anyone
who is interested in pro,perty and its
maintenance realizes that the cost of repairs has trebled or quadrupled since
1940. Municipal rates have increased by
about 25 per cent., and even the wages
paid to caretakers have risen by 150 per
cen t. When a person says that there
should be no adjustment :in rents for
business premises, he is not being
realistic. Mr. Warner was correct when
he stated that practically everything is
based on 1951 values, but the unfortunate
landlord receives rent for his property
based on 1940 values. Apart from the
increase in municipal rates, the Government now proposes that his land tax
shall be doubled, but he stil~ receives a
return on 1940 values. This measure
will simply add to the burden of the
landlord and ultimately it may mean not
the payment of double but of quadruple
the amount that is at present being paid
in tax.
The motIon was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
Si.r James Kennedy.

Bill (No.2).
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE

BILL (No.8).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The amoun t included in this Supply
Bill-£10,86'3,579-is sufficient to meet
requipements until the end Q1f Decemiber,
1951. The first column of the Supply
schedule indicates the amount required
under each division of the Estimates to
meet expenditure for the months of
November and December, ,1951, and the
second column shows the proportionate
amount of the expenditure under each
division of the Estimates for the last
financial year. The Supply schedule discloses many variations from the expenditure for a proportionate peri:od of the
year 1950-5'1. There are many reasons
for these variations, but the am10unt of
Supply !required whether greater or
less·er than the eX'pendi ture incurred for
a proportionate Iperiod of the preceding
year does not necessarily reflect the
position of the current year.
r would refer honoraible members to
the Estimates of Expenditure for the
year .1951-'52 which are now available, as
by such reference is it possible to compare the estlimat·ed e:xpenditure for the
year under each division with the actual
expenditure incurred during the last
financial yeaH'. This is the only true basis
of comparison, as under some divisions
the greater porti'on of vhe exPenditure is
not charged until the latter half of the
year, while ,in other instances the expenditure is heavier in 'the early part of
the financial yea·r. [n addition, Supply is
not required fur certain items of eXlpenditure such as interest, sinking fund and
eX'change payments for which special
appropriations have been authorized by
Parloiament. r ·would point out ·that
higher salary rates and increased cost-ofliving allowances have necessitated
larger provision for salaries and 'apply
to most divisions in the schedule.
r shall explain the main items in the
schedule under which 'increased provision
is required. Under the heading of Penal
and Gaols--'g;alaries and oontingenciesthe additional amount is £19,'518. This
sum is to meet cost-of-living adjustments, increased expenditure on provisions and stores, and the addition'al
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cost of overtime worked by the staff.
An additional amount of £41,875 is proy,ided for .the Police Department for
saLaries, contingencies, and misC'eHaneous
e~penditure. The strength of the Police
Force has been increased and higher costof-living allowances are in operation. To
meet expenditure in the purchase of steel
storage equipment and exhibition cases
a t the McA'llan gallery at the Public
Library, 'and to provide for salaries and
other misceHaneous expenses, an additional sum of £17,9.66 is required.
To meet increased payments to
teaohers in the Education Department on
account of the adjustment in the cost-ofliving allowances, and to provide for the
payment of salari·es in December, when
the school vacation commences, and of
'One payment whkh would nonn-ally be
made on the 5th of January, ,1952, the Department requires an extra £377,1169. In
addition, a sum of £70,27B is needed fur
contingencies and miscellaneous expenditure to meet the increased cost of transport of pupils in country districts and to
provide for allowances paid in advance,
prior to the vacation, to stUdents in
training. Payment of school works and
building allowances to school committees,
involving an extra expenditure of £8,494,
will be made during November and December. The additional sum required for
endowments and grants is £32,251. This
is necessary to meet salaries of council
staffs in technical schools payable in
advance to the 5th of January, 1952, but
which are actually paid beJore the
Christmas vacation.
Payment under the provisions of the
Commonwealth Payroll Tax Assessment
Act require the supply of an additional
amount of £20,197. Increased salaries
due to awards of various tribunals and
cost-of-living adjustments account for
this extra provision.
Payments to
sufferers from miners' phthisis are made
quarterly in advance, and for this purpose the additional requirement is the
sum o'f £3,633. Under the beading
"Exceptional Expenditure" an amount
larger by £9,439 is required because the
greater portion of the payment to the
Royal Mint is made in the first haU of
the fin'ancial year.
For the Lands Department the addition'al amount of £41,959 is necessary,
m'ainay on account of the increases in
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the basic wage and the employment of
addition'al staff to carry out effectively
the provisions of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act.
Steep rises have also
occurred in the prices of fumigants and
other materials.
'f.he State Rivers and W·ater Supply
Oommission requires an additional
£48,006 to meet expenditure on the
repair and mai;}tenance of irrigation
channels in readiness for the irrigation
season. Provision is made for an extra
sum of £429,036 for the administrative
section of the Department OIf Health.
Jit includes a provision for a special
payment to the Hospitals and Charities Fund. In 1950-51 this payment
am'Ounted to £2,135,000, and for the
current financial year £3,825,000 has
been provided. The additional amount
included in the schedule is t'O meet portion of this increased payment.
To meet working expenses of the Railway Department the additionall sum. of
£1,397,341 is required. The expenditure
estimates for 1951-52 on account of the
Railway Department have been based on
the assumption of no serious interrupNon of services during the year. These
estimates, therefore, are substantially in
excess of the actual expenditure for the
previous financial year.
Increased
salaries and wages are operating and the
cost of coal, electric energy and materials
generally have increased considerably.
In addition, it has been necessary to
make provisions for Christmas and New
Year holiday pay in advance for employees in the raHway workshops and to
other employees. Increased provision
of £26,232 is shown for the State Coal
Mine t'O finance working expenses. The
additional sum is due to increased
salaries and wages and the anticipated
full working of the mines.
In some divisions decreases are shown
and the most imnortant include the insurance of State' employees, for which
there is a decrease of £8,602 because the
amount required for renewal premiums
on account o:f the insurance premiums of
State employees are payable during the
month of September. In the payments to
the Railway Depart·ment and State Coal
Mine the decrease is £310,678. Provision
is m·ade under this division for the payment of a subs'idy to the Railway Department on account of debt charges, and
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as this payment is not made until the
end of the financial year a reduced
amount of Supply is required.
I have now explained the major variations in the amount of Supply required
for the months of N ovem'ber and December from the proportionate amount of
the expenditure for the [ast financial
year. I shall be pleased to furnish any
further information desired by the honorable members.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Can .the
M-inister inform the Rouse how much
moOney is being lost in the insurance
Department of the State?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I can obtain .the particulars but I have not got
them at hand to-night. I :can provide
the figures .of the trading acoount, but
I am not prepared at this stage toO say
whether we are losing or making money
in the State Accident Insurance Office.
The Hon.· A. G. WARNER.-I d.o not
think .it would be a proper :thing to have
a bet about it here.
The H.on. P. T. BYRNES.-The
Government is not hiding the figures. I
willendeav.our toO get them bef.ore the
sitting ends but I doubt if it will be
possible. I have nat the balance sheet
of the State Accident Insur.ance Office
with me. I eould go into a long story
on this question, which has been tlhe
subject of many and long reports by
TreCllsury .officials and others, and I
think there 1s ,on the ,file a very long
memorandum by Mr. Warner himself on
cer.tain aspects of .the whole matter.
However, I undertake to obtain such information as I can in regard to this
matter and any other that may be raised.
The particulars may not be made available immediately, but I undertake that
honorable members will be supplied with
them. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Pr.ovince).-.A!s in c.onnection with
rormer measures of this descrip.t.ion, I
have never felt ilt to be pa~t .of my duty
no offer any explanation. The presentation of Bills such as this offers every
member soope to express his views in
relation to any :suggestions .or requests
from constituents, or to criticize Government administration generally.
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I have always felt, in my .official
capacity, and whether tin regard to this
Minist'ry or Ithe f,our or five Governmentspreceding it, that it would be
somewhrut improper of me to comment
upon 'or cdticiz·e the Government of the
day when dealing with this type of
measure. I theref.ore content myself
wi th oommending it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-----!t is qui:te clear
f~om the Supply sought ~or the next
two months and f.rom other inf.ormaNon
given by the Leader of the House that
there is a very substantial increase in
the expenditure of the State. It is for that
reason that the Minister has brought
down to-night a number of small taxing measures.
He describes them as
sm'all but I ithink th,at in the aggregate
,they w.ill be found to account f'or an
addition of about £3,800,000 .of taxation
revenue. It is time that we had a look
not at the means of picking up a few odd
pounds here and there, almost regardless
of the justice of the tax necessary for
the purpose, but at the reasons for the
necessity continually to increase taxation
beyond what one would expect to meet
normal increases in wages that are taking
place. I fully realize that the State is
subject to the unfortunate so-caHed uniform taxation legislation. I should not
like this opportunity to pass without
reminding members of the fact that in
Victoria we paid 37 per cent. of the income tax collected over the period from
1942 to 1949 whereas we are only 27.2
per cent. of the population of Australia,
and we received back under the formula
something slightly over 22 per cent.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-We entered
into the agreement with our eyes open.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tbat is
true, but I do not wish to refer to the
party that did it, and start criticizing its
actions in that regard because that would
be going a long way back. At the same
time, in view of the changed nature of
the State's financial circumstances, the
long period over which this uniform tax
has applied, and the vast difference in the
ra tes of pay and general finance of Australia due to war and other circumstances, I feel that we would be justified
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in asking for and receiving some assistance for the alleviation of the financia1
problems confronting us. I would remind
the unofficial Leader that it was a member of his party in the Federal sphere who
promised that the uniform taxation legislation would be cancelled within one
year of the cessation of hostilities in the
last war. It was a Labour party Government in power at Canberra which promised that uniform taxation would then
be discontinued, but we are still subject to
it. I agree that the present LiberalCountry party Government in Canberra
might see fit to have it removed during
its term, thus honouring the promise
previously made by the Labour party.
I appreciate that the State Government
is very much influenced in its financial
position by the uniform tax arrangement.
Apart from that, we should look at all the
major losses which have accrued in the
various State Departments and instrumentalities, and which are a great expense to the State. The mere fact that
we should be entitled to but do not receive
a greater income under the uniform
tax disbursement does not entitle us to
say that we ought to be making losses
carelessly.
After reading the Treasurer's speech on this subject it seemed
to me that hi~ first thought-and I must
admit that it is the thought of the average
Government-was that immediately he
needed more money to do something he
took this view: "Let us look around and
see where we can get more revenue by
taxation." That is not the outlook of
the normal business man. He invariably
considers this question: "Where can I
make more economies; in which department in my business activities am I losing
money?" That does not seem to be the
method of approach by the Governmen.t
when it has the taxpayers' pocket into
which it can continuaUy dip.
I have been going through the accounts
of various Government Departments to
see if there are any of them making a
profit. I have endeavoured to ascertain
wha t actual losses they are making and
whether those losses are justifiable. I do
not suggest that I have the figures in the
right order but I should like members to
bear with me while I go through the
story. I have taken tIle general figures
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which have become available over the
last three months. The Railway Department in the year showed a loss of
£5,695,000. In addition, it received reimbursements from another Department
totalling £143,000 and it did not pay
interest on a sum of either £30,000,000
or £40,000,000 that had been written off
capital costs in the past. In fact, twice
the total annual deficit of the State
for which the whole of these taxation
Bills have been brought in, is to be found
in the Victorian Railways accounts.
I am not one who thinks that the
coun:try man shouM be burdened with
meeting the cost of the unsuccessful
opera tions of 'the Railway Department,
but I do suggest that railway finances
require a thorough investigation. I suggest further ,ilia t they Ishould !be de,controlled .from the point of view of
poli tics Iwhile such an investigation is
being carr,ied on and while a re-hash of
the entire system of running the railways
is gone into. I cannot conceive that it
would be in the interests of either the
country people or the St,ate generally
that this instrumentality should be permitted to drag on as a continuous bUlrden
on the general taXlpayers. I do not think
it is a gOiod thing for those who work in
the RaHway Department that it should
be regarded as a kind of pariah dog in
the community. I should like a thorough
investigation m1ade in:to the various
freight rates charged to see if they are
justified; whether the railway system is
being run correctly; whether it is using
the right kind of train in the right kind
of way, and whether it is giving the
community 'the kind of servioce they require. Are the 'P·eople paying too much;
would it be. giving them better service
if moror .transport were substituted?
Instead of approaching the subject along
those lines, what does the Government
do? It immediately starts by placing
additional levies on motor transport in
order to ibalance the losses of the Railway Department. I't deprives the community O'f their natural means of transport, that is, motor transport, in order
to cover up inefficiency, lack of foresight
and inability to correct the situation that
is disclosed in the railway account.
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If one goes through all the instrumentalities controlled by the Government one finds the same story applicable
in every case. I have not looked at the
railway accounts carefully on this
aspect, but I suspect that in addition to
the losses disclosed, 'and the fact that
the Department does not pay full interest,
there are other losses whkh do not appear in the accounts. In my eJq)erience
in business, and in Government Departments, I have found that when one looks
at the a'ctivities in a losing business one
finds that the whole attitude towards losing is depicted in its accounts. One finds
that they do not provide properly for bad
debts, t'hiat depreciation is not provided
f,or in a proper manner, 'I'ep'ai~sare not
made to machinery to keep it up..rto-date,
and so on. Always the same atmosphere
is created in any orgianiza t'ion that is
losing money.
I have not examined
the depreciation figures in the Railway
Dep~arrtment, but if I did I would probably
find that the depI"eciation that is bein:g
allowed in the accounts is much smaller
than what is a'ctually taking place.
Full depreciation would probably add to
the losses disclosed.

Next on my l'i'St is the State Coal
Min'es. ".Dhe eS'timated loss this year on
the workings O'f those mines is £:164,000.
If the State wants the coal-and I have
no doubt it does---'and the pri,ce of the
locally 'Won ooal ,is cheaper than imported, surely the proper production cost
for that coal should be charged to whoever is getting it. If the coal is being supplied to the Railway Department then the
prop'er prIce should be charged to tba!t
Department so that we 'can properly see
the true story of the railway finances.
We should not be subsidizing coal won at
1:he Suate Coal Mines in order tha,t the
Railway Department might receive it at
some price below cost. The people
should be aJble to seethe picture in its
true perspective.
That is the way
Government finance should be run, but
the same old story applies throughout,
as members will see as I proceed.
Let me next examine the position of
the 'ForeSits CommIssion whi'ch disclosed
a loss 1!8!St year of £433,745. I suggest
that if some one gave you, Mr. President,
all the land and all the forests owned by
The Hon. A. G. Warner.
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the Commission, and all the timber upon
the land, you could continue to reafforest that area and not lose money.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-The
F,oresi's Commission should show a sub,s'iantial profit.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am sure
that if ,the unofficial Leader had independent ,control of i.t he ,would quickly
become a millilQnaire.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-When I
was Minister of Forests, I tthink the
Commission did show a profH. I think
the paper figures are wrong.
The' Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tihe
figures quite cleady show thaJt the
For'ests CommissLon siales amounted to
£917,074. That revenue included 'royaUy
payments on timber, and yet the Commission showed ,a 10ss in one year of
£433,745.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-There is
something wrong there.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I say
there is sIQmething wrong. I hear £,rom
the Minister of Public W,orks some
reference .toO firewood.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.--J said that
the Forests CommissiIQn figures included
a substantial item for the provision of
firewood foOr the metropolitan area.
'The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Rankin interjects that there is n.o doubt
tha,t the Commission is selling firewood
at a IIQw price in the metropolitan area,
and probably he is r.ight. Not only is
the Government substantially subsidizing freight fIQr the carriage 01 firewood
by the Railway Department, but probably
it is taking income from the Forests
Commission by making it supply firewood at a prke beLow cost, for the
benefit of people in the dty, which is
quite wr,ong. Whether or not the .price
should be substanti'ally increased is no
concern of mine at t1he moment; all I
am endeavouring to show is the state of
the Government accounts. I believe
there is great virtue in knowing what
are the true facts. When we have the
correct figures, we can examine them
and see what decisiIQn we should make
to overcome ,the position disclosed. I
suggest that the wlhole thing is blinded
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by hidden subsidies, hidden apporoUonments, and by writing-off of capital and
the non-payment of interest. Unless we
have all those figures I suggest that we
cannot consider the true position intelligently. We cannot discover the true
Budgetary position of the State, and to
my mind the taxation increasing measures that we have been asked to deal
with to-night are fundamentally wrong.
The Forests Commission is an organization which has the free gift of
thousands of acres of land-or millions
of acres, as the unofficial Leader interjects-and millions of super. feet of timber on which it charges royalty.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-Have you
any idea what it oosts to cleaT that
country for reafforestation purposes?
The Hon. A. G. W,ARNER.-Yes, I
understand that it costs the Forests
Commission £25 to plant an acre of land.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-The CommissLon is fortunate if itean do it a1
that price.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Gerraty has inf.ormed me that under
the Oommissi'on',s mass production
methods the approxim'ate cost of planting an acre is £25. There is a certain
amount of natural reafforestaUon, but
whatever is the cost, I ask, when one
considers the valuable asset which it is
controlling, why is it that the Commission is losing money? It is conforming
to a system that seems to go right
through all Government Departmentswhich I am calling the Socialist enterprises. There seems to be an idea that
once an enterprise becomes a GovernmenJt 'instrumentality it ought to lose
money, that there is something sacrosanct about carrying on without a profit,
and without any attempt to charge the
people who receive the service a proper
price. Wirth all its valuable acquisttioos
and rights to Charge royalty, with the
va,luable equipment it .ownlS, md so on,
the Forests Commission last year Lost
a sum of £433,745.
I shall now refer to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. The
investigation which I made of Ithe
accounts of ·that instrumentality discloses illbilS startling fact: ':Dhe ,total
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capital investment put into this work by
the State is £46,000,000. I do not criticize
that expenditure, because I can tbink of
nothing better than to irrigate this
State in a proper m'anner ISO that it can
pl'loduce more primary products. I am
concerned about the waY'in which the
Departmenrt is finamced.
Of 'the
£46,000,000 that has been put into the
work, a sum of £40,000,000 has been
charged ,to the ,people of Victoria and
the water authorities pay no interest on
that sum.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is the
established praotice in all iorrigation and
reclamation prlQjects 'throughout 'the
world.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
,think that i,s correct. Take, for instance, the T.ennessee Valley Authority
pl'loject in America.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am speaking of .the reclamation projects in
Cali]ornia and elsewhere.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In the
largest scheme of its kind in the world
what they did was that the authority
went into the area and took over all the
land that it p:r:oposed :to irrigate, and
not only the area on which the irrigation projects were to be established.
The authority took all the land so that
when ilt spent capital 'On putting water
on to ,that land, it reoovered the capital
benefit from tihe land on to which the
water had been put. As the Minister
of Public Works has rightly pointed out,
the price of water was not a burden on
all 'the people of America, or upon anybody at all, because it was Tecovered in
the land values which had been enhanced by the faot that the l,and had
been irrigated. That is a common-sense
princip'le. I am not criticizing the State
Rivers and W'ater Supply Commission.
I merely suggest tha t we consider
what has been done in the past, not
that we can correct anything that has
been done in the past. However, I suggest that in future we can avoid the mistakes that have been made in previous
years. On tihat capital sum of £40,000,000
to which I referred, ~nterest must be paid
by the tax:payer, and that is one of the
reasons why the Budget cannot be
balanced. It is also one of the reasons
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why it is necessary to bring forward
legislation providing for increases in the
rates of registration of shops and
factDries, Df land tax, Df mDtDr car registration fees, and other fees.
A sum of £6,000,000 is the only capital
charge debited against the water authorities, and in spite of the fact that they
have been given a capital asset for
almost nothing, and although they are
deriving revenue from the sale of water,
they are losing £329,000 annually. I
have not the figures relating to the
assurance company which is run by the
GDvernment.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-They are
shown on page 83 of the Budget papers.
That instrumentality has shown an
accumulated profit of Dver £1,000,000.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A profit
appears to have heen made, but I have
not yet been able to study the figures in
relation to that activity. Perhaps I
should not have m'entioned it. I pass
now to a consideration of certain aspects
of finance relating to the Housing Commission. It is estimated that during the
current year the Housing Commission
will lose a sum of £30,000. In considering that matter, we should understand
that the tenants of Housing Commission
homes are being oharged 6! per cent.
upon the cost of the houses, not the 1940
va'lue, but the 1951 value, if the houses
were 'built in the latter year. The
average rent being charged by landlords is approxim'ately 25s. per week;
the rent being charged by the Housing
Commission is about £3 a week. I agree
that the Housing Commission rents
would be higher than the average rent
paid by tenants, yet it is estimated that
the Commdssion will lose £30,000 in the
current financial year. I suggest that
when the time arrives to effect repairs tQ
m,any of the Housing Commission homes.
which are new at present, the 1 per cent.
or the 1~ per cent. on the capital value.
which is al'lowed for that purpose. will be
insufficient to' ,cover the cost of those repairs. Wherever the Government puts
its hand to an enterp~ise, losses occur.
I shaH nDW make a few observations
concerning the State Electricity Commission. First of all, it loses £349.000.
That is a substantial sum. but it must
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not be overlooked that only 1 per cent.
on the value of plant and equipment is
allowed for depreciation. According to
the figures, the capital invested in plant
amounts to £61,000,000. In previous
years, the sum of £16,000,000 has been
written off, so that the present capitalized
value of the eqUipment is £45,000,000. I
imagine that that represents its original
cost, and that is why I suggest that the
depreciation should be fully p~ovided because it will cost more to repiace.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You are now
beginning to get into an argument.
The HDn. A. G. WARNE:R.~I shall
deal first with the facts and the argument can be held Jater. The first fact
is that the plant stands in the books at
£45,000,000, and the annual depreciation
allowed is £500,000, or just a little more
than 1 per cent. on the written-down
book value.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-That would
be quite correct, because the Commission's loans are paid off separately. Not
only is 1 per cent. allowed for depreciation, but 1 per rent. or ! per cent. is
provided for the repayment of loans.
So, actually, the Commission has a depreci'a tion fund as well as a fund for the
redemption Df loans.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
wish to enter into a discussion relating
to a method of accounting. The writing
off of loan funds is a different operation
from the allowance of an appropriate
sull). for depreciation.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-The Commlission is paying back its capital
liabHity.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That has
nothing to do with the point of my argument, which is that depreciation is made
in the Commission's books f.or a certain
amount of plant. the vatlue of which has
been written down, and for a certain
rate of depreciation. If the Comm1ssion
chooses to use the money set aside for
depreciation for some' other purpose, or
for funding loans, that has nothing to do
with the matter I am discussing. In any
case, the pl'ant has been written down
from a cost of £61,000.000 to £45,000.000,
and the amount of depreciation allowed
last year was £500,000, representing
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slightly more than 1 per cent. for depreciation. If a person is running a
business and plant is being worn out, it
must be repla·ced at present-day values.
Therefore, the proper charge to be
allowed for that purpose is the cost of
replacement, and it should not be based
on the cost of the p1ant which might
have been purchased in 1900.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-WUI the
Commissioner of Taxation al10w a deduction on th'at basis?
The Han. A. G. W ARNER.-He will
not, but that does not alter the fact that
the business has to be conducted as any
reasonable business should be run. As I
have mentioned before, all that is allowed
for depreciation is 1 per cent. or, in my
opinion, ! per ,cent. or .J€IS'S on the replacement value, because replacement would
now cost at leas,t twice as much as the
original outlay. I contend that the allowance of the 1 per cent. ought to be increased up to 8 OT 9 per cent., if reasonable provision is to be made for
depreciation. The State Electricity Oommission is losing £349,000 and, in my
opinion, it is also under-providing depreeiation to the extent of about £3,000,000.
Let me now consider that new giant
of a Government enterprise, the Gas and
Fuel Corporation. I do not wish to narrate the long and painful story of how
the original company was price-controlled to the extent that it had to utilize
all its reserves and was not allowed to
provide for reasonable depreciation. I
thought that the Government would take
its courage in its hands and agree that
the enterprise was something which
should be preserved to the people and
f,or that reason it would allow a proper
rate of depreciation to be char.ged in the
accounts of the Corporation. However,
I was disappointed again. I note that the
Corporation will 'lose the sum of £200,000
for thecurreIllt year.
It is allowed a
depreciation of £89,000 on £8,800,000.
which is the written-down value of the
asset. According to the experts employed
by tlhe Government at the time it
nationalized the gas industry, the plant
of the Corporation was worth a substantial sum of money, more tlhan this
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written-down value in the book, yet only
1 per cent. has been allowed for deprecia tion on the low book value.
Again, this Government Department is
losing money and, if I may say so, it is
gently
faking
its
hooks-perhaps
" faking" is the wrong word. At any
ra!te, it is using an unreasonable accounting method in order to minimize the loss
and to put a bold face on the matter.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It was a
godsend to the shar~holders of the company.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
agree. If the company had been aHowed
to charge a proper pI'lice for gas,
adequate allowance could have been
made for depreciation and for the payment of a reasonable dividend.
The Hon .. P. T. BYRNEs.-The loan
funds involved are repaid .over a term of
years. If more plant is used, it is provided out of another loan, and that loan
also is paid over a period of years. Depreciation, in addition to amortization of
the loan, is provided for.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not in the
way in which the Gas and Fuel Corporation presents its accounts. We had
better have the point cleared up. In th~
financial statements of the State Electricity Com'mission, depreciation and
sinking fund have been added together.
totalling £404,000. In another place in
those statements, there is allowance for
further depreciation in connection with
brown coal, amounting to £4,812, and a
still further amount of depreciation in
respect of the briquetting plant to the
extent of £37,000. There is a certain loan
redemption aHowance in the general appropriation account of £50,000. Adddng
them' all together, I arrive at the total of
£500,000 for depreciation. According
to the Commission's plant account,
£.61,000,000 worth of plant has been
written down by the sum of £16,000,000,
so the va'lue of the plant stands in the
books at £45,000,000. The plant is
worth a greater sum of money; it is
being used up at a certain rate, and
proper allowance should be made for depreciation at replacement cost. I do no't
think anyone will argue that that is not
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a sound principle. Apparently, only 1 per
cent. has been allowed for both depreda tion and sin~ing fund on book
value. The same story may be told of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria. I examined the situation regarding the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board, and it is not quite so
bad. 'I did not make a note of the losses
of the tramways Board, but I think it
lost a substantial amount of money.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board showed a defidt last year of
£187,000.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I thank
the Minister for thJ.t informa'tion. In
the accounts of the tramways Board, a depreciation of 4 per cent. on the trams is
shown. That figure may be reasonable.
I am not in a position accurately to
value the trams, nor to state whether
the figure fixed for their replacement
value is proper, or even whether the
trams ought to be replaced. Therefore,
I am unable to say whether the rate of
4 per cent. for depreciation is reasonable.
But, on that basis it will take 25 years
or more to get rid of the balance of the
trams, and I would not think the city
would have trams for as long a period
as that-I hope not, anyway. In my
opinion, at the least, the tramways
Board is not over-providing for that
item. When the buses are considered,
however, it will be seen that for their
depreciation a figure of only 8 per cent.
is allowed.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That figure
is too low.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
that it is. Any well-conducted transport
business depreciates that class of equipment by the order of 25 per cent.
The Hon. J. F. KITTSoN.-That is more
like it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
with the honorable member's comment.
It must be borne in mind that the deprecia tion is on a reducing balance. It
seems to me to be quite wrong-in fact
a breach of confidence--for the Government to make the pretence it is making
in this regard. I am not suggesting that
the Country party Government now in
office is the only Government which has
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ever done such a thing. Parliament is,
in effect, a "Board of directors" entrusted with the assets of the State. In
many cases Parliament, quite wrongly,
has socialized a number of activities.
Whether it has been wrong or r·ight, it
now has those activities within its power,
and they must be conducted properly.
It seems to me that, as members of Parliament, we ought to be doing our utmost to provide that there shall be received a sufficient income to preserve
them, at least at their present value. I
cannot see that the Government is doing
its duty by presenting ae-counts, at the
end of the financial year, which are untrue in substance, and pretending that it
is preserving the people's assets, when
in truth they are not being preserved but
are actually being run down to a point
where they are failing to g·ive service to
the community at large, and particularly
to the people who desire to use· water,
transport, and other services in the
country.
What happens when there is a failure
t·o charge proper prices and to keep the
accounts in a proper manner and obscure
the truth? Then the Government starts
to play around with betting taxes, to increase the transfer fees of motor cars
from 2s. 6d. to £4, so thaJt people will
not register them, and to interfere with
the good services that the community requires in motor transport, a modern inventi-on, which is the best means of
transport in many circumstances.
In
effect, the Government says, "We are
a dismal 'failure. We cannot balance
our Budget. We cannot present proper
accounts. Our only solution to the problem is to start to muck up a new form of
transport."
The Hon. P. T. tBYRNES.-If the transportt industry paid its fair share of the
cost of road construction and maintenance, its charges would be well above
those at present being paid.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERoN.-They pay
it, but the money is not 'applied to the
roads.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
propose toO enter that long channel of
argumenJt. That is a long story, involving the duties on trucks, tires, and petrol,
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the road tax, and other fees. I have seen
people engaged in motor transport make
out such figures that one would wonder
that the State would require any further
money than that derived from the motor
industry.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-I woUld
agree with you on that point, but the
Commonwealth gets most of it, not the
State.
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the Forests Comm.ission, the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, the Housing Commission, the State Electricity
Commission, the Gas and Fuel Corporation, and the MelboU!rne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board. Throughout the long,
dism'al li'5t there is a story O'f losses, poor
accounting, inadrequCl'te information, and
wrong inl]orma tion, and still 'Some
persons advoca te the socialization of
other activities; there are those who
want to "muck up" more industries.
Is it not time th:at we said, "Let us stop
this rot." If the Government says,
"This is a burden which should not be
foisted upon us, and it is a burden created
by pre,cedents set by previous Governments, and there ought to be an all-party
commi ttee to examine the finances of
the Starte and to take the responsibility
of cO'rrecting the situation," I do not
think the Liberal party would wish to
refuse to join in it ,to e~amine the
situation.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Let us
assume for the sake of this argument
that the Commonwealth Government
improperly snaffles all of it and does not
apply it where it ought to go-on the
roads. I submit that still does not entitle every Government Department to
lose money. The Government having got
into a mess by bad accounting and by
" funk" to charge fair prices for its services, surely the proper answer is not to
say that motor transport i:s paying its
" fair whack" through one Government
instrumentality but tha't i't is to be
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It would be
loaded with taxes which will result in a change.
the community being deprived of another
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
service. It seems to me to be quitte wrong
in principle to go on ina sort of fool's wish to start playing party politics on
paradise, in a period of inflation, con- this question, as ilt should be above party
tinually under-ch'arging for services and politics. I cO'uld easHy spend hali an
not allowing instrumentalities or Depart- hour discussing the question whether
ments to conduct their businesses in a Mr. Walters's party or the party I repreproper manner. I have heard ofncers of sent should be in office, or whether some
the Forests Commission speak on this one else should be supporting the
subject--I do not intend to say .who they honorable member's party.
were, because it would not be fair to do
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-YoU do your
so. They have discussed the ques1ion best on it every now and again.
whether the Commission should reduce
the area of re-afforestation being underThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But in a
taken in order that it might balance very gentle manner, I suggest. What I
its budget. That is the type of argument have been saying goes to the root of the
that arises. What they are saying is, State's finances and to the prosperity of
"Since we all'e not allowed to charge a Victoria and the preservation of its
proper price ]or our timber, our asseUs. Parliament, the members of
royalties and our firewood, we willibegin which are elected by the people, has a
to take away the State's capital in the duty to' protect that property. If other
forests and we will not replace it."
. honoI'lable members and I were directors
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.-Persons of a company controlling the activities
handling the timber fOIl' the Forests Com- of the various Departments and instrumentaUties of the State, and there were
mission are making for'tunes.
a few shareholders at the meetings, I do
The Hon. A. G. ·WARNER.-Tbe state- not think we would remain as directors
ment I have just made is typical of the very long. In fact, I wou1d not be surconclusion being reached on the finances prised if somebody put us in gaol for
of various activities, including the Rail- presen ting false aecoun ts, and I think we
way Department, the State Coal Mine, would deserve ;that fate.
Session 1950-51.-[209]
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I do not desire tonight to argue
whether some one's salary should be a
sh'illing more or a shilling less in the two
months ending on the 31st of December,
bu t I wish to say to the House that it is
time we really exam-ined the true story.
l't is 'time proper charges were levied for
~e services provided by the State; it is
tIme we had the courage to say, "This
costs so much and this is what we want
for it." If there is in the doing of that
a burden-a disruptive burden, it may be
-placed on a particular section of the
community, it should be examined. It
might ibe found, for example, that the
fuel content of firewood does not justify
the loss being incurred in transporting it
by the railways. It might 'be found
cheaper to do something el'Se--maybe to
bring out fuel oil and burn that commodity. 'But let us know what it is. Let
us not constantly lose money and undercharge on firewood as a continuous
operation. -It would not be so bad if it
were only on firewood that a loss was
incurred. (If there was only one losing
department in a good business, it would
not be so bad. But I suggest that when
there are a lot of rotten departments it
becomes a rotten business.
The Hon. P. P. INcHBoLD.-Gradually
going bankrupt?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I suggest
that if we go on continually bleeding the
State's assets, and something is not done
about it, they will end in bankruptcy.
Governments of this State sent the railways bankrupt.
It was necessary to
write off a sum of £40,000,000 in the
Railway Department. The Government
was not capable of running that business
properly. All the land occupied by the
railways was provided for the Department almost for nothing.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The railways made much land productive.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
right; I am not saying it was not so. I
am not suggesting that the railways did
not make a national contribution'
obviously, they did. Moreover, I am not
suggesting that the railways have not a
wonderful use; obviously they have; but
such freight rates were charged that the
railways became impoverished and an inadequat~ allowance for depreciation was
made, and equipment was not properly
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renewed to enable the Department to continue to give good service. Eventually,
a Govern'ment was required to write
off the sum of £40,000,000. In private
en terprise ~uch an action is called going
bankrupt and writing off capital.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBoLD.-The railways created wealth which enabled that
to be done.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
suggesting that the railways have not
added to the wea!th of the community.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-Although
the railways may not be paying from a
bookkeeping point of view, they are paying in another way.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I will
agree that the railways have contributed
to the national wealth for years and
have made the State more prosperous,
and the State was thus financially
enahl~d
to write off a bad debt.
However, that is not the question
I am discussing. There would have
been a better railways service if the
Department's accounting meth'Ods had
been proper and one could years ago
have ascertained precisely where the
Railway Department was heading. If
the truth had been told, I think some one
along the path would have done something about it. It may be that the honorable gentleman who has just 'interjected would have said, "A railway .line
is 'being built into a certain territory
and will open up land. It is an unprofitable enterpris'e.
Therefore, we will
give the Department so much money in
order to do it." That may have been
justUied.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.-People in
Horsham cannot get home on a Wednesday, as there is no train to that centre on
that day.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There has
been failure to maintain the railways
system in a proper manner. The reason
is that the railways accounts do not tell
the truth and the men running the railways a're subject to political "shiffie
shaffie," buying votes at the expense of
the community.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Olause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Sum available for the purposes voted by Legislative Assembly).
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I com'pliment Mr. Warner
on his speech. He touched upon a most
important matter, and I consider that we
should all take a great deal of notice of
his remarks. The Railway Department
is the biggest loser of any Government
activity in the State. Despite the fact
that fares and freights have been increased from 60 per cent. to nearly 100
per cent., the Victorian railways are still
losing. This is a. great country 'and it
has been experiE~cing a period of great
prosperity. There are more people in
the country. More goods :ire produced
both in the country and in the CIties, <J.nd
more goods are being carried into the
country distri'c'ts and back to the cities.
Yet the raHways are slipping further and
further every day. In the Department
the feeling of frustration is increasing.
I do not know whether that applies to
the Commissioners, but among the lower
officials there is a growing sense of
frustration.
What is the reason for the Railway
Department becoming in many places a
ghost-ghost lines and ghost business?
There can be only these reasons-lack
of service and the policy of the Commissioners. Their policy is the reverse
of Sir Harold Clapp's policy of some
years ago, when the Railway Departmentt had to face competition with motor
transport, which was cheaper than rail
freight rates.
Sir Harold Clapp
went out to beat that competition, and
in many cases he was successful. To-day
the Department is praotically urging the
people tQ use motor transport. It wHI
not accept many goods for haulage. It
is closing lines and services. On any
line except the main lines the Department is calling off business. The tracks,
however, are still there; the expense of
the whole system is there, and for the
sake of a few pounds of cost in working
the railways the Commissioners are
gradually making them more and more
unprQfitable.
A member of this House told me only
to-day about the si tua tion at Nathalia,
which has a population of 700, and also
about the line to Picola. To-day there is
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one passenger train a week. How long
will it be before there is only one a fortnight, and how long will it be before that
line is closed? The spur lines are being
costed, in such a way that they will never
pay. The Department is cutting the
services, and the more the cut the less
the gQods that the Department is getting. I am a traveller and a fairly large
user of the railways, but I say that today one cannot get any service whatever.
That holds good particularly in regard
to the sm'all branch lines.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We are
opening up the Koondrook line. What is
wrong with you?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is
so, but I am oni}y saying what every
mem/ber knows. The present policy of
the Railways Commissioners is to put
up the fares and to give less service, and
<the more tne Commissioners put up the
fares and the less service they give the
more they are driving the traffic away
from the railways.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.----Mr. Warner
wants us to put up the freight rates
still further.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-No. Mr.
Warner urged the Government to look
in to the business of the Railway Department in order to find out what is wrong
with it. It is not pnly that the Government has increased freights and fares.
There is more than putting up the price
of using the railways.
In the United
Sta tes of America there was the same
trouble with respect to competition with
the rai,lways as has been experienced
here, but in that country those responsible are setting out to beat the competition.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-But there
are 140,000,000 people in the United
States of America.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I know
that, but there are also many more railwaY's. Mr. Warner struck a very ser.ious
note, and I suppor'! him as a railway user,
a taxpayer, and a member of Parliament.
What is required is an investigation of
the Department, and not necessarily
from a man such as Mr. Elliot who is
a railway official. Rather, the investigation should be put into the hands 01
the people who use the railways, who
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send their goods from Melbourne and
who send their produce to Melbourne.
If the Victorian Railways continue to
operate as they are at present there will
eventually be practically only a few big
towns served by the railways. That will
mean more transports on the road, still
further endangering life and limb.
Travel by night over the roads is a constant anxiety and danger because of the
very big transport vehicles which are
taking the Ibusiness away from the railways while the railway authorities say,
"Go to it. We are very pleased to see
you do it."
;r know tha tit is difficul t for the
Government to take any notice of what
is said in this House, but it is time the
Government took a stand with the Railway Department by oroering an investigation into the efficiency of its working
and as to whether it is not possible for
the Commissioners to go out and get the
business. Why are the railways not paying? It is because they are not getting
enough goods.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.---One haH of
their problem is !too short a haulage and
not enough long haulage.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That may
be right. It is poss.ible that up to a distance of 50 miles from lMelbourne the
railways cannot beat road transport, but
when it comes to distances of 200 and
250 miles it is a totally different prop,osition. If one puts perishable goods on
the Victorian railways it will take them
up to a week to deliver them. It takes
that long for the railways to bring goods
from my st'ation to Melbourne; they
could be !brought to the capital by road
transport in one night.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-If they d.o

not lose them.
The H.on. D. J. WALTERS.-Put
goods into the hands .of the Railway Department and it is possible that they will
be burned. They are put into a goods
shed. The goods shed is burnt down and
the railway authorities say they are not
responsible. The servi,ce that the Railway Department is giving the publicfor the transport of both passengers and
freight-is shocking and it is driving
the trade away.
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What the Government should do is to
appoint a Royal Comm·is'S'ion consisting
of persons who are users of the railways
and understand the prin'Ciple of railway
business. Most businessmen would prefer
to use the railways, knowing the situation as they do-that is, for long distance
haulage. But when the railway people
are asked to provide that service they
say, "We are sorry, we cannot do it."
On the Swan Hill line the Commissioners
cou1d run trains for the fast transport
of perishable goods to Mellbourne, but
they . do not. 1.'hey will do nothing
to he1p 1:!he man who has been using the
railways and wants to 'Continue to use a
service on which the State is losing
·millions. Is there no means of making
the railways protfitable, instead of the
people having to resort to road transport? It costs more to use road transport than rail transport. If one uses the
road;, one's goods ·are liable to 'be tipped
over by the roadside.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-And half lthe
time the road transports are not insured.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Tba1t is so,
but I relturn to my point that there is
frustration throughout the Department,
for which there are plenty of reasons
and excuses. I hope the Government will
pay attention to what Mr. Warner has
said. Unless it does take some stand, the
system eventually will be .one of running
trains to Bendigo and the other big
centres, while the rest of the State will
have to put up with the transport of its
goods by road. The roads take a power
of money to maintain, so for that reason,
in addition to the others I have mentioned, the Govern men t should take
notice of !Mr. Warner in regard to a Department on which the State is losing
millions. If the railways were handed
over to Mr. Warner he, as a business
man, would at once ask, "What is
wrong? "
The Han. P. T. BYRNEs.-And the first
thing he would d.o would be to put up
freights 100 per cent. Then you would
be giving him three cheers, I don't think!
The Han. D. J. WALTERiS.-This is
not a joke. It is a very serious matter
to the people in the country.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-My word, it
is!
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-,If the
railways could get twice the quantity of
goods that are being handled by them
to-day, most likely they would pay.
They could handle bulk goods over long
distances. There should be an investigation, and I appe:al to the Leader of the
House, as a man who used the railways
himself and feels the whole position very
keenly, to realize that the situation is
such that it is killing the towns. The
railways have no passenger service and
they have very little goods service. So
again, and in conclusion, I emphasize
that there should be an investigation.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-,We have heard two most interesting speeches to-night on the subject of railway management. There may
or may not be a great deal of force in the
arguments that have been advanced, but
I suggest that a transcript of the remar~s of Mr. Warner and Mr. Walters
be forwarded to the Railways Commissioners. It would be interesting to get
their ,comment, for the inform'ation of
the House.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).---:We have heard interesting speeches to-n.ight, and the House
should be indebted particularly to the
two W's-M'r. Warner and Mr. Walters
-for their contributions to the present
debate. Considerahle thought has been
devoted to fuis question and I think it
will generally be agreed that if the raJIways are al'llowed to continue as they are
doing, slowly but surely they will become
a purely metropolitan and outer-metropolitan service, the remainder of the
State being deprived of the wonderful
facilities that ought to be offered by the
Department. The undertaking is moving
in the wrong direlcti'on and unless some
one is big enough to take a hand if will
be found that the State will suffer in the
long run.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The people
will be the sufferers.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I meant
the people. I hate to revert to parochial
issues when dealing with matters of principle, but on the 5th of August last,
when I raised in this House the question
of the Boronia railway crossing, the
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Minister of Public Works gave an assurance that he would personaUy refer the
matter to the Railways Commissioners.
The Commissioners have not yet taken
any action to provide additional precautions at the Boronia crossing, and last
Saturday another smash occurred there.
The peop'le of the district are incensed
that the additional precautions have not
been supplied by the Railway Department.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Are some
motorists partly insane?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I am
not prepared to say that the Railway
Department is entirely 10 blame when
people are injured at the crossing, but
the fact remains that the Department has
not taken the necessary precautions to
indicate to the travelling public that a
train is approaching.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Would you
favour a suggestion that on either side
of the level crossIng say, for a hundred
feet or a hundred yards, there should be
a cobblestone pavement?
The ·Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-The
Railway Department ts the authority
that should know the best ways and
means of indicating to the travelling public that a train is approaching. Within
two or three chains of the Boronia level
crossing there is a picture theatre. There
is also a public hall and, within about
the sa'me distance, there are six roads
converging on the crossing. The Level
Crossing Committee, which visits and
inspects the crossing periodically, still
claims that it is a safe crossing.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The results
do not bear that out.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-They do
not. A pig-headed inhuman attitude is
being adopted towards the welfare of the
public who use the crossing in thousands
every week. The trains from FerntrP.f'
GuBy sweep over the crossing at hil?'h
speed. Every accident that has occurred
has involved trains travelling to Melbourne down the incline to the railway
station.
I have had the unfortunate
experience of being present at practically
everyone of the accidents at the crossing. A total of sixteen people have been
killed and probably about 26 injured. At
about 7.40 last Saturday night there was
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speaks for itself. It would not be a safe
crossing even though reasonable care
were taken.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Surely
there would not be much money involved
in making it as safe as possible.
About six or eight weeks ago, when a
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I do not
Supply Bill was under discussion, I cited know exactly the amount that would be
an instance in which the train hit a truck involved but I do know that the district
carrying Lilydale footballers and tore the is rapidly growing. Every yea'r probably
engine from the bus. If the collision' an additional 500 to 1,000 people take up
had occurred a few feet farther back, their residence there and use the railway
possibly twenty to 25 people on the bus service and the cross.ing. The prevailing
would have been killed. Still, the railway situation is not fair to them and I again
authorities say that the level crossing is ask the Leader of the Governmen t in this
safe so long as 'reasonable care is taken. Chamher to do something about this matIt is admitted tliat every railway cross- ter. If he does, he will win the everlasting is safe provided that reasonable care ing gratitude of the travelling public in
is exercised.
the district concerned.

another car smash at the crossing and it
took about 40 minutes to get an injured
woman out of the car which was jammed
between the train and a post adjacent to
the crossing. As it happened, this lady
was not badly injured.

The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-The same
applies to every street and every road.

The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province}.-I haVe listened with interest
to the remarks made by various honorThe Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That is able members regarding the railways, beso. The situCl.'tion in respect of the cause on many occasions in this Chamber
Boronia level crossing is such that those I have brought to notice one of the most
who are aware of it know that the unsatisfactory passenger train services
drivers of the trains are particularly to country towns. I am pleased to
worried about the crossing. Accidents know, from what I have heard durtake place there periodically and almost ing the .present debate, that the serdaily there are near misses. N ever the- vice to which I referred is not an
less, it is still" a safe crossing." I hope isolated case, and I agree with Mr.
that the Minister of Public Works will Waolters and Mr. Warner that it is
yet be able to ensure that remedial time an inquiry was made. As regards
action is taken. Are these accidents to the suggestion of the unofficial Leader
continue indefinitely and are the railway that the comments of Mr. Walters and
authorities to continue their pig-headed, Mr. Warner should be forwarded to the
adamant attitude towards the travelling Railway Department, I understand that
public? The whole position is wrong. that is automatically done. As the reImmediately an accident occurs up goes sult of my past refer'ences to the train
the Level Crossing Committee, which is s'ervice to Mans,field, I received rerepresentative of the Railway Depart- plies from I do not know how many
ment and the Royal Automobile Club of different Ministers. I have become sick
Victoria.
I have nothing personal and tired of receiving them; they are all
against Mr. Leete, an elderly gentleman stereotyped and I hope that if Mr.
who represents the Royal Automobile Walters and Mr. Warner obtain a reply
Club of Victoria, but the f.act is that he from the Department it will be more
is absolutely dominated by the railway satisfactory than those I have been given
officers.
by various Ministers of Transport.
On previous occasions I have pointed
Whenever an accident tak'es place at
this level crossing, the Level Crossing out that 50 years ago a mornIng train
Committee ex:presses the same view. I left daily from Melbourne for Manssuppose it has visited the locality about a field, but to-day there is no morning
dozen times in the last few years, follow- train. There is a daily service car runing accidents. I plead that the Govern- ning from Melbourne to M'ansfield, and
ment should take prompt action, because I would say that that is probably very
the number of accidents at the crossing well patronized. When a diesel train
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was put on the Mansfield line, a public
meeting was held at Mansfield and
certain raHway representatives were
present, including the district superintendent of traffic. By a resolution the
local people who attended the meeting
indicated the type of service they would
like to have, namely, a morning train
from Melbourne to Mansfield and a return train in the afternoon; 'but they
obtained just the reverse.
Speaking on previous occasions in this
Ohamber I have suggested that the Railways Commissioners should make a trip
to Wood's P'0int, which is 57 miles from
Mansfield, when they would ascertain
that there is substance in my compla'int.
They would discover that in order to
j'0urney to Wood's Point and back it
would be necessary for them to stay one
night at Mans'field and another at Wood'..s
Point. On return they would have to put
in a nighlt at Mansfield and reach Melbourne the next day. Compare that with
1:he position in my boyhood days, when
it was possible to travel from Wood's
Point to Melbourne in one day.
We hear talk about the Spirit O'f Progress, but this Mansfield service demands
the spirit of patience and tolerance. The
people in the W'0od's Point district are
the "legion of the lost "-they simply
do not coun't. Mansfield is celebrating
its centenary next month, and I venture
to say that the Railway Department will
not even provide a morning train for that
purpose. It did not see fiit to do so during
the las't Christm~s holiday period. A
number of people would visit Mansfield
and Wood's P.oint, but decline to do s'0
because of the uns'atisfactory train service. It is necessa'ry for them t'0 leave
Melbourne in the afternoon, arriving at
Mansfield about 10 p.m. They st'ay the
night and hang around next day until
2 o'clock in the afternoon, when they
catch the bus to Wood's Point. On return,
they leave Wood's Point in the morning
an'd arrive at Mansfield at midday, stay
there the afternoon and all night, and
catch the morning train back to Melbourne. Such is the service provided by
the RaHway Department to the people in
the distr'ict concerned, and I contend that
the residents of an area 57 mHes from
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the nearest rail-head deserve better
treatment. Inquiries should certainly be
made into the matter.
Mr. Warner has suggested that the
raHway officials concerned aTe, perhaps,
too old. I am unable to say what the
real trouble is, but they are evidently
adopting a stubborn attitude. As I have
already indicated, I received repiies from
different Ministers concerned with railway questions and, in fact, the last
answer referred me to a previous one.
The position probably will remain unchanged if the Railway Department has
its way. Nevertheless, I hope the Minister of Public Works win use his influence
to ensure that a reasonable train service
is afforded to those people who are living
in a remote district where they do not
~njoy the same amenities as are available
to residents of the metropolitan area.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Referrin'g first to Mr.
Chandler's request as to the Boronia
level crossing, I would say that on the
last occasion when the honorable member discussed th'at question, the Premier's
Department forwarded his remarks to
the chairman of the Railways Commissioners and asked for a report with a
view to the matter receiving special
attention. So far I have not received
an answer and I do nat know whether
the Prem'ier's Department has. However, I undertake to ascerta,in whether
a reply has yet been received and, if it
has not, I will ask for the reason and I
will endeavour to have the matter satisfactorily con'Cluded. I do not propose to
deal extensively with the speeches of
Mr. Warner and Mr. Walters, but I think
that each approached the question from
a slightly different angle. The correct
position might be somewhere between
their respective viewpoints. I shall no't
be foolish enough to claim that the
Railway Department is giving Statewide satisfaction; the proportion might
ndt be even 80 per cent., but I consider
that in a good many directions the
services are satisfactory.
I wou'ld
remind members of what the Railway
Department has done ,in the matter of
handling bulk produce. The tremendous
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wheat crop was handled most expeditiously last y~ar, despite the difficulties
that arose following the two months'
strike. The wheat was placed into the
silos early in February, and the guarantee that had been given in that respect
was fulfilled. During the transportation
period many elevators were filled three
or four times, and the railways did a
wonderful job' for which they should be
given full credit.
It would be impossible to transport
expeditiously produce from the dried
fruit areas of this State other than by
the railways, when from 2,000 to 5,000
tons have to be shifted within a week 10
be sent overseas. The railways do the
work without a hitch, but it would involve
.the use of thousands of motor vehicles.
The Commissioners have endeavoured to
improve passenger services by the use
of modern diesel engines.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-Have you
travelled on the diesel train running to
Swan Hill?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have not,
but in many instances the Department
has attracted passenger traffic. For
instance, the service between Ouyen and
Murrayville was practically deserted
when the trains were hauled by steam
engines, but now a diesel train is being
used and it is well patronized. Another
diesel train runs from Cohuna to Bendigo
and return, and it is known as the
" shopping" train. It also is a success.
At present there are not sufficient modern
diesel cars for all long-distance runs,
but they are on order and will shortly
come to hand. The Commissioners are
doing aU that they can to improve the
"service.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Is the diesel
train still running between Melbourne
and Wangara tta each morning and evening?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I understand that it is. The Commissioners are
attempting to meet competition. It is
difficult to provide a service on some
small branch Hnes in sparsely-populated
districts,. because the cost of using steam
trains is very high. When diesel trains
are used I am sure that the servIce will
be better patronized. I do not think the
solution of the difficulty is an increase in
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railway charges so that the Department
will make a profit. I have great respect
for Mr. Warner's business capacity, but
I would point out that sUbsidies become
subject to political pressure. In this
respect I need only instance what the
Commonwealth Government is doing in
the matter of paying subsidies. I repea t
tha t I do not think they will overcome
the problem.
Mr. Walters said that, in many respects,
the railways have found it impossible to
compete with road transport.
Motor
transport is not cheap, although it gives
good service in that it CUtR down transportation time. For the handling of
perishable produce over long distances
road transport is superior to rail transport. The Railways Commissioners have
admitted that fact, and have said" If we
cannot compete w.ith road transport unless we spend large sums of money we
will allow road 1ransport to handle certain lines." Perishable produce is now
being brought distances of up to 350 miles
to the city by road. While prices remain
high for vegetables and so on, growers
will pay high freight charges. If prices
recede in Melbourne, growers may alter
their outlook. The comments of members
in the course of a Supply debate are
always forwarded by the Premier's Department to the Railways Commissioners,
and that will be done on this occasion.
Mr. Walters also said that a Royal
Commission should be appointed to inquire into the activities of the Railway
Department. A number of commissions
have made inquiries into the working of
various Departmen ts and I submit that
the facts relating to the Railway Department are known. It may be that the
management will have to be recast.
Some Government in the future may have
to tackle tha1 problem.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The activities
of the tramways Board should be
examined.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes, and
inquiries should be made into other forms
of transport. The Transport Bill that
was recently passed is the first step towards the solution of these problems. If
its principles are followed out logically,
there will be a thorough inquiry into all
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transport systems with the view of giving the people the best service possible.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-The best service is not being given at present.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It may
mean that different types of transport
will operate in different sections of the
State so that the people will be given the
most efficient and economical service. I
appreciate the remarks of Mr. Warner
and Mr. Wai,ters, although I do not agree
with the views that they expressed.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-All I wish to say in
relation to the railways can be expressed
in a few words: We want new thinking
about this subject. We cannot think
properly about the working of the Department until we receive adequate
records. I do not suggest an increase in
all freight charges, or that any particuiar charge should be raised. All I
wish to know is the cost of doing a certain job and what is charged for the
work so that I can read the true story.
I believe that country produce, particularly perishable goods, will be.
handled more efficiently if the railway
yards are not cluttered up with goods
that are to be transported only 20 or 30
miles. The adoption of that system would
lead to a quicker turn-around of trucks
and would be profitable to the Department, which should devote attention to
long haulages. The number of sidings
located throughout the State should be
considered, and an exam ina tion should
be made of the way in which goods are
handled in the various railway yards
to ensure that the right type of
gear is in operation. There should
be a system of chutes to put goods
of various types into truck~, and I think
the present recording system is ant;quated. An examination should be madp
by some one who has no preconceived
ideas in these matters. The object of
such an inquiry should be to ascertain
how the work of the Department can
best be done. If we ohtainpd a truthful
picture in that way, members would
learn many interesting facts, and the
people .would obtain hetter value for
their monev.
The Ministp.r gave me some mi.e::information, although I do not think he
did so intentionally. During my speech
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I demonstrater! the fact that all Government DejJartment.c:; are adopting incorrect pr'ocedurp to show profits or losses.
It seems to me that they try to hide how
much is lost. I mentioned the State
Accident Insurance Office, in which there
are really two sections. The accident
insuranct:! businesl'l is showing a profit.
but the section covering third-party
motor car insurance has been operating
since 1941 and it has lost £147,000-it
lost £46,000 last year. I overheard a
representative of an insurance company
discuss the idea of passing all thirdparty mutor car insurance business over
to the State Office because that business
is a losing proposition. The premiums
committee keeps the rates down, and I
think the idea of insurance companies is
H If the Government wants to lose money,
let it lose the lot." This is another
activity that is losing; it is falling into
the scheme that Department after Department loses money under a form of
psychology that seems to he inherent in
governmental activities.
I tried to
demonstrate how we could prevent these
losses.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Woriks).----Mr. Warner mentioned
the State Accident Insurance Office. The
profit on its accident insurance activities
last year was £366,263, and the t()tal
profit made since its inception amounts
to £1,807,000. It has paid bonuses equal
t.o £627.000. leaving a re.c:;erve profit of
£1.179,441.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is not
a competitive business.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is true.
The third-party motor car insurance section made a 10lS~ last year. According to
reports, other Insurance companies also
lost money and the matter was the subject of a report to Cabinet by the Chief
~ecretary. The rates for this type of
Insurance are under consideration.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think compensation payments will have to be
limited in order to bring this form of insurance into a sound position.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-We could
have a long discussion on the question of
third-party motor car insurance.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-! am not altogether satisfied with the reply of the Minister of
Public Wbrks relating to the administration of the RaHway Department. It has
been said that the railways did ·a magnificent job last year in shifting the wheat
harvest, but what happened was that the
wheat taken from the farms was either
s'tored at railway stations or placed in
sHos. Some of those silos were emptied
up to three times, and most of the
whea t was shifted to bulk storages at
Murtoa and DUllOlly; a certain amount
was moved to the seaboard. However,
that wheat was shifted at the expense of
the barley and oat crops and also of
manure. The Victorian Wheat Corporation has stated that it is doubtful whether
the Railway DepaTtment can shif.t the
wheat out of silos and stations in time
for the receival of the next harvest, and
th'at silos may not be emptied in time to
be fumigated.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-They
travel by air because the railways are
providing a bad service. If the railways
want business, they wHl have to investigate how they can give a good service
both for passengers and goods. Wherever possible, the Department is closing
spur lines, and that is not a proper
policy to pursue. At present, the Public
Works Committee is investigating a proposal to close the railway line from
Wangaratta to Whitfield, and only
recently the Benalla-Tatong line was
closed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Nobody wants
to use those lines.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The Department contends that these lines are
not p~ying, but the only revenue
credi ted to them is a percentage of the
inward and outward freight, plus 40 per
cent. o'f the originating freight. Probably only the larger stations in Victoria
would pay under those conditions. Years
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is not ago, the Ra.i1way Department would run
the fault of the rail-ways.
a special train for school children, but
The Hon. D. J. WALTER!S.-I agree . recently when a special train from
Kerang to Bendigo was sought for the
with that contention, but there is no
carriage of chi1dren, the Department
reason for the Railway Department to would not provide it; it will not
say that it has done a magnificent job in
give any service whatever, if it can
shifting wheat and everything is all
avoid doing so. It has been said that
right. I have travelled in the diesel
trains could not be run because of shortrain referred to by the Minister, which
tage
of coal but, despite the alleged coal
makes a trip of approximately 140 miles.
shortage,
special trains have been run
There are large glass windows in that
when payment was made. The whole of
train, and I do not know what travelling
Victoria is concerned in this matter. It
conditions will be like for passengers in will be no use forwarding certain comthe hot weather, particularly in northern ments to the Railway Department, but
districts. Further, there is not sufficient a searching inquiry into the services and
space in the guard's compartment for the. efficiency of the Department should be
carriage of all the parcels traffic offerundertaken.
ing, and it is so hot in that portion of
the train that the guard can hardly work.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Diesel trains are all right for short jour- Public Works).-The assumption that the
neys of 30 to 40 mBes on good tracks, Railways Commissioners and their engibut they are not suitable for long jour- neersare doing nothing at all to cope
neys in the northern districts, particularly with railway problems is entirely wrong,
when the railway lines are not in first and I must take exception to that stateclass condition. Thirty years ago there ment.
were two steam trains a day to Kerang,
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-I did not
but now there is only one diesel train a say that.
day. As a result of the service at present
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-During the
being supplied, people are travelling by
war years the Railway Department made
air.
a 'profit, but its rolling stock and tracks
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-They must were completely worn out and no replacements were available. Since the
have plenty of money.
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cessation of the war the Department has
LEGISLA--\TIVE ASSEMBLY.
not been able to secure materials to construct trucks to make the necessary reTuesday, October 23, 1951.
placements. Three or four years ago, it
was estimated that 7,000 to 10,000 newrailway trucks were required, but steel
to construct them was not available as
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
it was more urgently required in other Michaelis) took the chair at 4.15 p.m.,
directions. Various classes of engines
and read the prayer.
have been ordered from overseas, and
also certain necessary materials. The
Department has plannE'd to replace its
BUH...DING DIREJCTORATE.
worn-out rolling stock, but it wHI not
PERMITS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND
achieve that objective in one or two
COMMERCIAL PURPOSES.
years. It will take a considerable time
to make the necessary replacements of
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked Mr.
rolling stock. With all its shortcomings, R. T. White (Honorary Minister), for the
the Railway Department is trying to Minister of Housingcatch up its arrears of service. but it must
1. How many building permits have been
be remembered tbat the requisite man granted
for industrial or commercial pur·
power is not available. To-day, the De- poses respectively, during each of the three.
partmen t is 'Suffering not from shortage monthly periods ended the 30th of June,
of coal, but from lack of man power. 1951, and the 30th of September, 1951?
2. What was the value of each of these
Station staff and others have not been
able to take annual leave for many years. permits, and to whom were they granted?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Much of that
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minisis admitted, but has the Department co- ter).-The answer supplied :by the Minis ..
ordinated its activities to overcome these ter of Housing isdifficulties, or is it allowing matters to
drift?
Number
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I consider
Period.
of Permits
Value.
Issued.
that the Railways Commissioners are
doing the best they possibly can in the
circumstances to ca tch up with the
£
arrears and are attempting to co-ordinate
their activities. If they cannot give a 1st of April, 1951, to the
100 per cent. service everywhere, it is
30th of June, 1951 ..
689
4,239,449
1st of July, 1951, to the
not entirely their fault.
30th of September, 1951
8!l6
3,250,990
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
As the honorable member has been prewithout amendment, and passed through viously
advised, the Government is not
its remaining stages.
prepared to divulge the names of applican.ts

I

to whom building permits have been issued.

PUBLIC ACCOUNT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of Education), was read a first time.
MARINE (PILOTAGE RATES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
The House adjourned at 11.14 p.m.

HOUSING COMMISSION.
LAND NOT UTILIZED FOR BUILDING:
COST AND CURRENT VALUE.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked Mr.
R. T. White (Honorary Minister), for
the Minister of HousingWhether the Minister will now prov.ide an
answer to the question asked in the House
by him (Mr. Norman) on the 3rd of
October instant, in relation to land held by
the Housing Commission?
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Yes. The Minister has now made available to the honorable member the information sought by him.

4. What stocks of stoneware pipes the
Housing Commission has on hand at the
presen t time?
5. Whether arrangements could be madefor the Housing Commission to loan stoneware pipes to the Eildon contractors until
further supplies can be imported?

Sl1ATE RIVERS AND WAl1ER
SUPPLY COMMISSION.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are--

TARAGO IWORKS: HIRE OF TRACTORS.

1. 175,000 feet of pipes a,nd fittings for
drainage and sewerage of which approximately half has been laid.
2. Yes, except for 5,000 feet of large
diameter imported pipes already delivered.
3. Yes, provided that the supply of locally
made stoneware pipes is insufficient. However, local manufacturers have indicated
that they are capable of fulfiHing the disclosed requirements of the Utah Construction Company.
4. About 600 house sets of imported pipes.
5. No, not without detriment to the Commission's home building programme.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister) . -The Minister of Housing has
furnished the following reply-

Mr. NOBMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Minister of Water Supply1. Whether tractors have been hired by
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission for use on the Tarago works; if so,
what were-(a) the types of tra,ctors hired;
(b) the rates of hire; and (c) the periods of
hire?
2. Whether the types of tractors hired
were available for purchase; if so, what
would have been the cost to the Commission
of such purchase?

Mr. BROSE (Minister' of
Supply) .-The answers are--

Water

1. Tractors have been hired by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission from
time to time over the past twelve months.
(a) Crawler Tractors (Class 1 and Class
3), with bulldozer attachments.
(b) The hire rates were £7 per working
hour for Class 1 tractors and £3 lOs. fot'
Class 3 tractors. These hire rates covered
prov,ision of fuel, lubricants and wages for
operation and maintenance.
(c) An average of four tractors with a
maximum of seven have been employed intermittently for varying periods as required.
Owing to curtailment of loan funds, the
work on which they have been engaged has
been suspended and hire of tractors has
been discontinued.
2. Tractors of the' type required were not
available for immediate purchase at the
time. The present cost of a Class 1 tractor
is approximately £10,000, and a Class 3
tractor £6,000.
EILDON RESERVOIR: STONEWARE PIPES
AND FITTINGS.

Mr. NORIMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Premier-:-:-:1. What quantities of stoneware pipes and
fittings are required by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission and the Utah
Construction Company in connection with
the Eildon Weir contract?
2. Whether it is proposed to use locallymanufactured pipes?
3. Whether, in view of the shortage of
stoneware pipes for private housing, the
Government will endeavour to obtain
supplies of imported pipes for this and other
Government works under the Imported
.Materials Loan and Application Acts?

OEMENT.
IMPORTATIONS FROM OVERSEAS:
ALLOCATION 'OF VICTORIAN PRODUCTION.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked Mr.
R. T. White (Honorary Minister), for the
Minister in Charge of Materials1. What total quantity of cement was
ordered from overseas under the Imported
Materi:als Loan and A'PplicatJion Acts from
the l'st of J,anuary to the 30th of September,
1951?
2. How much cement ordered under the
Imported Materials Lo,an 'and Applicaltion
Acts ar,rived in Victori:a during each month
from January to Septemiber, 1951, inclusive?
3. What quantities of Victorian and Tasmanian cement were allocated during each
O'f the months of June, July, August, and
September, 1951, to-(a) Commonwealth
Government works; (b) State Government
works; (c) semi-Government bodies; and
(d) municipaHties?
4. Whether allocations of Victorian and
T,asmanian cement to Government and semiGovernment works have ·been cut during the
months of June, July, August, and September, 1951; i'f so, what quantities of .this
cement have been diverted from Government works and allocated to distributors for
constructi·on of houses, and to uses other
than building of houses, for each of the
months referred to?
5. What are these other uses (if any) to
which this cement has be,en diverted, and
the quantities allocated to each?
6. Whether the Government will continue
to import ,cement under the Imported
Materi'als Lo,an and Application Acts to
fully supply Gov,ernment works?
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Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).-The answers, as supplied by the
Minister in Charge of Materials, are1. 83,425 tons.
2. January
February
March
April
May ..
June ..
July ..
August
September

Nil
Nil
Nil
100
5,000
3,100
6.350
29,025
10,600

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

54,175 tons
3. No Tasmanian ·cement was received during this period, and the quantities of Victori,an cement allocated are as follows:(a)

CommonweaJt.h
Government
Works.

Month
(1951).

tons.

..

June
July
August ..
September

..

60
100
75

..

(b and c)
State
Government
Works and
Semi-Govel'llruent Bodies.

(d)

MUIl!-

cipalities.

tons.

tons.

2,187
2,528
480

896
800
488

..

..

4. Yes. Weekly allocations to Government
and semi-Government works are v·ariable
according to av.a:ilability; therefore, no
de1inite figure can be given as to the quantity diverted. However, the bulk of quantities deducted from these quotas has been
divented to distributors for housing purposes. The reduction in allocations to
Government and semi-Government Departments during the period June to September,
19511, is indicated in Part 3 (b and c) of this
reply.
5. The construction of buildings for which
special consent h'as been given for the use
of Victori·an cement. 'but quantities allocated
are not readily available.
6. Yes.

PERSONAL EXPL:ANATIONS.
VICTORIA'S LoAN WORKS PROGRAMME:
PROPOSED INQUIRY.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-.1 desire to make a personal explanation. It relates t.o the invitation
that was extended by the Premier for
the formation of an all-party committee
to discuss what he described as the
.accuracy of the statements which he
m~de in a speech in the House about a
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fortnight ago on Victoria's loan works
programme. Members of the Opposition
replied to that invitation by saying that
they thought no good purpose could be
served by such a restricted inquiry, and
that what was required by the Opposition was a 'full inquiry into the whole
financial position of the State.
Members of the Opposi tion as~ed that
an all-party committee should be empowered to discuss fully the whole
financial position of the State, including
loan funds and all matters that flow
That
suggesti.on,
Mr.
therefrom.
Speaker, was declined by the Government, and I desire to have it recorded
in Hansard that it was not the Opposition which was not prepared to cooperate with the Government, but rather
that the Government would not co~
operate with the Opposition, because the
Government wished toO make the .scope
of the inquiry so narrow that it would
serve no usefuJ purpose.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I wish to make a personal explana tion. I -do not blame the Leader
of the Opposition for seeking to make a
personal explanation on this matter. I
desire to say, however, that I was attacked by the Opposition and accused of
being unfair t.o the House inasmuch as it was alleged ([ had
submitted a much coloured picture of
the loan cuts and the reasons for them,
also that my statements had been untruthful. I said that I was prepared to
stand up to any examination of the sta tements that I had made to the House about
loan cuts, particularly those statements of
mine which had been based on information supplied to me by the heads of those
Government Departments that are responsible .for .the performance of public
works. The proposttion tl1~t I subm-itted
to the House w.as perfectly clear. There
was never. at any time up to that stage,
any question of an inquiry into the
general financial position of the State or
of the proposed cuts in the public works
program·me, or m·aJtters of that kind. I
was challenged as to the accuracy of
the report that I made t.o the House.
I offered to the Opposition an opportunity to join an all-party committee with
which could be associated representatives of outside interests, if desired,
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so that there would be no question of
political bias in the committee's report
as to the accuracy of what I had said.
Members of the Opposiltion refused that
offer in a way which is typical of what
I term their clever cunning.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Premier is now
becoming more personal than ex..
planatory.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! The Leader of the
Opposition informed me that he desired to
make a personal expl'anation, although,
in my opinion, he went somewhat beyond
tha t.
The Premier is also making a
personal explanation based on what was
said by the Leader of the Opposition,
and I -think the matter should not go
any further.
When the Premier has
completed his explanation I propo:se to
terminate the discussion because there
is no motion at present bef·ore the Chair.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea ..
surer).-Thank you, ·Mr. Speaker. AlII
want to say, by way of personal ex..
plana tion, is that the Governmem is
thoroughly capable of handling the finan-'
ce.s of the State. The only problem
involved is that a:ssociated with the sum
which the Commonwealth gives to Vic·
toria in the form of tax reimbursement.
,Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Commonwealth
does not give that money at all; it is
given by the Austrralian Loan Council.
The SPEAKER.-The Premier is going
beyond a personal explanation.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The point -I wish to make is
tha t I am prepared to repeat the offer
tha/t I previously made, but I refuse, Sir,
on very proper grounds, to agree to the
type of inquiry which the Leader of the
Opposition now seeks in a deliberate
effort to divert attention from his refusal
to substantiate the <!harges that he made
against me.
SODDIER SETTLEMENT BILL.
Thi,s Bin was returned from the
Council witll a message relating to an
amendment.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration la,ter this day.

Bill.

GRACE JOEL SCHOLARSHIP BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-

I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this measure -is to valida,te certain a·ctions taken by the trustees
of ·the National Gallery of Victoria in
regard to the terms of the will of the
late Miss Gflace Joel, which provided
for the estabUshment of a scholarship
fund for certain purposes connected
with the National Gallery. The trustees
had been calfrying on the fund in a
certain manner for some time, but they
felt that pos5~bly they were not complying wi tJh the terms of the will.
The
trustees of tJhe National Gallery are Sir
Keitll Murdoch (chairman), Mr. A. T.
Smithers, Mr. A. R. Henderson, Sir John
Medley, Mr. Justice Sholl, Mr. J. G.
Burnell, and Mr. H. W. Kent. As 'the
trustees had the benefit of the knowledge
of a member .of the Victorian judiciary
on the Board th·ey referred this matter
to him for an opinion, and as a result
of ihis reoommendations this Bill has
been introduced.
In the year 1926 the trustees of the
National Gallery of Viotoria received a
bequest of £525 under the will of Miss
Grace Joel, who died in the year 1924.
Miss Joel gave to the trustees this sum
to found a scholarship for the painting
of the nude, to be called the Grace Joel
scholarship, and provided that the income thereof should be awarded every
two years altema,tively w~th the travelling scihoLarship.
As the travelling
scholaI1Ship was, and still is, awarded
every three years, it was impossible to
awal'ld the Grace Joel scholarship as
directed by tJhe will every two years
alternately with . the former.
The
travelling scholarship is provided by the
trustees ,of ·the Naltional Gallery and has
been -in operation f,or many years.
The trustees in office at that time
examined the question of whether the
governing intention of Miss Joel. was
that the sCholarship should be awarded
every two year.s, 'or .that it should be
awarded alternately with the travelling scholarship.'
As bo1lh intentions
could not be effectuated, the trustees
decided the question in favour of the
latter view. However, they were not
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entitled to make Isuch a decision wi thou t
an order from the Supreme Court. The
result was that the Grace Joel schol.M'ship was awarded every three years,
the awards being in the years 1930, 1933,
1936, 1939, 1942, 1945, and 1948, and is
agai.n due in 1951.
Having decided to award the scholarship every three years,the trustees fixed
its value at something less than the
actual ,income and have thus built up
the capital sum j)nom £525 to £885.
This the trustees had no power to do.
The purpose of ftJh~s Bill is, theref,ore, to
validate the actions of past trustees and
to regularize future admini.stration on
lines laid down in the Bill.
The preamble to 1Jhe measure recites
in logical sequence the train of events
from the making of the bequest to the
award of the last scholarship in the,
year '1948. If members will peruse the
.Bill ,they will see that the !preamble
gives a clear description of all particulars applicable to this scholarship.
Clause 2 provides that all the actions
and resolutions of ithe trustees in connection with the administration of the
Grace Joel 'Scholarship shall be deemed
to have been made in accordance with
the terms of her will and tha t all
scholarshipiS shall be deemed :to have
been validly awarded.
Clause 3 varies the terms of the trust
to meet existing circumstances and to
enable practical effect to be given to the
will of Miss Joel. It directs the trusrt:ees
to hold the present capital of £885,
together with any additi:ons authorized
under clause 4, as the capital of the
Grace Joel Scholarship Fund; and to offer
f.or competition in the year 1951, and
every second yea,r thereafter, a scholarship to the value of the net income
derived from the investment of tthe
-capital during the 24 months preceding
the award. The investment of £885
is producing at present £28 13s. lOd.
a year. Therefore the scholarship will be
to the value of £57 7s. 8d.
Clause 4 empowers the trustees, -in the
event of n() entry being of sufficient
'merit to justify an award, or of no entry
being received, to ,add the income
accrued at that date to the capital. If
thi'S is ever done, more interest will be
received and the value of subsequent
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scholarships will increase. Under clause
5 the trus tees are empowered to make
regulations fior or with respect to the
a~e and qualifica'tions of competitors; the
S1ze, style, and medium of entries' 1Jhe
conditions under which entries are to be
prepared; and generally for the admini'stJration of the t:r.ust and the holding of
competitions.
On going through the file relating to
this subject, I noticed that the general
practice has been f.or the trustees to
stipulate that all persons competing for
this scholarship shall be under the age of
28 years and have been resident in
AustraUa for at least seven years. Most
of ,the students to whom the scholall'shi.p
has been awarded have attended some
trainIng c-ollege.
I mentioned earlier that the question
of the validity of the trustees' action
was referred to ,Mr. Justice Sholl and
[ propose to read some of his observati'ons, because honorable members should
be advised that the trustees had certain
views on this question whkh might
have been considered to be contrary to
the views of the testa trix.
The
observations of Mr. Justice Sholl are
as follows:Miss Joel gave to the trustees of the
National Gallery £500 to found a schOlarship for the painting of the nude to be
calle? "The Grace Joel Scholarship," and
prOVIded that the income thereof should
b: awarded .. eyery two years alternately
WIth the travellmg scholarship." She then
wen t on to express certain desires as to
the requirements of competing painting~
and to augment the gift by providing that
there should be added to it the proceeds of
an exhibition of her works to be held in
Melbourne.
Miss Joel died ,in England, and .it is

presumed
existing
travelling
her will.

that she did not know of .the
condi tions relating to the
scholarship when she made
Mr. Justice Sholl then said-

. I need not furt~~r refer to the proviSiOns as to the quahtIes of competing work!'
b7~ause so far as I am aware those proVISiOns have been from time to time
observed both in the framing of regulations. relati~g to the scholarship, and by
the· ?udges m awarding it.
WIth respect to the provisions for the
augmentation of . the scholarship, the
trustees for the tIme being in 1924 or
thereabouts agreed with the surviving
executor" of Miss Joel to a sale of her
works and to accept in lieu of the proceeds of an exhibition 5 per cent. of the
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net proceeds of the sale. Subsequently, in
1926, they accepted £25 in lieu of this 5 per
cent. There is no question but that the
trustees were entitled to make this compromise with the executor.
But difficulty immediately arose with
respect to the provision that the income of
the fund of £500 should be awarded every
two ye'ars alternately with the travelling
scholarship. In point of fact the travelling
scholarshi p had ever since 1887 been
awarded and still is awarded every third
year, and the years in which it has been
awarded, from and including 1929, are therefore: 1929, 1932, 1935, 1938, 1941, 1944, 1947,
and 1950.
It was therefore impossible, unless the
dates for the award of the travelling
scholarship had been altered, to comply
with the terms of the will. The Grace Joel
scholarship was first awarded in 1930 ann
prior to that award the then trustees
approved, on the 19th December, 1929, a
set of rules which provided that the
scholarship should be open for competition
every two years, but if in any year th(>
travelling scholarship should be open for
competition, the Grace Joel scholarship
should not be open for competition in that
year, but in the year next but one after
that year. The result of the literal application of that rule would have been a series
of awards at intervals of four and two
years successively, i.e., in 1930, 1934, 1936,
1940, 1942, 1946, 1948, 1952. At the samp.
time, the trustees provided that the endowment of the scholarshitp should be the sum
of £500 together with any accumulations
added thereto, and that any surplus of
income however arising should be so added
to the capital. In both these respects the
trustees departed from the terms of the
will.
In or about 1933 they amended the regulations so as to provide that the scholarship
should be open for competition every two
years, counting from the year when the
scholarship was last awarded, but if in any
year the travelling scholarship should be
open for competition, the Grace Joel
scholarship should not be open for competition in that year, but in the next following
year. The provisions as to the endowment
remained the same. The result of the
amendment of the rules was, although they
did not actually so state, that the Grace
Joel scholarship was ·awarded every threp.
years, and that position having remained
the same, it has been awarded in 1930, 1933,
1936, 1939, 1942,1945, 1948, and 1951. That
is to say, it is awarded in the year after the
travelling scholarship.
As some one observed many years ago
in a memorandum on the file, there was a
question whether the governing intention
of the testatrix was that the scholarship
should be awarded every two years, or that
it should be awarded alternately with the
travelling scholarship since both tntentions
could not be effectuated. The trustees
assumed I think in the result, to decide this
Mr. Dodgshun.

Bill.

question in favour of the latter view,
although they took ·care so to draw their
regulations as to do lip-service to the twoyear requirement. In my opinion, they
were not entitled to decide the question
without a court decision, or, alternatively,
legislation. But they went further, and
instead of giving the income of the capital
sum of £525 (which represented the
original endowment plus the accrued
augmentation), they assumed power to fix
the amount of the scholarship at something
less than the actual income available from
time to time; and in that way they built
up the corpus of the fund sum to £815,
which it is now proposed to increase to
£885. Again, the trustees had no power to
do this without legislation.
It is true that there is no individual
beneficiary in a position to challenge this
administration of the fund, and it is probable
that the New Zealand executor could not do
so. But the Victorian Attorney-General, or
possibly the Attorney-General in Great
Br.itain, since the testatrix was domiciled in
England at her death, could at any time
intervene to challenge in the courts the
administration of the trust.
I think the trustees ought to take steps
to validate the past actions of their predecessors and to regularize future administration on predetermined lines. This will
have to be done by legislation. In the Victorian Parliament's Act No. 5053 of 1944,
section 28, that Parliament exercised power
to declare that the Grace Joel bequest
should take effect as it had been made in
favour of or for the use of the trustees of
the National Gallery of Victoria, that body
being substituted by the Act for the ·corporation previously known as the Trustees of
the Public Library, Museums and National
Gallery of Victoria. I think the necessary
legislative action could be effected by a
private Act of the Victorian Parliament,
since the fund is administered in Victoria
by trustees set up by an Act of that Parliament. At all events, such an Act would be
sufficient authority and protection from the
point of view of the trustees without the
necessity of seeking any legislation in
England.
Before asking the Parliamentary Draftsman through the appropriate channels to
frame such an Act, the present trustees
might, I think, resolve to add £70 of accrued
income to the existing corpus bringing it
to a total of £885 as suggested by the secretary . . . . .

The recommendation of Mr. Justice Sholl
is the reason underlying the introduction of the Bill, which will clear up any
misunderstandings. The principal sum
hlas been invested mainly in inscribed
stock of the Commonwealth Government
and the State Electricity Commission.
On the motion of Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) the debate ,was adjourned until
la ter this day.
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AOMINISTRATION AND PROBATE
(ESTATES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
10), on the motion of Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer), for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave.-Before the debate on
the second reading of this Bill proceeds,
I desire to inform the House that the
Government has further considered the
provisions of the measure and will propose certain amendments in Committee.
The purpose of these amendments is as
follows:1. To remove references to the necessity of proof" to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner."
The references to be
removed occur in clause 4, at page 5,
line 3; clause 5, at page 7, line 3n; and
at page 8, lines 7 and 1'5; claus~ 7, at
page 10, line 11; and in clause 12, at page
15, line 27.
2. To delete the second proviso to
paragraph (d) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 4. This will exclude gifts of cash
not in the hands of the donee at the
time of death of the donor.
3. To add a new sub-clause in clause
4, specifically excluding widows' benefits
under superannuation schemes.
Somp
doubt has been raised wh,ether these
benefits are excluded as the Bill stands.
and as it is the intention of the Government that they should be excluded, the
new sub-clause will remove any doubt.
4. To widen the exp.mption for charitable bequests in clause 10. to cover
bequests to any schools in Victoria not
conducted for pr-ofit, and also bequests
for religious purposes.
5. To exclude from the provisions of
clause 14, life assurance policies which
have been assigned for a period of more
than three years at the dea th of the
deceased person. Assigned insurance
policies are brought within the clause
to ensure that gifts inter vivos which
attract duty are disclosed.
Such gifts
will attract duty under clause 4 of the
Bill only if made wi thin three years of
death. There is, therefore, no purpose
to be served by requiring certificates
consenting to the satisfaction of policies
assigned three years or more before
death.
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I desired to make that explanation
before the debate on the motion for the
second reading of the Bill was resumed,
in order to give members an idea of the
Government's intentions.
I thank the
OppOSition for granting me leave to
ma,ke that sta temen t.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-In some
ways, this Bill is the descendant of a
number of measures which have been
considered both within and without this.
House over a period of years. It
emerges from the crucible--if I may use
that term-of parliamentary opinion.
Apparently, it possesses an alloy, so to
speak. Although I will not say it is immutable, it has not changed extraordinarily in the process.
Mr. CAIN.-I think the Bill will be
much better now.
Mr. OLDHAM.-From some points of
view, undoubtedly it will be. The
problems associated with this legislation
have often been discussed in this House,
and in their solution I claim to have
played some part. I certainly have stopped
some of the verbal bricks that have been
thrown in the course of the debates and
in the attempts that have been made to
modernize the administration and probate duty laws. I think the general
principles that have actuated honorable
members who have taken part in the discussions have been based upon three
main points.
Firstly, loopholes which have manifested themselves in the course of the
years in the administration of this legisla:tion should be stopped where they are
fila/tters which have been the subject of
an unfair advantage to individuals. We
may think that somebody has been
rather smart in finding some method of
evading the payment of just duties, but
it must be remembered that every time
the payment of duty is evaded by means
of such loopholes, an added burden is
thrown on other members of the community who meet the obligations imposed upon them by this type of taxation.
Those loopholes were examined by the
Royal Commission upon taxation in 1934,
and many recommendations to remove
them have been made. A great deal of
the legislation passed by the Commonwealth Government upon this subject has
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treabeen based on those recommendations,
and the measures which from time to surer) .-It is proposed to go much
time have been considered within and funher than does the Commonwealth
without this Hous,e have sought to bring legisla tion.
the V,ictorian law more in Jine with the
Mr. OLDHAM.---...clause 10 provides
modern practices recommended by that that gifts 'for scientific or pubHc educaRoyal Commission.
tional purposes in Victoria shall be
Secondly, this Bill, also its predeces- exempt from duty. As a result of
sors, has substituted for the old steps and representations made by the Opposition,
ladders method of calculation of duty a the Premier in tends to move th1a t gifts
progressive curve, which irons out made to :religious institutions will also be
anomalies at various stages of the pay- exempt from probate duty. It seems to
ment of duty. Lastly, I should mention m'e that .for obvious reasons reUgil()us
another feature which is common to the bodies, of all objects, are least likely to
various Bills relating to probate duty receive public moneys; therefore, anythat have been considered in this House. thing that Parliament can do to
In order to fit in with modern conditions, encourage priva'te Ibeneficence in that
the exemptions which are at present direction is desirable. It is easy enough
granted under the legislation should be in these sceptical times to overlook the
brought up to date, widened to meet tremendous part 1Jh at religious instituchanged conditions, and in particular be tions can play in the life of the commade to apply to deserving objects which munity, and, without labouring the point,
have not in the past been covered by the anything we can do to encourage the
exemption provisions.
How of funds in their direction is
/With those remariks, Mr. Speaker, I desirable. The amendment of which the
think I have said all that is really neces- Premier has giv.en notice was our suggessary concerning the general principles of tion and will receive our approval.
the Bill.
There are in the Bill, in its
The Premier has also given notice of
present form, certain very objectionable
his intention to move that gifts to schools
features. I am glad to say that as a not conducted for 'profit will also be
result of fruitful discussions which have
exempt from duty. If all parents wanted
taken place between members of all
their children to a ttend the schools
parties in this House, the Premier is conducted by the State, there would
agreeable to the amendments which, he not be sufficient accommodation in
has informed us, he proposes no move. those schools. I am not certain as
Those amendments will obviate the
to the exact figures, but I undernecessity of a number of amendments stand that at present there are in
being submitted by the Opposition Victorda approximately 250,000 students
to remove the existing objectionable ,attending State schooils and 50,000
fea tures of the Bill.
children attending so-called private
In particular the very wide, and I schools.
think quite unnecessary, powers of disMr. LEMMON.-There are between
cretion which we~e to be given to the
50,000
and 60,000 children.
Commissioner of Taxation are to be
eliminated. I am glad that the Premier
,Mr. OLDHAM.-J thank the honorable
has recognized the force of the repre- mem:ber for Williamstown for his corsentations Which have been made to him roboration. At least one-fifth of the
concerning the necessity to widen the children of school age -in Victoria attend
exemption from the duty provisions of schools other than so~caned State schools.
the law to conform with the same prin- Qui te a number of people send their
ciples as are at the present time con- children to scbools othe.r than State
tained in the Commonwealth legislation schools, because of religious and other
concerning the payment of estate duty. reasons. The parents of those children
This will be done by broadening the have to bear the cost of sending their
exemptions in rellation to charitable children to the private schools-they are
bequests to cover gifts to certain schools schools not conducted for ;profit-and
and religious institutions.
also through their tax contributions
1

Mr. Oldham.
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they assist in the maintenance of State
schools. Further, they receive no rebate
in the assessment of their personal
income tax in respect of the fees paid to
private schools. That seems to be an
anomaly.
If all the children who became ill were
sent to public hospitals, those institutions could not cope with them; therefore, when children are treated by
private doctors and in private hospi1:als
a re'ba te of the fees, up to a certain
amount, is allowable for ·income tax
purposes. It seems to me that, upon
the same basis and with equal logic, a
rebate should also :be given in regard to
fees paid 00 private schools not conducted for profit. Under this Bill we
propose going a little way by exempting
from probate duty gifts under wills or
bequests made to schools not conducted
for profit. At least, that establishes a
principle, but it does not afford the relief
which, I beHeve, is due to a very deserving section of the community. This proposal will receive undivided support,
because members of all parties send their
children to these so-called private
,>,chools that are not 'conducted for prolit. As a matter of fact, itt would be
-Iuite impossible under present-day conditions for these insNtutions to make a
profit; they are a direct burden upon the
various denominations and sections of
the community which maintain them.
I do not congratulate the Government
on its proposal to impose a higher level
of taxation upon the people whom this
Bill affects. In his Budget speech the
Premier stated that towards meeting the
deficit for this financial year a sum of
£'125,000 would be raised by means of
additional probate duties. In- a full year
the increase of taxation by means of
these duties will be £250,000. I offer the
Premier no congratulations upon the fact
that he is sponsoring a steep increase of
taxation upon a thrifty section of the
community, which deserves all the
encouragement that it is possible for
this Parliament to give. This form of
taxa tion will bear most heavily on those
people who save money. In the recent
debates in the Federal Parliament on
increases of SOCIal services payments it
was pointed out that for a person to
receive an income equal to the _rate of
pension at present paid under the
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Commonwealth old-age pension legislation he would need to have the sum of
£10,.000 invested in CommonweaHh
bonds. That is a striking argument in
favour of the removal of the means test,
so that everyone who pays into these
particular funds 'might receive the benefit of them. However, I know this is a
proper matter to be debated in the
Federal Parliament, and not here, but
the fact remtains that people who save
money are relieving the taxpayers of
Australia-because, as a result of uniform taxation, it is impossible to separate the different classes-of the contri..
butions which otherwise would become
payable as a result of the social services
payments.
The Government is making a kind ot
" no hope" approach to the deficit with
which it is faced.
No exptloration has
been undertaken of the various methods
by which the revenue of Victoria could be
protected and saved. I pointed out the
other night, in my speech on the Supply
Bill, that Victoria pays over £1,000,000
a year in payroH tax at the present
ra tes; when the basic wage increases,
that amount will be increased.
That
payment of payroll tax is more than four
times the burden that is to be placed
upon the thrifty residents of this St~te,
consequent upon the increased rntes of
probate duty proposed in this Bill.
Although the Government has on its fiJes
advice from the most eminent sources
that payroll tax is not properly leviable
upon the State services, it pursues a
policy of "no hope" in regard to these
matters and makes no test before the
appropriate courts as to the validity of
the payments it is m1aking.
Mr. MdDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I take it that the Opposition
would support the Government if it took
action to ascertain if the payroll tax was
valid?
·Mr. OLDHA'M.-The Opposition would
do more than support the Government;
it would spur it on.
I say that,
because at an appropriate stage I propose to move an amendment to the effect
that these additionBiI burdens on the taxpayers shaH not opera te un til the
Government has taken steps to test the
validity of its payments of payroll tax.
Mr. GALVIN.-Uniform taxation, too?
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Mr. OLDHAM.-I ask the honorable
member for Bendigo to proceed one step
at a time. The honorable member and
his Leader have supported uniform taxation year after year.
Mr. CAIN.-When do you propose to
speak to this Bill ?
Mr.' OLDHiAlM.-The matter of probate
duty is rapidly becoming a practical
problem so far as the Leader of the
Labour party is concerned, and for that
reason he should consider sympathetically any suggestion which would prevent the ne.cessity lor a steep rise of
probate duty in Victoria..
Mr. CAIN.-This is not a steep rise-it
is reduction.
·Mr. OLDHAIM.-In my opinion, anything that proposes a burden on the
people of Victoria to the extent of an
additional £250,000 a year in taxation is
a steep rise. I know that the lords of
the Labour party airily dismiss millions
of pounds, because they do not pay so
much of the taxation, but the thrifty
people of Victoria will regard with interest any proposal that will obviate the
raising of £250,000 extra in probate duty.
Undoubtedly, this Bill wHI confer some
desirable benefits, and I may be the stepfather of some of them. That does not
mean, however, that with those benefits
it is necessary to swallow any extraneous
matters that have obtruded themselves
into this measure, for the purpose of
bolstering up unnecessarily the Treasury
balance when, at the same time, the
Tr~a'Surer, I believe, is paying out to the
Commonwealth Government, quite iHegally, £1,000,000 annually in payroll tax
in the face of expert legal and technical
adv,ice. Furthermore, every time the
basic wage increases, the payment of
payroll tax to the Commonwealth
Government increases to an enormous
extent. OV'er the last financial year the
paYI10ll tax payment by the Victorian
Government increased by £250,000.
Oddly enough, that is the exact sum by
which this Bill proposes to increase the
burden upon that section of the community whieh is affected by it.
During the Committee stage various
phases of the Bill will be discussed by
Opposi tion members so that they may be
oonsidered impartiaHy.
The honorable
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member for Warrnambool has some helpful suggestions to offer as to the method
of calculating values in relation ,to certain dispositions of property. The honorable member for Kew will move
amendments which will have the desirable effect of exempting from probate
duty gifts to the Legacy Club, the Carry
On Club, and certain other institutions
that have come into being since the
original legislation was passed. The
honorable member for Box Hill will also
submit certain amendments with regard
to the definition of adopted children and
similar matters in the schedule to the
Bill.
I take it that, after the secondreading debate, there will be a short
adjournment so that aspects discussed
may be considered and appropriate
amendments may be reviewed by the
Parliamentary Draftsman.
I conclude by saying that, when a Bill
was subm-itted to the House last year
to extend the period of the existing legislation for a year, many of these matters
were mentioned by myself and by other
speakers. I am glad that, in the meantime, the Government has looked into
the position and that the House is being
given an opportunity of considering this
measure which, in the main, is of a progressive character, although it suffers
from the disadvantage of going too far
in the direction of raising additional
revenue. No doubt, howeve'r, the House,
in its wisdom, will remedy that defect.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I listened
wi th interest to the honorable member
for Malvern, but I wondered whether he
was ever going to talk about the BiU.
He discussed many other subjects, such
as p,ayroll tax, but said little about
probate duties. If any members of this
House are qualified to discuss the
measure, they should be members of the
legal profession, because this is a technical Bill which has been drafted by techni-ca.J men. That is more particularly true
of the long memorandum explaining the
clauses. I had expected the honorable
member for 'Malvern to elucidate those
parts of the Bill that are extremely
difficult for a layman to comprehend, but
he failed to do so. The situ a tion reminds
me of the Grimes IBnl which was introduced by the honorable member for
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Malvern when he was Attorney-General.
I listened to speeches that were made by
the honorable member and his legal colleagues, but not until I heard the honorable member for Moonee Ponds speak
did I learn what was in that measure.
The subject matter of this Bill has
been considered by more than one
Government. The honorable member for
Malvern stated that most of the present
proposals were con1tained in a recommendation which was made thy a Commonwealth Roytal Com'mission in 1934.
Since that year, Governments have come
anQ. gone in Victoria, but this Bill rep~e
sents the first major amendment of
the legislation relating to probate
duties, with 'the exception of a
~ill

~~~~

~~~~

~

~

Dunstan Administration sixteen or
seventeen years a,go.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The memory of the
honorable member for Northcote must be
very short. He has forgotten to mention
a Bill which w.as introduced by the Hollway Government, and which was along
the lines of this measure.
Mr. CAIN.-I admit that, but the Bill
referred to by the honora:ble member for
Malvern was not passed. This Bill, however, will become law. Furthermore, the
Bill introduced by the Hollway Government was not as good as this measure.
The reason for the introduction of this
Bill is to raise a1pproximately £1'25,000
during the current financial year, and to
increase Consolidated Revenue, during
succeeding year.s, by approximately
£2'50,000 annually. r admit 'that during
some yea,rs tha t sum may not be
obtained, but experts believe 'th'at on the
average the legislation wil'l yield the
sum I have stated. In the first place, the
Bill will relieve the beneficiaries of
estates valued at less than £20,000, of the
necessity
of
contributing
£50,000
annually, and more particul,arly will it
relieve' those benefidaries who are
widows or children of the deceased. !In instances where money is
left Ito outsiders, the rate will be very
much hi.gher than previously. Under
this Bill the minimum net value of an
,estate that passes to other than widows
and children which will be subject to
probate dUlty will be £601 whereas, the
minimum value 'Of an estate that passes
to widows and children which will be
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subject to probate duty will be £1,501.
In that way a fairly substantial measure
of relief is being gran ted to the thrifty
section of the community. The honorable member for Malvern has referred
to thrift, but he should remember that
those persons who leave estates valued
in excess of £20,000 are not really thrifty
-they could perhaps be described more
properly as successful business ,people.
The thrifty persons are those who have
to save money out of their small earnings.
Probate duty is 'a method of taxation,
which is !believed by some to be more
just than other means of taxation. It
is a method which can be used to raise
revenue, particu1arly from big estates
that are passed on from generation to
generation with a view to rel'ieving some
persons of the necessity to contribute
t'axation during their lifetime. Taxatien
hits the just and the unjust alike, provided that the information which is
furnished in the income tax returns is
truthful and factual. It is comparatively
easy to detect false returns which are
lodged by regular wage and salaJrY
earners, but i't is not so easy to ascertain
the true income of persons who are
engaged in business, unless the undertaking is conducted on ,sound lines. There
is a multitude of people in tihe community who dodge taxation. One of the
unjust features of 'the present social
structure is that a young man who is
rearing a family usually receives a small
income, and it is only in later life when,
perhaps, he becomes a senior member
of the staff on whi'ch he is employed, that
his salary Ireaches a substantia'l figure.
In the early stages a family man has
a struggle to rear his chHdren and he
feels the weight of direct and indirect taxation in the form of sales
tax, Customs duties, and so .on,
until he becomes financially better
off. Comparatively few do so, because 98 per cent. of the estates of
deceased persons are valued at less than
£20,000. In this matter Opposition members speak for .only 2 per cent. of the
community.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-We represent more,than 2 per cent. of the people.
Mr. CA!IN.-I said that Opposition
members speak ]or only 2 per cent. of
the community who leave large estates.
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Governments of all political colours have
been approached on this subject by
business interests that were not concerned ahout estates of the value of
£1,500 or £2,000. They did not desire
increases in probate duties on large
estates.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - According
to you, only 2 per cent. of the community
have large estates.
They must wield
great influence.
;Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
for Caulfield has never made a truer
statement. Those people donate the campaign funds for Opposition members.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. -- Where do
the funds for your party come from?
'Mr. CAIN.-From the trade union
movement.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-By the impOSition of compulsory levies.
Mr. CAIN.--They are not the outcome
of compulsory levies.
The SPEAKER (the Bon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! The origin of the
funds of p·olitical parties has nothing to
do with the Bill.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Is it to be presumed that members who are supporting
the Government have neither money nor
property?
iMr. CAIN.--I did not say so.
The SPEAKER. - Order! I cannot
hear the Leader of the Labour party,
who is addressing the House.
.
Mr. CAIN.-The natural tendency on
the part of big interests was disclosed by
the Premier in his explanatory speech,
when he saidSpeaking of the ethical aspect of schemes
d.esignp.d legally to escape taxation, Viscount
Simon remarked in a recent judgment.. Judicial dicta may be cited which point
out that, however elaborate and artificial
such methods may be, ,those who adopt
them are" entitled" to do so. There is,
of course, no doubt that they are within
the~r legal vights, but that is no reason
why their efforts should be regarded as a
commendable exercise of ingenuity or as
a discharge of the duties of good citizenship. On the contrary, one result of such
methods, if they succeed, is, of course, to
increase pro tanto the load of tax on the
should.ers of the great body of good citizens who do not desire, or do not know
how, to adopt these manreuvres."
It is this shifting of the burden of taxation
which is inequita'ble.
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Some people use eVery means at their
disposal to flout the probate law. In one
Victorian case it was shown that a
testator transferred £5,000 worth of
property, and duty was paid only on that
sum, whereas the property was ultimately valued at £7,000.
The consequence was that taxation on £2,000 was
avoided. Lawyers are employed to find
loopholes in the law, many of which will
be closed by the passage of this Bill.
,Mr. NORMAN.-Apparently the honorable member foor Portland does not agree
with you.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
for Portland knows that what I am saying is true. I do not accuse him or any
other member of the legal profession of
doing what he should not do, but I am
pointing out that the Government is
trying to close loopholes in the probate
law.
If I had attempted to do that
when I was Leader of the Government,
members of the Opposition would have
torn the House down; doubtless the
present Premier would have assisted
them. A memorandum explaining the
Bill has been circulated among members,
and it includes a statement showing the
duty that will !be payable under the Bill,
c.ompared with the amounts paid in New
South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, South Aus,traHa, and Tasmania.
Possibly it will be as well for me to cite
one or two examples s.o that the public
will be inf.ormed of the position. Under
the present arrangement, an estate of
the value of £1,501 pass-ing to a widow
and children pays £27 as plI'.obate duty;
but under the Bill, the amount will be
10.s.; an estate to the value of £5,001 at
present pays £257, but it will ibe reduced
to £'175. The duty on an estate valued
at £10,001 passing to widow and children
will be £550, whereas the present duty is
£629. An estate of the value of £10,001
not passing to a widow and children, will
be assessed for duty at £1,050 instead of
the present amount of £871. In almost
every case, the probate duty on estates
passing to widows and Children will be
reduced, and that is a ste.p in the right
dilrection. Al though members of the
Opp.osition may be inclined to criticize
the Bill, it must not be forgotten that
the State has to obtain revenue from one
source or an.other.
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subterfuges in order to dodge making
payments. This measure, if passed, will
bring revenue to the State, but while it
does so, members of the community with
MT. CAIN.-That is true. The people modest means will be relieved of probate
who are objecting to the Bill are those p'ayments amounting to £50,000 a year.
whom the Opposition really represents. The Premier stated in his second-reading
They' want the righ t to transfer prQperty
speech that the effect of the proposed
a t any time. The Bill proposes to lift du ty scale would be to provide an inthe maximum rate of duty from 12~ per
crease in revenue estimated at £250,000
cent. ,to 22 'Per cent. Can that proposal
be attacked seriously in relation to an in a full year. The Bill will ensure that
estate that is worth £100,000? Can any large sums of money will be derived from
one challenge fue Iright of the State to estates, valued at hundreds of thou:sands
probate duty at the rate of 22 per cent. of pounds, which are well able to pay
on such an estate when the Common- probate duties.
At present the members of the middle
wea'lth Government deducts 15s. in the
£1 in the way of income tax on large class and per.sons in receipt of fixed
incomes? The Opposition party was in incomes are being hit very hard, as at
presen t a great part of their salary
power for two years.
is
being taken in
taxa tion
of
Mr. OLDHAM.-You stopped the case various descriptions. If the people are
again'st the CommonweaLth Govern- wise, the time will come when there will
ment in regalI'd to the uniform taxation be an end to the system whereby a big
scheme.
estate may, upon the death of its owner,
Mr. CAlN.-The Liberal party pro- pass to other persons, the amount of
Com.monwealth and State probate
poses to challenge the pay-men t of
the Commonwealth pay-roll tax, but duty being only 20 per cent. or 30
it paid the tax for two years while it per cent. of the value of the estate.
was in Ipower. The Leader of the There is no justification for a method in
Liberal party stated ·in his policy speech which three-quarters of a man's income
that his party would challenge the uni- is taken from him in income tax, even
form taxation scheme, but it did not do though it may be a large inc-orne, when
so. If the Commonwealth is challenged estates may be inherited, with the Comas to the pay-roll tax, I prophesy that monweaHh and the State combined rethe State will lose -its case. However, if ceiving in probate duty less than 50 per
the Opposition believes that such a case cent. of their value. That it what hapslhould be taken before the High Court pens at present. The present maximum
of Australia, it should move ·a no-confi- rate of duty on estates in Victoria is only
dence motion in the Government because 12.1 per cent.
it has not tested the legality of the payI shall cite an example. Recently a
roll tax. Now the Opposition proposes to Melbourne citizen, who was a single man,
move a mot,ion relating to 1:Ihis probate died leaving an estate valued at nearly
duty Bill, which is a clear indication £1,000,000. It was said that he started
tha t the Opposition realizes that this his career by working for another man,
measure will benefit about 90 per cent. and subsequently bought that man's
of the community; it is merely adopting business. Does an)l1hody suggest that
a subterfuge. Members of the Opposition Victoria is entitled to receive only 12.1
will not vote against the Bill, but they per cent. of the value of his estate, much
wish to tack something on to it.
of which will go, by the terms of the
,M,r. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister). will, to persons living abroad?
-They have received their instructions.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Some of it will be
Mr. CAIIN.-I would admire them if, taken by the Commonwealth.
Mr. CAIN.--4 agree that the Commonthey said "We do not want this Bill
because it taxes the rich, and so we will wealth will take its share---33 per cent.
vote against it." I have no respect for of that remaining after State probate
'
them when they talk about adopting duty has been paid.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In this case, money will not be
taken from widows and children.
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argument to the Leader of the Opposition. I say to him, "You may find it
difficult to overcome some of the pressure brought to bear by persons who do
Mr. CAIN.-I think the maximum that not Wish big estate duties to be imposed;
the Commonwealth may take is 331 per yoou may feel that you a~e under some
cent. Victoria can take only 12 ..1 per oibligation to them; but I think you are
under much more dbligation to the ·great
cent.
mass of the Australian people who are
Mr. OLDHAM.-The total of 331 per to-day ibeing taxed out of existence under
cent. and 12.1 per cent. is nearly 50 per a Federal system while <these other
cent.
people are allowed to go free."
-Mr. MERRIFIELD.-If it is logical to tax
/Mr. CAIN.-It is a little more than 45
income
to assist to prevent inflation, it
per cent. Much of the money comprising the es t.a te I have mentioned will be is logical to tax estates.
Mr. CAIN.-There is nothing mOTe
taken from Australia.
In my opinion,
there is no justification for the present logical than that remark of the honor~
law on this subject while the family man able member for Moonee Ponds. All
rearing a family is heavily taxed by both that the State of Victoria has taken from
direct amI indirect means. His standard an estate in proibate duty, no matter how
of Hving is being kept low, and it is large, whether it be valued at £100,000 or
difficult for him to improve his position; £1,000,000, has been 12.1 per cent. of its
Even under the proposal conhe is being kept down all the time, value.
while the proceeds of large estates of tained in the Bill not more than
pro.sperous men are being al10wed to go 22! per cent. of its value will be
taken.
I think that mUe'h more
out of the country upon their death.
justice would be done by the State
r ask my friends opposite to consider imposing a duty of 50 per cent. on
the position. This Bill has something to an estate worth £1,000,000 than when
commen d it. More should be taken in thousands of people in the community·
probate duty towards providing for the aJre mulct in various amounts in current
welfare of the country instead of heavy taxation. .J believe that the proposal I
general taxes being levied. The Common- have made would meet with the approval
wealth Government has decided to in- of the great mass of the ta~payers. This
crease income taxation by 10 per cent. and argumen t has not previously been subto impose a heavier sales tax. Taxation mitted 'strongly, but in the future it will
on almost everything is being increased be put more energetically. Taxation is
by the Federal Government with the reaching such a level that, if things conobjective of finishing the financial year tinue as they have been, people will
with a budgetary surplus of £114,000,000. realize that the State will !be compelled
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- to take much more in probate duty than
sUTer).-The Commonwealth Govern- has been the case in the past.
I support the Bill, not only because it
men t is imposing an unconscionable
income tax, and it does not need it for will result in more revenue being derived
for the State and heLp fue Budget to be
Government purposes.
balanced, but because I clOnsider it is a
Mr. CAIN.-Large fortunes have been just measure. In my opinion, this promade by individual men-J am discus- posal does not go as far as it should,
sing the very larg-e estates, not those but at least it will provide a little more
amounting to only £5,000 or £6,000. justice to the community as a whole, and
Those large estates are allowed to be it will protect 'the famHy man and the
passed from generation to generation heirs of those who leJ.ve smaH estates,
and not as much money is taken from particularly widows and children. In
them by Governments in probate duties .these circumstances everything humanly
as is taken in taxation from the possible should be done to ensure
ordinaTY business man whi1e he· is that
th'is
proposed legislation is
earning his income or from the working placed
on
the
sta tu te-book.
I
men of the community. I commend my trust that an amendment will not
Mr. MODoNALD (Prp.mier and Treasurer). -- The greedy Commonwealth
again!
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be moved on behalf of the Opposition, as suggested by the honorable member for Malvern, to provide that before
Pa,rliament agrees to the Bill a case
should be taken to the High Court in
connection with the payroll tax of the
Commonweal tho
The sitting was suspended at 5.'52 p.m.
until 7.1H p.rn.

Mr. REID (Box Hill).-The Premier
has been extrem'ely skilful in regard to
this measure inasmuch as he has succeeded in combining two objectives in
one Bill. The first objective is one which,
in many respects, many members
applaud, namely, that of giving some
sort of logical arrangement to many
aspects of the administration and probate legislation and administration that
have been anomalous for some time
owing to various court decisions. The
second objective is that which the
Premier expressed in his second-reading
speech, of raoising revenue in the State of
Victoria. The Premier has very skilfully
interwoven those two aspects.
While we may approve many of the
features of the administrative side of
this Bill, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition will be well justified in moving his
proposed amendment which, in effect,
chaollenges the wisdom of the Government in utilizing thiS method of raising
revenue. In fact, the Deputy Leader of
the Oppositiion is doing his duty, on
behalf of the Opposition, in calling attention to the matter.
Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You will concede that it would
have been better if the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition had challenged the
Government when he was AttorneyGeneral.
Mr. REID.-The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has already adverted to that
aspect, and I propose to address my
remarks to two particular aspects of the
debate; first of all, that portion of it
which deals with changes in the administration and probate legislation, and
secondly, very briefly, to refer to that
portion of the debate in which the Opposition challenges the Government with
regard to this particular method of raisWith respect to the paring revenue.
'ticular administrative changes that are
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being introduced by this Bill, as the
Prerrrier pointed out in his second-reading speech, there are, broadly speaking,
provisions on three lines: First, to preven t
avoidance of duty; secondly, to provide
a progressively graduated rate of tax;
'and thirdly, to provide certain concessions. As to the question of stopping
up the avoidance of duty, I say that
every member of the Opposi tion is
heartHy in concurrence wdth the Government in the steps it is taking to deal with
those who may be evading this form of
taxation. One particular method that
has been adopted in the past by people
who wished to evade the payment of
probate duties has been to make gifts in
their lifetime.
This aspect of gUving
away property to avoid probate duty is
one with which Governments-both
Federal and State-have been contending for many years.
The imposition of probate duty on the
estates of deceased persons is a fairly
ancient form of raising revenue and,
from time to time, people have devised
means of tryting to get around the necessity of contributing to Consolidated
Revenue when a person dies. The most
familiar way by which people have
sought to evade the payment of probate
duty has been by the making of gifts
during their lifetime. Speaking as a
soNcitor, however, apart altogether from
ethical considerations, I have always
been somewhat dubious about the
wisdom of people in recent times who
have sought to give away their property
during their lifetime because, those who
do that, come within the range of two
fairly exacting and fairly easily collected taxes, namely, Commonwealth
gift duty, in the appropriate cases, and
stamp duty in the State of Victoria.
Some of the people who have sought
in the past to evade payment of probate
duty by means of gifts made during their
llifetime have been very short-sighted
inasmuch as they have steered into the
position of having to pay State stamp
duty or Commonwealth gift duty, boVh
of whi'ch are sti'll fairly heavy taxes.
The provisions of this Bill, in so faT
as they prevent people from evading
taxa tion thy making .gift'S of various
kinds, are to be commended. The important feature, however, is that this
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BUI will bring Victorian legislation into ings of the house-in other words, the
line Wirth Federal legislati-on, inasmuch backyard of the matrimonial home of the
as there will be made su:bject to assess- deceased. We find, therefore, that brcught
ment by the State any gif'ts ,that have into the net of probate duty is the joint
been made within three years of the bank account. That now becomes taxable
death of the donor, as compared with the for the purpose of probate duty. Joint
earlier Victorian pr-ovision of gifts which bank accounts have been used to a large
were made within one year of death. I extent by husbands and wives who hold
do not think any 'One can quarrel with property jointly. My experience has
ilia t proViision.
been that many bank managers have
Another very important change which been prone to advise clients to hold a
will Ibe made by the Bill is in relatioo to joint bank account in the names of
joint tenancy. Joint tenancy has !been husband and wife, but -this measure win
one af the commonest ways by which bring that type of initerest into account.
people have escaped probate duty in the
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Do not the huspast. It is well known to members of band and wife own a joint account on
the legal professi'on that there are various a fifitY-lfifty basis?
ways in /Which property can be held in
Mr. REID.-Yes, but a joint account
common; tJhey inlelude what is known as
will have to be !brought into acceunt te
tenancy in ccmmon and the holding of
property in common as joint <tenants. If the extent of the share of the deceased
person. 'Dhis Bi'll Iwill also have the
twc people own a property as tenants in effect of bringing inte account shares in
common, each has a share in that property and, on the dea,th of one, the sha,re any company that are held jointly, as
of that person passes no the person Ito well as the interests which are held by
husband and wHe who own some sort of
whom he or she has willed it. If, on ·the a bus'iness. Primary preducers will also
other hand, propenty is held by persons
as joint tenants, those persons in effect, be affected.
Mr. CAlN.-Wha't about propTietary
really hold it as one unit and, on the
death of one, the property automaticaHy oompanies?
passes to the surVlivor.
IMr. RE]D.~I think .they would be
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Is that not a affected in andther ,way. The material
common practice between husband and consideraJtion i'S the question of country
property, which is'held by husband and
wife?
:Mr. REID.-Yes. Apparently I have wife. The interest of one or the other
started a controversy. In the paslt, there will now h'ave to !be t.aken into account
has been no limit to the extent of the for the purpose of computing probate
property ,wh'ich people can hold as joint duty, except in so far 'as relates merely
tenants for the purpose of escaping duty. to that portl'on of the country property
There have been instances where people which is the home and immediate surhave brought joint tenancy into existence roundings of the deceased person, which
wi-thin a short time of the death of one will be exempt. However, the parapherpa,rty so that, in effect, there has been nalia of a primary producer Wiill come
a transfer of a half interest from one into the net of probate duty. I do not
party to the other. In those circum- quarrel with thalt provision.
Mr. CAlN.-What will happen with
stances, the interest so transferred may
respeot to tlhe home of a primary pzt'.Dhave been assessable for probate duty.
This measure introduces a very :fair ducer?
Mr. REID.-As I have already
reaching change, inasmuch as it prcvides that, within the net .of State pro- explained that will be exempt, but only
bate duty, there will come a beneficial in so far as r~laltes to the home
its
im,mediate
surroundings.
interest, held by a deceased person and
immediately prior to his death, in any F,or example, a wool shed will not
I
property, with this exception only- be exempt from probate duty.
" other than the house and curtilage of think the honorable member for
Scores:by could speak feelingly on
the matrimonial home of the deceased."
Curtilage means the immediate surround- that aspect, beoause he represents many
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small primary producers who ,prdbably
hold their properties in the joint names
of husband and wife.
At pres'ent,
under the system of holding under joint
tenancy, whatever gain there is to the
joint tenant, the point is that the representative of a person who was holding
by himself has to foot the bill when that
single owner dies. Without pursuing the
details too closely, the principle of
bringing in joint tenants amounts to
this: Why should a person holding under
a joint tenancy escape the payment of
probate duty? In the past it was the
repre-sentative of the person holding in
sole ownership who had to foot the probate bill.
Mr. MdDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .--It has been the means adopted
for the evasion of probate duty in the
past, and much revenue has been lost to
the State.
Mr. REID.-That may be so, but many
people who sought to evade probate by
the creation of a joint tenancy often
found that it was a Short-sighted policy,
inasmuch as the estate was then brought
within the purview of the Commonwealth gift duty and the State stamp
duty legislation. They were not as wise
as they thought, because they overlooked
those two additional types of taxation.
I am not quarrelling with the propusal,
but it is a subject on whi·ch members
might have strong vliews because of the
cJ.ass of people they represent.
There
will probably be a considerable number
affected by this proposal. Those are the
two most important aspects of the Bill
which deal with the avoidance of duty.
The second most important feature of
the Bill relates to the progressive rate
of tax proposed. In the past the system
of taxing has been at a certain rate up
to £1,000, and then at another rate up
to £2,000, and so on. It is now proposed
to introduce a graduated scale of taxation, avoiding the numerous injustices
that have been disclosed. For example,
a person left a property to the net value
of £1,001, and because of that £1 above
the £1,000 limit, the est·ate had to pay
a much higher rate of tax than did the
representative of the man whose estate
was of the net value of only £1,000. The
progressive rating system is commendable.
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As regards the method of taxation to
be adopted, various improvements to the
Bill have been suggested to the Premier.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
suggested that the dause relating to
exemptJions for charitable purposes
should be added to by including gifts for
religious purposes, which would bring
the legislation into line with the Federal
Act. It is provided in the Federal legislation that bequests for religious purposes, as well as bequests for public,
scientific or public educational purposes,
shall be exempt from this form of taxation. If bequests for religious purposes
were added to the Victorian Bin it would
be a commendable improvement.
I understand that the Premier is prepared to accept an ~mendment that has
been suggested that bequests for educational purposes will extend to any school
in Victoria that is not conducted for
profit, which would bring into line
bequests under wills to religious educational establishments which are carrying
on 'a magnificent work. Those denominational schools are reHeving the pressure
on the State free school system.
The
denominational schools do not obtain a
State grant, and it is reasonable and just
that any bequests to those institutions
under a will should be exempt from
probate duty.
There are various amendments which
it is desirable should be made in this
Bnl. At the appropriate stage I shall
submit an amendment that the concessional rates provided for estates that go
to a widow or the children of the
deceased shall apply to an estate that
passes to a widowed mother. I have had
experience of cases where a widowed
mother has had to pay the full probate
duty rate in respect of a bequest by a
daughter who was helping to support
her mother. That widowed mother had
to pay the same rate as would be
app'Ucalble if her daughter had been a
complete stranger.
Those are comparatively rare cases which should be
covered by a specialconoe:ssion; they
would not be sufficient in number to
cause a serious loss of revenue. The
concessional rates under clause 3 of the
F-irst Schedule a:pply only to the widOlW
or chUdren of a deceased person and not
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to the widowed mother of a deceased
child. The rebate clause does not apply
to grandchildren.
'Mr. CAIN.-It does not apply to a
mother or a father.
Mr. REID.-If a son or daughter died
leaving property !by will to the widowed
mother, or i'f the child died intestate and
tJhe widowed mother wa:s the ne~ of
kin, the concessional rate would not
apply. It would be a reasonable con~
cession to add to 'the Bill. On the aspedt
of the ,general gain in revenue the
Premier has esltimat'ed that as a resul,t
of 'the amendments of the principal adt
incorporated in this measure State
revenue will benefit to the extent ot"
£350,000 this financial year. I l1iliink irt
p,roper to examine the second aspect,
which is fue subject to ,whi'ch the Deputy
Leader of ,the Opposition referred in his
speech when he indica ted ;tl1at aJt the
appropr,iate stage he would su!bmit an
amen'dment. deferring this 1egislation
until the question of the legality of the
payrDll tax had been decided. I join
issue with the Leader of the Labour
party on this subject. He twitted the
DepUlty Leader of the Opposition ,that he
had not eX'plained sufficient about the
Bill. The Leader of the Labour !party
directed his remarks in the main to the
allegation that members on this, the
Opposition side, are concerned only with
the interests of large property owners.
Far from explaining the Bill, the hono~~
able member was diverted to a side issue,
a class-conscious attitude that is not
bo:rne out by the facts as' they rei a te to
the scale of probate duties l.a:id down.
The increased revenue that ,the
Premier expects to receive under 'this
legislation will not :be :gained solely from
the persons about whom the Leader of
the LClJbour :party was speaking, those
who leave an estate va'lued at £,1,000,000
or more. It is obvious ,tlrat the Treasury
officers, in the table prepared, estimated
that this revenue would come from many
people of moderate means.
Mr. CAlN.-Whalt would you term
" moderate" means?
Mr. REID.-It would apply to a person
who left an estate valued at £666 to his
brother, or sister, and not to his widow
or children. Under the new scale pre·
pared by Treasury officers, if a deceased
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left an esrt'a te valued at £666 to some one
other than his widow or dhiidren, the
estaite would pay £33 in probate duty
whereas under the exi'Sting system the
charge would be £27. The graduated
scale for estates left to a widow or child~
ren of the deceased is correct, but the
difficulity arises where the deceased has
left his estate' for the benefit of other
than his widow .or children. Thr e~ample,
on an estate to the net value of £1,500
the present duty is £73 and the proposed
duty will be £75. If a deceased left an
estate valued at £1,800 to some one other
than his widow or chHdren the probate
dUity under 'the proposed new scale would
be £105 as against the present rate of
£9 3, and that estate could be left to the
deceased's mother .or ,father. W us
consider the case where the estate is
valued at £4,001, which is not an unusual
estate in these day;s, due toO tJhe increased
value of property. A person could own
a house w.orth £4,000-.:he would nat
need to be a Rookefeller or a Crresus in
tthese daYls to !be the owner of a house
valued at £4,000.
Mr. CAlN.-You are assuming that he
has paid for it and it is clear.
Mr. RBID.-I am assuming that it is
the net value of the estate. A bachelor
may leave hi'S estate to a brother Dr
sister. Under the Bill, the duty might
amount to £325, whereas at present the
rate would be £266. That would mean
an additional £60.
The Leader of the
Labour party is appJauding the fact that
a moOdest estate of £4,000 will pay
additional probate duty.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you say that it is from
that field that the extra £250,000 will be
derived?
Mr. REID.-The additi'onal money will
come from the estates of persons of
limited means.
IMr. CAIN.----At what stage will we
regain the £50,000 that is to be used to
assist widows and children?
'Mr. REID. - Concessions will be
granted to widows and children, but the
additional amount will come from other
estates, which wiH be deprived of the
present concessions. I would remind the
Leader of the Labour party that these
new rates· will not apply to widowers.
In these days, many wives ar:e engaged
1
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in business activities, and it is also before the House last year, I directed the
common for a man to transfer property attention of the Premier and Treasurer
to his wife.
I know of one man who to that fact.
transferred to his wife his equity in a
Mr. CAlN.-Are you referring to the
house that was mortgaged to the State continuance of the 10 per cent. super
Savings Bank. Doubtless, the Leader of tax?
the Labour party knows the famous
Mr. RiEIiD.-I am.
Previously, I
play of Barrie, "The Will," which was pointed out that the Commonwealth
written about a man who composed his Year Book disclosed that for the year
affairs on the hypothesis that he 1946-47 the Commonwealth derived
would die first. However, his wife pre- £1,000,000 in the form of estate duty in
deceased him.
Victoria. In making futur~ arrangen frequently happens that the prop- ments between the Commonwealth and
erty of a husband is put into his wife's the State, we ought to consider the
name, and on his wife's death, he is desirability of the Commonwealth vacatforced to pay probate duty at a higher ing entirely the field of estate duty in
ra'te. That system will continue under. f,avour of the State. I made the suggesthe Bin, and I think that point has been tion to the Premlier last year. but it was
overlooked by the Leader of the Labour not adopted. However, I submit that my
party.
We rcan divide estates ~nto suggestion is desirable from the point of
two groups-those that pass to widows view of aH citizens. In the case of an
and children, and those that do not. estate valued at more than £1,000 it is
There are wills under wh!ich people other necessary for the representatives of the
than widows and children benefit, and deceased to lodge two different formsthose beneficiaries will assist to pay for one I.or the Federal and one for the State
the concessions tha,t are to be granted authorities. As a Parliament, we must
to widows. Take the case of a wife in not only consid'er mean~ of raisiIllg
business lea ving property to her hus- revenue but also the welfare of the citiband. That is commonplace in the zens whom we represent. A widow
present economic state of affairs. The should not the put to the trouble and
Leader of the Labour party based his expense of having to arrange for the
argument on insufficient premises when prepara tion of two different statements
he imagined that all these concessions relating to 'an estate Lor the information
win be paid for by wea,lthy estates of two different taxing authorities.
va1ued at £500,000 or moOre. The conMr. CAIN.-Is not one statement a copy
cessions will be met by the duty paid by
of the other?
small estates. A bachelor may leave his
IMr. REniD.-At present, one is not a
estate to relatives or others, who will
copy of the other. becausp one must
have to pay higher dutdes.
comply with the Federal law and the
The Deputy Leader _of the Opposition other with the State law. If the Bill is
is quite dn order in sug:gesting that it passed, the statements will more approxiis the duty of the Government to in- mate one another in future.
vestigate other means foOl' collecting
:Mr. CAIN.-What is the maxrimum rate
revenue; the foreshadowed amendment
will direct attention to that fact. It is of probate duty charged by the Commonthe duty of members to consdder the wealth authorities?
desirability of collecting additional
Mr. REID.--.J cannot say offhand, but
revenue by testing the validity of the it is high.
The Federal Act applies to
payroll tax. At this stage, I do not pro- comparatively sman estates. As reprepose to elaborate on that subject, which sentatives of the peopJe, we should conwill be debated later. While diSCUSSing sider the bereaved relatives who must
the question of taxation by the Common- now go to the troub'le of having prewealth and the State, it is prudent for pared two different statements, and
members to remember that the Common- they must meet the legal costs involved.
wealth collects from the State of Vdc- In taking the 10ng view of estate duties,
toria about £1,000,000 in thef.orm of I suggest to the Premip.r that it will be
estate duties. When a simi,lar Bill was worth considering, in the interests of
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revenue of the State and the convenience
of the public, that Wf>' should evolve a
system whereby the Federal Government should va<!ate the field of estate
duty, leaving that as the prerogative of
the State.
Mr. CAIN.-In this State, we have ~eft
a big field open to thp Commonwealth
Government.
·Mr. REID.-That is a different matter.
A13 an administraNve measure that will
remove certain anomalies, the Bill is
As to the
commendable in thp main.
matter of increasing the revenue, members should consider the issue raised by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
decide whether the time is opportune to
test the validity of the Com,monwealth
payroll tax.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you nat th1nk the
means provided under the Bill wil'l be
a better method of raising revenue than
by increasing income tax?
Mr. RE1lD.~I query the interjection.
So far as this method of raising revenue
is concerned, the Leader of the Labour
party should consider the existing
duties and the proposed duties.
The
latter demonstrate that far from being
something that will place a 1ax only
upon the rich, it will fall upon everyone.
I repeat that taking the long view, it
wou'ld be well for the Premier to consid€'r the general question of the rela tionship between the State and Commonwealth authoritie~ in the field of estate
duties.
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).Althougth I am generally in favour of
the Bill, I can fOT€see' some difficulties.
In my opinion, the sooner the CommonweaLth vacrutes this particular field of
taxat:ion, the better it will be. The
Commonweal th has now invaded a field
tha t was the domestic prerogative of the
Strutes, whidh should have this means of
raising revenue available to them, seeing
that the Commonwealth is the sole t·axing ,authority of the incomes of the
people. It can rightly be claimed that the
imposition of probate duty is a legitimate form of taxation, provided that the
scales of duty ClJre fair. It is only
natural that every man should endeavour
to leave what he can to his widow and
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dependent children.
It has been suggested by people with extreme views that
the saving of money for dependants is
imvroper, because the Government provides widows' and old-age pensions for
those who are in need.
I do not subscribe to that view, because I believe
that in this country where there is still
great opp.ortunity for competent young
men and women to get on in life, it is
only proper that an ende.1vour should be
made to save for that inevitable day when
one partner in a marriage dies and the
other has to depend on their life's work
and savings.
That principle is recognized when taxation is ~ev'ied, because
less pr.obate duty is charged when an
estate pas'ses to direct descendants than
when it goes outside a fami·ly.
One
tragedy of probate duty is that by a
series of deaths in a family-for instance,
when a wife dies shortly after her husband-probate duty is paid on the same
estate a number of times. Cases have
occurred where, because of the value of
an estate being reduced as a result of
the payment of a series of probate duties,
personal assets have had to be sold to
pay probate duty.
The provisions of this Bill' will apply
with equal for,ce to all members of this
Parliament, who represent a fair crosssection of the people, so far as their
means are concerned.
I suggest that
ea-ch member is ·concerned not only with
those in his own particular sphere of
wealth, but with all sections of the community. We recognize the hopes, fears,
and doubts of the average payer of probate duty.
I am not happy' about the
wording of the Bill, because both the
BiU and the explanatory memorandum
contain phraseology that is not understood by the ordinary man in the street.
. I should like to know why a measure
that affects everyone should contain
phrases that are not understood by 80
per cent. of the members of this House.
Mr. CAIN.-They are not understood
by 90 per cent., including those members
who are lawyers.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-I do not know
about the lawyers, because they are
trained in the law. I cannot understand
why outmoded forms of expression
should be used, when simplified language
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easily understood by the people could be
incorporated in the Bill. Is not this a
measure that should be understood by
the ordinary, reasonably educated man
in the street? He is the person who has
to pay probate duty; therefore, why
should the legislation contain language
that he cannot understand? I have mentioned this subject before, but nothing
has been done to improve the situation.
I doubt very much whether you, Mr.
Speaker, with ,great respect to your high
office, could give a ruling, if the question were aSiked, whether it was right
that in a Bill of this or any other nature
expressions not in the English language
should be used. I do not intend to raise
that point of order, but I ask you to
cOIhSider whether it ,is contrary to our
traditions for language to be used in Acts
of P.arliament that cannot clearly be
understood by the reasonably educated
man.
I realize that a Bill of this nature must
be expressed .in a very definite form, but
i1 sh9Uld be clear in its terms. I notice
that in the Bill there are four or five
phrases used, which, I presume. are
Latin. They may be there to represent
alleged culture or toO Hlustra te the lea.rning of some high offidal. It may he that
there aTe peop~e in this community who
can revel in a dead language, but the
ordinary man in the street does not
understand it. I agree with the Leader
of the Labour party ilia t, possibly, 90
per cent. of tlhe members of this House
take these expressions on trust, believing
them to be right. In my opinion, that is
quite wrong. I am sure tha,t it would
be easy to find suitable and simple expressions for the peculiar phrases used
in the Bill, and I ask the Minister of
Water Supply, who is at present at the
tahle, to convey my objection to the
Premier.
Mr. CAlN.-The only difficulty would
be that if more people understood the
phraseology, they might s1ip through the
hands of the probate office.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-On the contrary, if the 1anguage of the Bill were
~airly and democratically expressed in
the ordinary language used by the
II -dinkum" Australian, it would readily
be understood and greatly appreciated.
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I :should like to refer to certain aspects
relating to exemptdon from probate. I
know that in the Bin certain exemptions
are provided for in regard to the estates
of men who took part in the second
world war and a1so those taking part in
the Korean campaign.
Mr. CAIN.-That provision is retrospective.
Sir GEORJGE KNOX.-That is so, and
it lis a good thing. However, I am somewhat doubtful whether justice is being
done toO tthe old soldier. There are hundreds, and possibly thousands, of the
first A.I.F.-the Gallipoli veterans-still
living. When those men returned from
the first world war they were marched
past a table, and each man was asked,
"Anything wrong with you, Dig?"
UsuaUy the reply was, "No, I want to
get my discharge and get out of this
uniform." Unless men had something
obViiously wrong with them, they stated
they were not suffering from any complaint, and, as a result, inadvertently
missed their chance of attributing subsequent illnesses or ailments to war service. The old repatriation Act did not
give to the soldiers of the first world
war the same privileges that are very
properly being g1iven by this Bin to
those who served in the second world
war and are serving in the Korean
campaign.
IMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-This is the first Government to
do that.
Sir GEORJGE KNOX.-If that is so, I
am prepared to give the Government full
credit. Many of the old soldiers to whom
I refer have not very long to live. It
is ex:tremely difficult for them to Unk up
their untimely ailments with war service,
becaus'e records have been lost, people
who could have given evidence in their
favour have died, and also because of the
haste of the discharge procedure, when,
in many cases, men were not properly
examined medically.
I am sure th,at
there is nat a member of this House who
has not had to try to do something for
these men; when we do try we are met
with the same query, "How do you connect this .illness w,i1:h war service?" I ask
the Premier whether 11he estates of those
men, who have had an early onset of
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iUness and disability as a result of war
service, but cannot prove it to be so,
can be exempted from probate duty.
In other words, these men are passing
out bef.ore the average of other people
of their generation, and I contend that
it would not cost the State very much
to do as I suggest. If the Premier will
take some action in this direction, I shall
be appreciative.
I make another plea on behalf of the
widows and children of deceased persons
Wlho experience difficulty of obtaining
ready money until probate is granted. I
discussed the matter with the Commissioner of Taxation, who said, " Of course,
I can always allow certain assets to be
liquidated, provided probate is paid on
them." I ask, however, where is a
widow to obtain ready cash if she has
been entirely dependent upon the earnings of her husband? I do not know how
that situation is overcome at present but
it is an aspect that should be investigated. I do not wish to be provocative,
because I realize that probate duty is
part of the recognized system of taxation and must be paid, but unnecessary
hardship should not be caused to honest
citizens who are both ready and willing
to pay. If the Premier will investigate
this aspect and introduce a minor amend·
ment which will have the effect of
alleviating the position to which I have
referred, he will confer a godsend on
that class of the community which has
been dependent upon the earnings of its
breadwinner. Those persons should not
have to suffer embarrassment by being
unable to claim some share of the
esta te to meet their immediate requirements.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-It is unfortunate that I must disagree with the honorable member for Scoresby at the
beginning of my speech. The answer
to this problem of obtaining ready cash
from a deceased estate is simple. Get
a competent solicitor, then there will be
no difficulty about finance. When the
honorable member for Bendigo supported
the honorable member for Scoresby
about the desirability of a Bill of this
description being couched in ordinary
language, and rather suggested that the
legal profession would be without a job
if the legislation were couched in plain
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language, my mind immediately reverted
to section 92 of the Constitution of Australia. Unfortunately, I have never had
an opportunity to "get in" on section
92, but I am told that many senior members of my profession have earned a good
living for many years simply because
section 92 of the Constitution is couched
in ordinary simple Australian language,
to the effect that interstate trade and
commerce shall be absolutely free. I do
not' think it can be argued that the very
simple language of section 92 of the
Constitution has not been more profitable
to the legal profession than has' the administration and probate legislation in its
existing form.
I was bitterly dis,appointed with the
remarks of the Leader of the Labour
party on this Bill. He directed criticism
to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
alleging that that member was making
a political speech and was not talking
about the Bill. The Leader of the Lahour
party indu'lged in a completely sham
fight. I think he prepared a speech to
throw at the Opposition, believing that
Opposition members would oppose the
BUI toath and nail, but the attitude of
the Opposition has been completely different. The Premier will concede that,
from the moment he moved that the Bill
be read a second time, the attitude of
the Oppo.si tion has been one of cooperation. Opposition members have
conferred with the Premier and with
officers of the Department in regard to
certain amendments which they believe
will improve the Btll. Opposition members have received the greatest measure
of co-operation from the Premier, and
hope that they will be able to assist him
in the passage of a BiU which will be
worthy 'Of the State of Victoria.
The
present situation is that Victoria, owing
to its peculiar poHtical set up, has lagged
behind the remainder of Australia in
dea'ling with probate duties. Victoria
has been content to preserve the anomalies of the past while oth~r States have
endeavoured to get rid of them.
Mr. MeDON ALD (Premier and Treasurer).-This is the most favourable probate legislation of all the States of the
Commonwealth.
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Mr. RYLAH.-Might I suggest to' the
Premier, as I suggested to the Minister
O'f TranspO'rt last week, that he ShO'Uld
wait until I have had the O'ppO'rtunity to'
develO'p my argument before he O'bjects.
I had in tended to' say that this Bill, after
it has been cO'nsidered by Parliament,
and after certain amendments are made
in CO'mmittee, will be the mO'st sensible
piece of administration and prO'bate
legislatiO'n that will be O'perating in Australia. I dO' nO't intend to' discuss the
histO'ry O'f this measure. VariO'us members on bO'th sides of the Chamber have
claimed that the Bill is theirs. The Premier has said that it is his; the Leader
of the Labour party stated that he had
introduced a measure which had not been
accepted by the House; and there has
been an argument between the Leader'
of the Opposition and the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition as to whose Bill this
really is. I know it is only a matter O'f
time when all members on the Government benches will claim the Bill is really
theirs. I can see that the Chief Secretary is working out in his own mind
how he can claim that the Bill is his.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-We produced O'ur Bill.
Mr. RYLAH.-The Premier has
forced me into the position of saying
that, when this Bill is passed there will
be considerable doubt whether it was
spO'nsored by the GO'vernment or by the
Opposition.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-You will still vote for it.
Mr. RYLAH.-The Honorary Minister
has bought 'into the discussion. When
the Leader of the Labour party was
referring to' huge estates, on which
additional duties are to be imposed,
l1he HO'norary 'Minister loO'ked very
uncomfortable.
During the speech by
the Leader of the Labour party, the
honorable gentleman left the Chamber.
I sought to ascertain whether he was
worrying about the remarks of the
Leader of the Labour party because 1
desired to intervene, but I did not have
the oppO'rtunity to discuss the matter
with him. This Bill will have the effect
O'f imposing additional duty. I do not
think the Premier will deny that statement. The proposition by the Deputy
Session 1950-51.-[210]
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Leader of the Opposition is that additional duties, in this and in other directions, would be unnecessary in Victoria
if the State did not have to pay payroll
tax to the Commonwealth Government.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Additional duty would be unnecessary if Victoria received justice
from the Commonwealth.
Mr. RYLAH.-The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition informed the House that
various legal opinions had been obtained
to the effect that the payment of payroll
tax by the State of Victoria to the Commonwealth was illegal. That aspect
raises two questions, first, whether it is
not the duty of the GO'vernment of VictO'ria, whatever that GO'vernment may
be, to contest the payment of the tax,
and secO'ndly, whether the GO'vernment
of VictO'ria is nO't acting in derelictiO'n of
its duty in permitting that tax to be paid
if its legal advisers say that it should not
be paid.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Order! DiscussiO'n of that
matter is definitely beyO'nd the scope of
the Bill. .
Mr. RYLAH.-I discussed that aspect
.only because YO'U, Sir, permitted the
Deputy Leader of the OppO'sition and the
Leader of the LabO'ur party to' discuss
it.
The SPEAKER.-The reference by the
honO'rable member fDr Kew is in order
from that point of view, but he may
make only a passing reference to' the
matter.
Mr. RYLAH.-I believe the time has
arrived when VictO'ria c.annot afford to
take lying down the payment of payroll
tax, especially when the legal 'advisers
to the Government have stated that it
should not be paid. In the circumstances,
it is the duty of the Government to'
contest that payment. In fact, it is the
duty of Parliament to take action.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It is the party at Canberra, of
which you are a member, that is collecting the payroll tax.
The SPEAKER.-Order! I ask the
honorable member for Kew to observe my
ruling. I tried to make it clear that he
was in order- in mentioning the matter
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as an alternative to the present measure,
but he must not go into the whole question of the duty of the Government in
respect of another avenue of taxation.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member for Kew
is criticizing his own party at Canberra.
Mr. RYLAH.-The fact remains that
the Bill will provide for more generous
exemptions on small estates. I believe
that, despite the views of the Leader of
the Labour party, this Bill does not go
far enough in that direction. It is a step
in the right direction, but the time has
arrived when the Government should
examine further the question of granting
exemptions on the estates of deceased
persons. In Commlittee, I shall submit
some amendments which, if adopted, Will
clarify the position a'S to when a widow
and children as benefiCiM'ies are entitled
to exemptions. I think all members wHI
be in entire ag,reemenit with me on :this
s'core. Despite what !the Leader of the
La!bour party sa-id, there has never heen
a suggestilOn from Opposiftion members
tlhat the additional rates 'Of duty dmposed
on hiigher incomes wrere nOit j,uSltified, or
that the exemptions IOn the lower iIliCome
estates should not apply.
rn fact,
OpposHion members would l:ike the
exemptions to !be made more generous ..
I now turn from !the Itaxation impact
of the Bill to a number df detailed
m'atters whilCh ·arise in connection with
it. r do ndt: propose to ,disouss 'Clause 10
in detail but I shaH Tefer '1:0 !the exemprt:ions gran ted under tJhe present Act and
the proposed extensions under the BiB.
The Premier has taken a wise step lin
ag,reeing Ito add "religious" organizations ,to ·the number rOf exemptions from
probate duty. The Comm,onweatth Act
refers to exemp1ti'Ons fur "reHgious,
public scioentific or iPuhl'ic educational
purposes."
In the Bill the word
" reTigious " is omitted, bUlt I understand
that the Rremier, in Committee, will
agree to an amendment to :indude this
~rovLs'ion, ·which is a wise decision. In
these days of ·m·~teria:l things, of necessa rily high .taxait:ion in both the State and
the Federal spheres, there is ~i'ttle left
for non-material purposes. If anything
can be done by Act of ParJ:iament to encourage people to leave rt:heir money for
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punposes which willibe of general benefit
to itJhe community tlhen we as members
of Parliament should support it.
Claus~e :10 ,will amend section 160 of the
principal Act and is a step forward. ]t
will be even more progressive when the
P.remier accepts the amendment which
h~s Ibeen foreshadowed in this clause.
I thank Ithe ,Prem[er for his co-operation
in connection witJh the Legacy and
Carry-on clubs. The Legacy Club is 'an
organizat:ion established for the purpose
O'f providing benefits 'for .the dependants
of ex-servicemen who served not only in
the 19.39-1945 war, ibut also in Korea and
Malaya, and who died, either as a resuH
of war service, or subsequent to their
return from war service. In many cases,
the dependants are in necessitous ciroumstances. The Bill was originaUy
framed in a way that was acceptable to
those ins1TIltutions, providing f.or exemption from probate duty wlhere the organization concerned is looki,ng after 'the
dependants of ex-servicemen who died as
a result of war service.
The Legacy Club is an Australia-wide
organization and includes 'in its ranks
representaltives of all paI'lties :bdth in this
House and 'in ,the OommOlIlwealth Parliament. It uses most IQf the money raised
through the !beneficence of the public in
looking
after
non-accepted
cases.
Dependants of ex-servi1cemen who died as
a resuLt of war service in general terms
are fairly wen cared for under the irepatriation legislation ibenefits. H fuose
benefits are not sufficient, there :are also
a number of scholarships and funds
available 'for thek benefit.

The hulk of Legacy Cluib funds are
spent in Icaring far Ithe widows and
dependants IQf ex-servicemen who died
subsequent to the .war. Let me cite the
case of a mlan who married during ,the
war and suhsequently ;raised a young
family ·on his return. He ·tJhen set himself up in bus'iness but subsequently died
as :tJhe result of an accident, leaving his
young widow and children 'almo~ without sUJPP()lI't. The Legacy Club provided
benefits for !those dependants.
The
Government is prolbably aware of a
number of cases in which the club
has actively assisted.
I understand
that the Premier will accept an
amendment proposing to delete the
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provision that death must be due to war
service before the benefi ts of this legislation apply. In so doing, the Premier
will provide a real benefit for the
dependants in cases such as tlhe one I
have mentioned.
The Canry-on Club is 'a oounteI'pant of
the Lega'cy Club, and looks after the
'de'pendants of ex-servicemen who are
still !living. ProbCl!bly all members have
come intocontaot with cases of an exservicem'an who returned ·from ithe wall'
suffering from some nervous disability
or incapacity ,which iprevented him from
earning a full living. In deserving cases,
the Carry-on Clulb looks after his wife
and depenidants. As the clause is at present framed the Carry--on Club will get
no benefit, ibut if the amendment to be
pro.posed in Committee ,from the Opposition side is aocepted Iby the Premier and
the Committee the benefits of ·this legislation will be available to the Carry-on
Club.
I shall now refer particularly to clause
14, which is des'igned to 'PI'event the
trustee of an testate Nom dealing with
assets which have not been disclosed for
probate pUI'poses. The Opposition is
whol·e-heartedly behind ;the Governmenlt
in ,this matter. Despite some of the remarks made in the House, we, :in Common
with other members, hold no !brief for
the per,son who ,seeks to av'oiid taxationindirect tax, income Itax, '011' probate duty.
A situation ,Which is common knowledge
in the legal profession, and generally in
industry alt present, is that Ithere are
many estates of deceased persons on
which the full assets have not been disclosed foil' probate purposes.
Those
assets arre dealt with subsequently by
the :trustees 'and the paymenlt of probate
duty is avoided. The Opposition supports the provision in clause \14 which
will ensure that before assets 'are dealt
with in the future Dt must be certified fto
by Ithe Commissioner for Probate Du:ties
ilia t those assets have been disclosed to
him and duty paid thereon. Our only
worry is that it m.ighit increase the
adm'inistra tive work of the Proba te
Duties Office and cause delays in .the
issuing of :probates.
The Victorian Probate Duties Office
has a justifiably high reputation f9r
efficiency, courtesy, and speed in carrying out its duties. In other States, par-
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ticul'arly Queensland and New South
Wales, probate duties offices are'I'egarded
with great disfavour because of delays
in the assessment of probate duty. Opposition members hope that with these
additional tasks imposed on it the VictorIan office will still be 'able to maintain
its reputation for efficiency and speed in
issuing probate'S. Perhaps some of the
non-legal members might not realize that
the vital part in dealing with estates is
the 'assessment of duty. The procedure
is that application fOT probate must be
advertised, the application is lodged, and
the grant of probate is then made by the
Registrar of Probates. The assessment
of duty has to be made and the duty
paid before probate issues.
The vital matter in dealing with assets
is the issue of the probate document.
.Arfter the issue I..lf that document the
assessment of Federal probate duty can
ta~ke place, but the payment of the State
probate duty must be made before probate issues. Opposition members hope
tha t there will be no increased delays
under the provisions contained in clause
14. We 'have the assurance of the Commissioner of Probate Duties, who is held
in high regard by member,s of the iegal
profession, that there will be no such
delay. He has informed us that he has
thoroughly examiiled the position and,
after conferring with the Parliamenta'I'Y
Draftsman, he feels certain that the certificates can issue promptly. After discussing th'is matter with him we believe
his assurance is justified and we trust
that he will get the greatest co-operation
from the Government to ensure that
assessments can i c;sue as promptly in the
futu'I'e as they do at present. We support the prindple of ensuring that every
person pays his just dues. [need only
refer to rem'arks that I m·ade in this
House last week when I said that I disagreed with the extra income tax im;position by ,the Federal Government. I added
that I believed the Commonwealth could
raise all the required additional revenue
by collecting all the tax to which it is
at present entitled.
The Probate Duties Office will receive
a pleasant surprise i'f clause 14 is
enacted. The extra duties that the
Governmen t is seeking this year will be
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more than: paid as a resUilt O'f the enactment of that clause, because it will
ensure that all estates will pay 'the full

duties on the assets in those estates. We
all'agree that it is unfair that the honest
person should pay pro'bate duty on his
full assets, while the dishonest person
should be permitted to get away without
d.isclosing the assets in 'fulll, paying duty
on only 'One section of the assets in the
estate. I do not think that is a political
issue.
nespite the invitation of the Leader of
the Labour party, I do not propose .to try
to explain this Bill to all members. It
has been adequately explained in the
memorandum prepared and distributed
with the Bill. That memorandum does
credii t to the person who prepared it, because it explains the Bill in simple
!language. It would be needless repetition for Opposition members to bore the
House by traversing the contents 'Of that
memorandum. Generally speaking, we
believe .that this measure, with amendments that will be suggested in Comniittee will, when passed, be a credit to
Parliament.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-It is
difficult 'for 'a layman to enter into the
debate on a Bill which, based on his
vast experience, the Leader of the Lab'Our
party has described as very technical.
He went on to say that what this Bill
does is to raise ext'ra revenue amounting
to approximately £125,000 'for this finan~
cial year. ActuaJily, it does substantially
more than that. Not only is it a measure
that will enable the Treasurer to collect
extra revenue, but ,it will .go a long way
towards !bringing the Administra tion
and Probate Duties Act up to date.
n is not 'the desire of Opposition members that a Bill should pass
relating to that ~ubject which does not
close all the loopholes to which the
Leader of the Labour party referred.
On the finaniCia[ aspect,an examination of the schedules distCloses some
interestin:g 'things, one of which is that
with regard lto estates of 'a net value of
up to £23,000, where the estate passes
to the widow and ch'Hdren of the deceased, they will pay less duty under the
Bill than wa's paid under the princioal
Act. On the other hand, eSI1:ates that
exceed £1.501, in value, and which pass
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to persons other than the Wlidow and
children of the deceased, will pay more
duty under the proposed Aot th·an under
the existing legislation. There ds an
eXitraordinary ,anomaly, rin the case of
estates of a value of £66 6 which pass :to
persons .other Ithan 'the IWddow and
children. In that case more tax will be
paid under the Bill than irS being paid
under the law ·at present. ,That point
was made clear Iby ;the honorable member for Box Hill when he emphasized
thaJt this measure does not impose extra
du ty solely on Ibig estates.
I notice that in the ,cas'e of an esta.te
of a value of .£75,000, it does not matter
whether the property passes to the
widow and children ·of the deceased or to
some other individual; the duty is the
same in bath eases.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honor,ary Miniislter).
-The duty is d.oulble the old rate.
Mr. MACK.-That is so. The only
point I desired to make was that in the
case 'of est'ates of a value of £75,000 or
more, the amount of duty payable is
the same in all cases. I desire now to
refer to that par.t of the Bill lWhi'ch rellates to an alter,ation in the -method of
the a~dm'inistration of Iproibate duty.
Ref'erence has already been made to
clause 4, which is interesting, lbecause it
make's a Ihig .change in the existing legislation. At present, in cases where a gint
is made, and if the donor dies within
twelve mon thsof m,akling that gift, the
gift forms part of the e.state. The BHl
provides that where the donor doies
wi thin three years of making a gift, that
gift !Will form 'part of the donor's estate.
The extraordinary lfea ture is that irrespective of what was the value of the
gift at the Itime it wa,s made by ·the donor,
it becomes taxable in Ithe estate at i.ts
value at the date of his death. That
wHI create certa'in anomalies. I would
instance a case in which a man gJves an
area of unimproved land :to his 'Son. The
son then :pu ts ,a great deal of ,work into
the ,property, as would !be the normal
procedure, and he might clear and fence
the land and put a house on' it. Within
three years of lI'eceiVling the land hds
father might die, and then the value of
the propel'ty, as improved iby the son
and on which he had spent a lar.ge sum of
money, would become taxable in the
1
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fathe,r's estate at the time of the fa,ther's
death. To me the provision appe'ars to
be unreasonable.
Again, it ·oould easily happen that a
fa:ther might give his son a grocery
business. The ,son might then purchase a
wine and spirit Hcence, whdch would increase the value of that business. If tihe
father died !Wi thin three years of transferring the business to his son, 'the value
of Ithe 'business at the Hme of his death
would become taxable in the father's
estate. I have discussed this matter wdth
the Parliamentary Draftsmlan, and I
have been assured that fue positJion as
I have outllined Qt is what will obtain if
this Bi'll is Ipass,ed. As II said before, I
do not consider ,that the proposal is a
reasonable attack on the problem ilia t
confron ts us concerning gifts. It may
happen that a completely Il'everse poo'ition :would apply, in times ,when there
would be a falling price level, instead
of a gradual rise in values. However,
I consider that the Bin in its present
form ds not .fair and equinab[e in respect
of ,that matter. It is not ,reasonable to
bring into a dece,(l'sed person's estate the
value of a propeirty or an asset which he
did no t poss'erss at the time of his death
and on which stamp duty !had already
been .paid.
\Mr. BARRY.~Do you contend ,that the
added value of the bus'iness, which !had
been enhanced by the pur,chase of a wine
and spirit Ii:cence, 1W0uld be taxable?
Mr. MACK.-I do.
Mr. BARRY.~I do not think that is
right.
Mr. MACK.-As 1 mentioned before, I
dtscussed ,t!he matter wtth the Parldamentary Draftsman and I am assured that
my statement is correct. I imagine ·tihat
members Qlf this House would nOit agree
with that provision of the Bill and I
do not think it should Ibecome law.
Therefore, at th'is stage I give notice that
I propose, when 'the Bill is being dealt
wi th in Committee, to move an arpprropruate amendment so tJbat when gifts are
brought balck into an estate, they Iwillibe
asseSrsed, fO'r probate duty ,purposes, at
their value ,at the time the gift was made.
I consider that my proposed amendment
is reasonable, because of th'is additional
fact that there :is only a three-year lag
at the most.
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I have been concerned !With the dause
that deals with Ithe valuation of shares
in propr'iet'ary companies and I desire to
point out another 'anomaly which mighrt
easily ·a1rise. f suppose the answer Ito
these anomal,i'es is that the person concerned should 100nsuriit a solicitor. However, this strikes me as a defini,te
anom:aly. I discussed 'the matter with the
Premier, and I 'Say frankly that :1 do not
like 'it. Ait the same time I find difficuI ty .in suggesting an amendment that
would overcome my objection.
The
anomaly ito which I refer is ,that under
this .clause the shares of any proprietary
company shall be valued as if they were
quotable 'On the Stock Exchange of Melbourne, despite any agreement that may
be made outside the memorandum or
articles of association of the company,
or anycon'tract that may be entered into
by the shareholders as individual persons
relating to the value they will receive
for those shares in the event O'f their
dea th, or the fact that even in the articles
of association there may be a clause providing that in certain circumstances the
shares shall be valued by a third paTty.
Despite all those things and the fact that
the valuation fixed under this Act may
vary substantially from the am·ount to
'be received by the widow and children
O'f the deceased shareholder, there shall
'be a different method of valuation applied
for the purpose of the Administration
and Probate Act.
I find some difficulty in overcoming
the objection, but there may be some
method of arriving at an agreement
under which shares are valued on a bona
fide basis or, where there is a system
under which the valuation is fixed, that
valuation should be the valuation to be
applied for the purposes of this Act. I
conclude 'by saying that there is no truth
that the Opposition is opposed to this
measure. In fact, there has been a complete desire by members of the Opposition to co-operate with the Government
in closing up the lOOlpholes through which
certain persons have attempted to evade
payment of probate duty. I agree with
the honorable member for Kew that
clause 14 is cumbersome. It win be
difficult of administration in many
respects. Yet, it is one of the opportunities available to ensure that people
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will pay their just dues. As was pointed
out 'by the Deputy Leader of the Oppositi'On, if one person evades payment of his
just share of taxation, some 'Other person, wh'O is honest, must make up for it.
No member on this (the Opposition) side
O'f the House w'Ould encourage that sort
of thing.
I can assure the Government that
as far as most 'Of my colleagues are concerned, they wi'll co-operate in endeavouring to cl'Ose existing loopholes for the
evasion of the payment of probate duty.
Members of the Opposition d'O not like
any measure, any more than anybody
else, which is designed to impose additional taxation or liabilities, but the Bill
is reasonably well conceived. As was
pointed out by the Leader of the Labour
party, the measure is of an extremely
technical n:a ture, but I feel sure that by
the time it has been dea1t with by this
House it wiH be a better measure than it
is at present.
Mr. HOLT (Portland) .-1 was glad
to hear the references by the honorable
member for Kew t'O the suggested amendment regarding the preservation of the
rights of the Legacy Club by the deletion of the words" killed on war service."
As he said, the Legacy Club has its
counteI'part in London and in other
States of the Commonwealth, and its
activities relate mainly to the maintenance of children whose fathers were
killed in either Df the two world wars
or died as ,a result o'f war service or subsequently to such service. It is heartening to hear the commendatory remarks
of the members 0'1 the Opposition and
the expression of their desire to assist
the Government t'O pass the Bill.
A point was made by the honorable
memher for Box Hill concerning the incidence of duty payable by people who
leave small estates and those who leave
higher estates and also the maximum
value estates. I think the 'factor which
we all have a tendency to ign:ore is that
demands shalll be made by the State. for
thp, payment of duty by those who can
best afford to make such payments.
The principle involved is a very simple
one, namely, "Am I my brother's
keeper?" Therefore, necessity should be
the sole consideration when taxation is
demanded by a State from its subjects.
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For instance, if a man with a wife and
children dies, leaving a small estate, the
need of his widow and children is far
greater than that of the widow and
children of a man wh'O dies, leaving an
estate of £75,000. I think what I have
said is the answer to the question raised
by the honorable member for Warrnambool, when he stated that, according to
the schedule to the Bill, the amount paid
by a man who left his estate to his widow
and children was, much the same as the
amount paid by a man who left his estate
to persons outside the immediate ambit
of the f,amily, and who had an estate
valued at £7'5,000. My reply to that
statement, on the principle of the
greatest need again, is that the widow
and the children of the man with an
estate of £75,000 have not as great a need
to warrant any reduction.
The honorable member for Box Hill
referred to the Speech of ,the Leader of
the Labour party. In fairness to him, I
do not know that he accused the
Leader of the Labour party of distorting the facts, but rather of inaccuracy and laying stress on certain
facts. The honorable member for Box
Hill attempted to gloss over the statement made by my Leader that the Bill
would have the effect of softening the
incidence of duty payable on the estates
of people with small means. I have before me some figures for the 1949-50
probate duty assessments, which I shaH
cite shortly. The main effect of this
Bill is to spread the incidence of duty
payable equitably and to soften its incidence on the small family estate. By
way of bearing out that contention, I
have extracted certain figures from the
schedule. They show that of the total
amount of £2,500,000 paid to the Governmen't in estate duties, an amount of only
£11,000 was contributed by people with
incomes of up to £1,000. These figures
have been taken from the analysis of
probate duty assessment settlements and
fees for 1949-50, as at the 30th of June.
Tha t was under the old legislation, and
applied to estates left to widows and '
children.
The next class I have taken is that
within the range from £1,001 to £5,000.
'Out of a total of £2,500,000 duty
paid, only £53,000 was contributed by
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way of estate duty on small estates.
I think what I have said proves conclusively that what the Leader of the
Labour party said was quite right and
that the greatest amount would be contributed according to the provisions of
the Bill, by the estates of over £5,000,
which do not comprise a majority of the
estates in the total taxable group.
Joint estates are those in which a
husband and a wife are joint tenants of
real estate or have a joint bank account.
One of the main reasons for the existence
of joint ownership in business and of a
bank account, arises from the necessity
to avoid the heavy incidence of direct
taxation. Secondly, it is a legitimate
means of avoiding the incidence of estate
duty where the home is owned by the
joint partners. This BiU eliminates any
possibility of the home being deprived of
that benefit.
The last point I desire to make is
regarding the suggested amendment men-:
tioned by the honorable member for
Warrnambool. I asked him before the
dinner adjournment what was the exact
nature of his amendment, and he was
good enough to tell me what it was. I
cannot agree with the honorable member for Warrnambool and with the Parliamen tary Draftsman in regard to this
amendment. I have taken the opportunity of examining it. The honorable
member for Warrnambool stated that
gifts made inter vivos, which means
during a man's lifetime, within three
years of the date of his death, are taxable on their valuation at the date of
death. Admittedly, clause 7 of the Bi11
provides, inter alia(1) Save as otherwise expressly provided,
in estimating the value of any property for
the purpose of calculating the value of an
estate(a) the value to the deceased as at the
date of death shall be taken as a
basis;

I do not wish to speak dogmatically on
this point, I merely submit it for consideration. The words" Save as otherwise expressly provided" in the first
line of clause 7 apply to the definition
of . gifts inter vivos, and this definition includes any non-testamentary
disposition of property and any consideration other than full consideration
of money and money's worth based on
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the value of the property at the date of
such disposition and not being a settlement. The amount which shall be considered to be part of the estate is the
difference between the value paid by the
recipient and the value of that gift as at
the date upon which the gift was made,
and not at the date of death.
The honorable member for Warrnambool may have in mind a situation where
a man makes a sett1lement of real estate
upon his son, or he makes a will and says,
in effect, to his son, "I am getting old.
I have provided for you in my will. I
have given the property to you. It is
yours. Go ahead and make whatever
improvements on it that you like," and
the son, in anticipation, goes ahead and
makes improvements. In such a case
there is room for doubt as to whether
that property should include the improvements made by the son.
Mr. MACK.-It must do so.
Mr. HOLT.-That is not a gift inter
vivos; it is not a gift of any description.
The testator still retains the ownership
of the property and can easily defeat the
object of this particular measure. If there
is a settlement made wherein the property vests directly in the donee on the
death of the grantor, and if that deed is
created by one method, it can easily be
dissolved or done away with by the same
method. Anybody who improves a property in those circumstances, to my way
of thinking, is running a grave risk.
Mr. MAcK.-There is no argument
about that; we do not dispute that.
Mr. HOLT.-Where a man makes a
gift of land or something else to his son
or to anybody else within three years of
his death the relevant figure as far as
probate duty assessment is concerned,
according to the honorable member for
Warrnambool and the P.arliamentary
Draftsman, is the valuation of the asset
as 'at the date of death. I rebut that
sta temen t by saying that in the definition
in this Bill of a gift inter vivos adequa te provision is made ,for the amount
which is taxable, as being the difference
between the valuation of the property
as at the date on which the gift was
made-not the date of death-and the
amount that such recipient, if he paid
anything, paid to the grantor for that
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asset. Thus, the amount available fOT
taxation within the period of three years,
if the gift were made less than three
years prior to de-a th, is the difference
between the money consideration paid
and the ·actual valuation of the property
at the time that it was given and not at
the date of death.
1 think that what 1 have said answers
the question raised.
1 am not saying
dogmatically that the view 1 hold is
right, but 1 think the honorable member
for Warrnambool will find that it is so.
I have commented regarding religious
and legacy institutions and have rebutted
the allegations made by the honorable
member for Box Hill that the provisions
of this Bill bear just as heavily on the
middle and lower group estates as on the
higher groups. I have also referred to
the valuation of estates, where the asset
includes gifts made during the lifetime of the testator. 1 ·support the Bill
100 per cent., and commend it to the
House.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiH was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Short title const'ruction and
citation).
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-Copies
have been circulated, to the Committee
of amendments that will be proposed by
the Premier. Certain Opposition members als,o intend to submit amendments,
which have been printed. 1 ask that
copies of those amendments also should
be circulated.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 am agreeable to the adoption
of that procedure.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 2 and 3.
Clause 4 was postponed.
Olause 5 providing, inter alia-(4) No allowance as a deduction shall
be made for(a)

(b)

any debt the amount of Which IS 10
the opinion of the Commissioner incapa'ble of being ascertained;
any debt where there is a right of
reimbursement except in the case
where the Commissioner is satisfied that the exercise of tlle right
would not result in the recovery of
t'he amount of the debt;
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any debt incurred or created by the
decease.d unless such delbt was incurred or created bona fide for an
adequate consideration in money or
money's worth; or
(d) any debt which is irrecoverahle by
action through the lapse of time
except where such debt is proved
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have been paid in due
course of administration.
(5) If within '3ix years after the date
upon whi!ch the duty in respect of any estate
became due and payable the amount of any
debt referred to in paragraph (a) of the
last preceding SUb-section in respect of which
no allowance has iJJeen made as aforesaid
actually becomes capa'ble of being as'certained and if the Commissioner is satisfied
that such debt has been paid he sllall allow
as a deduction the amount of such debt.
(c)

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-----1 desire to move certain amendments to this clause, which will have
the effect of making the position factual.
Although the clause imputes discretionary power to the Commissioner that
is not so. For that reason, therefore,
1 moveThat, in paragraph (a) of sub-clause (4),
the words "in the opinion of the Commissioner" be omitted.

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-The Opposition has no objection to this amendment, nor to the other amendments to
the clause, which have been foreshadowed by the Premier. If the honorable gentleman had not proposed to
m-ove that the clause be amended as
suggested, the Opposition would have
done so. The clutching tentacles of
bureaucracy manifest themselves in legislation of this character, and it is well
that the Committee. in this instance, is
exercising what 1 be'lieve to be its proper
role O'f protector of the ordinary people
of the community against !bureaucracy
by removing certain special rights from
the Commissioner and leaving the matter
for decision, if necessary, by a court
according to the facts, in the event of a
dispu,te.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .~I moveThat, in paragI"aph (d) of sub-clause (4),
the words "to the satisfa'ction of -the Commissioner" be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .--I mov~
That, in sub-clause (t", the wores "the
Commissioner is satisfied that" 'be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 mov~
That, in sub-clause (5), the word "he"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
words" the Commissioner".

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 6 (Valuation of shares in proprietary companies, &c.).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-All members
who have studied the exp'lanatory
memorandum on the clauses will agree,
no doubt, that the problem of valuing
shares in .proprieta.ry companies pres-ents
considerable difficulty. On page 6 of the
memorandum on .the 'clauses lit is
statedMuch argument centres round the valuation of shares in proprietary companies
owing to several factors, but in particular,
owing to the restrictive provisions regarding
transfers of these shares, and arbitrary
methods for valuing the shares which are
frequently contained in the articles of
association. Executors contend strongly that
the articles govern the question of value.
It is obv.ious that if this were so the
articles could provide for a low value in
order to avoid duty.

Opposi tion members ag.r-ee that this is a
matter o-f considerable difficulty. It is
not my intentian to' advance argument in
support of restriotive artJides of associatian, whi'ch are designed to p.revent the
real value of shares fram being
disclosed for prabate or far any a!ther
purpase. I think the experience of
legal members 'On the Oppasition side
of the Chamber is that a person
whO' gaes "to cansiderable trouble to
avoid a particular farm of duty by
impasing restr,ictive canditians in the
anticles af 'associa Han usually lives to
pay the penalty far his lI'es!tricHan. I
reallize that dause 6 is very much in line
with the Commonwealth provisions for
the purpose af valuing IShares in proprJeta,ry 'companies and, as a :practising
m'ember of the legal professian, I have
faund that, speaking generally, It!he
Federal Cammissioner has exercised his
discretionary power wHh regard to fue
valua tion of IShares in a very reasonable
m·anner. Before the introduction of
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Federallegislatian, Mr. Justice Williams,
of the High ~ourt, in the case of
McCathie and others v. the Federal
Cammissianer af Taxation............Jrecorded in

volume 69 of the Oammonwea[!th Law
Reports, at pages 10 and 1I-made some
very important remarks on the question
of valuation of shares in a proprietary
campany. His Hanaur was faced with an
appeal in ,which he, as a Justi:ce of the
High Court, was baund in the course of
h1s duty to place a valuation on sha!I'es in
a proprietary ,company, where restrictive .conditions were included in the
arti'cles of assoc'ia tion. In considering
this matter, his Honour addressed himself
first Ito the principles which he :felt must
guide him in making the valuation and
he saidIt appears to me that the true approach to
the problem is as follows:-(1) I have to
find as a fact what was the real value of the
shares owned by the deceased in the company on 7th August, 1940, on the whole of
the available materials.

Of counse, thiis is a 'pro'blem with which
the Cammiissioner of Probate Duties is
falced in every casealf valuation of shares
in proprietary companies.
(2) In approaching such a problem the
courts have, as I have said, applied the same
test as that applied in assessing what would
be reasonable compensation for the compulsory purchase of property.
(3) In applying this test to a hypothetical
purchase of shares lin a company, the distinction must not be lost sight of ibetween
the acquisition by a purchaser of property
which becomes subject to his sole control
and the acquisition of shares in a company,
whi·ch only confer on the holder those rights
to which he becomes entitled from time to
time under the constitution of the company
and the general law.

Thase rem.arksare very appropriate to
the ,farm of aDvides of association far
praprietary companies which provide
that the halder of the shares in the company ds the sale holder during his lifeAfter his death the shares
time.
become not transmissible to his executors
ar beneficiaries but purohasable by
the existing members of the campanythat is, the surviving members-at a
valua tian which is fixed in many
instances by the auditor of the company.
It frequently happens that the auditor is
not given any particular standard on
which to fix that valuation.
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(4) A purchaser of shares in a company
which is a going concern does not usually
purchase them with a: vlew to attempting
to wind up the company.
(5) A prudent purchaser, therefore, while
taking care to see that his purchase money
is well secured by tangible assets, would
look mainly to the dividends which he could
reasonably expect to receive on his shares,
and such a purchaser would no doubt expect
to receive such dividends as were appropriate
to the nature of the business in which the
company was engaged. It follows, therefore, that the real value of shares which a
deceased person holds in a company at the
date of his death will depend more on the
profits which the company has been making
and should be capable of making, having
regard to the nature of its business, than
upon the amounts which the shares would
be likely to realize upon a liquidation.

At this stage I would emphasize that
I am quoting from the judgment of' a
leaI'lned Justice of the High Court and I
think that any interjection from the
Government benches are criticisms not of
me but of that Judge. I believe it is
undesirable that there should be in this
House any interjections that are derogatory of the members of the judiciary,
particularly of such a superior court as
the High Court of Australia. I continue
my quotation(6) But, where the shares are shares in a
private company which bears the character
in many respects of a partnership trading
with limited liabilities, and the net profits
as disclosed by the balance sheet available
for payment of dividends are less than they
should be owing to features which should
not exist in a business carried on with probity, efficiency and economy, there are two
grounds upon which it may be possible for
a purchaser to have the company wound up.

The judgment proceeds to refer, in the
first place, to a provision in the Com ..
panies Act of New South Wales which
authorizes the cour,t to wind up a company if satisfied that the directors have
acted in their own interests rather than
in the interests of members as a whole.
Secondly, the judgment states that the
oourt will more readily wind up a company on the ground that it is just and
equitable to do so if the circumstances
are such that the court iWould dissolve
the partnership.
In th'at judgment there is an indication
of the considerations which have to be
borne in mind by a court of law when
attempting to arrive at the real value
of the shares in a proprietaTY company.
I do not quarrel with clause 6 of the Bill,
Mr. Rylah.
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but I suggest that whatever is written in
a BiH or an Act as to valuation of shares
in a proprietary company, consideration
must be given to the facts obta'ining at
the appropriate time. I have criticized
from time to time the Federal officers
administering various Departments, and
particularly Federal estate duties, for
their red tape outlook-for their desire
to stick to the stI'lict letter of the lawbut I consider that on this question of
valuation of shares in a proprietary company, the officers concerned have faced
up to realities and when determining
their real value, have to a large extent
applied the tests which Mr. Justice
Williams applied in the case in point.
I commend to the officers who will be
entrusted with the adm'inistration of the
provision to which I have been referring,
the remarks made by that honorable
Justice. I :say again th'at whatever is
written into a section, it is impossible to
obtain a sound and complete basis for
valuation of shares. A certain degree of
discretion must be left in the hands of
the Commissioner, and whether that right
is or is not contained in the relevant
section, he must exercise discretion if he
proposes to administer the provision
effidenUy. I believe -it will !be administered in a way that will ensure that
the State of Victoria receives adequate
probate duty and that, at the same time,
the individual who is receiving the shares,
which may for some reason be deteriorating in value, wiH obtain a fair deal from
the Department.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 7 (Property to be valued as at
date of death and no reduction in value
on account of size of asset):
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The proviso to sub-clause (1)
of this clause readsProvided that where it is proved to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner that the
value of the property has been depreciated
by reason of the death of the deceased, the
Commissioner in estimating the value shall
take such depreciation into account.

To apply the same principle as was
associated with sim'ilar amendments in
clause 5, I move-That the words II to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner" be omitted.
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The amendment was agreed to and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 8.
Progress was ,reported.
W,RONGS (CONT,RIBUTORY
NEGLIGENOE) BILL.
This BiN. was .received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr.
MITCHELL (Attorney-General), was
read a first Itime.
PUBLIC ACCOUNT !BN1L.
The debate (adjourned from Octolber
16) on the momon of Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppos'ition).-This is a comparatively smaU
Bill. It.is not entirely unimportant, but
is one whiCh I :believe should receive a
speedy passage. The main object of this
measure is to extend the Public Account
which, as honorable memlbers know, is
the total over--aU income of the State for
any particular financial year. In effect,
all that this Bill does is to regularize the
action already ltaken by T,reasury
officials af,ter consultation with the
Auditor-General and the officers of the
Auditor-General's Department.
The
Premier and Treasurer accurately concluded th'e second-reading speech .on this
measure by sayingThe Bill will be recognized as a machinery
measure and I ask the House to treat it as
such. It does not arise from Government
poUcy but from the requirements of the
Treasury. I commend the Bill to .the House.

At least in the direction indicated I agree
with the Premier and TreB.!surer. As I
have already said, the ,present measure
will merely regularize the present practke of T,reasury officials. Most honorable members must knaw that the Public
Accaunt cansists of a fund which, in turn,
cansists -first of all of the revenue derived
fram taxation and fram sources of that
type. Secandly, it includes laan funds
toO which 1he Premier referred in h.is
secand-reading speech when he was dn a
ra the.r less provocative mood than he
has been on other accasians.
Mr. CAIN.~oan funds are not too
plentiful.

Bill.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.~I do not propose to
start an argument on ,that paint. It is
not my intention to recite ad nauseam
the c.omplaints of the Prem1ier about [oan
funds.
Mr. GALvIN.-Perhaps the Premier has
convinced you that he i,s :right.
Mr.
HOLLWAY.-1'he
honorable
gentleman forgot Ithat he had a chip on
his shaulder so far as the .commonwealth Government is cancerned, because he admitted that the loan funds
were not derived from money allo.cated
by the Cammonwealth 'Gavernment or
the Federal Treasurer but by the Loan
Council.
Mr. BOLTE.-That was a sldp.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The 'slip was made
at the right time. These loan funds and
their allocation come not from the
Federall Government but ,from the Loan
Council, whi'ch 'ConSists of the representatives of the IStates.
Mr. CAlN.-They are .raised by the
Commonwealth.
Mr. HOI1LWAY.-Yes, but t!heir
allQlca tion i,s made by the Loan Council.
At the last meeting of the'Loan Council
the Federal autJhorities~the P.rime
Minist·er and 'the Federa'l Treasurertook no part dnthe alloiCation o:f these
loan ,funds. The third :part of the
Public Account is the Trust Funds,
Which came from variaus sources
and are allacated far some trustee
p~~ase.
The State must hald many
minlOnS .of pounds in trust funds.
The object of thi!s Bin is 10 lump these
three funds-the Cons ali dated Revenue,
the Laan IFunds and the Trust Fundstage~er 1011 one accaunt; but in tlhat cannec!tlon there a're separate ttems for
every lOne of .these particular funds.
Every honorable member can appreciate
th~ obvia~s advan~ge from the Treasury
pamt of VIew. It IS really the main purpase of the Bill, and that is the reason
why [ said earlier thart: I do not oppose
this measure; on the cantrary, I commend it to the House. The only other
importan t aspect of the Bill is that the
am aunt of the Treasurer's Advance
is to be increased from £1,250,000 to
£2,000,000. At .one stage, it was limited
ta £500,000, but it has been increased
from time to time, and in future it will
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be £2,000,000. I venture to suggest that into the m·achinery. The changing cirthe comment of the Auditor-General is cumstances of our time demand changes
valid, and that the amount of the Trea- in the method of handling the finances O'f
surer's Advance should not be fixed at the State. When one considers the
£2,000,000, but should bear relationship present finances of the Commonwealth
to the eXipenses that are to be met. I and the States one begins to realize the
do not think ther-e can be any objection huge sums of money that ate handled
to the proposed increase. There shou;ld now compared with the amounts that
be some flexibility in Government were available to Treasurers in years
finances, because at some periods of the gone by. That makes one appreciate the
ye'ar revenue comes into the Treasury need for increasing the Treasurer's
slower than at other times. For that Advance, which was £500,000 when
reason flexibility is required in relation the revenue of the State was about
to the operation of the Treasurer's £30,000,000. For this year, the anticipated revenue is £80,000,000.
The
Advance and other funds.
Mr. LEMMON.-But we must preserve 'f.reasurer's Advance is a ·sum which the
Treasurer may spend and. later seek
the rights of this House.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Our rights a're pre- parliamentary approval of the expendiserved because Parliament must rule on ture. As I have already said, the amount
these matters at some stage or other, used to be £500,000; in 1946 it was inA prudent Treasurer would not risk creased to £750,000, and later it was
making an advance that he felt the House raised to £1,250,000. Under this Bill it
would not condone. - I agree with ·the will become £2,000,000. There is nothhonorable member for Williamstown ing extraordinary in the proposal when
that there is a tendency to permit finan- we 'bear in mind the huge increase in the
cial questions to get out of the control revenue of the St3.te.
of the House.
Parliament must always be jealous of
Mr. CAIN.-That is the fault of the its right to examine the finances of the
House.
State. At one time, the Public Accounts
Mr. HODLWAY.-I agree, but it is Committe'e -investigated an expenditure
also partly due to the fact that when by the Treasurer, upon Which it repo.r.ted
the State's main taxing powers were direct to Parliament. As an economy
taken away, members general1ly became measure, the :committee W1as di,slbanded
a little lighthearted when discussing during the depression period, and it has
Irrespectdve
financial matters. I do not say that not :been re-.established.
of iWhich Government :is in power, I am
attitude is justified.
Mr. LEMMON.-n is time that mem- inclined Ito think the,re i,s a tendency not
bers got together to discuss the sU'bject. to re,constitute the Publi'c A'coounts
Mr. HODLWAY.-It is an issue that all Committee.
,Mr. HOLLWAY.-T'here is that Itendency
members should be able to discuss im.
partially. The Bill will not take away wi tih Treasury offilCials.
any of the powers of this House, but
Mr. CA[N.-That may be so, but there
will merely make matters [ess difficult is every justification for a thorough
for Treasury officials. It will regularize examinaUion of the finances of the State.
what is already Treasury practice, which When ,the Budget is !being delba t~d, there
will be co-ordinated under one Act. 1 are two or -three speeches on :the prinwish the Bill a speedy :passage.
ciples of ,finance, but t!here are about
'Mr. CAIN (Northcote}.-The Bill is twenty on other subjects, which is a rereally the product of Treasury officials flection on members. The Budget deb a te
and its object is to make more con- perm'i tis memiber,s :to exam-ine itihe finances
venient the administration of the finances of the State and they should not devote
of the State.
There is nothing time to discussing ,what, the Housing
in the Bill to which members can Commission, the Country Roads Board
take exception.
The measure was or some lQ:ther Department hals done.
introduced by the Treasurer, it has The Budget 'is the most important docubeen supported by a former Treasurer, ment that itS !brought be.f.ore ,the Houseand I do not propose to throw a spanner it is more limportant ;than m-any Bills.
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However, it is not gdven close attention
by some members, and that Ii,s an undesirable feature. In the ·final analysis,
members must accept full responsibility
for the finances of the State.
Mr. BOLTE.-The average memher is
not well enough informed on financial
matters.
·Mr. CAIN.-That is the ·fault of the
member, who should make himseti 'competent to discuss (the State'ls financial
affai.rs. The Budget papers oontain a
wealth of 'information, and Treasury
officials are always available to dnform
members on any subject. If they are n.ot
informed on these matters, I repeat
that it 'is their own fault; it is alIso a
grave refte'ct'ion on Ithis insNtution. Irrespective of political affiliations, a'll
members !Should be conversant with the
Budg.et figures. Take the financial posdtion of the Railway Department, and in
this .connection the Victorian Hailways
Service is no exception ItO any otlher ·that
is privately owned or not. Parliament
removed .from the Railways Oommissioners the obligation of paying dnterest
charges on a 'calpital amount of about
£80,000,000; ·they now pay !1 per cent. on
about £48,000,000.
However, it is
estimated that th'is year the Department
wHI lose £4,000,000. The finan'cing o'f
the Departm.ent is the most difficult
question facing this State. The General
Account is usually Joood to be in credit,
but the Railway Uepartment shows a
deficit. Means :w.ill have to be sought to
overcome that difficulty.
I do not wi'sh to dis:cuss the loan works
programme, but at one time this IState
had money .availahle in various funds.
In 1945, there was about £5,000,000 an
the Railways Renewals and Replacement
Fund; it Iwas put aside during the war
years by :the Dunstan Government. I
must give [credit to tlhe late Sir Amber,t
Dunstan for doing that. There was also
money in the Unemployment ReHe!
Fund and other funds, but .it has been
eXipended. Now i,t .is difficult to finance
the activities of the State. If'I1reasurers
who were in office fi:fteen or twenty
years ago vi,sited the T,reasury Department ,to-day, 'they would realize the
difficult problems facing the present
Treasurer. Previously there lWa·s some
give and take in the State's finances.

Bill.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-A little "juggl1i,ng"
went on.
Mr .•CAIIN.-Yes, but that icannot be
done to-daY,and tlhe State must rely
upon its revenue. Few peolple realize
the work of the Treasury ,in making
advances to the State Blectr.icitty Comm:ission or some other authority and
obtaining refunds of the money. In the
Treasury Department we have a most
efficient and capable set of officer·s, and
membens have nothing to fear. However, lWe ·should all !be prepared to
examine the finances of the IState most
carefully.
Mr. LEMMON (Williamstown).-I
listened with a great deal of pleasure to
the remarks of the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the Lahour party,
because it was one of those rare .occasions when they were both in agreement.
My Leader, in somewhat penitent form,
referred to the need for the re-establishment of the Puhlic Accounts Committee.
He indica ted that Treasury officials d.o
not favour the appointment of that commi ttee; but with all respect to the officers
of the Treasury, whO' advise the Treasurer of the day and, no doubt, keep
their eyes to some extent on the political
situation and the circumstances of the
State, although they desire that the
Treasurer and themselves should have
authority to present financial issues to
Parliament, that position should not
obtain. We now find the Leader O'f the
Opposition and the Leader of the Labour
party concurring in the need for the reestablishment of the Public Accounts
Committee. 'It appears to me that by
the Standing Orders' it is mandatory for
the committee to be appointed at the
commencement of every session of Parliament, because Standin.g Order 169A
pr.ovides, inter alia-At the commencement 'Of every session
of Parliament the Legislative Assembly,
accorddng to the practice of P.arliament with
reference to the appointment of Sele,ot
Committees, shall 'appoint a Select Committee of seven members, to be oalled the
Committee of Public Accounts, with power
to send for persons, papers, and records.
The duties 'Of the Committee of Public
A'ccounts shall be as follows:(Ct) To examine the a'ccounts of the receipts and expenditure 'Of the
colony, 'and to bring under the
notice of the Legislative Assembly
'any items in those acc'Ounts, 'Or any
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circumstance connected with them,
to which it may consider the attention of the Legislative Assembly
should be directed.
(b) To report to the Hous'e any alteration which may appear to the'
committee desirable to be introduced in the form of or method of
keeping the Public Accounts or in
the mode of receipt, control, issue,
or payment of the public money.

Further, the Standing Order gives members the right to move that any question
relating to finance shall be referred to
the committee which, after investigation,
is required to report to the Legislative
Assembly the result of its inquiry.
There is no more important question than
that of finance. The Public Accounts
Committee is intended to act as a kind
of watchdog, but, over a number of
years, Treasurers of various Governments have neglected their essential duty
of appointing this committee. We are
like a company functioning without an
auditor. No businessman or company
would tolerate such a condition, yet it is
allowed to continue in Parliament from
year to year.
One Minister in the HoHway Government advanced a good case why loan
money should be used to purchase imported coal. If that matter had been
investigated by the Public Accounts Committee, that expenditure would not have
been permitted, because the use of loan
money on a project that does not benefit
future generations should not 'be allowed.
We should not simply throw aside OUT
responsibilities with regard to finance.
When I was Minister of Education, the
then Premier would not permit loan
money to be used for the building of
schools. Imagine that doctrine being
advanced to-day! The fundamental principle should 'be that loan money should
not be used unless an asset is created.
If the present generation uses that asset,
it should pay its share, and if it
is a continuin'g asset future generations
should also pay their share. However,
it is outrageous that loan money should
be used to purchase a commodity that
will create no asset, and if that policy
is tolerated it will lead to our ruin. A
Committee of Public Accounts is essential and it is mandatory on the part of
any Government that is in office to
appoint such a committee.
Mr. Lemmon.

Bill.

In these days the value of the £1 is
quite different from what it was a 'few
years ago, and consequently, although

this Bill proposes a further advance to
the Treasurer, in fact we are not
making such a great increase. It is
essential that we ghoulrl ensure that no
public body, such as the State Electricity
Commission or the Railway Department,
has the right to spend money and then
report to Parliament. This House should
know what a Department proposes to
spend public money on, and should take
the responsibility of voting upon the
matter and then giving those who are
subject to this House the authority of
carrying out the will and direction of
Parliament. If the Public Accounts Committee was in existence, I would suggest
that this Bill should be investigated by
it, to ensure that there was no encroachment on the rights and privileges of this
House and that nothing was being done
to interfere with the power of Parliament over the public purse. In the light
of what has happened over the last few
years, when another place has presumed
to take to itself authority over the
State's finances, it is time that the
Standing Orders Committee examined
the Standing Orders, to ensure that this
House has complete control of the finances of this State.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-As
my Leader has already indica ted, the
Opposition is in favour of the Bill. The
trend of the debate heartens me, because
it is most encouraging to find, after the
many attempts I have made to have the
Public Accounts Committee re-established, that two parties are in favour of
it. This Bill validates a practice that
has been in operation for many years,
and gives to the Treasurer of the day and
Treasury officials much wider powers
than they have previously had.
It is
most Tefreshing to be in entire agreement with the remarks of the Leader of
the Labour party and the honorable
member for Williamstown. I feel that,
per medium of this Bill, an opportunity
is being provided to re-establish a practice which for many years was regarded
almost as a sacred necessity. If the
Leader of the Labour party will direct
his minions to take steps to re-appoint
. the Public Accounts Committee, I am
quite sure that it will be re-established.
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The Committee will provide a natural
link between each member of Parliament and the Treasury. At each Budget
period there are presented voluminous
figures which, I am afraid, many members do not study in detail. However, if
they knew that an all-party committee
studied those figures from day to day
throughout the year, they would derive
great satisfaction and the people of the
State, who supply the money, would be
reassured if they knew that, no matter
which Government was in power, the
finances of the State were being watched.
I join with the Leader of the Labour
party and the honorable member for
Williamstown in urging the Treasurer to
re-establish a Public Accounts Committee
which is obligatory upon the Government to appoint under the Standing
Orders. The Opposition does not oppose
the Bill in any way; in fact, it is willing
to give it a speedy passage.
lUr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I join
other members in urging the Premier to
set up the Public Accounts Committee.
That committee could investigate such
a measure as this, and it could have dealt
with the whole question of the allocation
of loan funds 'and other matters that have
been the subject of keen debate quite
Nothing leads to suspicion
recently.
and to party distrust more than ignorance of certain aspects of matters being
discussed. If a full examination had
been made of these various matters by
the Public Accounts Committee, much of
the party feeling that was engendered
when loan alloca tions were discussed
could have been avoided. That is only
one example of the usefulness of the
Publ'ic Accounts Committee.

Earlier the honorable member for
Scoresby suggested that there was a real
need for simplification of the wording in
our legislation. I suggest that there should
be an immediate step towards the simplification of Treasury procedure and
accounts, so far as this Parliament is
concerned. I am sure that all members
have nothing but the highest respect for
Treasury officials, who efficiently carry
out their responsibilities, which aTe becoming heavier every year. On the other
hand, I believe that it is the responsibility
. 'of those officials-they can act only as
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far as our legislation will permit themto present to the House and to the public
details of public accounts in a form in
which they can be understood, at least,
by men who have had some training in
business. At the present time, both in
the State and the Federal sphere, that is
quite impossible. I have before me a
publication, -issued· by His Majesty's
Sta1tione,ry Office in England, whilch gives
details of the Government accounts otf
the United Kingdom. This booklet is
issued within twelve months of the close
of eachfinan'cial year and sets out ,the
relevant figures in a way ilia t 'can be
understood !by any business man, or even
thy a layman who !possesses a reasonable
knowledge of figures. lIn my opinion, a
similar publication should the produced in
Aust.ralia. I have already passed on to
the Federal Treasurer a copy of the
booklet, and he ihas assured me that the
Federal Government proposes to reinstitute a Public Accounts Committee in
the IFederal sphere.
I sincerely suggest that the Treasurer
of this State should confer with Treasury
officials and, if necessary, with outsilde
financial e)CIJerts, on ,the question of presenting a statement of Government
aCCoun ts in suoh a form as will 1ead to
complete confidence in Government
finances.
In many cases, ignorance
breeds susp'i'oionand I can truthfully say
tha t ;there is much ignorance among
busines,s men and the pUiblic generally i'n
relation to Government accounts, which
creates a wrongful suspicion about what
happens to both State and Federai
Government moneys. I urge the Government not only to set up a Public Accounts
Committee but to make it lOne of its
earliest responstbiHtJies to 'introduce a
system of public relations thy which the
finances of tlhe State will be presented in
a form that can 'readily be understood by
business men and t1he public generally.
I now hand to the Minister of Water
Supply la copy o.f the United Kingdom
booklet ,to whilch I previously referred.
That booklet sets out in columns, to the
nearest minion pounds, not only the
i.tems -of revenue and expenditure dearly
defined for various years, but also the
social alCicounts of the United Kingdom.
It reveaLs, in addition, the gross national
product, which means tihe total incomf
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of the whole of the community of Great
Bri tain, and hoOW the moOney Is expended,
so that any person who IPoOssesses a
reasonable knowledge of accounts-not
necessarily a knowledge of Government
a'ccounts-can undeDstand the figures,
which are oOn a scaile vastly greater than
those of Victoria. I hope the 'Dreasurer
will not pass over Vhese requests, which
are put forward in all sincerity, but that
he will give real coOnsideration to them
and will -reply 'in due course.

r should ldke {o pay a tribute -to the
Treasury offidals who 'aTe beset w.ith the
problem of dealing with -the legislative
requirements of thts State in regard to
Their job is
Government finance.
mounting steadily and ,their respons'ibility itS 'becoming heavier owing to the
great complexity of Government administration. I hope the T,reasury officials
will Ibe encouraged by Government
sponsorship, and enabled by legislative
action, if necessary, to IPr~pare the
governmental accounts of Ithis State.in a
suitable form. The booklet /Which I have
handed -to ,the Minister of Water Supply
is indicative of what I have in mind.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was lI'ead a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 9 were agreed to.
Clause 10 (Acceptance of money on
trust 0'1' on temporary deposit).
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-Members
have not been given a very clear explanation of the purpose behind this
clause. The Treasurer, in his secondreading speech, :referred to the trust fund
generally, but I should like to have some
clari ty as to the use to which this clause
may be put in relation Ito the aeceptance
of deposits. The clause seems to give
wide powers to the Government to
accept deposits, and there appears to be
no definition or limLtation. The olause
merely readsThe Treasurer may(a) accept
deposits and credit such
deposits to an appropriate account
in the Trust Fund; and
(b) allow interest on such deposits at
such rates as -are from time to time
pres,cribed.

Is it suggested that the ipower to accept
depO'si'ts may be widened? PeThaps the

BiU.

Minister o.f Water Supply can give an
indica tio.n of the pUI'Ipose for wihich the
clause will Ibe used.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply).-In the abs'ence of the Treasurer, I shall read from the departmental
notesDeposits: This clause authorizes the
Treasurer to accept deposits and to allow
interest on those deposits.
Frequently
money is p}aced on deposit with the Treasurer for specific purposes of a semi-private
nature. Examples are certain scholarship
funds. Often these amounts are too small
for specific investment in securities, although by the nature 'of the Trust involved
they should earn interest, particularly as
the Government has the use of the money
while it is in the Public Account.
This clause will legalize the practice of
accepting deposits of this nature and allowing interest on them.

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 11 to 13.
Clause 14 (Temporary applications
from Public Account to meet appropriations from loan fund).
l\lr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-'iVhen
the Imported Materials Loan and Application (IFinancial) Bill was under discussion recently, members were not very
clear as to the procedure in relation to
the use of loan moneys under that
legislation. In three successive years,
including this year, Parliament has
authorized the borrowing of £2,000,000
per annum for the subsidizing of imported materials. The impression gained
by members on each occasion, I feel sure,
was that the £2,000,000 was to cover the
subsidy on imported materials. If the
Government cared to buy £8,000,000
worth of imported materials and had to
sell those materials to Government
authorities for £6,000,000 to meet the
local price, the Treasury was covered for
the subsidy of £2,000,000 by the legislation referred to.. T gather. that originally
the Act was soo worded that the Governmen twas limited in its 'purchase of
materials ·1'0 £2,000,000 in any year. I
understand that was rectified in the
measure that was passed recently so. that
the Government can now, in effect, subsidize the £2,000,000 in anyone year and
not merely purchase materials to that
value.
What I should like to know from
the Treasurer is ,whether the power
for temporary loan appropriation 01
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£2,500,000, which we know is used
for temporary purposes, could be used
to meet the "r~oups" on imported
materials account? In other words,
can "recoups" from various imported
materials be anticipated and money advanced out of the Public Account under
this clause? My second query is whether,
if temporary advances are made under
this claus~, and they can be made for a
great variety of purposes, interest can
or must be allowed on such advances?
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 15 (Temporary application out
of the PubUc Account for monthly advances, &c., to Departments).
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I believe
that a measure of such importance as
this, relating as it does to the annual
expenditure of £82,500,000 o'f loan funds,
merits an explanation of what the
measure really means. I reveal my
ignorance of the situation by asking
questions. One of the reasons underlying the request by Opposition members and members of the Labour party
for the establishment of a public accounts
committee is that they desire to be more
fully informed as to the meaning of involved financial measures. I previously
asked the Minister of Water Supply two
questions ,in relation to clause 14, and I
hope that the honorable gentleman will
reply later. I should now like to know
whether, in claus'e 15, there is any
definition of the word "authorities." 1
do not know whether there is any
accepted statutory meaning of the word.
Mr. HYLAND.-There is a de'fini tion
in the A'cts Interpretation Act.
. Mr. NORMAN.-I should like the
Minister of Water Supply to make the
position clear as to those authorities to
which advances can be made. Th1s aspect
is of great interest to members. particularly if under the term" authorrities "
are ·included, for example, the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, or oompanies
in which the Government holds shares.
To make the position more confusing, in paragraph (b) of sub-clause
(1) the expression "such authorities"
is used.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply).-I did not reply to the honorahle member for Glen Iris earlier, because I was not informed on the matter.
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There is on the Notice Paper a Building
Operations and Building Materials Control (Extension) Bill, the Ministerial
explanation of which mi.ght Igive to the
honorable member the information that
he desires. The explanatory notes in regard to clause 15 of this Bill read-This clause provides for the working cas·h
advances to Departments to meet one
month's expenditure where parliamentary
sanction for the expenditure has been
obtained. The clause also provides for
special -advances for specific purposes.
Under present legislation all these advances
are required to be repaid within the financial year in which they are made. In some
cases where continuous cash transactions
are t~king place and money is required to be
on hand it is not practicable to repay these
advances within the financial year. In this
clause the Treasurer is empowered to sanction the continuation of these advances beyond the end of the financial year in special
c~s~s.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-In fairness to members who wish to be informed on the policy of the Government,
I should say that the matter has not been
cleared up by the Minister of Water Supply reading a statement that was prepared for the Premier as to what" authority" means. In the statement that
the Minister read, it is set outThis clause provides for the working cash
advances to Departments to meet one
month's expenditure where. parliamentary
sanction for the expenditure has been
obtained.
If the Gas and Fuel Corporation were

such an authority-and I am not clear
that it is-then under this clause the
Treasurer could advance to the CorporaNon sufficient money to cover one month's
expenditure.
On clause 14 I asked
whether interest could or must be paid on
such advances. I appreciate that the
Minister of Water Supply is not in a position to answer my questions but I would
be grateful if he could supply the answers
later.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-I would point out that paragraph
(a) of -sub-clause (1) of clause 15 providesThere may be issued and applied temporarily out of the Public Account any sum or
sums required to provide(a) advances to Government Departments
and authorities whose accounts are
kept in the Treasury. . . . . .

The Country Roads Board is such an
authority.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-The reference ,i:s to
semi-departmental authorities whose
accounts are kept in 'the Treasury.

Mr. NORMAN (to Mr. Hyland).-Would
it include the Gas and Fuel Corporation?
Mr. HYLAND.-No, that Corporation
keeps its own 'accounts. As an instance,
fees are collected iby the Motor Registration Branch for tlle Country Roads
Board and they are paid into a special
account in the Treasury. That is all that
it means.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
MARINE (PILOTAGE RATES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
16), on the motion of Mr. Hyland (Minister of Transport) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak).-I have no
. criticism to offer of this measure. As
the Minister of Transport has pointed
out, the purpose of the Bill is to amend
the Marine Act 1928 and it relates to the
Fourth Schedule to that Act which, under
the authority of section 79 of the Marine
Act 1928, sets out the maximum charges
to be made in regard to various pilotage
opera tions. All together in the Fourth
Schedule there are 46 operations designated, but this proposal deals with two
of them only.
They are the major
operations referred to and they involve
the pilotage of vessels from without the
Heads to Melbourne wharfs or vice versa.
The Minister has stated that this
amendment is desired by the Marine
Board. As members are aware that body
carries out some highly important
functions in regard to the navigation of
vessels not only within Port Phillip Bay
but in other waterways and bays around
the coast of Victoria. It is charged with
the supervision of craft of all kinds
navtga ting IWLthin fuose waters and is
concerned with the safety appliances
which are used in connection with those
operations. ;Jt appea;rs rbhat over the last
few years, as we are all painfully aware,
there has been a g.rea1t incre~se in the
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costs of most thmgs, including those
functions with· whi'ch the Board is
charged. The oost of maintenance and
caring for vesseLs which are essential to
a piloting service have increased greatly
wtthin the last two or three years.
The last 'increase ,in 'rates in respect of
the two Hrems to which Ithis iBill refers
were made in 1946 but by the amending
A'ct of fuat year the increase was of a
temporary nature only. Those increases
were to apply for two years and
would have eXJpired -in November, 194'8,
but before that stage was reached, by an
Act passed in September, 1948, the increases of ,1946 lWere made permanent.
Those are the rates which at the present
time ClIPpear in the sc'hedule to the
Marine Act. This proposal is to increase
the rates in lI'espect of the two items
which I have mentioned, in one case
flrom 4!d. a·ton to 7!d., and in the other
case from 4d. to 6!d. a ton. The rates
are charged on the tonnage of vessels,
wh'ich is estimated in accordance ·with
the provisions of the iMeI'lchant Shipping
Act, 1894. That Act is applicable in the
Dominions until any repeal or alteration
is made pur.suant to the Statute of Westminster. At the present Hme those provisions are applilcable to the working
out of the 'gross tonnage anld the net
reg.istered tonnage of vessels which are
used for certain purposes set forth in
the Merchant Shipping Act, the Victorian
Marine Act and the Commonwealth
Navigation Act.
I gathered from what the Minister
said Ithat a large portion of the money
which may Ibecome available if the increases are m,ad~I would Iremiild
members that fue proposal is not to
enact the specific increases but to enable
the 'Marine Board, wit!h the approval of
the Governor in Council, if -it finds it
necessary to make the increases--wHI
be devoted to the Uipkeep and maintenance of craft and to the payment of
wages. It does not necessarily follow
tha tthere will be any 'increase in the
remuneration that will be received !by
the pilots. I would .be glad to see that
result achieved, because we have in Victoria a pilot service of which we can· be
justifiably proud. That service is oonducted .by the M'arine Board; it is endOlWed with powers and given the duties
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designa ted lin the Aot of 1887 wihich first
constituted an efficient and proper pilot
service for the Colony.
It must be remem1bered Ithat some of
the waters around the Victodan coast
involve difficulties in navigation. I have
no doubt that the greatest of those
difficuUi·a,s are experienced in the
entrance to and exit from Port Phillip
Bay. We a,re all aw.are of the nature of
that entrance, of tihe precarious task involved in the na,vigation of the Rip and
~he other channels and cuts within Pod
Phillip Bay. After that not easy task is
accomplished of ,passing vessels through
the 'R~p, with the aid of a complicated
series of lights and leads, it is necessary
to take vessels a'long the South Channel
and, to navigate the cut to the HoveN
light where they turn and take a northward course to !bring them to the Gellibrand light. With the increa'se in tonnCl'ge
the tasks involved 'in the handling of
modern shipping by pilots are 'becoming
increasingly difficult.
They are not
lessened by the increased speed of
modern vessels, because that involves
sometimes great difficulty in conforming
with the regulations made not only Iby
the Marine Board but also by the Melbourne Harbor Trust as to the Sjpeed at
which vessels ·may travel in various parts
of the Bay and in the river. Sometimes
it is difficult, owing to the speed ifor
which these ves'sels are designed, to
ma'intain steera'ge way at the ~ow speeds
which are enforced by the authorities
mentioned. I hope that the increasing
difficulties of the pilots' tasks will be
compensated for by some increase in
their remuneration.

The Marine Act provides for the constitution olf the Port Phillip Pilot Sick
and Superannuation Fund, but I wiH not
weary the House by explaining the details of how the moneys which are
applied to them are collected and
divided. Members will find the inevitable contributioo 10 Consolidated
Revenue-the hand of the State takes a
considerable pOI'tion of it. I am sure all
members who are aware of and necessarily appre'Cia te the efficiency of our
pilot service, the importance of the duties
the pilots perform, and the great value IOf
those duties to the community, will
welcome the result if it is that these men
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will receive some extra remuneration to
meet the rising cost of living with Iwhich
we are all unfortunately coni,ron ted. On
behalf of the Opposition, I commend the
Bill to the House and intimate that we
support it.
Mr.
LEMMON
(Williamstown).I have the honour to represent the Labour
party on this occasion and we a're unanimously behind the BiB. The honorable and learned member for Toorak in
his able way has pointed out the purposes of the measure and I concur in all
that he has said about it. It comes to
the House with the unanimous support
of all the interests that are represented
upon the Marine Board which, as
the honorable member for Toorak
has said, is the adviser to the
Government. The body which, in particular, is represented there is the Oversea Shipping Representatives Association,
which supports the new proposals. Its
agents in this State are very keen concerning the costs of pilotage and of
shipping generally,
This association
pays the great bulk of the pilotage fees,
because its representatives employ the
pilots more than any other shippers. The
majority of interstate shippers do not
need the services of the pilots, as their
captains have demonstrated their ability
to bring their vessels safely to port or up
the mouth of the river.
As has been previously pointed out,
the pilot service has a world-wide reputation for efficiency, courage, and integrity, and it is respected by all concerned.
We are proud of these men who carry
out these important duties. Their organization is self-controlled; they have their
own ships and employees, and they do
their work in all kinds of weather. They
are always on duty waiting for the
signals to be given for the ships to be
brought into port. During many past
decades they have never failed to do their
job efficiently.
Therefore, the Labour party has pleasure in supporting the Bill, which is
really necessary on account of presentday costs, which are continually rising.
The maximum oharges permitted under
the existing legislation have already
been reached, and the Bill authorizes an
increase in those rates. As the Minister
explained in his second-reading speech,
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a higher ceiling will be established. I commend -the Bill to the House, and trust that
it will be passed.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
(EXTENSION) BILL.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is introduced for the purpose of
extending the life of the Building Operations and Building Materials Control Acts
for a further period of twelve months to
the 31st of December, 1952. The Bill
will not make any amendments to the
principal Act, and it is not possible to pro,;.
vide for any alleviation of the present
restrictions due to the extreme shortage
of materials, chiefly structural steel,
cement and bI'licks. The following is a
brief survey of materials mainly used in
housing:Imported Cement.-There is at the
present moment, a good supply of imported cement-Japanese, Swedish and English. The price is approximately £23 to £24
a ton. The position is likely to fluctuate.
resulting in tem'Porary shortages due
entirely to ,the shipping pos'ition, but a
permanent shoI'ltage of 'i'mported 'cement
is not anticipated. Cement produced in
New South Wales appears to be almos,t
entirely taken up in fuat State and there
is little to spare for other States.
V,ietori,an proOduced cement is <in the
main aaocated toO the manufa'cture of
housing materials and hous'ing. There
is none avai[able for private industri~
projectS'. ProOduction Is.till lags behind
essential needs, and it is unHkely that
there win be any Victorian cement available for private industry for some time
to come.
Kiln burnt hdcks.-Des'Pite the iheavy
tn'crease in bui1ding IcoStS, analy.sis shows
that the prr.oportion of brick homes under
construction to those of other types remain's tsteady at a!pproxima'tely 1:1 per
cent. Thus, the demand for ibr,icks remains the same, ,and, since there is no
apparent increase in -production, there
~s a lag .in delivery UiP to approximately
nine to twelve months.

Building Materials Control

Silica Bricks.-The main producers,
The Colortone Company of Frankston,
are not at present working to the full
capaci ty of their ,plant.
Machinery
which win increase production by more
than double the present output is on
order, bu t the chief difficufty lies in
obtaining supplies of suitable lime. At
present, supplies of lime are incapable
of being increased. It is understood that
the company is investigating the possibility of transporting lime from New
South Wales.
Timber.-The demand for both kiln
dried and scantUngs hardwood gr~atly
exceeds the supply. The difficulties of
getting timber f'rom the forest areas
during the long winter and the demand
for timber-framed hoOuses have had a
s.trong influence .on the tshortage.
Tiles.-The prOiduction of roofing tiles
is not yet suffieient to satisfy the demand,
but considerable progress has been made
and the 'lag tis :being reduced. The
manufacture of cement tiles is ibeing
governed :by the supply of cement, while
terra Icotta tile manufacture'I's are working to capa.city, and are still not able to
meet the requirements of the home
builder.
GalVianized iron, ,galy,all'ized piping,
and 'galvanized products.-Tran:sport is
one of the major bottle-nee~s' in the
supply of these items, Victoria being
wholly dependent on New South Wales.
While production i's good and 'rail and
sea transport is being supplemented by
road, it is still 1mpossible to supply Victoria's quota.
IStructural steel.-Very thorough inve:s,Ngations have been ca,rried out regla'rding the supply and deldvery o'f
strructuralsteel ·from which the following
points emerge:-The production of the
Broken Hi'll Proprietary Company Limited and the Australian Iron and Steel
Limited is now at its peak, and there is no
an:ticipated inerease lin output. The
Victorian allocation is fi·rm, ibut a l,aI'lge
quantity of steel ha,s piled u'P at Port
Kembla and Newcastle due to delays in
sMpping. This 'pile-up has now assumed
a very ,ser-ious aspect and is likely to
cause 'the Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited temporarHy to cease
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rolling .for Victoria until present sto'cks structural steel from Belgium and
at Port Kembla and Newcastle have been Luxem1bourg is fairly goOod and improving. Prices are high ·and delivery.Jag is
cleared.
The allocation of structural steel is in- approximately from six to eight months.
sufficient to meet the demands of urgent Of this ste€i 90 per cent. is of the " Basic
public works, power stations, railways, Thomas" quality, which is less than Ausand so on, and there is a lag in delivery tralian minimum standa'rd, and there are
of approximately twelve months. There certain difficulties in fabrication. For
is reputedly no acceptance of orders these reasons "Basic Thomas" quality
from private enterprise, Ibut there are in- steel is not favoured dn thiis country, aldications that .some such orders have though it is being used more and more
been accepted and supplied by the due to the shortage of other better
aroken Hill Propnietary Company quality steels. France is not a reliable
supplier.
Limited.
Fabricated steel is not included in the
The British Iron and Steel Corporation, quota from tihe United Kingdom, but dewhich is the export selling agency for the mands are already heavy, resulting in a
nationalized heavy steel industry of delay 'in deliveries of eighteen months to
Great Britain, closed down on the accept- two years. There are indications that
ance of overseas orders on the 19th of should the demands greatly increase as a
August, 1950. There is no sign of any result of the shortage of raw steel,
resumption of shipments before at least restrictions may be imposed. The followthe end of 1952.
ing house building statistics for the whole
Recent negotiations resulted an an of the State,covering the first six months
allocation of structural steel to Aus- of this year, will be of interest to honortralia from the United Kingdom amount- able membersing to 1,500 tons of plate steel and 3,500 Number of houses commenced
12,538
.. 10,332
tons of section steel, of which the greater Number of houses completed
part has alrea'dy been delivered. It can Number of houses under construction at the 30th of June 1951 .. 26,533
there.f.ore be said that supplies from
I
commend
the Bill to the House.
ehe United Kingdom have virtually
ceased. This posi Hon still holds good ..
Ont!he motion of Mr. NORMAN (Glen
An inquiry addressed through the Iris) ,the debate was adjourned until
Division of Industrial Dev·elopment on Tuesday, October 30.
the 5th of September, 1951, confirmed
the fact that representations to inGRA:CE JOEL SOHOLARSHIP
crease the allocations had met with no
BIiLL.
success.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
Although at the beginning of July this this day), on the motion of Mr. Dodgshun
year the United States of America steel (Chief Secr,etary) for the second reading
industry announced an allocation of steel of this Bill was resumed.
to Australia-,a·lmost completely earMr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-This is a
marked for Commonwealth defence pro- most extraordinary Bill. It deals with
jects-a further announcement on tihe a matter of relatively Ii·ttle importance
24th of August, 1951, was made to the and involves 'the dispo.sal of only a small
effect that the accumulation of home sum of money. For some iTeason or
orders was such that it was unlikely that other, the Bill ·recites an historical
there would be steel avaHable toO fulfil account of the various hiappenings
the Commonwealth quota before the end as,soCia ted wi th this trust from ~ts
of 1952.
creation to the present time-a method
Good quality steel is avaHable fTom of drafting which, rortunat:ely, ,is not the
Continental suppLiers, but in small quan- usual practice. If it were so, when
tities from Western Germany. For the a reaHy important measure was under
most part, Germany will only supply consideration, I should im1agine the preagainst her own sterling credits over and amble would be of the size of a chapter
above whi:ch she prefers to sell in the in the Bible, or something of that kind.
hard cUflrency areas. The supply of The Bill does not lend itself .to a long
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dissertation. It merely centres around
the question of the rectification by an
Act of Parliament of a pos;ition that has
appertained for a considerable Ume.
The sum involved is less than £1,000,
and the value of the 'Scholarship will be
in th'e nature of £60 a year.
iBrigadier TOVELL.-Will :it not involve
the sum of £60 every two years?
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is correct, 'and
I was wrong in saying that the sum involved amounted to £.60 a year. Actually,
it involves the ex.pendi.ture of that sum
at much ~ess l'requent interVtals. At this
late hour I do not propose to delayfue
passage of the Bill, which is similar to
a number of other measures ,that the
House has considered from time to time,
particularly ,those which the Lands
Department seems to grind out with
sickening regularity in regard to the
closing of streets and aM sorts of odd
questions which, one :would have ,thought,
could well !be covered by an Act giving
to the Executive discretionary power to
deal with such maJtters. The time of
Parliament is often taken up with footling Bills emanating ,from the Dands
Department; they are really in the nature
o'f ordinary executive actions and should
be dea1t wifu in that way.
The time of the House ,should not be
wasted with measures o'f this lcind. Y
Departmen ts considered these questions
prope.rly, they would have prepared
legislation for necessary 'action ,to be
tJaken without Parliament having to discuss Bills destgned to remove doubts as
to the construction of wills, or the closing
o:f roads, or ,the ,alienation of Crown
land for tihe use of some :worthy institution or other such rna tters. I do not propose to discuss this measure at length,
beoause there as nothing in it that one
could discuss at length.
These matter,s, inste,ad of being deal}t
with piece-meal, ought to be examined
thoroughly and a few iheadings 'agreed
upon to ,cover the Vtarious questions of
this kind. Parliament could then consider the general structure of the legislation and leave the details to the Executive, ,which is the proper authority to
d'eal "NUh slpecifi,c Icases. I leave the Bdll
to the judgment of the House. The
Opposi tion will not oppose its passage.

Scholarship Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its ~emaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
EMERGENCY HOUSING ACCOMMODATION:
WATSONIA CAMP: RESUMPTION BY
COMMONWEALTH
GOVERNMENTMOTOR OMNmus SERVICES: ABANDONMENT OF ROUTES-DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH: MEDICAL PRACTITIONER FOR
WILLAURA AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATED
PRESS PTY. LTD.: SYNDICATION OF
NEWS--:-ROAD ACCIDENTS: UNLIGHTED
VEHICLES ON ROADSIDES.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until tomorrow at 10.30 o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move.
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. BLOCK (Ivanhoe).-In the newspapers of the last two days there have
appeared Teports :ooncerning the Commonwealth Government's requirement
of Watsonia camp. On the 10th of July
of this ye.ar I asked a question in the
House on this subject and was informed
'that Watsonia camp was required
by the Army on the 1st of March,
In the
1952, as a firm date.
answer to the second part of my question, the Premier stated that the Government was considering the question of
providing other accommodation for the
people at present occupying Watsonia
camp. The newspa'per reports of yesterday and to-day are not at all comforting
regarding the situation of those people.
It appears from the reports-and there
has been no contradiction from the
Government-that 1,300 people at Watsonia will be turned out.
Mr. GALVIN.-They could not be
housed under much worse conditions.
Mr. BWCK.-A11 the hollow logs in
the Watsonia district have been burned,
and the people who are to be turned out,
and who will be entirely without a roof,
are in fairly difficult circumstances. I
urge the Government to consider this
urgent matter very seriously, and to
take some action concerning it quickly.
I am not surprised at the honorable
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Mr. BlJOCK.-They have some sort of
accommodation, but the people 8.It Watsonia will have none unless provision for
them is made urgently. The State has
already accepted responsibility for them.
Mr. GALVIN.-Jn the country areas
some People have not even temporary
accommoda Non.
Mr. BLOCK.-The State has accepted
responsibility for housing the people at
Watsonia. The man in charge of emergen'cy accommodation in Victoria is an
excellent officer who has had much exper,ienoe; he is. one of the best accommodation officers who have been appointed. If t'he Government win adopt
my suggestion to house thes'e people by
means of the productivity of the Housing
Commission for two months, I am sure
it wHl solve the difficulty.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).I am sure that all members of the House
will be perturbed at the reported
abandonment of certain routes by many
privately-owned bus services, as reported
in the press to-day and previously. I
view the move with grave suspicion, as
I think an effort is being made to
force the Government into granting a
further increase in fares to the private
bus owners without th.eir being required
to show justifiable cause. Some time
ago, private ibus owners were supposed to
have installed ticket issuing m·achines.
My eXiperience, however, has been that
that requirement has been honoured
more in the breach than dn the observance. Day after day I travel on private
buses and I see that tickets are issued
on some Ibut not on others. In the oircumstan:ces, it is impossible for bus
operators to furnish h{)lnest returns 01
their earnings. One private bus owner,
who is operating in a big way, is reported to have said that he would have
to go off the roads becaus'e he lost £3,500
last year. One of his drivers, however,
proved that the contention was absurd
when he revealed that the a.ctual position
was that, whereas" dUI'ling the previous
year the proprietor had ma.de £7,000,
last year he m·ade only £3,500; therefore, he contended that he had lost
,Mr. BLOCK.-They are not being
£3,500. If that is a sample of the bookturned out now.
keeping methods of hus proprietors, I
[Mr. GALVIN.~amilies are bei-ng shall be very surprised if they can
present a case to justify an increase in
evicted every day.

member for Bendigo saying that the
people could not be housed under much
worse conditions than at Watsonia. 1
know that those conditions are bad.
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you think they could
be housed under much worse conditions?
It is a disgrace.
.
Mr. BLOCK.-The situation at Watsonia has been caused :by several Governments. The fact that the camp would
have to be returned to the Commonwealth Government ha's been definitely
known for the last two years. Govern ..
ments have considered that it would be
fooLish to expend money on the Watsonia
camp in view of the fa'ct that it could
not 'be of any lasting benefit from the
point of view of providing accommoda~
tion for homeless people as it would
have to \be returned to the Commonwealth at an early date.
Mr. GALVIN.-Is it not still a disgrace?
Mr. BLOCK.-It is still a disgrace.
Watsonia camp has been a blot on the
State for some time.
Mr. GALVIN.-It was not while the
Cain Government was in office.
,Mr. BLOCK.-I say unreservedly that
the accommodation situation in Victoria has been worsened considerably,
and the possibiHty of hous'ing 'more
people has been lessened by the excursions of the Government -in the purchase
of guest-houses and similar properties.
The 250 families now living at Watsonia
must be housed quickly. I suggest that
the Government consider using the pro ..
ductivity of tJhe Housing Commission for
two months for this purpose. The need
is urgent. it has been stated that the
housing of people should be considered
in accordance with their need,s, and those
having the greatest need are persons
without a roof. In two months the
Housing Commission should be able to
build 250 houses, and if that number
were allocated to the people at present
residing at Watsonia, the difficulty would
be overcome.
·Mr. GALVIN.-----What about all the other
people being ttm'ned out of their homes?
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fares. I understand that, to-morrow, the
Opposition intends to submH a motion
for the adjournment of the House to d[scuss this matter. If that is so, I shall be
interested to ascertain how the bus
owners propose to justify their applications for incr,eased fares. Some have
threlatened to abandon their routes, yet
everyone knows that they are making
more money than ever before.
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-Recently I
had occasion to write to the Department
of Health, at the request of the progress
association ·of Willaura, seeking the services of a doctor for the town. The
doctor at Willaura, who had not been
able to take a hoHday for many years
because he was unable to get relief, has
now been forced to take a holiday, and
has left the district. The Department
of Health has notified me that it has no
jurisdiction in the matter of supplying
a doctor for the district. In the circumstances, therefore, I appeal to the Minister of Health to approach the British
Medical Association, in an eff.ort to persuade a doctor to g.o to Willaura. Only
last week two persons who were seriously
ill had t'O be transported by ambulance
to the Ararat hospital. That situation
wiH not prove particularly benefidal to
the patients. This is a serious matter,
and I appeal to the Government to use
its influence to arrange for a doctor to
reside in the Willaura district for a
period of three months.
l\:lr. DUNN (Geelong).-Representamons have heen made to me in the form
of a circular issued by the Australian
Journalists' Association, and I have no
doubt that other members of the House
received a communication from the secretary of the Australian Journalists'
Association expressing apprehension and
concern at the pr.oposal .of Australian
Associa t'ed Press Proprietary Limited
to syndicate news. I have also received
a letter 'from the secretary of the
southern sub-district of the Victoria
district of the Australian J.ourna1ists'
Associat:on, whose headquarters are at
Geelong, enclosing a copy of a pamphlet
in which are given reasons for their
unanimous opposition to the proposal of
Australian Associated Press Proprietary
Limited. As is kn.own by members of
the House, the Australian Journalists'
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Association is a non-political organization.
That association is concerned
at the im'Plications of the syndication
proposal, which, t'Oa great extent,
will mean ,conditioning the thoughts of
the people. Such a process, in recent
years, was brought to a high pitch in
Germany, Italy, and Spain. The pamphlet that I have received contains this
paragraphIn Australia, each metropolitan daily now
has a full literary staff to gather its own
news in the city of publication. Syndication
will stifle the initiative inherent in a competitive press. It would mean the end of a traditional privilege for newspaper readers.
Hitler's Germany, Mussolini'a Italy, Stalin's
Russia, Franco's Spain and Peron's Argentina have shown us the danger to democracy
when all news comes out of t.he same mould.
Syndicated news is regimented news.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order !
The honorable
member must link his remarks with some
aspect of Government administraNon.
Mr. DUNN.-I propose to link my
remarks with the grave threat to parliamentary privilege 'and democracy in
general. I make an appeal to every
member, on a non-party basis, to give
this matter grave consideration. Possibly the Premier may see fit to approach
the Federal Ministry with the view of
exploring the possibility of bringing
pressure to bear on the monopolistic
newspaper organization that is threatening the country with a serious menacea menace grea.ter than Communism. I
appeal to this House and to the Premier,
if he has the requisite power, to approach
the Federal Government with the object
of making an appeal to Australian Asso.ciated Press Proprietary Limited not to
interfere with the free dissemination of
news.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Reversing the usual order, I shall reply
to the last matter first. I think the honorable member for Geelong will agree
that it is necessary for propaganda to be
disseminated as widely as possible, and
he may rest assured that the desire of the
Government is to use every channel for
that purpose. Generally, in principle, the
Government agrees with the contention
of the honorable member.
As to the request made by the honorable member for Ripon for the appointment of locum tenens for the doctor who
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has left the Willaura district, I feel sure
that if the honorable member will discuss the situation with the Minister of
Health, the honorable gentleman will see
wha t can be done to assist.
The honorable member for Clifton Hill
referred to motor omnibuses. I assure
him that the Government has made an
extensive survey of the various routes
and no increase in fares has been gran ted
unless the committee appointed by the
Government has investigated all aspects
of each application. Possibly the honorable member will hear more about this
matter at a future date.
With regard to the proposal of the
Commonwealth authorities to occupy
the Watsonia emergency housing camp,
which was mentioned by the honorable
member for Ivanhoe, I gather that the
Commonwealth authorities have weighed
up all the pros and cons. of the situation.
My understanding is that the Watsonia
camp will be used for 1:he accommodation
of an armoured unit. I assure the honorable member that the Minister of Housing is very concerned about the possible
eviction of tenants from Watsonia.
The honorable member for J:vanhoe must
realize that to-day it is not easy to put
hundreds oQf people into ,suitable quarters
overnight.
Brigadier TovELL.-The Govez,nment
has had two year's notice.

last. I was not at the table during the
concluding stages of the debate IClnd by
am oversight ,representations that were
then made were not answered. The honorable member for Brighton ref·erred to
the parking of vehicles .at night on roadsides in certain localities which he mentioned. I appreci-a ted hi,s approach to
that question, for he advised the House
and myself in partkular of the actual
locaUties, because we are considerably
concerned about the parking IOf vehicles
in and around streets and hirghways,
in many :eases ,without lights. Prior
to the honor,able member for Brighton
mentioning the subject arrangements
had been made with the Police Department for speoial attention to be
paid to traffic problems during the
weekend, in order to keep down the
t:r.agk
death
noll.
The Government has endeavoured 'to increase the
strength of the Police Force, with some
success, and the Force ils now almost
within '200 of its authorized strength.
When the Force is close to the authorized
strength, I shaH be prepared to recommend to the Government, irf it is necessary ifor the protection oQlf the people
against crime ,and for the saving of Ufe
and limib, that the authorized strength
of the Force be further increased. No
doubt it wUI be costly but Iwhen the question of protecting life and limb is involved, oOosts should not enter into it.

Mr. ·DODGSHUN.-If the honorable
member for Brighton had anythling ito do
with the ,administration he would know
exactly what has happened at Watsonia.
Many families have been taken from
there to sui,table homes. To the honorable mem!ber for Ivanhoe and hJs
colleagues, I Isugrges't that if -it were possible -for the Commonwealth Government to make moOre money av,ailable for
housing, we might be able to !build more
houses. The P,remier has intimated that
because of the loan cuts the State,
through the Housing Commis'sion, is able
to complete only the contra'Cts for houses
that Iwere 'let in this year and no homes
01~her 'than thos·e will be bui:lt by the
Commission this year.
The honorable member 'for Brighton
has asked if I intend to answer ,tonight
certadn question:s that were raised on the
usuall adjournment motion on Wednesday

Brigadier TOVELL.-It would 'be money
well spent.
,Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. On
some occasions my attention has been
directed to the fact that vehicles that
have broken down on a hin on a highway
have been left there for some days.
Recently, a Government driver at
6 'a.m. on a Monday morning s'aw a
broken down vehicle on a highway.
When that same driver was t,akinrg
a Minister to meet an engagement
on the followiI1Jg Wednesday night he
saw two people being laid out ibeside that
vehide. They had been passengers in
a small ca'r that had run into that
broken down truck. If further ,regulations are necessary to provide that
broken down vehicles must be moved
from the roadside wi thin a spec-ified
time then action will be tak·en to proclaim the necessary regulations and ,they
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wiH tbe strictly enforced. I t!h:ank honorable memlbers for having Ihrought these
matters to. the no.tice o.f the Go.vernment

to have those Bills passed that I have
submitted this motion. It will have effect
o.nly for this week and next week. The

because they are c.ausing us Igreat con-

other House will be meeting at the same

cern.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.30 p.m.

ho.ur o.n Thursday, and I assume that by
our meeting at the earlier time it will
be possible for this House to end its
sitting at a reasonable ho.ur in the afterno.o.n so ilia t mem'bers will not require
to be kept here late on the Thursday.
I am endeavouring to suit the co.nvenience o.f honorable members as far as
Po.ssible, and by o.ur meeting o.nThursday mo.rning we should be able to avoid
any very late sittings next week.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Pro.vince).-lI do. not usuaUy voice any
objectio.n to the proPo.sals o.f the Government in regard to the business of the
Ho.use. It has its duty to. perfo.rm, o.f
co.urse, in getting its business through
Parliament; but co.nd1tio.ns are very
different now fro.m the clo.sing perio.d of
an o.rdinary session. There is no questio.n o.f urgency abo.ut the business on the
No.tice Paper.
This Ho.use recently
amended its Standing Orders to. provide
fo.r the transfer of business from this
one sessio.n to. the next, thus obviating
the necessity for the "slaughter of
inno.cents" at the end of the session.
ISpeaking quite candidly, and with
so.me perso.nal interest in the matter, 1
do no.t view with favo.ur o.r co.n.fidence
a proPo.sal that Wo.uld require us to remain in this Chamber until m'idnight or
later, and to resume o.n the fo.llowing
mo.rning at 11 o'dock. After all, this
is no.t a House o.f youth and inexperience
but o.f mature age and. of experience such
as comes only with maturity. Mentally,
we may be as agile as ever we were, but
to. preserve one's ment'al attributes o.ne
must safeguard one's physical capacity.
I do. no.t propose to sacrifice my health
by sitting here until midnight, going to
bed at 1 a.m., and then returning that
same mo.rning at 11 o.'clo.ck. It is not
a duty that we o.we either our constituents o.r the Government.
Ho.wever, the Government controls the
business of the House, and I ho.pe it will
o.bserve due discretion, bearing in mind
the opinio.ns I have expressed. When we
find that there are Bills on the Notice
Paper which can be pro.perly held o.ver
fo.r the co.uple O'f weeks encompassing
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The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
GRACE JOEL SOHOLARSIDP BllL.
This Bill was received fro.m the
Assembly and, on the mo.tion o.f the Hon.
I. A. S'mNBURNE (Minister o.f HOllS. ing), was read a first time.
LOCAL ('.,()VERNMENT
(IMPORTED HOUSES) BILL (No.2).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister o.f
Public Wo.rks), by leave, mo.ved for leave
to bring in a Bill to amend sectio.n 901
o.f the Lo.cal Go.vernment Act 1946.
The mo.tio.n was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
BUSIINESIS OF THE HOUSE.
o.F SESSIONAL ORDERS.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister o.f
Public Works).--I mo.veALTERATION

That so much of the sessional orders as
provides that on Wednesday in each week
private members' business shall take precedence of Government business, that no
new business be taken ,after half-past 10
o'clock, ,and that the hour of meeting on
Thursdays shall be half-past 4 o'clock be
rescinded and that .for the remainder of the
session Government 'business shall take precedence of all other business, new business
may be taken at .any hour, and the hour o:f
meeting on Thursdays shall be 11 o'clock.

The session will clo.se nex:t week in o.rder
that the arrangements for the Centenary
celebratio.ns may take place, including
the formal opening of Parliament o.n the
13th of November. There are quite a
number of Bills on the No.tice Paper, and
it is in o.rder to avoid late sittings and
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the proposed recess instead of their
being pushed through now without adequate consideration and discussion, I
trust that the Government will see its
way clear to postpone them un til the
following session. I think the Government is satisfied with the co-operation
it has obtained from all sections of this
House. Weare all desirous of seeing the
business O'f tlhe House disposed of. As
in the past, so also the Government may
expect it to be in the future. I hope particularly that the right about to be given
the Government to introduce new business after half-past 10 o'clock will not
be availed of to-night. I realize that I
am dealing not only with a reasonable
Government but also with a reasonable
controller of this House.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-----I only hope the Leader of
the House is not proposing to endeavour
to get all these Bills listed on the Notice
Paper passed through the Council before
the session is concluded next week.
l1his session is different from any other,
because we are about to adjourn for a
fortnight, and we have amended our
Standing Orders so that Bills can be
carried over and completed after we reassemble. This is not the end of the
year. There are thirteen Bills on our
Notice Pa'per, and still one other has
been introduced this afternoon. On the
Notice Paper of another House there
are about seventeen more Bills. Whether
it is hoped and expected that Parliament
win get through all that business I do
not know, but an attempt should not be
made to have all these measures passed,
seeing that we can deal with some of
them in ample Nme before the year ends.
The members of this House cooperated with the Government yesterday. A number of members received
notes of no fewer than seven Bills albout
4..30 p.m. and, despite the 'lack of
time for considering the descriptions of rthos:e measures, we cooperated during the evening in dealing with them. It is rather d1ifficult to
assimilate so many matters at short
notice. However,' I emphasize that the
position is not the same now as at the
end of a normal session and year. We
shall have practically another month's
consideration available after we reassemble. So we ought not to be sit-
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ting here all night in an effort to dispose
of the business of the Government which
we have not had an opportunity of consideving.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) (By Zeave).-The position in regard to the recent amendment
of our Standing Orders is that Bills must
have passed their second-reading before
they 'Can be preserved on the Notice
Paper and carried forward to tlhe following brief session. I am taking care of
that aspect and I have no intention of
endeavouring to force through this
House everyone of the Bills at present
on our list of business. Some of these
will not have passed their second-reading
sta.ge, but they must have been carried
that far forward if we are to deal with
them again on resuming. I can assure
the House 1!hat I shall do the best I can.
The motion was agreed to.
UNIVERSITY BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day), on the motion of ·the Hon.
P. P. Inchb01d (Minister of Education) for the second reading of this Bill,
was resumed.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-As the unofficial
Leader said yesterday, this Bill contains
two amendments of tthe principal Act.
One of these enlarges t'he number of free
places, with which we are all in agreement. The other simply gives power
under the statutes of the university for
the University Counci.I to establish hostels, halls, and residences for students,
and for the management, control, and
closing of those establishments in connection with the arrangement of accommodation for stUdents. It is simply a
rna tter of conferring the power to establish tlhese Ihostels if the university
authoruties feel so inclined. That proposal mayor may not be debatalble. The
University Council has asked the Government to legislate in order to give that
power, and this Bill is in accordance with
tha t request.
Experience has shown, as the unofficial Leader pointed out, that hostels
and camps that are run by the Government or Government bodies generally
are not very successful. If my memory
serves me rightly, within tlhe last two
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years I have read of an eviction case in
which the owners sought to get certain
students out of a property. I am not
sure whether at that time it had been
rented by the university or by one of
the colleges of the university. But if
the evidence lin the ,case was such as
recorded, it was not a very good advertisement for whoever managed that
hoostel. It is true illlat the university
feels there are a l'arge number of
students coming to it from As,ian countries and other places outside the Commonwealth, as well as from the various
States in Australia; and, with the
limited accommodation now available, it
is cnnsidered that the University Council
ought to be able to establish a hostel
where students ,can obtain accommodation during their university career.
I hope the Minist'er of Education will
enlighten us dn Committee on one particular point. While this measure will
give power to establish hnstels, and
assuming that the University Council
does establish them, how is this business
to. be financed? I have a recollection
that the university authorities hope to
get by pubUc benefaction or donations,
money towards the establishment of
these hostels. I oppose the University
Council using money obtained in the
way of grants from the Government or
fees from students or from any other
source, for the estabHshment or maintenance of hostels.
The Government has acted generously
towards the university and the grant this
year will be the largest that has yet been
made. But even with the increased
grant from the State and payments by
the Commonwealth Government, the university is faced with a deficit. To bridge
the gap, it is proposed to increase the
fees of students by 25 per cent. In 1950,
the fees were -increased by 50 per cent.
and from the next university year, which
commences on the 1st of January, 1952,
an additional increase of 25 per cent. will
be made in fees, equal to an overall increase since 1950 of 87! per cent. However, the increased fees will not cover
the cost of a university course.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It was
never intended that the fees should do so.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is
true. There are more than 5,000 stUdents
attending the university but the parents
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.

Bill.

of only 1,610 of them are called upon to
pay fees, because the others are receiving
assistance of some description-either
under the Commonwealth Government's
rehabilitation scheme or by means of
scholarships. Therefore, the proposed
increase of 25 per cent. in the fees will
devolve upon the parents of 1,610
students. Although it may not be germane toO the Bill, I trust, Mr. President,
that you will permit me to appeal to the
T~easurer to look into the position to see
if this increase of 25 per cent. can be
avoided. In a complete year, it will
amount to some £50,000. With the huge
sums that are floating around at present
-one Government is budgeting for a
surplus of £114,000,000-surely the expenditure of £50,000 to avoid a further
impost upon the parents of 1,610 university students would be money well spent.
I trust that in the CommIttee stage, the
Minister of Education wiU enlighten
members as to how it is proposed to
finance the proposed hostels.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Prov.ince) .-After discussing Bills intended to impose further taxation upon
winning punters and hotelkeepers, it is
pleasant to read the Bill now before the
House, the principles of which I heartily
support. This measure wiN empower the
University Council to establish hostels;
that amenity is long overdue. In 1938,
the warden of the university, Dr. W.
Bryden, visited America and on his
return he made a report of his" observations. He stated that American university students are allowed to live only
in approved lodgings.
Under the
University Act here 'the University
Council is empowered to license and to
inspect boarding places.
After that report was furnished by Dr.
Bryden, university students boarding in
Parkville were asked to supply the University Union with particulars of their
lodging-houses, ,and I doO not know
whether any action was taken or not. I
cannot 'say whether the council exercised
its power to inspect lodging-houses, :but I
can cite my own experience. In 1910, I
was a teacher in a country school and 1
was fortunate enough to be selected as
one of twenty to undergo a two years'
course at the university. I was appointed
to teach 'at the Princes Hill State School

University
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-it is now in the prov<ince that I represent-and I boarded at a ,place in Carlton, adjacent to the university. It accommodated 30 boarders, and I attended
evening lectures at the university. When
I desired to study at night I had the
option to go to my bedroom, which was
not a satisfactory arrangement.
The
boardinghouse c.atered foOr males and
females, who generally congregated
in the dining room after the tables
had been cleared. Any person wishing to study had to wait until
the others had retired.
That meant
that's tudents had to remain up un tiil the
early hours of the morning. Those conditions were most unsati,sifactory, and I
shall do all that lies within my power to
improve the 'conditiQns of university
students who find themselves in a simiLar
position. FQr that reason, I welicome the
establishment of hostels.
The unofficial Leader mentioned the
,provision of dining rooms and other
amenities for employees in industries,
ibut university students are in a different
category. Their livi'ng and studying condiUons .should be as ideaJ as it is posslhle
to make them. I venture ,to say that
cDuntry students liv'ing adjacent toO the
university now are contending with unsatisfactory conditions: Cases have been
brought to my notioe of count.ry boys
and girls being ,awarded a free place at
the university but they have been unable
to take advantage of the off'er Ibecause
they have not Ibeen ,able to obtain suitable
accommodation in Melbourne. With Mr.
Frase.r, I Dppose an increase in the fees,
but II favour the estalbJj,shment of hostels.
An article tihat appeared in the Herald
referped to expenditure on education,
stating that ifa war were to break out
and Austr,alia was involved, miUions of
pounds would be readily obtainable to
prosecute the ,war effQrt. When it comes
to education, ,the country is apparently
unable to raise a few hundred thousand
pounds.
I do not care what is the source of the
moOney so long as hostels are erected at
the earliest possible moment. There is
nQ reasQn why they should not be CQnducted suoces:sfully. In some country
centres, Ibo'stels have been established to
cater fDr high schoOol students. They
are !being conducted Dn l'Iigh t lines
successfully, and there i,s no reason why
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university hostels should noOt function in
a similar way. Ln his second-reading
speech, the Minist'er of Education said
that between 7,000 and 8,000 students
'are attending the university. HQwever,
the peak year was 1949 when 9,300
'Students attended. The urgent need
for hostels is emphasized by the
number of students being trained
under the Commonwealth rehabilitatiOlIl
scheme for ex-service personnel. In
1948, more than 4,000 rehabhlitation
students were undergoing university
courses. A f,ormer Chancellor of the
university, Sir JQhn Latham, expressed
the ,opinion that money spent .on education was money well spent, and I endorse that CQmment.
Of the 4,000 odd students attending
courses in 1948, 744 were doing the Arts
CQurse; 264 the Law course; 798 the
Commerce tourse; 130 the Diploma of
Ed uca tion course; 321 the Science course;
360 Medicine; 268 the Engineering
course; 136 the Dental course; and 90
the Architectural course. There were 395
t'aking Diploma courses, and 689 students
were studying single subjects.
ThOP
nation hals a wonderful asset in the train·
ing that has been ,giv,en to thQse exservice personnel. Many of them are
now Ipractising 'professionahly.
They
would not have been able to do SoO if it
had not Ibeen {fQr the CommontWeaftJh
Government's pehahili.tation 'Sciheme. J
repeat that moOney spent on education
ensures the State of a valuable asset.
I have already mentioned that I oppose
a further increalse in university .fees.
About fifteen years ago 'a questionnaire
wa,s sent to all students at the university
with the idea of ascertaining the financia~
position of the homes from which they
came. The answers disclosed that 60
per Icent. came from homes in which the
income was more than £300 a year.
F.rQm a Commonwealt:h census taken before the questionnaire was circulated it
was found that only in 10 per cent. of
homes did the income exoeed £300 a year.
I am reliably informed tha t of the
students at present attending the University of Melbourne 70 to 75 per cent.
pay no fees. The 4,000 students who
attended rehabilitation training courses
in 1948 paid no fees. This year a permanent Commonwealth training scheme
has been in troduced and is now
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operating; the necessary legislation
was passed some years ago by a
Federal Labour Government. It is estimated that the scheme will cost £900,000
a year, and at present 800 students are
undergoing courses for which they pay
no fees; approximately 600 attend the
university and another 200 attend technical schools and colleges. When their
training is completed those students will
be an asset to the country.
I look forward to the time when the
ideal of the party of which I am a member will be realized, that is, free educat~on at the university. Two members
of the Labour party are represented on
the University Council, one being Mr.
Fraser of this House 'and the other Mr.
Andrews, a Labour member in the House
of Representatives. I hope that they will
raise their voices in an endeavour to bring
about this idea.}, In 1942, the present
Professor of Educa'tion, Professor G. S.
Browne, saidThe present system expressed lines of
social stratification, based on wealth.

A further increase in fees of 25 per cent.
will stress that aspect.
The new system must be for all the
children of all the people. The first principle
needed was genuine equality of educational
opportunity.

Tha t is a wonderful ideal, and we are
proceeding towards its achievement, because from 70 to 75 per cent. of the
stUdents who now attend the university
are not paying fees. In my opinion, it is
not right that the fees of those students
who have to pay should be increased by
25 per cent. There is only limited accommodation available at the university
for training in the various faculties. My
view is that all places in a university
should be free, but that those attending
the institution should be the best qualified persons. It is true that, under the
Commonwealth scholarship scheme, 3,000
scholarships are provided and that Victoria is allotted a quota on a population
basis. That is quite a good scheme, and
I should like to see it continue until such
time a'S every student taking a course at
the university is selected as a result of
his ability, and not because of the financial position of hi,s parents. For far too
long the University of Melbourne has
been more or less a close preserve for the
children of the rich.
The H on. Paul Jones.

Bill.

I referred previously to the fact that
fifteen years ago a questionnaire was
given to students at the university, relating to the financial position of the homes
from which they came, and that the
answers disolosed that 60 per cent. of the
students came from homes of rich people.
At that time I checked up the Year Book
of Soviet Russia to ascertain from which
class the stUdents attending the universities of that country came. I discovered
that 90 per cent. of students attending
universities in Russia came from peasant
families. Because I applaud that, I hope
that no one will accuse me of being a
Communist, but if I see something that
can be copied with advantage I contend
that we should follow along the same
lines, no matter in which country it is
initiated.
In Australia, for far too many years
the large majority of students attending
the universities came from the homes of
the rich, and a substantial number of
bright boys and girl'S, particularly in
country districts, were deprived of higher
education. As a teacher, I came across
many children with ability well above
the average, who, because of the financiall position of their parents, were not
able to obtain the higher education to
which they were entitled. If hostels for
university students are provided, they
will prove of great benefit to country
students. In the past, some children who
have been granted free places at the university have been unable to take advantage of the opportunity because of
the difficulty of obtaining suitable accommodation. I consider that the present
proposal is a step in'the right direction,
and [ con.gratulate the Government for
introducing tlhe Bill. I hope that when
the legislation is passed it will not become a dead letter, but that the Universi ty Council will establish hostels.
Sub-·clause (3) proposes an increase
from five to ten in the number of free
places at the university for public servants. As I have said before, I should
like to see all places free and the Government bear the whole cost. Mr. Fraser and
the unofficial Leader referred to the financing of hostels. If people knew that only
the most suitable students were occupying the valuable space at the university
and the time of the professors, and that
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finally those students would. become an
asset to the country, I am sure they
would not quibble if i1le Government
paid the whole cost of maintaining the
hostels. I hope that I live to see the
day when universities throughout the
Commonwealth will provide free places
for all student,s. It is true that every
year the State grant to the Melbourne
university is increased; for this year the
grant is approximately £500,000, the
largest yet made. Year after year, both
.. State and Commonwealth grants are increased but, of course, expenditure also
becomes higher. I hope the day is not far
distant when the Government will undertake the financing of the university and
that the accommodation will be made
available. to those students with the best
talents, because, as a result of their
univers'ity training, they will become an
asset to the nation.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power of Council to establish
and control student hostels).
The HOD. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-I am sure tlhat all members
have been impressed by the excellent
contribution made by Mr. J·ones, who
spoke from the pensonal experience he
gained at the university. His remarks
have, to a l-aTge extent, relieved my mind
as to the necessity for this provision
being incorporated in the University Act.
Since I addressed myself to the secondreading motion of the Bill, when I
queried the financial posdtion of the
university, certain facts have come to my
notice, and I should like to cite them,
because they are rather inform'ative. Today, I received a copy of tthe University
of Melbourne Gazette of last week. It is
somewhat strange that on many occasions I receive important inf.ormation
in regard to measures after they have
been dealt with by this Chamber. For
instance, in' connection with the measure
rel'ating to the Egg Board, which was
dealt with recently, I received a most
urgent appeal to place certain facts before the House. Last night, after the
Transport Regulation (Fees) Bill was
dealt with, I received a fund of infOlI'-
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mation relating to that matter. It seems
that many organizations and businesses
interested in legislat!ion -are quite infantile in their approadh to the leg.islature itself, and it is quite usual, after a
measure has been incorporated in the
statute-hook, to receive a request in regard to it. It m'ay be of interest to the
Com·mi ttee to know that, in connection
with a measure relating to the totalizator
percentage submitted to the House by
Mr. Colema'n when he was a Minister in
a Labour Government, those concerned
did not wake up untn after the Bill was
passed.
The CHAIRMAN (the HOD. R. C.
Rankin).-I would remind the unofficial
Leader thalt his remarks are not relevant
to the measure.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-They
may not relate to this clause, but they
are germane to the fact that information
concerning the university reached me
after my second-reading speech. I find
that 'iIll the laiSt ten years there has been
a lalI'ge increase in the State grant to the
University of Melbourne. Whereas in
1941-42 the grant was £102,000, for this
financial year it is no less a sum than
£496,150. Despite that increased grant,
it is estimated that the deficit for the
year ended the 30th of June, 1952, will
be £107,200. It is evident that the
finances of the university are not as
bouyant as we should like to see them.
I do not know how much additional
r.evenue is expected ]rom the 25 per cent.
increase in studients' fees. It is true that
the university can obtain a Common,.
wealth grant of £250,000, provided that
the State grant 'a.nd students' fees total
the sum of £7'50,000.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There will be
an additional revenue of £50,000 as a result of the 25 per cent. increase in
students' fees.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-That
sum will assist the university to obtain
nhe grant from the Commonwealth of
£250,000. It could well be added to the
State's contrihution to the seat of learn~
ing.
The HOD. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education) .---lMr. Fraser asked me
for information regarding the manner in
which the hostels were to !be financed,
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This Bill ha's 'been brough't forward at
the behest of the University Council
which wishes to have power to establish
hostels if thought desirable. As a member of that council, Mr. Fraser ,will be
able to ask questions and no doubt he
win 'receive more satisfactory replies
than I 'can secure. In a no'te from the
council fuere is this commentCertain organizations have shown some
interest in financing such a hostel provided
that the Univer,sity is able to accept responsibility for its management and maintenance.

Bill.

good purpose, and I believe the one
proposed will do the same thing.
!In regard It6 fees, I ask :Mr. Fraser
not to mention any morecos'is to the
Government. If the University Council
at Ithe appropriate time can make a .good
case 'for a further grant I know that the
Treasurer will consider it carefully because he is extraordinarily sympathetic
to educational interests. He has not
turned down· any I"easonable project that
I have subm,itted to him.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.

I understand that som'ebody in the city
is Iprepared to back ,the hostels. That is
a good 'thing, partkularly as one of :the
objects is to /bring the Asiatic students
into a Ibetter understanding with .the
local studen;ts so that the ,good neighbour
poliCY may be aS5isted. I have no doubt
TRANSPORT REGULATION
that with proper control the hostels will
(FEES) BILL.
not 'lose a great deal of money.
The debate (adjour.ned from the preI have had eXiperience in ,this matter. vious day), on the motion of the Hon.
I am a member of three committees con- P. P. Inchbold (Minister of Education)
trolling student hostels. I know that, for the second reading of this Btll was
with care, ,ilt takes ,a very sm'all Govern- ,resumed.
ment subsidy to make them ,paying conSir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
cerns. The difficulty is tJhat students
Province)
. -This is an innocent looking
there have only a short year-forty
weeks-and the University of Melbourne Bill O'f three clauses, but it is not as
has a 'briefer pe,riod, and so ·ordinary innocent as it looks, because, according
boardinghouse keepers are not prepared to the Minister of Ed uca tion, it win add
to put themselves out to cater ,for fuem. a charge of £250,000 to the expenses of
In ,the circumstances hosltels are neces- owners of commercial passenger buses
sary, and with proper control they can and commercial goods vehicles. It is
provide accommodation and quietness even possihle that a more considerable sum' will be involved. So far
for study for the student.
only an estimate has been m,ade.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The hostel
I imagine that the total will dein Carlton was nOit very quiet.
pend on the fees which the Transport
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-I know Regulation Board will fix for its permits.
th'at certain chu~ch hostels were closed Those fees are not subject to the approval
because of slackness in control. There O'f the Minister for Transport, but are
are teachers' tradning hostels tn various determined by the Board itself. I beparts of Victoria. A parttcularly good lieve they are settled by the officers,
one is situated -in Geelong, and it is under because it is ohvious that the Board
rthe slllPervi-sion of a lady who is a mis- could not consider all the permits, which
tress of that work and is doing a good number many thousands, f.or the deviajob.
Hon of routes.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-Are the
It is a little easier to understand this
hostels supervised by college authorities? Bill than some of the other measures
The Hon. P. P. rnCHBOLD.-These submitted to the Council. We are here
hostels are supervi,s~d by fue Eduoa tion dealing with statutes that have not been
Department. Hostels at Wangaratlta, consolidated for a number o'f years.
Swan Hill and Mildura are /being' con- When i was studying the Housing Bill it
docted by outside bodies, and are sub- took me a day to go through the various
sidized to a small extent Iby the Govern- amendments on amendments of the Acts
men:t. They aU /Work well and serve a to discover the actual powers of the
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Housing Oommission. I doubt whether
anybody can really get down to tin-tacks
as to those powers. Although eight or
nine amendments have been made to the
Transport Regulation Acts this Bill deals
with only three of them. It r~fers to the
original measure adopted in 1933 and to
amending Acts passed in 1941 and 1947.
Therefore, anyone who has not a con ..
soHdation of the legislation has difficulty
in understanding the meaning of the
proposals. I believe that the problem
of amendments has become so serious
that Parliament must insist on legislation being consolidated so that members
will know where they are. It must be
hard enough for a lawyer to follow
these alterations, 'but it is exceed,ingly
difficult for a ~ayman to trace them
through from 1933 to 1949. I hope action
will he taken to effect a consolidation.
The measure deals with permits and
with Hcences. Clause 2 refers to the first
subject and clause 3 to the second. The
main Act was passed in 1933. Section
17, which is to 'be amended, give~
authority to the Board to grant permits
to. cover any passenger vehicle. The
licence may permit the use of the vehicle
on a route whidh may be temporarily
deviated or extended. If a vehicle is
licensed to operate within a radius of 50
miles of Melbourne or Geelong and the
owner wishes to work outside that area,
he may secure a permit. n is interesting to note that although in 1933 there
was provision for the granting o'f permits, the Act stated nothing a'boutthe
payment of fees. Then it was found
that the Transport Regulation Board was
not paying its way.
When that autihority was formed it
was not supposed to 'be a revenueproducing concern. The first Act set out
that the revenue the Board raised should
be sufficient to pay its expenses. However, the cost of policing the Act caused
the Board to start to build up a debit
balance which at one stage was about
£70,000. When I became Minister of
Transport in 1943, the debit balance
amounted to £60,000 or £70,000. in 1941,
when the war was in progress, a Bill was
passed amending the Act and providing
power for the Board to charge up to £5
for its permits. That proposal affected
passenger vehicles. A oharge of up to
Session 1950-51.-[211]
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£5 could be made for commercial goods
vehicles. Because of the shortage of coal
and the restriction of the activities of the
Railway Department, road transport was
used more freely than it had been before
the war.
This right to charge up to
£5 was introduced in 1941, an!d that had
the effect of beginning to increase the
revenue of the Transport Regula mon
Board. I remember that when I was
Minister of Trans.port in '1943, 1944,
and 1945 there were many complaints
about people having to pay permit fees.
From the country particularly there
were comp}ain1s that the persons concerned were being charged too much.
A:t all events the effect was to increase
the revenue of the Board very (.jUside-ahly.

In 1941 the maximum fee of £5 was
provided for in regard to permits, deviations from a licensed route, extensions, and so on. That fee has remained
up to the present time. Now, matters
concerning these fees are oot referred to
the Minis'ter; they are in the hands of
tfile officers of the Board. 'Dhe Bill before the House proposes the amendment
of the amount of the fee so that the
maximum to .be paid in respect of passenger buses and commercial vehicles
shall be increased from £5 to £15. That
is a tremendously drastic increase.
I understand tha!t this particular maximum fee ds to be charged in respect of
interstate vehicles. Victoria has always
been very moderate in its demands on
passenger huses and commercial vehicles.
I reca1l that in 1943, 1944, and 1945 I
was told that in connection with the
Murray Valley passenger bus service
there were ten passenger buses being
run. At that time the licence fee was
£5 per passenger bus in Victoria, so the
proprietors of the Murray Valley coaches
had to pay £50 for the Ucensing of their
ten buses. One of these buses, however,
travelled to Canberra or Sydney, and on
that vehicle the New South Wales
Government had to be paid about £700.
Another bus journeyed from Mildura to
Adelaide, and I understand that £700 or
£800 had to be paid in respect of that
vehide. The South Australian method
of calculation for the purpose of charging fees was the imposition of 10 per
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cent., r think, .on the gross revenue. At
all events, this State has always been
fairly moderate in its charges.
As I have just rem,arked, these fees
will not be referred to the Minister. I
cannot vouch for the correctness of the
figure I am giving, but I have read a
statement to tJhe effect that about 80,000
permits are issued in a year. Obviously,
the bus'iness .of fees in connection with
those permits could not be handJed by
the Minister or by the Transport Regu~
lation Board. Consequently, the business
will be left in. the hands of the Board's
officers.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Is the running of the buses to which you referred
still profitable when their proprietors
are paying these high rates in the other
States?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-They are
increasing their fleets all the time..
Sir J.AMES KENNEDY.--Jn New
South W'ales the fees are very high
where the vehicles 'are competing with
the railways, but if they are not in competition, then they are not very higih.
Whether they are more than the fees
charged here I cannot say. My com~
ments have applied to the first amendment in the Bill, for the increase of the
fee to a maximum of £15 for a permit.
At present the authorities can charge
5s. or lOs. or £1, but they cannot charge
more than £5, and now they are to be
given the right to char.ge a fee up to £15.
Clause 3 deals with licences. When the
original Act was passed in 1933 a licence
fee for every com:merclal passenger or
goods vehicle a'mounted to £5. Licences
.. as of !'light "-those applY'ing to the
vehicles of farmers and other persons
owning their OIWn trucks, and so oncost 5s. In 1947 a Bill was passed which
amended that provision and fixed an
annua,l fee of £1, pJus, a seat tax for commercial p'assenger vehicles, not to exceed
£1 a seat. Commercial goods vehicles
similarly were taxed at that stage. Instead of their owners being required to
pay £5, tJhey had to pay £1 a vehicle
plus 5s. per hundiredweigiht of load
capacity. "As of right" Licences remained at 5s. It is interesting to note
that the 1933 Act provided, in section 34,
for fees to be fi~ed so that the total of
the fees did not exceed the cost of ad-
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ministration of the Transport Regulation
Board. Such were the b:igh ideals with
which a start was made with this transport regulation legislation.
C1ause 3 alters the initial fee of £1 for
a bus, increasing it to £2. That is the
flat rate. The seat tax is to be increased
from £1 to £110s., and the weight tax is
to lbe increased from 5s. per hundredweight to lOs. That is to say, there
is to be an increase of 100 per cent. in
the fixed charge 'and of 50 per cent. in
the seat tax. The tax in regard to
commercial vehicles is to be increased
from the fixed charge of £1 to £2, and the
weight tax, from 5s. to lOs. per hundredweight.
These increases are not being sought
because the Transport Regulation Board
is unable to pay its way. When I was
a Minister the Board was just beginning
to turn the corner. From 1933 to 1943
its expendliture exceeded revenue by
£74,000. In 1943-44-the permit fees
having been introduced in 1941-the
Board 'Started to turn the corner and i1:
had a surplus of £4,800. In the next year
the 'Surplus was £5,000, and in the year
thereafter it had increased to £12,000.
In 1946-47 the surplus had stHl further
increased to £19,000. Then, when the
seart: tax was brought in by a Labour
Government-in 1947--the surplus rose
to £73,000.
When the Ministry of wHich I was a
member went out of office in 1945, we
were working out the details of that tax.
However, the Labour Government came
into office in 1947 and brought in the Bill
imposing the tax. In 1948-49 the surplus
leaped to £115,000. In 1949-'50, I understand, the surplus amounted to £134,000,
and for 1950-51 the figure wiLl have
reached probably about £150,000. The
interesting feature of this surplus of the
Transport RegulaHon Board, which probably aggregates £500,000, is that it has
praotically all gone dnto Consolidated
Revenue.
In the Bill introduced in 1947 by the
La·bour Government a special clause was
inserted dealing with the surplus. In
view of the large 'Surplus that was deemed
likely, it was provided that all the fees
were to be paid to a Transport Regulation Fund. Out of that fund there was
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to 'he paid ,first, the cost of admini'stration of the Board. Tha t was the first
charge to be imposed on the fund, and
after tha1: was paid there were to be paid
sums towards the cost of any project or undertaking, including in particular any municipal project or undertaking designed to afford greater convenience to the public and to assist or improve
the conditions of transport of passengers
or goods either generally or on any particula,r route or in any particular area.
The Bill f.urther provided that, if at
the end of the year, there was a surplus
in the fund and it had not an been spent
on those amenities, that surplus was to be
paid to Consolidated Revenue. There
has been a big surplus. Nothing has been
spent on amenities, and so the whole of
that m'oney has been paid into Consolidiated Revenue. When I was Minister of
Public Works I Istruggled to .get something out of that 1und. I had if~eived
deputations in country towns ,where the
people wanted to build fine conveniences
for the benefit of bus passengers. In the
last few months in which r was in office I
managed to get £10,000 out of the Director of Finance, who has tremendous
power ,in the disposal of moneys.
Struggling as he is all the time to make
ends meet, he does not want to use any
of rthe special moneys in the Tre:1sury.
The present Government has allocated
some of that fund, however.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Amoun'ting to
£10,000 a year.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I know that
in the past all the m'oney in the fund was
paid into Consolidated Revenue. Now
it is proposed to raise an extra £250,000.
That money is apparently not to be used
1:0 provide these amenities, for thiJS is a
taxing Bill introduced to provide money
for the Government to help it balance its
budget. Seeing that the permit fee at
£5, the licensing fee at £1, the seat tax
at £1, and the weight tax 5s. a hundredweight have produced an annual surplus of over £100,000, I aim rather doubtful about the effect of this amending
measure.
The Government estimated
an amount of £250,000. Indeed, that
estimate is very conservative; the
amount could quite easily be £500,000.
Transport is to pay and the money
raised is to be paid into Oonsolidated
Revenue.
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It is rather interesting to estim'ate
what the total figures will amount to. If
there are 90,000 permits granted per
annum and the permit fees are increased
by 50 per cent., it can easily be realized
that the total figure wHI be not £250,000
but £500,000. Perusal 01 the 1933 Act:
indicates that it was never in1tended th-a t
the Transport Regulation Board should
beoome a taxing authority, and the 1947
Alet confirms that view. Any surplus,
revenue in the Board's funds was to be
used for the provision of ameni-,
ties for road transport passengers,
which are as necessary as Igood roads.
Now, in 1951, 1:he Government proposes
to make the T.ransport Regulation Board
a tax-raising authority for the State.
We know that the deficit in the Rad[way Department lliis year wiH exceed
£3,600,000. J: am not aware of the full
contributions Iby road transporters under
the Commonwealth pet-rol tax, bu t I
think 'they exceed £9,000,000 'annually,
of whiC'h only a small lportion is recouped to Victoria. Road transport provides about .£3,500,000 annually in motor
registra:tion fees, none of which goes to
Consolidated Revenue. Untn this year,
motor driver's licen'ce fees had been contributing for some yeari more than
£100,000 annually to Consolidated
Revenue, and prob8Jbly under this legislation at least an 'additional £250,000
will be transferred to Consolidated
Revenue.
It is a pity that we are departing from
the principle that all revenue raised
from road transport should be used for
road-tID'aking punposes. Last year the
motor drivers' licence fee was increased
from 5s. to !10s. The -additional revenue
raised by that increase will not be spent
on the roads, but will be paid out
for other ,purposes. Every year there
has been a protest about revenue from
motor transport being dealt with dn that
way, !but when the motor drivers' licence
fee .was increased to :lOs., the additional
revenue received was used, among otiher
things, to save country municipa.'lities
from paying their share towards the cost
of the Country Fire Authority, and for
other pupposes.
Additional finance is necessary for the
maintenance of roads, but in this legislaTion the Government proposes to tax
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road transport for the purpose of making
up for defi'cits in other Departments. ,I
think members are entitled to a further
explanation of tfhe need for a fl15 maximum fee when the Government was able
to disclose a tremendous surplus when
the maximum was only £5. Even if the
£5 maximum were retained, the Government could easily raise the extra
£250,000 that it considers necessary.
The sitting was suspended from 6.18
p.m. until 7.53 p.m.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province}.-This is what is
termed an enabling Bill, because it
enables the Government to raise revenue
from transport as provided for in the
Budget.
Because the fees charged
vehicles licensed under the Transport
Regula tion Act are fixed by legislation,
an amending Bill is necessary before
those fees can be altered in any way.
Fortunately, railway rates and also water
charges may be altered by regulation.
I was impressed by the survey of the
working of the Transport Regulation
Acts given by Sir James Kennedy, who
was much more explicit than the Minister of Education or 1Jhe notes provided
by him. Because of the failure of
Governments to consolidate the Transport Regulation Acts, it is difficult to
appreciate what is involved when sections of the 1933 Act and sections of the
amending Act of 1946 are quoted. The
House 1,s indebted to Sir James Kennedy
for his explanation. Apparenty he has
gone to great trouble to study both the
principal Act and the amending Acts so
that he might clarify the position.
Sir James Kennedy referred to the
action of previous Governments in pay-,
irrg the proceeds from permit and licence
fees collected by the Transport Re.gulation Board into Consolidated Revenue.
I do not think that is as important as
Sir James Kennedy endeavoured to make
out, because, although those fees are
paid into Consolidated Revenue, it is
from the same source that money is
obtained to pay for the maintenance of
roads carried out by the Country Roads
Board. Actually, transport fees do make
an indirect contribution to the ,maintenance of roads. I should not like
members to accept the view that no con-
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tribution is made, because those people
who pay the fees make the best use of
the roads and should make some con..
tribution, either directly or indirectly, to
their maintenance.
The main provisions of the Bill provide for increased fees to be paid by
operators of commercial goods and commercial passenger vehicles.
r was
astounded to note the difference in the
fees charged in Victoria, as compared
with those operating in other States.
The Minister of Education seemed to be
proud of the fact that the fees paid by
Victorian operators compared favourably with the charges imposed in other
States, but, in my opinion, they compare very unfavourably. For instance,
the present licence fee paid in Victoria
on a 24-passenger vehicle is £30, and the
Bill proposes an 'increase to £53. However, in New South Wales, according to
Sir James Kennedy, Murray Valley
Coaches Limited pays a licence fee of
approximately £500 a year for a similar
vehicle. That illustrates how unfavourably Victoria is placed from a revenue
point of view in comparison with other
States.
(In my view, the transport industry is
a privileged one. For instance, commercial goods vehicles pick the eyes out of
the traffic, and the remainder is left for
the railways to carry. Road transport
m·akes heavy inroads into the revenue
of the Railway Department, hence the
necessity for 1Jhese increased fees and a
number of other increased taxes that are
at present under consideration. For that
reason, the road transport industry
should make a greater contribution to
revenue. The Railway Department is
unfortunately placed in many respects.
In some cases it is not the fault of the
Department that it cannot provide an
adequate service. We should ensure by
ta~ation, if it c:mnot be done bv any
other means, that road transport shall
carry only those goods not catered for
by the R'ailway Department. Probably
1Jhe idea of taxation and regulation moves
towards that end. As I say, the Railway Department carries the gO(lds left
over ·after road transport has taken its
pick, and also it is compelled to run
many unpayable lines in orrler that the
State might be developed. If that policy
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is to be pursued:, the railways must
show a huge deficit and the operators of
commercial road vehicles should make
some contribution, either directly or
indirectly, to meet that deficit.
My main concern is with regard to
the fees that are charged to commercial
road vehicles.
in this matter, the
operators are more than a 'privileged industry. For instance, under the present
scale of charges the operator O'f a
24-seater bus pays an annual fee of £30,
whereas under the new scale of charges
he will pay an annual fee of £53. For a
permit the maximum rate Is £5, and under
this Bill it is proposed that the maximum
fee shall be £15. The new Clharges
amount to an annual tax of £53 for a
24-seater bus, and rthese aJI'e charged
irrespective of whether the bus is on a
round trip from MelboUlrne to Sydney at
£25 lOr is engaged on a daily trip, up into
the 'hIals, or to -Frankston, at approximately lOs. or 12s. od. With a charge of
only £53 per annum for a 24-seater bus
it wouLd not take long -to liquidate indebtedness -to ·the Board. In Queensland there is a different method of charging a!l1:ogetilier, and it is one that is more
in keeping with the service rendered.
In that State,and in New South Wales,
there is a charge per ticket and not per
seat. That 1s anore equitable because
then the tax is imposed on the number
of times tlhe seat is used.
I ·have raised thds matter before, and
I now hope that the Government will
consider the revenue iposiltion, par...
ticulartly in regard to passenger services.
The Government should also review the
sftuation concerning commercial goods
vehicles and should hring them more into
Hne, as to fees, with tthe charges imposed
in New South Wales and South Australia,
which are more in 'keeping with the inroads m'ade by such vehioles on the
assets O'f tile State.
As to passenger vehicles, the situation
is involved by tlhe position of the Railway Department due to its inalbiLity to
cater efficiently for passenger services.
In making that criticism I aJPpreciate
thalt the Department is not responsible
for the existence of this situation. It
cannot obtain coal to .run full schedules.
If the owners of road transport vehicles
are to be permitted to take the cream of
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the traffic they should make a larger
contribution rthan they are now making
to the revenue of the State. Therefore
r submi:t these points for the considera~
Hon of the lMinister in charge of rthe BiU,
so rthat Caibinet may institute an investigation into the possibiU;ty of passenger
vehicles bedng taxed on the basis of
tickets issued rather than on seats. By
that means I think there would be
ohtained a considerable increase in
revenue.
if contend that :charges to-.day should
be more than they are both in respect
of passenger services and of heavy road
transport; and I submit these two proposals for 'ConsideraJtion-first, an increase of the -charges for heavily loaded
commercial vehicles, and then an increase
of the C'harges in respect of passenger
services-in the latter case the charge
to be on tickets instead of a t a
firm rate of 30s. per annum. I sUtPport
the Bill very reluotantly. I rea!lize that
in:creased revenue ·is necessary and thaJt
every avenue !has to !be e~loited by rthe
Government. But rthe burden of taxation
should be evenly distributed, if possible.
I believe thait the Itransport industry is a
privileged industry and that it should
not be allowed to continue as such.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-J was endeavouring
'to exp'lain last night that the !proper a!pproach to State finances was to deal wi-th
all the Departments showing losses.
Since yesterday, I have been inves·tigatiug a few others which I found to be in
accordance with the general pat-tern of
the socialistic outlook which seems to
,make people think they can give service
or sell articles below cost. ~ have never
been able to understand why there is a
body o'f public thought which seems Ito
assume that immediately a Government
has acquired sometJhing it can continue
.to meet payments for interest, wages,
materials and other services, and yet sell
. the total result at something under cost.
There must !be some reason in the public
mind 'for that way of thinhlng. I hape
I shall live long enough to understand
why 'people can come to the conclusion
tha t one can give something for nothing
merely because it is in the hands of a
Government Department which, with all
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due respect to public Departments, is
generally inefficient because of red tape
and other circumstances.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CIifdell Eager).
- I presume that Mr. Warner will deal

presently with the Bill before the House.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes, Mr.
President. I am trying to demonstrate
that the whole neoessity for this Bill is
due to an entirely wrong outlook on the
finances of the State. Its object is to tax
motor transport 'So that it shall contribute
towards the losses made in Government
Departments. There seems to be a pUlblic
outlook that when you tax things you
take it out of som~body''S profit. iJ would
think that probably 75 per cent. of the
public feel that if you tax some pari~icular
business or private enterprise it i'S taken
out of the profits of that enterprise.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-No. The
enterprise passes it on.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Quite
true. Mr. Colem'an said just now that
the source of revenue to which the BiN
re];ates should be e~loited. His definition of terms was perfectly accurate.
He feels that this source should be exploited.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-My point
was that instead of their exploiting the
Government we should exploit them.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes, that
the Government ,should exploit thi.s particular form of what Mr. Coleman would
describe as revenue. I see one excuse
for 1Jhe Bill, but the whole attitude of
tJhe Government is that this particular
form of !revenue should be exploited. It
amounts to this, that every person engaged in private enterpris,e has to return
to shareholders -dividends IOn the capital
employed. For many years past the
pl'(jfit has been 6 per cent. on funds.
More lI"ecellltiy the profit on capital has
risen to 8 per cent., on an average.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Real capital, or watered capttal?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Unfortunately, I hear a l'Ot about th-is matter
of watered capital.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-But you do
not know anything of it?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Frankly,
I do not. There are very few companies
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to-day whose capiftal, calculated by the
measuring rod of their assets at ourrent
pri'ces,aIlywhere nearJy represents their
1lrue value, and since [ am invited to give
some expression of opinion on this ma.tter, ,I should like to explain-The PRESIDENT.-It seems a little
remote from a Bill to fix fees.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Well, Mr.
President, I suggest that what I am saying will be seen to be relevant to the
Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-I can see that it
has a somewhat remote relevance.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think I
can relate it very closely to this measure
if you will permoit me, Sir. Let us assume
that there is a bus company which has
been operating for 25 years and has been
continuously depreciating its assets in a
proper manner and not in accordance
with the general procedure of Government Departments. Those assets will
be shown 4n the books of the
company at an average cost properly
depreciated, shall we say, as from
1905 or 1910.
If that equipment
were measured by the depreciated £1 of
1:lo-day, -it would be found to be undervalued and not watered. In other words,
it would be wo:nth a lot more. If the
assets were measured in the depreciated
£i1 it would ,be found that the capital of
the 'company was fair greater than that
measured !by its balance-sheet. Instead
of the -company having watered c8jpital
it (Would, in fact, have a capital that
was much greater than that shown in its
balance-sheets.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That
argument applies very specially to superannuated persons who paid for their
superannuation on a very different £1
from the £1 of to-day.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Of course
that is so, and I have suggested that
both supeI'tannuation and pensions should
move in accordance with adjustments of
fue basic wage. I also suggested last
night 'thiat I felt that the proper expense
to be charged against any enterprise,
whether Government or !private, is the
used-up value of equipment based on the
value of the £1 to-day and not upon
the £1 based a'S at 1900 or 1910. I
was trying to demonstrate that if a
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mana'ger Off a /business, whe1!her he IW'aS
good, bad, or indifferent, had the task
of repaying to shareholders a return
upon their capital, he must show a degree
of 'ability to do so, otherwise the directors
of the company would quite properly
" fire" him. The manager, who has to
see that the company pay;s dividends,
merely follows the normal course of
adding everything he has to pay to the
cost of the goods he is producing or the
services he is rendering. He charges
that to the public, plus sufficient to
enable the payment of 6 per cent. or 8
per cent. dividend on the funds he is
using. He has to meet stamp tax, income tax, saJes tax, registration fees, or
any other sUICh impost, and to add these
to the cost of the goods or to the increased cost of labouT with ~ts holiday
payor its sick payor its otfuer forms of
insurance. He !piles all together into
the profit and loss account and has to see
that on the sales side he has a sufficient
amount of m'oney to provide for all cos~s
plus dividend.
In the case of this transport situation,
when Mr. Coleman talks about exploitation he reaNy says, "We ought to exploit
the public by charging these additional
fees." As an accountant, he must know
tha t every hus proprietor and every other
operator must charge all ·such fees ro
the cost of freight haulage or of transporting his pas'sengers so that he receives
back all his costs, including this particular impost, in the form O'f .fares and
frei.gh t charges.
The Han. P. L. COLEMAN.----I do not
agree 'with 'that. It m·ay come out of
the profits, but if these people put too
much on to their charges they will lose
their business, for the public will look
to the railways or other 'forms of
transport.
The Hon. A. G. WA:RNER.-'What~.
Coleman is recommending is this, in my
opinion: He is saying, "Let us exploit
the public by charging upon all operators
of transport greater fees so that they
will have to charge more for the services
they render."
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.---4 did not
say that at all.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They do
have to charge every cost into the jo:b.
On ·the one hand there is the Prices
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Branch, the Minister of Public Works
as the second party, and' the T.ransport
Regulation Board as the third party, and
between the three of ,them tJhey either
grant or do not grant a Ucence, or they
grant or do not grant an incre'ase in the
prices that these various forms of transport may impose. In the case of buses
running round the suburbs, we see a
clear demonstration of what I am saying. Some one says to them, "You shall
not charge more than a certain amount
for a particular fare over a particular
route." Now, as the result of this particular policy-and I am not interested
in which 'authority is being stupid, because all o'f them are stupid when doing
these tricks----they say, "You shall not
charge more than a certain price." So
a route proves unprofitable and the
manager of the conce~n and his board
of directors are no longer able to pay
a profitable rate of interest or a
proper dividend on the ,shares. Thii!l
authority says, "You shall not be
allowed to charge a proper rate." What
haJppens? Does the bus operaltor suffer?
No. He 'S,ays, "I have 'had' it; I will
not continue." He then goes into some
other business. In effect, the authority
says that it will charge so much in fees,
or that it wiN be so stupid (xmcerning
regulations that it will deprive 'a number
of people of bus services. So, there is
started that long chain of circumstances
of which the final step is the socialization of a particular operation. Then
socialized bus services which are run on
a basis on Which insufficient depreciation
is allowed will continue to make losses
which the taxpayers will have to repay.
A·t the same time, the 'Public wHI get poor
service.
That will be the result of all these
fictitious methods of finance and control.
I suggest that we ought to start a new
line of thought. We ought to examine the
financial position of all Government Departments. This is the responsibility of
Parliament, more than of the heads of
Depwtments, none of whom, I am sure,
wishes to give free service. They would
prefer ·that their Departments slhoutd t?e
prosperous and show a profit, enabling
them to buy new eqUipment and g~ve
good ser:vice to the Ipublic. However,
Parliament appears to insist on creating
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a policy which entails the making of
losses. Then, after having seen the
spectacle of the dismal :failure of all
these Government Departments and instrumentaUties we say, in effect, that because 3!l1 these tihings have been such
absolute fa'iJ.ures and because proper
prices cannot the obtained for our
services, the cost of transport must be
increased and pas~edi on to the public as
taxes.
lIt must not 'be thought t1hat rth~ metropolitan bus operators are 'the only
persons who wiLl s·uffer. The Transport
Regula tion Boarid /Will ,be pressed by
Governments to increase .registration
charges to the maximum. I S1.1Spect Ithat
\n due course a fee of £15 1Wd1libe payable
In respect of every transport requirement. What wiN happen then? Private
transport operators will add £15 to all
their other charges, including sales tax,
primage duties, licence fees, excise duty
on p~trol and other costs. Jtt will be
necessary to charge such high fares that
in tending passengers wiU be unable to
pay them, and the bus operators will go
out of business. The pr·ivate transpoI'lt
operator wHI not worry a 'great deal
abourt: it, as he will then put his money
into' some other investment. However,
tlhe farmer and the travelling public wi;}!
suffer.
I know of one eXicuse, and one excuse
only, for the introduction of this Bill.
It lies in the fa<:t th'at the New South
Wailes Government has been more than
stupid. It has been said that proper sea
tI'lansport is not available and that many
difficu1l1:ies a'ssolCia ted with it are being
eXiperienced. It is also said that insufficient raH/Way 1ruoks are avai1able to
carry ttlhe frei.ght to be transported.
Therefore, it will create another difficulty. The charges for the road transport freight are then made so excessive
that the cost oJ living is forced up. In
New South Wales an absurd· fee of something like 3d. per ton mile is charged at
the present time. At one time it was
as high as 6d.
If motor transport is restridted and if
New South Wales is making money out
of it, the State Government apparently
takes the view tha tit might as well
hop in for its cut," because if it does
not do so the New South Wales GovernU
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ment will iprobably charge still higher
rates. The charges will probably rise so
high that the ability of people in the two
States to communicate with each other
by means o'f road transport will he elimina ted. I wonder if we will then turn
round and say, " Are we not clever, having driven all the road business into the
hands of the ships, whiCh at the present
time are so thoroughly congested?" The
effect will also be to force freight from
the roads to the railways which cannot
handle it.
Tha't, fina1ly, will be the
result of this Gilbertian method of finance
which is completely objectionable.
I strongly recommend to the Government that it should investigate the
affairs of the Departments which are
losing money and which create all these
difficult,ies in order to square their ridiculous method of finance. Proper charges
should be applied by all the Departments
so that enough m'oney can be raised to
enable them to give proper service to the
public, leaving motor transport to give its
particular type of service without burdenling it with more losses due to our inadequate socialistic enterprises which all
along the line prove to be inefficient.
This is a peculiar psychology, which is
nat based on mathematical reasoning, because mathematics do not work out that
way. It must be an inherent belief in
the minds of many people that because
a service is sociali7Jed it can be provided
at a cheaper rate, but it does not work
out that way. That is made quite clear
by the effect of the Budget and the
statistics of the vaii'OU's Departments.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).-I do not propose to
follow Mr. Warner into an argument
which, in my view, was entirely irrelevant to the Bill. Mr. Warner is probably one of the staunchest apostles of
free enterprise. The implications of his
arguments all pdint to the fact that he
desires everything to be free. He desires
that those people, who, one readily admlits, serve the .people very properly.
should be placed in a position of
not having to pay taxation or to
bear any part of the extraordinary
capital cost involved in the maintenance of the roads, by the provision of which the movement of their
vehicles is made possible. Concerning
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that point, he is as silent as the grave.
He wants the State and Socialism to provdde the means whereby the road transport industry can funotion.
Mr. Warner has not suggested that
road operators should themselves carry
the burden of the construc.tion and maintenance of the highways of the State.
How could they alone embark upon such
a programme? How much money would
their shareholders be prepared to put
into such an enlterprise, which involves
the expenditure of hundreds of millions
of pounds in the construotion and continual maintenance of the roads and
highways? He wants the community to
do that; he wants this p~ivileged class of
which he speaks to be exempt from any
share of the burden-an increasing
burden-which is placed on the community in the maintenance of roads.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Do you
not think that the payment of £9,000,000
in petrol tax represents a share of the
financial burden?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Who
gets the benefit of that?
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-The people.
The Hon. WTI...LIAM SLATER.-Victoria, which has been responsible fur the
construction and maintenance of the
roads, has not received all the revenue it
has contributed in petrol tax. It is true
that portion of the revenue has been
handed to it by respective Commonwealth Governments, but, as I am
reminded by the Minister of Public
Works, a great deal of that revenue is
put into the coffers of the Commonwealth Government.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That does
not alter the fact that it is contributed
.
by road motor transport.
Tohe Hon. W1lILIAM SLATER.-That
may be so, but after aLl it is only a fraction of the cost of bui'lding and maintaining roads. I am concerned about the
burden which road operators should
properly bear.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They do
bear their sihare of the burden.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-They
do not bear anything like the cost of the
laying down and the maintaining of the
roads. I challenge my f,riend to prove
that they do so.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-If the whole of
the £9,000,000 contributed by motor
transport was returned to Victoria and
was spent on the roads, as well as the
motor registration fees, the Country
Roads Board would have plenty of
money with wfhich to carryon its
activities.
The Hon. wnLtAM SLATER.-A
great deal o'f that money is expended by
the Commonwealth Government on its
own activities.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Motor
transport is not responsible for the misappropriation of the money.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-" Misappr.opdation" is an unhappy word. I
do not intend to be diverted from the
point of my argument. Mr. Warner
complains about what has been done by
New South Wales in relation to the imposition of heavy taxation. Having reg'ard to the types of vehicles th'a t are to
be seen moving at high speeds in inoreasing numbers from New South
Wales into this State, little imagination
is required to visualize the great damage
that is being done to the roads by those
v~hides.
Therefore, I suggest it i~ beyond argument that it is not unreasonable to impose fairly heavy taxation on
those vehicles in order that they shal1
make their fair contribution towards the
cost of the upkeep of the roads. That is
my reply to the argument of Mr. Warner.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The mon,py is
being used to offset the deficit of the railways; it is not being used for road construction and maintenance.
The Han. WliLLIAM SLATER.-There
may be some truth in that view, but that
is irrelevant to the Bill. Does Mr.
Warner 'Suggest that private enterprise
in Australia could supply a good subur..
ban railway service as is provided by the
Railways Department? It is one of the
finest servoices to ·be found in any part
of the world in point of convenience,
fa.cility and C{lm.f.ort, and quality of service. Again I ask, how could private
commercial vehicles transport the Victorian wheat harvest as it is carried
by the railways? If that were attempted,
an appalling situation would ardse, and
the wheat farmers of this State would
face disaster.
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The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-H is done in
America.
The Hon. WLll1I..JAH.\1: SLATER.-In
America problems in relation to this
rna tter exist.
Subsidies have been
gran ted in ufder to main tam many of
the railway sYistems, and those systems
have been buttressed by public moneys
and rebate:;. I suggest that Mr. Warner
should study the Bill more closely. If
he doe~ so he will reaUze that there is
no justification for 'his criticism. All
that is being done is to impose on certain
people a certain burden which they
should properly bearr for the wear and
tear caused to the roads by the vehicles
they operate, and that is not unreasonable. The contribution whioh they are
called upon to make is very small in
comparison wHh that which is imposed
on road operators by other States, one
of which is governed by a Labour
Government 'and the other by a Liberal
admini~tration.
The Liberal Government in South Australia has probably
taxed road users to a grea ter e~tent than
has any other Government in Australia.
That has been done because road operators are the greatest users of the highways of the State.
I agree .wIth Mr. Coleman that a seat
tax is not the fairest method of distributing Nle burden, because one
vehicle might operate on the roads for
only 1,000 miles in the year, while
another might t~avel hundreds of
thousands of miles over the same route.
'f.he fairest system is that which
operates in New South Wales and
Queensland, where a tax on each tioket
issued is imposed. Earlier this year .I
travelled from Murwillumbah to Brisbane, the Fare being £1. Of that sum
45. 6.d. was paid in tax. Finally, the tax
falls on the passenger who uses the
vehide. After all, it is the proper contribution that he should make f.or the
use of ·the roads. That is the essential
purpose of the BHl, which I think is just.
My only disagreement with ·i t is with my
colleague tfuat it does not go far enough.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-In /the past the
people of Victoria have benefited through
progress Ibrought about by private enterprise, but the debate on this Bill has been
devoted to justifying fUI'lther ,inroads of
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Socialism against private ent·&pri·ge. It
has been saud that motor transpoI'lt is a
privilleged industry. The tax prqposed in
t!he Bill i's merely a Iportion of the total
tax paid by this industry, which is the
largest In the State. I ,can foresee further
increases being for.ced UlPon the transport industry in the way of higher registration fees. This industry pays into the
pool :of taxation through the :pet'rol tax
moretlmn any other industry. If tlhe
taXiation ievied upon ·the industry fWas
put into a fund to be devoted to improving and maintaining the roads of the
State, no complaint 'Would be raised by
the industry. If that were done those
engaged in the industry would be pleased
because they would benefit hy improved
roads, which woU'ld reduce their ,repair
bills and other running costs.
From the Icourse of the debate, one
would imagine ·tha t Ithere were no other
vehilcles on rthe road, but I !WouLd tpoint
out tha1t there are !private trucks, trucks
of primary !producers andtihousands of
O'ther velhides that are nat run for commercial punposes. Mr. Coleman offered
various e~cuses as to why the railways
cannot compete with road transport, and
he blamed lack of coa.il and .ghorltage of
staff. If honorable members !Will cast
their minds back Ito the times when those
difficulties did not exist they wiLl remember that ·1lhen privaJte motor bus operatoI'iS
were creating goodwHI and consolidating
their business. Mr. Jones frequently refers to the railwa.y servi!ce to Mansfield.
When plenty ,of coallWas ,av'ailalble to the
Departmen't, bus operators in that ·area
bui'lt up a goodwill despite the competition o'f the raiLways. Now ·the road
transport :system is !Worth a .good .deal of
money and sat,i;sifaction to residents
in that area, who have been badly
s'erved by the RaHway Dep~tment,
which did not direct its attention to
either :comfort or efficiency in running
its servi'ce.
Wha,t occurs in metropolitan suburbs
·served thy buses? In spite of all ,the
difficulties encountered, private bus
routes have continued, !but it appears
tha t efforts are mrade sometimes to
cripple the operators. There is no protest against Government instrumentalities 'raising their fares, but approval is
not given Ifor similar action to be taken
by private bus operatoI'ls.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Approval
was not given in relation to ,certain bus
lines.
TheRon. E. P. CAMERON.-Approval
for i'n.creased fares was not given and
now peDiPle are being deprived of bus
services.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Of the bus
routes 'that have gone out of business
-eighit or nine operators were .given permission to increase the fares.
The Hon. E. P. CAM-ERON.---All to'ld,
nhirteen lines have ceased to operate.
Private bus owners dn suburban areas
have allWays Ibeen compelled to fi:gh t
against restricted Toutes. They are told
"You must not run here or there in
case you iOOmpete with Ia Government
transport system."
Then they are
informed, "You must .charge the s'ame
fares as :we direct." The outcome is
that the pulhlic is being deprived of an
efficient service. If the present attacks
upon private entel1Prise continue, ,we win
soon wonder whether the State is for the
people, or whether the people mus't bend
to the :pattern of Ithe State. 'We are fast
approaching the JJa tter s'tage.
The
increased revenue that will be de:nived
f.rom the imposition of this tax is to go
into one pool-Consolidated Revenue--out of wlhich will be met the debit
balances of ~artments and public instrumentalities. On this 'and simHar Bills
the representations of members are
passed over. We are merely expressing
our views, ,and we cannot hope th'a t this
Government and its, supporters win act
upon the considered suggestions that are
made from time to time.
The Bon. T. B. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) .-1 am opposed to increased
charges ,for permits for passenger ibuses
and road hauliers. We heard something
of ,this proposal at a municLpa,1 con~
ference held at 1St. Arnaud in i\)pril l:ast,
when the chairman of the Country Roods
Board intimated fuat he was applying
to the Minister of Public Workls for a
doubling of the 'Cha~ges for permits of
this nature. The CalSe ,that he Iput in
support of the proposal was that, in view
of the shortage of Ifevenue, it would be
better ,for road hauliers to pay these
increased ch'arges so ilia t ,the roads
could 'be maintained ,than for them to
continue under the present conditions.
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If the money ,to Ibe raised by th'is special

taxa tion was devoted to the construction
and maintenanoe of roads by the Country
Roads Boar.d, we 'could offer tittle or no
objection to the Bill. However, the
money is to be :paid 'into Consolidated
Revenue, and those meeting the in·
creased ,charges will receive practically
no benefit. I think ,that is most unfair.
The increased charges for these permits
must be passed on to 'the public, as the
road hauliers will not be able to stand
them. Many bus services are assisting
the railtways; they are not running in
opposi tion to 'them. Before a permit is
given for a bus Ipassenger se.rvke to
operate, ,it must Ibe proved ,that it will. not
act to the detriment of the Rai1JWay
Department.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.--The railways
must not be upset.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-That is so.
Many services are operating in country
districts, and it is essential that people
there should be afforded travel facilities
because railways canndt adequately serve
the areas; they have not the ela'sticity
of road transport. r t is definitely unfair
to further tax these operators, and 1
differ from Mr. Coleman who agrees that
the charges should be doubled. That will
drive operators off the roads, and country
residents wi'll be prevented from hav,ing
available means of transport to a railhead or some other civic centre. 1 fear
tha t further taxation of this nature will
act to the detriment of country people,
who owe a debt of gratitude to hauliers
for the excellent work they have done
during raHway strikes and other emergencies. They have played an important
part in our national economy, and efforts
should not be made to restrict their activities in bringing produce to the city and
transporHng to the country, .goods that
are urgently needed.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-Road
hauliers have exploited country people
righlt and left.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-They have
not done so. The charges that they have
made we~e fixed by the Transport Regula tion Board. 1 oppose the Bill.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
ProVlince).-1 would not be doing justice
to people in outback areas if 1 did not
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submit a case on their behalf in opposition to the Bill. I am surprised that
the road transport systems of the State
should be chosen as the medium of a Bill
from which the Government proposes to
derive additional revenue.
As I have
stated on previous occasions, our road
transport systems have been interfered
with by the Transport Regulation Board
ever sin'ce that authority was constituted.
The interference has been such that from
time to time the Board has tried to prevent the opening up of many areas in the
outback by means of motor transport. If
honorable member,s will study a railway
map of the State, they will see that although many railway lines run east and
west, few run north and south. People
desiring to travel from the northern to
the southern parts of the State have to
go many mUes oult of their way to reach
their destination, which means extra
expense.
After visiting the Warrnambool agricultural show this week-end, [ wish to
return to Horsham. If I des'ire to travel
by railway, I will have to leave Warrnambool early on Saturday morning, come
to Melbourne, and wait for the Adelaide
express in order to reach Horsham. That
will involve a long day's travelling over
hundreds of miles. However, if I travel
by motor transport, I can leave Warrnambool in the morning and arrive in Horsham early in the afternoon. Why should
a passenger desiI"ing to travel from the
southern to northern paI"ts of the State
be penaHzed because he cannot use the
railways? That i'S wrong in principle.
Why should persons who are not provided with railway facilities suffer an
extra burden of taxation when they
travel by other means?
Speakers in favour of the Bill have
mentioned the enormous charges that
have arisen because of damage to our
roads by motor transport operators. One
cannot use an)'lthing unless one assists to
wear it out. What is happening with
our railways? Recently I asked the
Leader of the Government in this House
to inform me of the number of men
employed in the maintenance of our
railway lines. In his reply, the honorable
gentleman said that for a period of eight
years 2,500 employees have been engaged
maintaining railway lines, at an average
The Hon. R. C. Rankin.
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cost of £1,250,000 a year. Those men
were engaged looking after the lines only.
The Railway Department does not pay
taxation, whereas motor transport pays
£9,000,000 a year for the petrol that it
uses, but for th,at expenditure it does
not benefit greatly in the way of maintenance of roads. In addition, motor
transporters pay heavy customs duty on
every vehicle that enters the country,
and also on spare parts. Country people
must pay the freight on goods both ways.
They pay freight on the products of their
farms and also on such ma'terials as
supenphospha tes, bags, and the other
requirements of ·country districts.
I am troubled when I think that a
Country party Government intends to
increase the taxation on a form of transportation that means so much to the outback parts of the State. I have noticed
that Mr. Grigg and I have been the only
two country members who have spoken
in the interests of rural dwellers. I suppose that every country member knows
full well that in his constituency there
are tracts of land that never would have
been opened up but for mooor hauliers
establishing tvansport systems in those
portions of the State. There are such
areas in Gtppsland and the Western
District, and 'motor transport has opened
them up and assisted in their development. I am speaking of districts that
the railways cannot reach. The factors
tha t will count more in the future development of Victoria are good roads and
a free and open go to the transport
systems serving such districts.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-A free and
open go!
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-----I do
not want the transport systems to be
free of taxation, but I do not wish to see
them taxed out of existence. Mr. Slater
will recall that when he represented the
Assembly constituency of Dundas there
were di'Stricts where the settlers had
nothing but horse-drawn vehicles for a
long time. When motor hauliers went
to those parts, the farmers welcomed
them. I can recall when the agriculturists used waggons and horses to cart
their wool and to bring back superphO'sphates from the railway stations. Now
those men produce wool and other exportahle commodities and save the keep
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of horses because their goods are carted
from their door to Melbourne at no
greater cost than when they had to send
commodities to the local railway station,
pay the railway freights and further
charges for delivery to Melbourne or
Geelong stores. Now the producers dispose of their materials without delay.
Wool loaded at the Gymbowen railway
station took three weeks to reach Melbourne or Geelong. Now it is picked up
by motor hauliers at 7 o'clock ali night
and received at the stores next day.
Quick deliveries of their commodities
would have meant much to farmers when
they were paying high rates of interest
on mortgages, 'and most of them had
mortgages. Now they are able to sell
their wool much more quickly than they
oould when it was held up in the railway
goods sheds.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-8ome
wanted an extension of the railway line
to Edenhope.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-8ince the
ex-servicemen have settled there, there
has been no demand for an extension of
the railway. if people willing to open up
vast areas in this State are to be taxed
off the roads, the State will not develop.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Although I may agree
broadly with some of the criticism that
has been made, we have to face things
as they ·are to-day and not as they might
be in a Utopian State. The unfortunate
fact is that Victoria has a deficit to make
up and the Government has decided not
to burden ,the State with a defi'cit which
would finaJly affect our loan funds.
Therefore, we have had to increase taxationand spread it equitably over every
field. We have raised the freights and
fares in the Railway Department to a
substantial degree. I do not think those
who use motor vehicles will object to
carrying some share of the taxation. I
have heard no great out-cry from the
motor transport section of the community
about the Government's proDosals. I
believe that section is prepared to carry
the extra taxation, and -in all probability
it will increase its own charges. The
Government has been reluctant to impose these imposts. Ministers do not
increase taxation for the love of it. As
a Government we know the taxes are
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unpopular, but we have had the backbone to take this action. I know that
road transport industry faces many
charges. If honorable members can
assist me ·as Minister of Public Works to
exert pressure on the Commonwealth
Government to let Victor-ia h~ve a bigger
cut of the petrol tax revenue, they would
be doing something of value. I do not
blame the Menzies-Fadden Government
any more than any other Commonwealth
Administration, but Victoria is receiving
only 17 per cent. of the petrol tax income. If we could secure half of the
£9,000,000 collected in Victoria through
the petrol tax, we could do much.
The .Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-To say
nothing of the Customs duties collected
on the motor vehicles.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Since motor
transport .is paying these taxes, why add
more?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Taxes are
being imposed on the bettor and the
drinker, and we ask every other section
to carry its share of the burden of taxation. Mr. Cameron mentioned the question of 'bus fares. The majority of the
owners o~ buses running on eight out of
the thirteen routes spoken of received
permission to increase their fares in
July as they were entitled to. Nevertheless, the routes are still uneconomic. A
night service has been dis-continued because it did not pay. I ask the House to
accept the facts as they are. I thank Mr.
Warner for his remarks on uniform taxation. If Victoria received justice from
the Commonwea.Jth, this Government
would not have had to impose half of
these charges on the community.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Increase of fees for permits
for 'Commercial passenger and goods
vehicles).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbournp.
North Province).-I 'Consider this is the
appropriate time to make at least one
observation. I have suspected from arguments advanced by members of the
Liberal party that they have favoured
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a free and open go for a privileged section of the community, and I am pleased
that to-night that view has gone on
record.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-:1 think the Minister handling the Bill should give some explanation as to how the permit charges are
made. As we learn from the Bill the
max,imum permit fee has been £5 for
some years, but it is to be £15. I wish
to know who fixes it. We should be told,
because the proposed rise is tremendous;
it is about 200 per cent. The sum of
£15 might be charged for a permit to
run a few miles or to run an interstate
trip.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne W(lst ProvillJce).-I have been
touched by the crocodile tears shed by
some members over the transport industry.. I do not wish it to be understood that I made a statement attributed
to me by Mr. Warner. I did not say
tha t the ,increased oharges should be
passed on. My idea has been that the
transport companies are in a position to
carry the extra charges. That is evidenced by the development of the passenger services.
TherP. are the Aussie
Tours 'and Ansett's. The companies
started from scratch after the war, and
an enormous industry has been developed
out of profits. The passenger transport
services in South Australia and New
South Wales are paying greatly increased contributions to the revenues of
those States. aIlId they are able to operate
at a profit. Therefore we can imagine
tihe enormous profits that the Vktorian
companies are making.
According 'to
the press this morning one companyAnsett Airways-has reduced its fares
by 25 per cent.
The question may be
aSked, How could it do that? It has
done th'at because it has combined the
receipts of the road transport and airways, and because of the enormous
profits of its road transport section it
has been able to subsidize its air transport. tIt is well known that the nonsocialistic Ausnralian National Airways
is well conducted, but Ansett's has
been able to reduce its fares by 25 p'er
cent.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-H is the last
kick of a dying dog.
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The Ro.n. P. L. OOLEMAN.-It is not
nearly dead, and 1t is still extending its
a'ctivities. I do nO't tll·ink any honorable
mem'ber in this Chamber desires to force
road transport off the roads; it has a
valuable place in the development of the
State and it has flourished by exploiting
the assets of this State. Mr. Ran:kin gave
a ciear/insta,nce when he mentioned that
the Railway Department is compelled to
employ 2,000 men in mainta,ining the
lines. If the transport companies had
to make such a contribution to the maintenance of the roads, they would find
fuemselves in a different position
altogether.
In ,regard to the petrol tax and to
various contributions to the revenue on
the pa!lt of the transport industry, the
Minister has answered ·the point clearly.
Most of that revenue ,goes into the
coffel'!s of the Commonwealth. If Victoria received a fair Ishare of the petrol
tax and of customs duties ithere would
not be any need for thlis legisLation at
all. This Parliament is oompelled to
levy these charges so as to :baiance its
budget. On·a number of occasions Mr.
Warner has lI"eferred to losses .on State
Departments, but the same situation
operated Wlhen tile Government of
which he was a prominent member was
in office. The l.osses were just as great
as they are to-day.
The H.on. A. G. W ARNER.-No, that is
oot right.
The Hon. P. L. COuEMAN.-Mr.
Warner was unable, despite the assistance .of Sir James Kennedy and other
prominent members of his party, to
remedy the position. In rega:rd to Mr.
Warner's own Mil1liJstry-1:ihat of Housing-I heard him indicate that he was
a very successful Minister because of the
number of houses he had Ibeen able to
get built.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin).--I would remind Mr. Coleman
that that matter i,g not relevant to the
clause before the Committee.
The Hon. P. L. OOLEMAN.-The
losses on public Departments have v)
be made up from increased .revenue such
as can be obtained from an increase of
transport charges. I was merely remarking !nat, on his own estimation,
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Mr. Warner was eminently more aible as
an adm1inistrator 'than 1s the present
Minis1er of Housing, ,because he got
more houses bunt during hi'S .regi,me.
But when he was in a posiltion to do
more about tJhe financilaJ position of 'the
State and of its Departments than he is
at .present he 'Was unable to do anything.

Bill.
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ADMIN!ISTRATION AND PROBATE
(,ESTATES) [BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a fWst time.
STAMPS (DUTIES) BIDL.
Th,is Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of 'thP
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
W'Orks), was read a fir.st time.

I think these charges should be
met from the profits of the transport companies, which are obviously
making very substantial profits.
If
they pass the charges on they will
find themselves in a position where
the public will refuse to pa tronize
them 'aIIld ,will revert to some other
means of transpor.t in order to get better
value for 1lheir money. I have never
advocated that road transport should be
fOTCed ,off the road. In the outback
particularJy, road traI1$port has made
very great contributions to the development of the State, and I agree tba't it
should not be taxed out of the business.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Educa1:ion) .-Sir James Kennedy
asked, " Who fixes the tiees?"
I
may inform him that the Transport Regulation iBoar'd does so, according to the varying degrees of the
operations a,s 'set out in the or,iginal Act.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Provrnce).-I wish to Ifefute a point
that was .raised by Mr. Coleman.
He
said that ,if we got back from the Commonwealth the sum of £9,000,000 to
which he referred this legislation wouLd
not be necessary.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Not the
legislation, but these proposed increased
charges.
Sir J,AMES KENNEDY.-That is not
so. If the £9,000,000 came back to the
State it would be devoted to the
roads. The money being raised by this
legislation is to be paid into Consolida ted Revenue; it is not going to be
used to build roads. The Government
does oot spend lany of its Consolidated
Revenue on the construction of roads.

That it he an instruction to the Committee that they have power to consider a
suggested amendment to remove doubts
about the existing apportionment of licence
fees between occupier and owner.

The clause was ag.reed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the Ho'use
without amendment, and passed 1l11I~ough
its rem'aining stages.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
hi connection
wH:h thi,s instruction, I wish to ask if
it wHl be necessary for IMr. Slater also
to moOve for an instruction t'O the Com,md ttee to a'mend the ti tIe of the Bill.

c

LICENSING (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned f'roOm tJhe
previous day) on t1he motion IQf the
Hon. P. T. Byrnes (Minislter of Publ1c
Works) for the second rea'ding of this
Bnl was resumed.
The Hon. WILLIAtM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).-I thad practically concluded last night the obsezvations I
wdshed to make on ,this Bill.
The
debate wa,s adjourned to give me an
opportunity of oonsidering 'the effect uf
a decision of the High Court, which
f.ound 'in favour of an owner of licensed
premises who, because of a pecuJ,iar
agreement whioh he had entered int,a
with his 'licensee, was enabled to escape
his contribution of three-eighths of the
fee on itlhe liquor purchases whidh Parliament definitely intended should be 'the
burden on the 'Owner of licensed
premises. I have an amendment to submit in Committee which will ,require an
instruction.
Before the Bill is ,taken
into Committee I shall move, by leave,
tha t a cevtain instruction be given the
Comm1ttee.
The motion was agreed to.
,The Bill was read a se,cond time and
ordered to be committed.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
GaHa Province) .-1 move, !by leave-

Province).-~or .guidai1l!ce
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If the Committee accepts the amend-

men t, will not tlhe alteration ,of the Bill
require ·a oonsequential amendment of
its title?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I think
it will requiTe a oonsequentiai amendment to alter the title.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I merely
desired to point that out.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The precise ·terms of 1:1he amendment
are not before the House, but the title
of the Bill 'is sufficiently wide to ,cover it.
The title contains the words "and for
other purposes." Sometimes those words
are limited by the words that precede
them, but this Bill, by its title, relates
to fees under ,section 19 of the Act.
Therefore the titile would not present a
difficulty. However, it ,would not be
proper to .make any an Ucipa tory remarks
before the judgment of the Oh'airman of
Committees has been given on this point.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was oommitted.
Clause ,1, provJding, inter alia(1) This
Act may be cited as the
Licensing (Fees) Act 1951 and sh'all be read
and constructed as one with the Licensing
Act 1928 (hereinafter called the principru
Act) and the Acts amending the same all
of which Acts and this Act may be cited
together as the Licensing Acts.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public WOI'lks).-I moveThat it be a suggestion to the Assembly
that they make the following amendment in
SUb-clause (1) :-Omit "constructed" and
insert "construed."

The suggested amendment was agreed
to, and the clause was postponed.
Clause 2, providing, inter alia(1) Sub-section (1) of section nineteen
of the Principal Act as amended by any Act
1s hereby amended as follows:(a) In paragraph (a) for the words" four
per centum" there shall be substituted the words "six per centum."

(f) In paragraph (g) for the words" four

per centum" there shall be substituted the words "six per centum."

. The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Ga1la Province) .-During the secondreading debate on this Bill last night, I
indicated that under section ,19 of the
prindpal aot it was provided-and
Parliament always thought that that was

RiU.

the :law-that in the contribution to the
compensation fund of four :per cent. on
liquor purcha'ses, 'the contrtbution by the
owner should be three-eighths and that
of the licensee shoUld he five-eighths.
Doubts arose on this matter and a
certain owner of licensed premises included in his lease a iProvision which
stipula ted ilia t the licensee should pay
addi.tiona:l rent based on I! per cent. on
tlhe total liquor pur-chases. In other
wor:as, this was a clear case of a transfer
of the owner's obligation to pay his threeeighths of the annual contribution to the
.compensa;tion fund. The matter was
taken to the Supreme Court and His
Honour Mr. Justice O'Bryan thought .that
the agreement was contrary 10 section
19 and was, therefore, null and void.
However, he referred the matter to the
Full Court which took a different view.
Subsequently, it was taken to the High
COlll!'t of Australia and there was a
division of leg1al opinion there, the
majority of the Justices holding that the
agreement did not violate1:Jhe section and
tha t the 'owner of the prerndses was
justified in entering .into an agreement of
that kind. In my view it was a violation of the spirh of tl1e Jaw. I think
it rwas Parliament's intention that the
payment should :be ba~ed upon contributions of ,t'hrP.e-eigh ths and five-eightlhs
respectively by the owner and the
licensee. For the purpose o'f making the
position perfectly clear, I moveThat it be a suggestion to the Assembly
that .the following new sub-clause b~ added
to sub-clause (1)"( ) After paragraph (c) of sub-section
(3) of section nineteen of the principal Act
there shall be inserted the expression'and any term of the agreement or
lease-(i) whereby any rent or any part of
the rent for any licensed
premises or any collateral
payment or obligation is or
may
be
computed
by
reference, direct or indirect,
to purchases or sales of
liquor; or
(ii> which in the opinion of any
court of competent jurisdiction would frustrate or avoid
the operation of the foregoing provisions of this subsectionshall be void and of no effect'."

The effect of the adoption of the amendment would !be to restore the law ro
wha t we thought it was.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDy.-Was tihe case
you have mentioned an isolated one?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Last
night I 'intimated -that the majority of
hotel..keepers did not share -the view of
the particular owner to whom I have
referred. I know that 'the breweries
have never resorted to this subterfuge
and have aLways applied the law as they
thought it to be. They have met their
contribution of three-eighths and the
licensee-tenant has 'Paid the five-eighths
to the fund. Most oJ the owners in the
hotel business have also construed the
law in that way, and it is only the e~cep
tional owner who has resorted to this
subterfuge in an attempt to defeat the
purposes of the law.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public -Works).-JI am prepared to accept
the amendment and I hQpe it will have
the desired effect. Sub-section (3) of
section 19 of the !principal Act provides,
inter aliaNotwithstanding anything to the contrary
in any agreement whether made before or
after the coming into operation of this Act(a) any licensed vktualler who holds a
victualler's licence for any premises
of which he -is not the owner and
who pays the annual licence-fee for
such licence fixed on a percentage
basis may without suffering any
penalty imposed by any such agreement deduct from any rent payable
by him for the premises for any
year in respect of which such fee is
paid a sum equal to three-eighths of
the amount of such fee or may
• recover the sa.id sum in any court of
competent jurisdiction from the
owner of the premises;

It would appear that that 'provision is
fairly wa ter-tigh t.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-We all
thought it was.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I discussed
-this matter to-day with various officials,
including the Crown Solicitor. As Mr.
Slater said, the decision of the High
Court of Australia has raised -a doubt
in this rna tter and his desire is to
tighten the provision's. While I have the
greatest admiration for his desire, I
should point out that after all it does
come down to a question between landlord and tenant. There may be other
means of evading this provision. As the
rents of licensed premises are not pegged,
Session 1950-51.-[212]
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it is possible for a licensee who rents an
hotel to have tc pay a varying scale of
rent.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-':"The provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act
have been largely subverted by the use
of the term " licence" instead of " lease."
That has also been a matter of judicial
determination.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It might
come to a question between a landlord
and tenant, and certain people may
eventually contract themselves out.
Generally speaking, the provisions of the
Act are observed in the trade. I sought
an opinion -from the chairman of the
Licences Reduction Board, Mr. Dixon
Hea.roer, and !he said that officially he
knew of no instance where it had been
done, but it was possible that there were
instances.
The Hon. WILLIAM -SLATER.-He would
not know -as the leases are not presented
to him.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am prepared to accept the suggested amendment
and to have it transmitted to the Legislative Assembly as a suggested -amendment. I believe Mr. Slater's argument is
this: The amendment brings the law
back to what everybody thought it was
and is really giving effect to the intentions of Parliament.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-I think the suggested
amendment is necessary. The original
intention of the framers of the principal
Act was to make the landlord pay a
certain portion 'Of the compensation fund
fee. It was not long afterwards when
lawyers, by means of certain documents
- and agreements, resorted to subterfuges
to prepare the agreements in a form
that would enable the owner to avoid
liability. I think there were two or three
cases on this subject, including the case
of London Hotel v. Canny. The third
case was the one to which Mr. Slater
has referred. I think the amendment
is necessary to clarify the position.

There is another matter to which I
wish to refer in connection with clause 2.
In sub-clause (2) provision is made for
the payment of a fee of £1 for the issue
of a permit to supply liquor with meals.
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Recently, the Federal Government increased the excise duties 'On beer and'
spirits. The Prices Decontrol Commissioner then gave the breweries permission
to ,increase their prices, and in turn the
licensees were permitted to increase the
price of bottled beer to 2s. 4d., ·and to
increase the price of beer supplied in
glasses. The reason given by the Commissioner was that the increase was to
cover, first, the extra excise duty; and,
secondly, the anticipated payment by
licensees of the increase from 4 per cent.
to 6 per cent. in the licence fee. 1
assume that there was also a small
margin ·of profit.
I should like the Prices Decontral Commissioner to look into the following
facts: For years, liquor sold at the
Caulfield racecourse, when the price outside the course was 1s. 10d. a bottle, was
charged f·or at2s. 6d. a bottle. When
the price of bottled beer was raised to
2s. 4d., at the Caulfield racecourse on
Saturday last, :the charge for a bottle of
beer was 3s. 6d. That was an increase
of 50 per cent. There must be something
wrong, and I should like that matter
looked into.
My only other observation i's that
while the Government is seeking to get
extra revenue by various means-and
this is one 'Of the means proposed, of
charging a fee of £1 for a permit to
supply liquor with meals-I suggest that
it is time it did something to ensure
that licensing ,inspectors in various districts do theiT jobs. They should police
the hotels, not only with the view of
seeing whether the licensees are meeting
their obligations to supply accommodation and meals, but to ensure that
hygienic conditions are observed in connection with drinking faciUties in the bar.
No one is suggesting that, ~n the light
of the shortage of materials that exists
at the present time, the licensing inspectors should serve upon licensees
orders for structur,aJ alterations which
would -involve the e~penditure of
hundreds of pounds, but it might be
possible to incu1cate into the minds of
some ;licensees that it does not cost much
money to buy at Coles' stores a few rags
with which. to dean the counters
occasiolllaHy. If a licensing inspector
started in one ,street and worked !his
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way around, he oould revolutionize 'the
conditilons that operate in same Victorian hotels and which are causing
critioism tlhat is reflected in the evidence
which is now being tendered to the
Royal Commission in New South Wales.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 was Ipreviously asked a
question about this clause, which I was
unable to answer. I have since found
tha t, in relation to the fee f,or a permit
to supply liquor with meals, which is
mentioned in sub-clause (2), the position is that the fee does not have to be
paid oQnevery occasion when Hquor is
served with a meal. The tfee is paid at
the c.ommencement of .the Jicensing
y,ear, and entJitles the licensee. to supply
liquor with meals during the whole of
the pertod coyered by the licence.
The suggested amendment was agreed
to,and the clause was postponed.
Clause 3 was agreed t'O.
Progress was ,reported, and the suggested amendment was reported to the
House and adopted.
It was .ordered tlha t the Bill be returned to the Assembly with a mess'age
intimating the decision of the House.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS
(REGlSTRATION FEES). BILL.
The debate (,adjourned from the previ,ous day), 'On the moti'On 'Of the Hon.
Trevor Harvey (Minister of Labour)
foOT the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Pr'Ovince).-This is an'Otiher
Bill to effeot a further impost oQn private
enterprise to .make up for tihe deficiencies
of socialistic enterpri:ses. I do not consider it is my duty t'O go through the
list ,of socialistic enterpvises which l'Ose
moOney, and which do not pay income
tax ,or rate5.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-'But:
render great service to the community.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
done at no cost to tJhe enterprises concerned. Any losses are made up from
Consolidated Revenue.
The Government enterprises toO whk'h I referred in
the course of debate yesterday did not
consist merely of giving service in the
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fOIm of roads and water s'upply but of
giving service and .or goods, f.or which
a price was allegedly being charged.

The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-What has
tha t to do with the Bill?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
H.ouse is now being asked to agree to a
measure that will impose fees .on private
enterprise to make up for the losses of
socialistic Departments. I should like
the Minister, in Committee, to inform
members whether it is proposed t.o
register factories owned by the Crown,
and whether those factories will be
called upon to pay the imposts provided
in the Bill. In order to obtain a true
picture of the extent of the losses sustained by Government Departments,
members should know what taxes they
escape. Carrying th'e ar.gument perhaps
te am. absurd degree, we may at some
future date witness the nationalization
.of 99 per cent. of Australian industry
and then, I presume, one small factory
will be paying taxes, registration fees,
and so 'Qn, and struggling ,to support the
burden of the natiQnalized industries.
TheRQn. WILLIAM SLATER.-Is that
tlhe vision splendid?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-H may
be the vision splendid of Mr. Slater, but
it is not mine. If we jjollow the principle that we a're tQ continue to place
imposts on private enterprise to pay for
lQsseS sustained by Government enterprise, there is no defence to this Bill.
r agree that ·tJhe secondary industries .of
the Commonwealth have probably been
fQstered at the expense of pri,mary industr.ies and, as a Sta te, we would
probably be better off to spend more·
man-houTE in the development of
prim'ary industry rather than in the
development ·of secondary industry, for
in that way greater na Honal efficiency
can he obtained. On the other hand,
if we levy taxes, which, in effect,
are a c'haI'lge against the goods produced
in those facteries-and this is one 'Jf
those taxes-we are chasing up the
spiral and we will have to get more and
more taTiffs to protect those industries
in this country that suffer imposts which
are not levied upon similar industries in
other countries.
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The Ron. PAUL J ONES.-Their balaricesheets do net reveal that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We
always seem to get back to the argument ,that an efficient enterprise is not
worth the 2~ per cent. it makes on
turnover.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Y.oU are
very modest.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think I should be tempted along that
path.
I might say in passing,
however, that ,to earn a profit of
between 6 per cent. and 8 per cent.
on capitall, it is not necessary to
make more than' 1 per cent. or 2
per cent. on turnover.
A company
that turns its capital over six times a
year and makes 2~ per cent . .on the
turnover is doing very nicely. I ha ve
nothing 'more to say about the measure
except to express the general principle
that it is quite wrong to keep on heaping these imposts on to private enterprise to pay for the losses of Government enterprise. I hope 'that, at some
time in the future, we wiH look intn
that aspect seriously. In .other words,
we should investigate the principle
and not di,scuss whether 5s. is a suitatble
chaTge to be .imposed on the .occupier
of a factory who works alone, as provided in the peculiar scale of charges
tha t is contained in the schedule to
the Bill.
Without recommending the
measure, I shall say no more about it.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
I
Province) .-1 support the Bill.
listened w.ith interest to Mr. Warner's
jibe 'about socialistic enterprise. I concede, however, that private enterprise'
has made great progress during the last
few years. The original legislation for
the registration of fac.tories and shQPs
was enacted in 1922, since when there
have been no ohanges in the annual
fees for reg,istra Hon. 'Dhe schedule is
compiled on the basis that the person
who employs the greatest number of
persons shall pay the lhighest registration fee.
I think ,Mr. Warner will ,concede tthat
there are some employers who own
many factories. I have bef.ore me a
statement which reveals that, in one
instance, a manufacturer 'is the owne::-
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of 21 fuctO'ries. The question arises as notice of ,the Labour Deparbnen t the
to what service is rendered by employers question in relation to out-door workers
to employees. Tha t aspect is carefully referred to Iby Mr. Thomas.
watChed by the factories and .shops inThe dause ,was agreed ,to.
spectOI'S who are employed by the
The Bill was reported to the House
Labour Department. They continually
without amendment, and passed through
visit factories to make sure that iWoI'lking
its remaining stages.
conditions are !being complied with, to
advise employers where certain operaMOTOR CAR (REGISTRATlON
tions do not conform with ,the requireFEES) BILL.
ments of the Factories and Shops Acts
The
Hon.
P.
T. BYRNES (Minister of
and to request them t'O have those
matters rectified. The iIl,Slpec.tors make Public Works).-I moveout .returns ,whidh show the iaotocies that
That this Bill he now read a second time.
have been inspected !by them and the
This Bin ,is solely a iI'evenue measure.
adv,ice tendered to employers, and it is As I have stated previously, 'there is an
ev,ident 'that employers obtain a glreat obligation on the State, Ibecause of its
deal of advantage at very little cost.
financial position, to find means of
I wish tQ direct the attention 'Of the obtaining sufficient money to carryon its
Minister of Labour to the fac.t that cer- administration. The !broad principles of
tain Qut-.door wQrkers in the clothing the measure are that, upon the ·first
industry and in the boot trade are nQt registration of any motor vehicle and
registered with 1lhe Labour Depa,r,tmenrt. upon the transfer of any motor vehicle
This Billl provides ,ilia t the registration from the ownership of one person to
fee [or a factory or shop in which the another, there is to be paid a tax 'Of
occupier works alone shall Ibe five shU- 2s. tid. lPer unit of hors~power, if the
lings, and if it is prO!per that a Ifee should vehicle is a motor car, and .£1 if the
be cha'l"ged in those circumstances out- vehicle is a motor cy.cle.
door iWorkers in 1lhe trades I have menIt is necessary ,to provide fQr certain
tioned shQuld also pay a registration fee. exemptions for motor vehicles which are
That would increase the .revenue of the now exempt ftom ,the payment df. regisState. I know that quite a number of 'ira tion fees, such as fire brigade vehicles,
those people work under :the provisions ambulances, disalbled soldiers' cars,
of Commonwealth awards, but the falCt primary producers' tractors, and for
remains toot they operate within the motor vehicles for which only a nominal
State. Indeed, some of them have :be- registration fee of £1 is payable. The
come employers by employing members latter vehicles are used by municipalities
of thed~ 'Own families.
and trustees and committees of manageThe system 'Of registra Hon fees for ment of park lands for maintenance
factories and shops ,was in troduced in w.orks and so on. It is estimated that,
about 1922, and this is the first occasion for the balance of this financial year,
on which a request has been made to the tax on first reg,istrations and transincrease those fees. !In my opinion, the . fers will yield additional reVenue of
increases proposed are fair and reason- £350,000. The money derived from this
able, and I am quite sure that ind:ustTy sour.ce will be paid to Consolidated
can bear .the added cos't. I have much Revenue until the 30th of June, 1953.
pleasure in supporting the Bill.
After that date, the money will be paid
into
the Country Roads Board Fund.
The mQtion was agreed to.
A further amendment proposed in the
The Bin was read a second time and
Bin proves the impartiality of the
committed.
Government in imposing taxation, beClause '1 !Was agreed to.
cause it wftthdraws a concession hitherto
enjoyed
by primary producers.
Under
Cl'ause 2 (.Fee for registration of
the existing law, a primary producer is
factory or shop).
allowed to register one ·motor car and one
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minis- motor 'truck at the 'concessional rate of
ter of Labour).--I shaLl bring to the 25. 6d. per power-weight unit. The
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normal rate for a private car is 3s. per
power-weight unit, and the normal rate
per pow~r-weight unit for a truck is 4£.
and upward, varying according t'O the
type and carrying capacity of the truck.
The effect of the amendment will be to
require a primary producer to pay the
fun rate of 3s. per power-weight unit
in respect of a motor car, but he will
still be allowed 'to register one truck
at the present concessional rate.
The
additional revenue obtained as' a result
of the amendment in respect of primary
producers'vehicles will go to the .country
Roads Board Fund, and is expected to
amount to £40,000 a year.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
ProViince).-If the Notice Paper is
correct, this is the last special measure
relating to extra taxation. I should like
to direct the attention o'f members to the
title of the fUll, which does not relate
to any Act, but merely to registration
fees in respect of motor cars, and for
other purposes. Therefore, wherever
reference is made in any Act to fees in
connection with motor cars, this measure
proposes amendments. Actually, it is an
amendment of two Acts, because indirectly it affects the Country Roads
Board Act. Clause 2 of the Bill makes
provision for an addition to the existing
registration fees, but clause 3 stipulates
that whatever additional amount -is thus
received shall not go into the Country
Roads Board Fund, but shan be paid into
Consolidated Revenue, after paying
wha tever expenses are incurred.
Th£l
revenue received as a result of
clause 4, will, however, he .paid
into 'the Country Roads Board Fund.
It is estimated that from additional
registration fees for primary producers' vehicles the sum of £40,000
will be raised.
However, the revenup
received from the payment of additional
registration fees on other motor vehicles.
which is estimated at £350,000, will not
be paid inJto the Country Roads Board
Fund, but into Consolidated Revenue
towards meeting the deficit.
I do not know whether any undue
har.dshtp :win be imposed on owners of
motor cars in paying, in addition to the
ondinary taxation required for registration, the additional fee proposed in this
Bill. I thought I would have some diffi-
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culty in tracing the history of registration fees, because the principal Act
has been 'amended on about twenty
occasions.
In that regard r agree
with Sir J ames Kennedy in the
rem'arks he has made. We have the
duty of explaining measures and of
follOlwJng up ,the meanings of various
amendments .proposed by the Government. The Departments concerned know
wha,t they have in their minds; their
reasoning sometimes may .be obscure,
but for all ,that they know !What ,they are
a'fter and the 'information that is
genera'hly given to the House is on'ly a
means to the pUPIlose of having the BiLl
passed.
'Dhe Depar.tments concerned
purposely abstain from placing in the
mouth of the Minister in charge of the
parti'cular Bill anything 'that might
throw doubt upon the wisdom of having
it passed.
In 1928 ,that great leg~1
lWTIlinary, !Sir Leo Cussen, devoted hIS
brains and energy without fee or reward
and with very little thanks to the huge
task of consO'lidating the statutes.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Hear,
hear! Hardly a ·man in the history of
the State has .performed a public task
the equatl of it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-That is
very true. Surely.1t is not Ibeyond the
'bounds of possibi:lity ,that some member
of the legaJ profession, with the necessary ability and tJhe desire to make a
name for hdmself, will devote himself
to another consol1dation. All he would
have to do would :be to take the statutes
and ail the addi Hons to theIn, to be typed
and brought together. I {!Quid do it myself by spending a little time and using
a little common' sense and judgment in
proceeding In the right way.
The Ron. P. T. BYRNES.-A consolidation is not :so sillllPle a,s all that.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.~It has
got to be done, and the longer it is left.
the more -collljpLicated ,the task lWill
become. It is to the credit of one Government in recent year.s that it .brought
about the consolidation of ,the Loca:1
Government Act, to the benefit of ail
conceflned.
When :I turn to the second page of
this Bin I find that it is merely an
amendment to tne Second Schedule of
the principal Act. Therefore, my ta'Sk is
sim'ple. The Second &hedule relates to
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registra tion fees generally land prescribes a formula. That schedule has
not been amended except to a limited
extent; the amounts ,themselves, I understand, have been 'changed. This measurp
provides that, ,in addition to the registration fee which has to be paid and
whi!ch is becoming e~ceedingly burd(;!n~
some and .is ~ar higher than ever before.
there is something further. This does
not apply to pres,ent owners of cars who
may desire to have a car re-registered,
but has to do willi the purchase of a
new car or ,with-a transfer to another
owner. In suoh circumstances there
must be a payment at a rate of 2s. 6d. for
every unit of horse-power, as riefinerl in
the schedule.
All f can say is that those people who
are buying motor cars to-day arp
apparently possessed of unlimited cash.
The balance-sheets of motor 'car salp.s
companies reveal that they are all making enormous profits. Why the everincreasing price of a motor car is
allowed by the Prices Com-missioner is
beyond my comprehension. However,
the public are prepared to pay, even
though th·e price has gone beyond a:ll
reason. To give 'an example--The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifdell Eager).
-I presume the example will be Televant
to .the Bill?
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I admit
that I am straying rather widely from
the measure, but I am pointing out
the enormous amounts that are being
paid for new and seoond-hand cars and
the huge profits that are being 'made by
the companies selling cars. The cost of
a car to-day is such that those who can
aff.ord to !buy one will not notice the
small additi.onal impost devised by this
measure. Indeed, it is so immater.ial
that those who pay it will,sca-rcely question that it isa justifiable tax. I do
not suppose I :shall have sufficient money
to buy another car. I have been driving ,cars for half a century, and if I had
the money to buy a new one at present
prices I would ohee,rfully pay this small
additional tax to be imposed by the Bill.
Indeed, I am sur.prised at the moderation ,of ·the Government. I believe in
taxing money where m.oney is, and in
placing the burden -on the shoulders of
those best able to bear it.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-1 do not agree with the unofficial Leader that we should go ahead,
increasing the taxation upon .owners of
motorcar.s. They are paying a tremendous aggregate of taxation to-day
by way of purchase duty, sales tax,
petrol tax, registration fees, and so on.
And now here is an extra impost.
Whatever may be the capacity of the
public t.o pay, one 'can reach the position where the last straw breaks the
camel's back.
I criticize the Country party again
upon the retrograde steps it has taken
in regard to motor registration fees.
The a tti tude of the party in past years
has been that to touch one penny of
motor car registration fees otherwise
t!han f.or use upon country roads is
ana tbema. Yet, here is a Bill by which
money paid' for the registra Hon of cars
to the extent of £350,000 ,a year will
be paid into Consolidated Revenue.
After the 30th ,of June, 1953, the Country
Roads Board may get this money, although it is probable that the finances
of the State will still be .precari.ous and
an amendment will be brought down in
Parliament to extend the legislation for
a further year. However, £350,000 will
be paid into Consolidated Revenue out
of money that had always been understood by the Country party and its supporters to be absolutely confined to the
construction of country r.oads.
With the prosperous financial position
of the farmers to-day, I suppose tha t
these people are in a position to pay
the extra 6d. per weight unit that is tl)
be demanded 'oft1hem by the Bill. That
will bring in a sman amount of £40,000
which will go to the Country Roads
Board, but at the same time Consolidated Revenue is to get £350,000. It is
all a further evidence of the way in
whioh the Country party is departing
from the tradition of sticking to motor
registration fees for country roads.
The HOD. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-----I am sure that in the
years to come this week will be remembered as the most prolific in regard to
Coun try party methods of finance. It
will be looked upon by supporters of
that party with very great satisfaction.
We have now become ~ccustomed to a
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succession of Bills aimed at particu- prOVISIOns :shall be /paid into Consolilar sections of the community, but. at . dated Revenue until the 30th day of
last we see a measure which, at first June, 1953.
glance, would appear to be fairly
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Country
general in its appUcation. It is not quite Roads Board win in due course receive
so fair, though, upon examination, be- additianal revenue.
cause the Coun try party has seen
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-It is to
fit to raise an extra 6d. from the primary
be hoped so, and that at the right time,
producer and at the same time to -give his the Government wiU bring forward
truck an ad.vantage over the truck further legisla Han to provide that the
possessed by the m·an who is making his additional fees paid ~or the registration
living out of its use.
of motor cars will be placed in the apHowever, that is not the most unfair propriatefund and used to the best adportion of the Bill. Many small busi- vantage f.or the upkeep of roads. Conness men are rna·king a living out of cernin.g clause 4, I have n.o doubt that
the light truck or motor car which they the Government will at aU times deal
employ in the oourse of their activities. leniently with the primary producers in
Yet this Country party Government does spi te of the prices being received for
·not differentiate between them and the their produce. I am opposed to the Bill,
per.son Wlho can· ·afford the luxury of a and I suggest that when the Government
Rolls Royce. All are to be put on the brings forward another measure on this
same level, and the business man who subject it will give clased consideration
to its effect on the puiblic.
travels many thousands of !miles in a
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG' (BendigO'
year to Igain a liv·elihood,and who may
have to change his car regularly, is to Province) .----In his introductory remarks,
be hit by this further imposition. The the Minister in charge of the Bill said
man who has to finance his car will be that several' instrumentalities would be
even worse off because he is to pay two .exempt from the operation of the Bill.
or three fees, for tr.ansfer, re-registration, r ask him to give consideration to .those
municipalities which employ infant weland so on.
fare sisters so that they wilJ. be given
The Government would have been the benefit of the exemptians in respect
welJ advised, if it was determined tJ of cars used exclusively in connection
raise funds, to do so through other with infant welfare nurSling.
channels. It should have reviewed the
On the motion of the Hon. A. G.
position carefully ra tilier than hastily.
\V ARNER (Higin.botham Province), the
The man who owns a Rolls Royce can
debate was adjourned until next day.
afford to .pay an ,additional tax.
The
young blood who goes on the racing
PUBLIC ACCOUNT B~L.
track for 'fun can also afford to pay
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
something more. But, instead, we see the
small business man, the ,traveller who af Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
has to use his truck or car to carryon
his busi!Iless, called upon t·o pay still
The Bill relates to Treasury financial
more. HoweVier, thM is the attitude of procedure. It brings 'within the scope of
the Government. Clause 2 of the Bill ane Act some necessary legislative prorel'at·~s to the payment of additional
visions rela tin-g to procedure and the
registration fees for motor cars. It pro- method of accounting for public moneys
vides that an additional fee shalllbe paid in the Treasury, wihokh are s\.liPplemenon the transfer of a car from one person tary to the provisions of the Constituto the name of another and ilia t such tion Act and the Audit Act. It provides
fee shall.be at the rate of 2s. 6d. for each for the creation of a single loan fund in
horse-power unit, ·which means th1at the the Treasury and Ibrings a·oeounting
cost to the average person wiH be about practice into line with the tfU!I1damental
£2. Clause 3 'provides that 'all money changes in the method of obtaining loan
received by way of addi'tional registra- moneys introdUiced by the Financial
tion fees to ibe charged under the new Agreement in 1927.
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The legisJative background to Treasury procedure has not been ,reviewed for
a long time, and ,in many respects it is
out of touClh with developments that
have taken place over ,the years. The
basic law is found in the Constitution
Act and the Audit Act. This Bill will
supplement that basic law. It also combines certain other Acts regulating the
use of pubUc moneys.
The Bi'll has been discussed lWi th the
Auditor-General who has e~ressed the
view that the Audit Act should be
amended in some detail 'and that it would
ha ve :been desirable for that to be done
The
in 'conjunction with this Bill.
Government aglrees with the AuditorGeneral's view on the need for a revision
of ·the Auent Act and will facilitate
action to bring this about. Before a
Bill for that purpose can be .presented to
Parliament there win be a considerable
amount of ground work to be covered,
and this will ;be done in the first instance
by officers of the Treasury and of the
Audit Office in collaboration.
In the ,meantime, the details of this
BUl have been discussed ·with the
Auditor-General and, having in view the
proposal to amend the Audit Act, there
is ;agreement on the contents of the Bill.
However, the Auditor-Genera'l has
expressed some doubts on the permanency of the provision to increase the
amount of the Treasurer's advance from
£1,250,000 to £2,000,000. Although he
agrees that the proposed amount is
reasonable under present conditions, he
considers tJbat the Treasurer's advance
provision should be placed on a basis to
pil'eserve its relative value in the light of
changes in purchasing power from Nme
to time. This will be one of the matters
to be considered jointly by officers of the
Treasury and the Audit Office when
reviewing the Audit Act.
The Bill is not eX'haustive in its provisions, but it will provide the basis for
considerable simplification of Treasury
procedure. The public 'account is the
Treasury cash account in the banks. It
consists of all moneys received in the
T.reasury from any ,source. Logically
the account falls under three headings,
namely, revenue, loan, and trust moneys.
Revenue and loan reqUJire no interpretaThe Hon. P. P. Inchbold .
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tion.
The third-the trust fund-is
really all deposits and receipts wlhich
are not payments to the Consolidated
Revenue or the proceeds of loans. The
moneys are received and held by the
Treasurer and credited to accounts established for specific purposes. Some of
the trust funds are invested in securities.
The remainder are held in cash, and
comprise portion nf the cash at the
credit of the public account in the banks.
As far as the cash in the banks is
concerned, there is no distinction made
in the moneys deposited. It is only
the balances: ascertainable from the
book,s of the Treasury that establish
the amount of cash held under revenue, '
loan, or trust. Clause 4 of the Bill
simply defines the public account as consisting of all revenue, loan, and trust
money. This definition conforms with
fact and established practice tlhroughout
the years. Clauses 5 to 7 of the Bill
establish a single loan fund in the
Treasury.
These ,provisions will considerably s1mplify tihe method of
accounting .in the Treasury in rega·rd to
loan moneys. All loan moneys will be
credited to the loan fund, and this fund
will be available to meet appropriations
by Parliament in future loan application Acts.
The new procedure will nl)t ·mean any
reduction in the control exercised by
Parliament over loan expenditure. Loan
application Acts wil! still be necessary
to authorize expenditure. These :provisions of tihe Bill will bring Treasury
practice into line with the provisions of
the Financial Agreement. However, no
loan rais.ing Acts will be submitted to
Parliament 'in future.
Until now it has been the practice
for Parliament to authorize the raising
of loan moneys by the issue of insCribed
stock ·or debentures and for the proceeds
of such loans to be issued and applied
f.or specified purposes. This ,type of
legislation has continued despite the
fact that the Finan('ial Agreement between the Commonwealth- and the
States brought about fundarnpntal
changes in the power of the State t')
raise loans.
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As honorable members are aware, the
public debts of the State, as at the 30th
of June, 1927, were taken over by ·tlhe
Oommonwealth under the Financial
Agreement. To m·eet the requirements
of the State.') foOr loan funds subsequent
to the agreement a definite procedure is
The agreement provides
laid down.
that the Commonwealth and each State'
will fJ'om' time to time submit to the
Loan Oouncil a 'programme of the
amount it desires t·o r,aise by loans for
each financial year for purposes other
than the conversion, renewal, or 'redemption of existing loans or for temporary purposes.
The Loan Council decides ,the total
amount to be bor.r.owed in respect of
the total pr,ogramme, and allocates between the Commonwealth and the States
the amount to be borrowed for each
year. All borrowings in respect of the
programme are arr<J.nged by the Commonwealth, and Comm'onwealth securities are issued with respect toO them.
The States themselves do not raise any
loans, but in respect of loans raised by
the Commonwealth, and oOn behalf of
the States, the States are required to
reimburse the Commonwealth for the
payment of interest to bond holders, and
tiQ pay toO the National Debt Commission certain sinking fund contributions.
Since the Financial Agreement was
entered into, the ,only change made in
the loan Acts 'passed by Parliament has
been toO insert a provision in tlhe section
authorizing the issue of inscribed stock
or debentures saying that the section
should be ,read and construed as subject to the provisioOns of the Financial
Agreement. In other woOrds, Parliament
has given authority for the issue of ,inscribed stoc~ and debentures, and at the
same time has admitted that tihis
authority cannot be used. Such legislatioOn is anomalous when viewed in the
light of the Financial Agreement.
In future, loan Acts will be appropriation Acts only. They will appropriate fior such purposes as Parliament
decides, the ,money,s bor,rowed under the
Financ.ial Agreement and allocated to
V:iotoria by the Loan Council. By this
Bill those moOneys will form the loOan
fund.' Clauses 8 to 12 oontain some proSession 1950-51.-[213]
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visions relating to the trust fund. In
the main, these provisions follow some
of the trust fund provisions in the
Commonwealth Audit Act. The Victorian Audit Aot is deficient in its provisions relating to the trust fund and,
pending the general review of the Audit
Act to which I have already refer,red,
the proOvisions of clauses 8 to 12 will
fiU in some outstanding gaps and
legalize long standing Treasury procedure.
Clauses 13 tiQ 20 contain the provisions of ·the Public Account Advances
Act No. 3341. Thi.s has been done to
provide a .coherent Act. The Bill modifies tlhe eXisting legislation in the
following ways:1. It increases the amount of the
Treasurer's Adv.ance from £1,250,000 to
£2,000,000.
2. It increases the amount permitted
to be advanced temporarily from the
public ace-ount foOr loan purposes from
£1,000,000 to £2,500,000.
Both these
increased amoOunts are ,consequent on
the present level of oosts and the size
of expenditures from revenue and from
loan.
3. A specific provision has been inserted to pl'lovide for the financing in
advance of delivery of overseas and
Callide coal by the railways. Pay.ment
for th'is coal is made on shipment, and
this .provisioOn is necessary toO enable the
initial payment to the m'ade and subsequent adjustment made w1hen the coal
is delivered and allocated to the various
users. At present these purchases are
financed tl;1rough the Railway Stores
Suspen.se Account, but in practi<:e this
method has been found to be unsa tisfactory from the accounting point of
view.
C1ause 21 coOntains the provisions of
Act No. 3200 and also A,ct No. 3883.
While Act No. 3200 is still in foOrce, Act
No. 3883 expired in 1944. In essence
this section provides an overdraft
authority within rigid limits. It provides tlhe basis for .the Treasury to use
the priQcedures of the Loan Council in
providing what are known as "lag
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Bills" to finance the lag in revenue in
the early months of the financial year.
These are not new provisions.
The Bill will be recognized a,s a
machinery Bill and I ask the House to
treat it as such. It is not a Bill which
arises from Government policy, but from
the requirements of the Treasury.
I
commend the measure to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. W. J.
BECK,ETT (Melbourne Province), the

debate was adljourned untid Tuesday,
October 30.
MARINE (lPlLOTAGE RATES) BilL.

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public WOirks).-lI moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bin has a history in thi,g House.
When a previous measure was being
debated, it was suggested that the act,ion
now contemplated could be effected by
the indusion of a new clause in the other
measure, and I feel certain that members
would have agreed to' the prO'cedure.
However, it was fO'und necessary to
introduce into the Assembly this further
BiB, the purpose of which is to
increase the statutory maximum Ciharges
which may be made for certain pilotage
services in the port of Port PhiUip. By
the Marine Act of 1928, Fourth Schedule,
the maximum charges for pilotage of
steam vessels were:--'From without the
Heads to Melbourne wharfs or vice
vers'a-3id. per ton; from without the
Heads to an anchorage, Hobson's Bay or
Geelong wharf or vice versa-2!d. per
ton.
In 1948 it was found necessary,
on the advice of the Marine Board of
Victoria, to pass legislation (Act No.
5311) increasing the maximum charges
for these services to 4!d. and 4d. per
ton respectively.

Owing to the rapidly rising costs by
reason. of higher salaries and increased
cost of provisions for, and maintenance
of, the pilot steamers, the Marine Board
has found it necessary to recommend to
the Governor in Council an increase in

Rates) Bill.

the charges being made for these pilotage
services to the statutory maximum of
4!d. al1d 4d. per ton, and this recommendation was approved by the Governor
in Council. There is, therefore, no
margin available to meet any future increases in costs, and the Marine Board is
of opinion that some further provision
must bem'ade iby sta1tute in case the
Board should find additional increases
necessary.
The Marine Board comprises representatives of the Government, merchants
and traders, underwriters, ship owners.
pHots, m·asters, engineers, and seamen.
It unanimously resolved to request the
introduction of this Bill.
The Board,
with the approval of the Governor in
Council, fixes the rates of pilotage within
the ceilings provided in the 'Marine Act,
and if think it wHI be agreed that when
the people who provide the pHot service,
and the people who use it and have to
pay for it, all agree that a higher ceiling
is needed to provide a margin against
future increases in costs, then the increase is justified.
With the approval Q1f every representative on the Marine Board, therefore, the
Government introduces this Bill to increase the maximum charge that may be
fixed by the Board-with Vhe approval of
the Governor in Council-from 4!d. to
7!d. per ton f.or pilotage of steam vess€ils
from outside Port Phillip Heads to Melbourne wharfs, or vice versa, and from
4d. to 6!d: per ton for pilotage of steam
vessels from outside Port Phillip Heads
to an anchorage in Hobson's Bay or
Geelong wharfs, or vice versa. I would
stress again that what is being altered
by this Bill is not the actual! pilotage
rates ~harged but the ceiling within
which the Marine Board and Vhe
Governor in Council determine the
actual rates to be charged. All members
will agree. that an adequa'tely manned
and efficient pilot service is of first class
importance to the State,and so I confidently recommend the Bitll to the
House.
On the motion of the Ron. W. J.
BECKETT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned until next day.
The House adjourned at 10.40 p.m.
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Wednesday} October 24} 1951.

(the Hon. Archie
SPEAKER
Michaelis) took the chair at 11.15 a.m.
and re.ad the prayer.
The

MUNICIPALIT1ES.
ALLOCATION OF LOAN MONEY.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong)
asked the TreasurerWhat total amount of loan money was
sought by, and approved to, each munici~
pality for the pre~ent financial year?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answer has been prepared
in the ,form of a return, Which I seek
leave of the House to have published in
Hansard.
The return is as follows:CITIES
Amount
Sought.
£
4,000
Ballarat
95,000
Bendigo
140,000
Box Hill
20,000
Brighton
80,000
Brunswick
35,000
Camberwell
43,000
Chelsea
47,500
Coburg
42,000
Essendon
250,000
Footscray
72,050
Geelong
25,500
Geelong West
Hamilton
· . 22,500
40,000
Hawthorn
.. 180,000
Heidelberg
Horsham
· . 21,500
.. 30,000
Kew
.. 18,000
Malvern
500,000
Melbourne
65,000
Mildura
.. 139,530
Moorabbin
Northcote
· . 50,000
Nunawading .. 15,000
Oakleigh
· . 40,070
.. 340,000
Preston
25,000
Sale
Sandringham .. 30,000
Shepparton .. 97,200
40,000
St. Kilda
114,204
Sunshine
15,000
Warrnambool
Authority.

..

TOWNS
Ararat
Castlemaine
Colac
Portland
St. Arnaud

..
..
..

42,500
11,000
18,250
18,100
2,000

Amount
Approved.
£
4,000
50,000
95,000
20,000
50,000
35,000
43,000
40,000
42,000
95,000
50,000
25,500
.. 22,500
40,000
90,000
21,500
30,000
18,000
375,000
50,000
. 80,000
50,000
15,000
.. 30,000
150,000
25,000
30,000
70,000
37,000
60,000
.. 15,000

..
..
"

42,500
11,000
18,250
18,100
2,000
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Benalla
Daylesford
Eagleha,wk
Echuca
Inglewood
..
Port Fairy
Queenscliffe
..
Stawell
..
Swan Hill
Wangaratta ..
Wonthaggi
SHIRES
Alberton
Avon
Arapiles
Avoca
..
Bairnsdale
..
Ballarat
Barrabool
Belfast
Bellarine
BenaUa
Bet Bet
Birchip
..
Bright
Buln Buln
..
Charlton
Chiltern
..
Cohuna
Colac
Corio
Cranbourne
lDand.enong
..
..
Dimboola
..
Doncaster
IDunmunkle ..
East Loddon ..
Eltham
Ferntree Gully.
..
Flinders
Frankston and
Hastings
Glenelg
Gordon
..
Hampden
He ale sv.n Ie
Huntly
Keilor
Kerang
Kilmore
..
Korong
Korumburra
..
Kowree
Kyneton
Lilydale
Lowan
McIvor
Maffra
Mansfield
Marong
Minhamite
Mornington
Morwell
MuIgrave
Mt. Rouse
Numurkah

Amount
Sought.

Amount
Approved.

£

£

12,000
13,600
1,700
17,000
2,000
22,000
6,000
20,000
65,000
10,000
40,000
2,000
5,000
8,000
4,000
17,000
27,000
3,000
3,000
13,000
6,400
6,500
36,000
7,000
35,000
14.000
5,000
15,000
3,250
32,000
3,500
31,000
25,000
16,000
20,000
8,000
8.800
15,000
50,000
38,150
10,000
2,500
60,000
5,000
2,100
13,100
24.500
3,500
12,000
60,000
45,000
6,000
7,570
4,000
24,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
8,000
14,000
127,000
36,500
15,000
4,000

..
..
..
..
..
"

..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

12,000
13,600
1,700
17,000
2,000
22,000
6,000
20,000
50,000
10,000
30,000
2,000
5,000
8,000
4,000
17,000
27,000
3,000
3.000
13,000
6,400
6,500
36,000
7,000
25,000
14,000
5,000
15,000
3,250
25,000
3,500
31,000
25,000
16,000
20,000
8,000
8,800
15,000
30,000
30,000
10,000
2,500
40,000
5,000
2,100
10,100
20,000
3,50u
12,000
20,000
45,000
6,000
7,570
4,000
12,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
8,000
14,000
95,000
36,500
15,000
4,000
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Sought.

Shires-continued.
Omeo
Otway
Oxley
Portland
..
Ripon
..
Hodney
!Romsey
Rutherglen
Shepparton
..
Sou th Barwon
Swan Hill
..
Towong
..
Traralgon
..
Tullaroop
Tungamah
..
Upper Murray.
Upper Yarra
Walpeup
..
Wannon
Warang,a
..
Warracknabeal
Warragul
..
Werribee
..
Wodonga
,Woorayl
.. Wycheproof . .
Yarrawonga ..
Yea

5,000
6,000
7,500
47,000
20,000
38,000
1,500
2,000
5,000
9,500
41,000
33,000
18,500
3,000
24,000
10,000
3,850
20,000
7,000
3,500
21,000
23,000
35,900
6,000
20,000
36,500
20,000
11,500
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FARE INCREASES:

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

5,000
6,000
7,500
30,000
20,000
25,000
1,500
2,000
5,000
9,500
35,000
33,000
18,500
3,000
24,000
10,000
3,850
20,000
7,000
3,500
21,000
23,000
35,900
6,000
15,000
36,500
15,000
11,500

RE-DIRECTION OF

ROUTES.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I wish
to move the adjournment of the House
for the ;purpose of discussing a definite
matter of urgent public importance,
namely, "the need for an im-mediate
survey of the whole question of metropolitan .omnibus transport, with an early
decision on bus fare increases, and with
'Particular regard to a complete redirection of the remaining routes so that
they may serve the best interests of the
travelling public, .particularly in .outlying areas."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indicated by the required number
of members rising in their places, as
specified in the Standing Order.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings).-The answer is-

Mr. NORMAN (Glen lris).-The
proposition ,of the Oppositi.on is that the
question of metropolitan o.mnibus transport is of urgent public importance, and
I would emphasize that the keynote of
our case is ,the word "urgent." The
purpose of the motion is not to seize
upon some principle on wh'ich to attack
the Government primarily, but to
exercise the right of the Opposition to
ventilate a subject .of vital interest to
metropolitan residents. I ,propose briefly
to traverse the ihistory of the legislati.on
controlling metropolitan omnIbus transport for the benefit of those members
who might not have a dear view of the
positi.op, and particularly for that of
country members who are not sure as to
the method of ,control adopted in the
metropoli t,anarea.

The scheme adopted by the state Electricity Commission for financing the cost o'f
extensions which, otherwise, would have to
be deferred because of the reduction- in
loan moneys available to the Commission,
requires prospective consumers -to contribute
approxima,tely half of the total cost of the
extension. Should materials and/or labour
be supplied by consumers, the amount of
the contri'bution would be reduced accordingly.
The amounts contributed will be treated
as advance payments for electricity consumed each quarter and charged for at
standard tariffs, and should any balance
remain -at the end of five years, such balance
would be refunded to consumers.

The Metropolitan Omnibus Advisory
Committee, so far as lean ascertain,
was established in 1924. It -consisted
of honorary members and was intended
to be advisory only, tihe responsibility of
decisions rela ting to the con trol of
metropolitan bus services residing
always in the Government of ,the day,
through the appropriate Minister. The
members of the committee appointed
in pursuance of the 1924 Motor Omnibus Act, which appears in the 1929 consolidation of the statutes, were: A

STATE

EL~CTR]CITY

..
..

COMMISSION.

ExTENSIONS TO RURAL AREAS: CONTRIBUTIONS BY CONSUMERS.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon)
asked the Minister in Charge of Electrical U ndertakingsUnder what terms and oonditions (if any)
the State Electricity Commission will supply
electricity in country areas where consumers contribute loan moneys and/or
materials towards projects in their own
locali ties?
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representative of the Public Works Department, as chairman, and one representative each of the Railways Commissioners, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board, the municipal councils in the metropolitan area, and the
bus operators. I have indicated that
the eommittee was an advis'Ory board
solely and as a consequence there has
been heavy pressure on various Ministers of Public Works and Governments
down the years for the granting of permits for metropolitan bus routes.
T pay tribute to the members of that
commIttee who have given their time in
an honorary capacity, and who have, I
beUeve, endeavoured to pursue a consistent policy in their decisions. At all
times they have given careful con·
sideration to the eeonomic nature of the
routes to be permUted, largely to avoid
the possibility of citizens being led into
establishing their homes in an area
where a bus service operated, only to
find later ,that because the venture
pr·oved uneconomic the service ceased
and they were left without adequate
means .of transport. The principle of
the metropolitan bus transport policy
of all Governments since the inception
of the comm'ittee has been ,that the bus
services should be feeders to Government-operated trams and trains, and for
ancillary purposes to shopping centres,
and 18.0 .on. I emphasize that aspect, because statements emanating from the
Minister of Public Works and published
in the daily newspapers would suggest
that the .Minister has not a good grip
on the problem. Last week the Minister
said that if bus fares were kept low
one of the consequences would be that
the publ'ic woOuld use the buses instead
of the trams. That was a fantastic statement. There are only two routes of
which I am aware in the metropolitan
area on which there is direct competition
between the trams and the buses. As I
have indicated, the principle of the metropolitan bus. transport policy has been
feeder services to the trams and trains.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Where did you read that statement by
the Minister?
Mr. NORMAN.-It was published in
the Age on last Monday week, anc~ quoted
the Minister of Public Works. I taxed
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the Government with that statement last
week, and it did not deny it. I am
pointing out that the feeder principle is
the crux of the problem; <if citizens are
left without bus services from their
homes or business premises some distance
from Government-opera ted trams and
trains, because of the lack of alternative
transport, they have no option but to
walk.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you think
the Government is acting along the same
lines as were adopted for' the extinction
of the gas companies, and for the same
purpose?
Mr. NORMAN.-The operation of the
advisory committee on many occasions
has been stultified by the fact that it has
on its membership representatives of the
Railway Department and the tramways
Board, both of whom have had the primary objective of protecting the utility
they represent. In many cases the committee's decision has been arrived at
largely because of the strenuous advice
and arguments capably put by the representatives of the Government-controlled
means of transport, to the degree that in'
some cases bus route permits were not
grante'd.
The Motor Omnibus Advisory Committee has control of all bus operations in
an area within 8 miles from the boundary of the City of Melbourne. That
boundary, as members will readily appreciate, is almost undefinable. Probably it
would be a trigonometrical problem to
try to ascertain the area in which that
committee has control. Outside of that
area, the Transport Regulation Board has
had charge of all bus operations, and,
until a eomparatively recent date, the
area eontrolled by that Board has been
almost entirely in the oountry. It is only
in recent years that fuose portions of the
metropolis outside the distance of 8 miles
from the boundary of the City of Melbourne have become, in many instances,
what we now regard as suburban areas.
To-day there is a vast area outside the
operation and control of the Motor
Omnibus Advisory Committee.
In an Act recently passed by Parliament provision was included to hand control of motor omnibus transport, both in
the metropolitan area and throughout the
State, to the Transport Regulation Board.
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Opposition members pressed at that time
for a member with metropolitan experience to be appointed to the Transport
Regulation Board, but I shall revert to
that matter later. The Board consists of
three members, all of whom have had
long experience in the control of transport and have exercised capable control
in the area' outside the metropolitan
boundaries. We consider that the problem
I am now discussing is a special problem
on its own. The Transport Regulation
Board should have one 'or two members,
and executive officers immediately avail'able to it, who have had long experience of the metropolitan bus problem.
Further, I would remind members that
the time for taking over contral of all
bus transport in Victoria by the Transport Regulation Board is quite indefinite.
I was under the impression that it was
intended that control should pass to that
Board on the 1st of January, 1952, but
during the debate on the Transport Regulation (Fees) Bill last week the Minister
of Transport intimated that the question
had not been finally decided.
The
Minister of Public Works has stated that
the Transport Regulation Board will take
over control next year, but he was careful
not to state a definite date, which
apparently has not yet been finally
deoided. I make these points so that
members might understand the approach
of the Opposition to this problem.
The view seems to have been accepted
by successive Governments that there will
not be effective bus transport in the
metropolitan area without Government
control, but I do not think we should
continue to accept that view blindly. In
the United States of America Ithere is
the keenest competition between private
bus operators.
Mr. CAIN.-Manyof the American bus
operators have become bankrupt.
Mr. NORMAN.-In cities equivalent in
size to the metropolitan area 'of Melbourne there are not only bus services
operated without restrictbn, and without buses going off the roads except
through normal competition, but there
is also a helicopter service in some dties
opera ting between airports and the city
areas and transferring the travelling
public on their routes to the city hotels.
Although the Leader of the Labour party

Transport.

said by interjection that under the
keenest private-enterprise competition
in Amerioa operators may go bankrupt,
the fa·ct is that bus operators in Melbourne 'are going bankrupt to-day under
Government control.
That is what
OppositiDn members fear, not because
of the effect on the operator-which is
most unf.ortunate----bu1 because of the
effect on the tr·avelling public.
I come now to the aspect that has
necessita·ted this debate, wh'ich relates
tD the .large number of services that are
being abandoned.
I use the word
" abandoned" advisedly, and emphasize
tha t members shDuld realize that those
operators who go .off the r,oads sacrifice
the value of goodwill that they have
built up; in many ,cases, over a period
of nearly twenty years. I have personal
knowledge of one opera'tor in the Glen
Iris district who operated a bus service
for the last seventeen years. If operators were receiving large sums for
goodwill, pe:maps one might wonder
whether there was not some reason
O'ther than that of economics which impelled them to abandon their routes.
The fact is, however, ·that when an
operator abandons his rDute, he receives
nothing fDr the goodwill he has built
up. Furthermore, he must offer his
buses for sale at a period when there
is a complete glut of second-hand
vehicles and values are far below what
they were twelve months ago. It is
obvious, therefDre, that bus operators
have much to lose when they abandon
their routes.
The Newport circular rDute ceased to
operate in .May, 1950, and I now cite
those routes that have been abandoned
during the last twelve months. They
are:
Coburg-Hawthorn,
MaidstoneSeddon, Gardiner-Burwood, East Malvern-Hughesdale, Hampton-Moorabbin,
Elwood-Ormond, Essendon-Stra'thmore,
East Malvern-Moorabbin, KensingtDnNorth Melbourne, and the MelbourneWilliamstown..Sunshine ni'ght service.
Those 'r,outes cover pra,ctically all points
of the CDmpass in the metropolitan area.
In addition, the Murrumbeena-St. Kilda
and the Hartwell-East Malvern services
wiU cease to operate tlhis week. Two
other routes have :been abandoned, but
new licensees have taken them over in
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an effort to make a success of them. On
thirteen other -r.outes tihe Hcences are
now open. If any member has the
strange idea-whioh seems to be held
by the honorable member for Richmond
-that somehow .or other -tihese :routes
are payable, tlha t there is no need Lor
fare increases, and that there is n'O
reason why they sh.ould be abandoned,
I say in the kindliest fashion that the
routes are avaHable for operati'on by any
person who ,can satis'fy the requirements
of 'the Motor Omnihus Advisory Committee and the Melbourne City Council.
In fact, it would be competent for the
hon.orahle member for Richmond to
operate anyone .of th.ose thirteen routes
at the moment, if he chose to do so.
I think I can say, without fear of
successful contradiction, that these bus
routes are heing abandoned f,or economic
reasons. Therea:re two phases of the
economic aspect
underlying
their
abandonment. The first relates to fares,
and the second is one which OpP.ositi'On members believe to be .of greater
importance, namely, that of routes and
terminals. Two other Opposition members who will support 'me in this
debate will discuss those aspects in
greater detail. At this stage. I desire
to make one .or two points in principle.
In regard to fares, I remind honorable
members that, in October, 1950, bus
operators applied for increases. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board applied for similar -fare .increases
some little time later, but the tramways
Board obtained their increases within
six months and charged the increased
fares from the '24th of December, 1950.
Many bus operators received -their
increases in June, 1951, etght months
after their application. tDur.ing that
period many bus proprietors lost the
financial :reserve they had, which might
have carried them on for a longer period
in the public interest. A further application for increased fares was recently
made by the bus operators, and 1
emphasize that those operators have been
told flatly that, without exception, no
fare increases will be :granted to private
bus operators. I point out, however, that
the tramways :Board commenced to
char.ge an additional increase of 1d. a
fare last week.
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As a further example, I remind the
Minister of Transport that, in my own
district, the tram f.are from Hart-well
junction to Camberwell junction-a distance of approximately 1 mile-is now
6d. On the bus, which starts !from the
same corner and ,proceeds in the opposite direction, with poorer traffic conditions and less peak period traffic, and
without the ability to carry traffic into
the dty, also with far less prospect of
making the venture a pros-per'Ous one,
the .fare is 4d. for a distance of 1.6
,miles t'O Ash-burton and bey'Ond.
Mr. CAIN.-Is that route one of ~ose
in respect of which an increase was
granted?
Mr. NORJMAN.-Yes; otherwise the
fare would have been 3d. instead of 4d.
The tramway,s Board makes two sections
of the journey of a,lmost exactly il mne,
for Iwhich a fare of 6d. is charged. Those
women who travel to Camberwell junction for shopping purposes have to pay
a fare of 6d.on 'th'e tram for approximately '1 mile of trave'l, while the bus
operator, who feeds the tram service, can
charge only 4d. for a distance of a mile
and a half, ,and he has much less pros·
perous 'conditions Ibecause the trams take
the cream of the traffic. In the ci:ty the
tramways rEoard is at present charging
il1iCreased fares. If a person boards a
tram at Elizabeth-street and t-ravels to
Swanston-street ,or Russell-street, he
must .pay a fare of 4d.
There is compl'aint that bus operators
are not .getUng the same fare for the
same distance of travel a1s is the tramways Board, and that is t-rue in many
cases. The Government, of lCOurse, will
say, in effect, " We are sure the accounts
of those operators are unsatisfactory,
and until they produce satisfactory
aecounts fare increases will not be
granted." The Government cannot deny,
however, that in 'respect of the late'st
application for increases, some operators
submitted satisfactory returns. I suggest that the " all round" decision of -the
Government that no bus operator will
be granted an increase is a policy decision which is not based on economics or
justice.
Let us consider the question of
aec'Oun 15. I know something of the situation in that -regard and can say that the
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accoun ts produced 'by bus opera tors are
set out in at least 'as much detail as are
.otlher accounts that 'are submitted to
the Prices Commissioner, who has -to
make decisions as to the pdces of
various Icommodities. Why bus operators
should be singled out to be informed that
their aocounts are thoroughly unsatis ..
fa·ctory, while those submitted by other
per-sons are aoceptable, although they are
a'll ·compiled on a similar basis, is beyond
my undel'standing.
Furthermore, I direct the attention of
the 'Minister of Transport, who has
criticized the 'accounts of bus operators,
to the f·aet that the accounts which they
submi t ,are on the same basis as those
submitted to the Taxation Department
for income tax purposes. The Com:missioner of Taxation has power to make a
cOIIljplete 'check if he is suspicious of 'any
figures that a're furnished. R·eference
ha,s been made to the issue of Uckets. I
desire to inform t'he Minister of Transport bha t, although the Government has
insist·ed on the issue of tickets by bus
operators, that requirement is useless as
a means of stopping dishonesty.
Al though there may be di,shonest bus
proprietors, there are also other dishonest persons who try to defraud the
Commissioner of Taxation, and my contention is that the compulsory issue of
tickets ·will not prevent a bus operator
from !being dishone.st if he so desires. I
know what I am talking about on this
matter. AnotheralSjpect is that if an
effective check is to be made, the small
o.pera tor must have some one available
to put the tick·ets into each bus at
approximately 6 o'clock ea1ch morning,
and some .one must al,so be in attendance
to take the tickets from the buses 'at
about 12.:30 a.m. daily, when operations
cease. The small operator has not the
necessary staff for that purpose and he
must either employ special st'aff or perform the tas,k him'se1i.
I say to those who have expressed
criticism 'On the question of accounts and
voiced doubts about the figur~s quoted,
"Why suggest ,that the operators in this
industry are a group of unscrupUlous
people, or even that there is a greater
percentage of unscrupulous people within
it than in any other industry? "
Mr. Norman.
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-They have a monopoly over the routes.
Mr. NORMAN.-That statement of the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds is
correct, but even though a man holds a
monopoly he may not be unscrupulous,
Most business people have to rely on their
staff. Of all the persons 'with whom I
have discussed bhis problem, I would
trust the average bus driver 'and the
average bus operator as much as I would
-trust the staff of any other industry.
There are good and bad types in all
phases of life. I earnestly ask the
Government, in dealing with this question, not to exhibit a greater tinge of
suspicion than it would exercise in its
approach to any other industry in which
there is price control.
The Government has flatly rejected
applications for any further increases in
fares payable on privately-owned buses,
but an increase in tram fares has been
authorized. I emphasize the generality of
that decision. The attitude of the Government apparently is this: " As regards the
buses, it is good for all the operators
that they shall not be granted an increase
of fares. Concerning the trams, it is
good that there shall be a rise in fares
on every route, without exception; all
sections can pay, and there is no question
of whether it is good 'or bad. When it
comes to the question of buses, we must
look at it carefully. Some one might
happen to make a little more profit, so
we shall refuse an increase to all
operators. "
If I am wrong in my contention, it is
because members of the House have not
been informed of the reas·on· why an
increase of bus fares has not been
granted; that in itself is a most important
factor. The granting of a rise in fares
win not only help the operators to keep
going, and perhaps ensure that certain
of them will receive a further profit, but
the public will have the option of deciding whether they will pay an extra 1d.
I should like the Minister of Transport
to accompany me to public meetings
being held in the electorate I represent
and dis'cuss with residents whether they
would sooner have the option of paying
an extra 1d. or of walking. At present
in certain areas residents who are in a
hurry 'Or do not feel well, or who are
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elderly or invalids or who are shoppers ber of people in outlying areas, but it
with a heavy load of goods to carry, would also help to make the routes more
ha ve not the choice of saying whether economic. The remaining three services
they will pay an extra 1d. to ride on a could be re-directed to operate through
bus. As there is no longer a bus service, the more heavily built-up areas and the
they must walk, unless they can afford opera tors would be provided with extra
sources of revenue, so that the services
to pay for a taxi, which is fantastic.
I do not say that the question of fare would become more economic and there
rises is the beginning and the end of the would be a better chance of the buses
problem, which, admittedly, is a com- remaining in service. In the four cases
plica ted one for the Government. In this I have mentioned in my electorate, there
debate the Opposition is endeavouring to are ways and means of oo-ordinating
be constructive and wishes to assist if the routes to provide a better service for
possible. The matter is urgent. A deci- the community and to make it more
sion should be made on the merits of each economical.
The Transport Regulation Board will
case and there should not be a common
Government policy applying to all routes. not assume control of the bus services
At least, members should know where until some time next year. It would be
they stand regarding the question. Even futile to wait until then before taking
if increases are granted in certain in- action on fares. The Minister of Public
stances, the problem will not be solved. Works, in a statement in the Age) said
The Leader of the Labour party pointed that in any case tthe Board would be
out that in the case of at least one of taking ,over c.ontrol next year, and 1Jherethe routes that have been abandoned the fore it should be allowed to deal with
I can understand 'tme
operators were permitted to charge an the problem.
extra 1d., and that applies to other cases. Minister's relief. If I were dealing with
Mr. HYLAND.-I shall give the numbers. the problem, I mi'ght be happy to pass
Mr. NORMAN.-It is not suggested it on. However, what he proposes to
that the making of one decision on fares do is not good enough, as the matter
will solve the problem and that then it is extremely urgent. If undue delay
can be put out of our minds. The entire occurs, such 'acilaotic ,situation will
subject of bus routes and terminals in result that it will be impossible to
the metropolitan area requires revision. resurrect the pres en t transport system.
I shall give an example. I do not suggest In my opinion, if we wa'it for the Transthait the rna tter can be confined to one port Regulation Board to take ,over conelectorate or dealt with within the boun- trol of the buses, it will be late next
daries of one electorate. In the Glen year before it does .so. 'Dhat Board will
Iris area the residents have been left be required to review the si tua tion in
with only three bus services out of seven, the light of .its experience, and neither
the other four having gone off the road its members nor its officers are experiwithin the last eight months. Therefore, enced in this problem.
In the meantime, 'the Opposition
four-sevenths of the residents in the electorate I represent, and probably a great strongly urges the Government to set
many more, have been left with no choice up a committee to review the whole
of transport, as there is no bus route to question, prepare reeommendations for
serve their needs. Obviously, the prac- the ,~overnment, and have a eompretical and urgent measure to take is to henslve pl'an ready for the Transport
review the remaining three bus routes Regulation Board when it takes over
The
and re-direct them, if necessary, so that tlhe handling of the ,problem.
they will be enabled to serve the greatest Opposition. suggests that the proposed
possible number of the people in that committee should include some .one of
area.
Two great advantages would the ,cal'ibre and wide experience of Mr.
accrue from the adoption of such a J. H. Aldred, of the Public Works Decourse: Not only would the buses serve partment, and a finance officer of the
the purpose---mentioned in the motion Transport Regulation Board. Suoh an
before the House-----of providing the best officer would have more practical knowpossible transport for the greatest num- ledge than a member of the Treasury
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staff. I make that statement witlh the
greatest deference to the Treasury staff,
but their officers aTe not experienced in
bus'iness opera Hons of this kind, wlhereas
officers of the Transport Regulation
Board are. Tohe ,committee should also include a representative of :the Road
Passenger Service Operators' Association.
I emopha,size to the Minister that a
decision on the question of an increase of
fares is required urgently. Whether he
grants .or refuses a rise, the operators
of bus services are entitled to know that
their claims have been considered on an
economic and just basis. A decision on
that matter will not entirely solve the
pI'loblem. The question of are-direction
or re-allocation of routes should be
reviewed immedia tely Iby an expert
c,om'mittee, !Such as the one I have suggested. If the matter is deferred until
the 'f.ransport Regulation Boar.d takes
over .control, I believe that it will
not be considered until the second !half
of next year. I firmly believe that by
that time most of the services w'ill have
ceased operation, and the rest will be
in a chaotic position; the owners will
either have neglected or been unable to
replace buses, and it will be impossible
to resurrect the services.
Privately-owned transport services
may suffer the fate ,of the gas industry
in the metropolitan area. That industry
was strangled by Government control
and lack of co-ordination, particularly
on 11he question of pri,ces. Eventually
it was said, in effect, "Let the Government come in and operate the industry,
and it will not ,care if it loses £300,000
in the ,first year." As a result, the price
of gas has reaoh,ed record levels, and
there have also been ibig price increases
fOT coke and other by-products. The
Government will subsidize the losses out
of Consolidated Rev:enue, and no one will
really understand the ,position.
The Opposition will endeavour to make
constructive suggestions in this debate.
Other speakers Iwill deal with the as.pscts
of fares and reallocation of routes, but I
emphasize that the matter is urgent.
We know that this is not an easy
problem to solve. We do not attempt
to say to the Minister ot Transport that we know of some easy
Mr. Norman.
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solut,j.on which we do not want to give
him. We cannot inform him of a quick
solution, but we direct his attention to
the fact that the problem is so urgent
tthat it 'cannot wait until the Transport
Regulation Board takes over cOll1trol of
metI'lopoli'tan road services. This problem
is of the greatest urgency to residents
of the metropolitan area. As a member
of a suburban elector,ate, I know of no
other subject on the horizon at the
moment that is more urgent and which
requires earlier attention by the Government.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-It was not ,my intentioQn to reply
until other members had presented their
views, but perhaps I should explain the
GoveTnment's position, so 'that o1'her
speakers may .put their case in the light
of what I shall say. It may be said by
the Opposition that the Government has
no interest in metropolitan bus services,
but that is not correct. I live on the
route of the WilUams-road-Hothamstreet service, which is known as No.1
route; it proQvides a magnificent service
and is a paying proposition. The service
along Orrong-I'Ioad-th,e No. 2 route--is
also a prosperous undertaking. I have
some personal knowledge of 1'he need
foil' buses.in the metropolitan area. They
are abg.o~utely essential.
Some people
have purchased houses in outlying distrkts because of the services being provided by private buses, which enable
residents toO ,get toO sho.pping centres,
:business, the seaside, and many o.ther
places. The Government is fully aware
,O'f 11he need .f.or buses, and it should not
be thought that trams and trains are
its only concern.
The Governmenl is anxious to do what
it can to keep pr.ivate moQtor buses running, but there is an economic limit to
all things. When most of these bus
routes were started the wage for a
driver was about £5 to £6 a week, and
the prices ,of petrol, tires, oils, and
repairs were about half to twothirds of what they are to-day. Further, buses were probaibly oQnly !half
the price at that time, as compared with the present-day eost. Because of increased costs, there must be 'an
economic limit toO the running of buses
in the metropoQlitan area or anyWhere
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else. There is also a limit to the service
that can be given by air lines. As an
illustration, I can cite the fact that the
air service to Benalla ceased when the
diesel train stalled to operate to that
centre.
When there is 0Ompetition between services, it is a question of how
long the private bus services can operate,
particularly when running costs are
increasing. It must be remembered that
higher fares were granted to a number ·of bus services that have since been
withdrawn.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - The inarease that was granted last July?
Mr. HYLAND.-Yes, an increase of Id.
It might be easy to grant an increase in
fares of Id., 2d., ·or even 3d. a section,
but it would be an added burden on bus
travellers. Further, Vhe service becomes
uneconomical for the propriet'Or, simply
because people walk to the trams and
trains and will not pay the extra fares.
That was proved when an increase was
granted to an IElsternwick bus service,
which subsequently ceased to operate.
Yesterday, the Minister of Public
WOl'ks informed me that, although one
bus operator had been granted an incease he would not charge higher
fares because of the competition from
trams and trains. It is certainly not an
easy problem to solve, because costs have
risen to such an exten t tha t the
pr.oprietors 'Of services are finding it
difficult to continue operations, and most
of them are only too pleased to cease
operations, in order that further losses
may not be incurred. That is most unfortunate, but those men control their
own businesses, and if they find that bus
routes are not paying, there is only one
thing to do-cease to operate the buses.
It has been said that the Government
should direct proprietors of buses to
operate along different routes. However,
if an operator says that he is going out.
of business, he cannot be directed to take
up another route, because he will refuse
to do 'SO.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Is there any evidence
of excessive goodwin involved in those
routes?
Mr. HYLAND.-There is no evidence
that I know of. A few years ago, when
costs were low, the goodwill involved in
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suburban bus routes was tremendous.
Even at present one would have to pay
a large sum for goodwill to purchase
either No.1 or No.2 route. However,
in regard to most bus routes the goodwill
gradually drifted, and as competition in ..
creased and costs became higher, the
takings on many buses became lower.
It has been stated that the Transport
Regula tion Board will not take over the
control of metropolitan bus routes until
next year, and probably it will be late
in the year before it is sufficiently experienced to deal with the problem
effectively, but there is no evidence to
prove that.
Last Monday a Co-ordinator of
Transport was appointed.
Probably
it will be two or three weeks before he
can be released from his present position
to take up his duties, but in the meantime he will do what he can to expedite
the taking over of control of metropolitan buses by the Transport Regulation
Board. I maintain th'at is a No. 1
priority. These services must be kept
running, if possibie. The Co-ordinator
of Transport lives in what I might call
the transport-starved portion of the
metropolitan area-Ivanhoe.
He is
thoroughly familiar with the needs of
that district, and also with the requirements of other districts. I am quite sure
that the Transport Regulation Board will
do a good job ,in handling metropolitan
bus services. It has been stated that the
Board is not experienced in this work,
but I would point out that Mr. Mountjoy,
its chairman, has been associated with
that body as secretary and chairman
since 1933. He h'as eighteen years' experience of the operations of buses in
the country districts of Victoria and the
outer metropolitan area, as well as of
other road services.
Mr. NORMAN.-It is a different type of
traffic.
Mr. HYLAND.-I do not agree,
although it is a more condensed traffic.
I am not afraid that the Transp'ort Regulation Board will not be able to handle
metropolitan bus services. I am sure
that it will be able to get into its stride
immediately it takes over. It is hoped
that the efficient staff required wiH be
available. That will be .one problem,
because to-day it is not easy to obtain
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the services of efficient officers. No one
realizes tha t difficulty more fully than
does the honorable member :for Glen Iris
in his /professional capacity. The honorable member said that the use' of ticket
machines in buses will not prevent an
operator from a'cting dishonestly. Neither
ticket machines nor Icash registers nor
any other system will prevent a person
from acting dishonestly if he has made
up his mind to do so. However, these
devilces are some deterrent 'against dishonesty, and, speaking from my personal
experience as 'a business man, I know
that my statement cannot be gainsaid. Concerning ticket machines, the
Government rightly took the view <that
an extra burden should not be placed on
the travelling, ipubUc until it was
absolutely certain that it was essenti'a'l to
do so.
Mr. NORMAN.-The ,same thing applies
in respect of the method !pursued by the
Prices Branch, which does not ask for
the production of cash registers.
Mr. HYLkND.---.:But ,the balance sheets
of !businesses 'must be produced. Those
businessres ,are run in ,an entirely different
way from the manner in which the bus
operators work. Consider, for instance,
what happen,s on the bus whi'ch pa'sses
my front door. ,When la passenger
enters the bus he sees a small box
partitioned off into cOllllPartments for
Id's., 3d's., 6d's., Is'o8., and 2s's. If the
fare is 4d. land the passenger !putls a 2s.
piece in the appropriate section, the bus
. driver gives Is. 8d. change. What
business man worth his salt would be
satisfied ,with a system of ',that kind?
Mr. NORMAN.-The same system IS
adopted in mlany Isubwban shops.
Mr. HYLANiD.-It is 'absolutely
essentia'l that we should falce f,acts so
that we m1ay ascertain the 'true position
concerning the operation of the buses.
If the Prices Branch receives ,an appHcation, for ,permission to ,charge an i,ncreas·ed Ipri,ce, the Branch does not just
s'ay, "It ,is la fine .day, Mr. Brewer. You
have authorHy to increa'se the price .of
your beer." Nor does it say to the oil
companies, "You are gr,anted permission
to ,increase the pri'ce of petrol." Wha t
the Pri'ces Branch says is, "Produce
your 'books and' bal'ance sheets first."
The honorable mem'ber for Mentone, wa,s
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employred 'in ,the Prices Branch and he
knows that what I am saying is correct.
The Prices IBrahch employs some of the
keenest business investigators in Victoria. On one .occasion the oil'companies,
when th'ey were asked to produce their
books in connection with an application
for an tincrease in the price of petrol,
said they would not do so because they
represented 'an overseas corporation.
Needless to say, their application was
not approved.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Prices Brnnch is
on'ly a cash register, 'as it were, for price
increases.
Mr. OLDHAM (to Mr. H)'lland).-You
allowed prices to rise by more than 50
per ,cent.
Mr. HYLAND.~When the honorable
memlber for Malvern was M,inister in
Charge of Prices, he Im'ade an unholy
mess of the administration of price
control. I hope that I shall never be
guilty.of making such a mess of the j.ob
as he did.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archio
l\'Iichaelis).-Order! The Minister's time
will shortly eXlp'ire, and he should be
heard in silence.
Mr. HYLAND.~I wa,s ,referring,
before the interjections, to the B.lppUcation made by the oil companies for
author~ty to charge an increased price
for petrol. As I said before, those companies stated that they were part of an
overseas c,orpora tion and could not ,produce their balance-sheets and books up
to a certain date. The Prices Branch
said, "Very well; it is a fine day. When
you are prepared to produce your books,
we will consider your application.
Good-bye." It was not long before
the oil companies returned with their
balance-sheets, and then 1lhe Prices
Branch. was able to make a check on
their operations. I contend that ,the
same policy must be applied in respect
of bus opera tors.
The majority of the employees .of a
bus proprietor may be honest men, but
it would be unsafe to say tha't all such
persons are honest and I con tend tha t
if the buses operate.on the system of an
open till, an accura te check on the
financial results .of thek activities is not
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possible. After the oompletion of the
running of a :bus a sum of, perllaps, £25
might be handed in to ·the proprietor
but there is no guarantee that the sum
accounted for represents the complete
takings on .tJhe trips of that bus.
·Mr. NORMAN.-The open-till method
is used in a Jarge number of small shops
in the ·metropoUtan area, and the prow
prietors of those businesses are from
time to time giv1en approval to charge
increased prices.
Mr. HYLAND.-I repeat that applic.ants fIQr increased pri.c~s must disclose
the financial results of their dealings
Apparently, the honorable member for
Glen Iris knows nothing about the subject.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Of course. th~
Minister is the only person who knows
anything.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The Minister is re10eiving far too muoh assistance
not only from members of the Opposition but also from his ;supporters on the
Government .side of the House. Interjections must ·ce·ase.
Mr. HYiLAND.-I maintain that the
use of the ticket 'rna'chines is ahsolutely
essential to enable a ·check to be kept.
on the takings of the buses. Both the
passenger,s and the bus propriet'or.s havp
a right to be protected.
I give thP
'Opposition my word that the takinz
over of the -contr·ol of the buses by the
Transport Regulation Board will hp
given No. 1 priority, because thn
Government realizes the difficulties experienced in the running of bus .services.
'The Government is with the o.pposition
to 'the extent of 100 Iper cent. in this
m·atter.
Mr. BLOCK (Ivanhoe) .-1 desirp. to
place before the House a few facts in
rei a Hon to the running of buses, and I
trust that the Minister will oonsider
those facts in the light of the' urgency
of the case presented to him to-day.
The Government and the Lahour party
are fully aware that the posiHon of
the bus operators in tJhe ,metropolitan
·area is a bad one at the present time.
In the electorate which I have thp.
honour to represent there is operating
what is, I think, the biggest privately.
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owned bus service in the ·metropolis. J
refer to the bus service between HeideJberg and Glenroy. On that route 23
buses are in use, and they provide a very
glood service. However, at the present
time the service is losing £1,000 a month.
If a ·period of three months elapses
before the new system of oontrol is put
into force, the service will lose another
£3,000. The bus operators cannot afford
to lose money to that extent. I suggest
to the Minister of Transport that the
urgency of this case is so grea t that
if no action is to be taken bef.ore the
Transport Regulation Board takes over
the administration of bus services in
the metropolitan area in February next.
no buses will be operating hy that time.
The licences held by the bus proprietors
will fall due for renewal at the enrl
of the year, but it cannot be expecten
that the owners will renew those licence$,
if they .are losing m·oney on their buses.
I have in my possession at the moment
the balance-sheet olf one bus company,
whi.ch I shall be quIte happy to make
available ·to the Minister OT any other
member of the House who desires to
peruse it. Members may examine the
balance-sheet and ·compare it with the
report of the MeLbourne and Metropoli.
tan Tra·mways Boa,rd to asceI'ltain what
difference, if any, there is between the
operation of the two services. If members do so, they will ascertain that at
the time it was granted authority to increase fares, the tramways Board wa~
in no better ,position than was thi~
company. I point out that the oompany to ·whi.ch I refer runs a 12-mUe
servi.ce for a fare of 1s. ld.
Mr. NORMAN.-That i,s 12 miles in

a single length?
Mr. BLOCK.-Yes. If any member
of this House thinks he can run a similar bus service at the rate I have quoted,
he has another "tiliink" ooming to him.
The fare represents a fra1ction more than
1d. a mile. Under those oonditions,
it is impossible to operate buses successfully. This company was granted a fare
increase in July, but I would point out
that the fare sections of the tramways
Board average 1 mile, whereas the
sections of this bus route approximate
1! miles.
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Mr. FEWSTER.-The operators. had
an opportunity to apply for a re-alwcation of the sections?
Mr. BI..OOK.-They did so, without
result, and that is a worrying feature.
Unless speedy action is taken to relieve
the situat.ion, the buses will go off the
road; at present they transport 20,000
passengers daily. Those people will be
stranded if we have to wait for something to happen. A bus at a time will
go out of the running, .and the licence
for the vehicle will not be renewed. That
will mean great inconvenience to many
people.
In the Ivanhoe district, three
companies operate buS' runs, and as they
are all losing money, they will be forced
out of business. It must be remembered
that they are operating in a locality
whi'ch the Minister said was starved for
transport facHities. Workers will not
be able to journey to the city because
there will not be the means available for
them to do so.
i repeat that I have with me the
figures ooncerning these buses, and they
are available for inspection. An analysis
of the halance sheets and trading statements will satisfy members and officials
of the Prices Branch that the position is
desperate. The figures are as complete
as any that r have seen previous'ly. The
route paid for a time until the operators
were faced with increased costs. In
1946 a profit of £60 was made. In 1949
the amount was £229, and in 1950 it was
£89. Now a loss is shown. For th~
last six years the total loss amounts to
£4,888. There is no hope of this company continuing to function unless it
receives assistance.
Mr. HAYES.-Will an increase of fares
assist?
.
Mr. BWCK.-The company should be
given the right to charge increased fares,
and the sections should be shortened.
!Mr. HYLAND.~ould the CQ·mpany
continue if it received a rise of ld. in
fares?
Mr. BLOCK.-The company received
a penny increase.
Mr. HYLAND.-N ow it requires a further increase?
·Mr. BLOOK.-Yes. That need is substantiated by the figures that I havE'
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before me. I repeat that action must be
taken immediately to assist the interests
concerned.
Mr. G. E. WHITE (,Mentone).-Do you
say that these [osses were caused by cost
increases?
'Mr. BLOCK.-Yes; there have been
wage increases as well as increases in
all other incidentals. These operators
have 23 buses on the roads, and I appeal
to tlhe Minister to treat this as an urgent
mlaitter.
The increase that is to take
place ,in the basi'c wage next month will
increase the cost of this service by a
further £250 a month, so something must
be done. I would not blame these
operators if they took their buses off the
rOiads to-morrow. The present position
arises from the fact that the regulations
state that they cannot increase fares.
The bank has sa,id to them, "You ca'nnot
expect us to carry you any wnger."
Mr. TOWERs.-Are they going on
strike?
Mr. BLOCK.-It is not a question of
going on strike but of being forced out
of business. I suggest that if the business
o~ the honorable member for Collingwood
dId not pay, he would not continue to
make boots.
NORMAN.-His
business
is
Mr.
regulated by the Prices Branch.
Mr. BLOCK.-That is true. I also
have before me figures from the Heidelberg omnibus company. They show a
loss on the working for 1950 of £413
and for 1951 of £2,512. In the balanc~
sheet nothing is provided for depreciation
or replacement of motor vehicles. It
has been said that the Transport
Regulation Board win go into the matter
and the attention of the Co-ordinator
of T~ansport will be directed to it. Tha t
means that the present position may
oon.tin~e until February of next year,
WhICh IS most deplorable. In that event
buses will not be operating in Heidetber~
and Ivanhoe.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The main factor in these cases is a
price increase?
Mr. BLOCK.-It is.
Mr. TowERS.-How did these people
prepare their figures? My experience
with buses is that the drivers merely
throw the 1ares that they collect into a
box.
.
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Mr. BLOCK.-Tickets are supplied to
passengers. If a price increase is granted
quickly, the buses win continue to
opera teo If the Honorary Minister found
that the ,price of butter-fat was too low,
he would ask for an immediate increase.
This is an urgent matter and it is ot no
use waiting until February of next year
f,or action to be taken. J support the
suggestion of the honorable member for
Glen Iris that a committee ought to be
constituted to find a solution of these
difficulties. The Minister of Transport
referred to No.2 bus route, which he
uses. That service operates from Midd!le
Brighton and terminates outside the
Public Library in Swanston-street. In
twenty years, only one increase in
fares lhas been granted on Ithat r.oute,
with the exception of a compulsory increase to bring the bus fares into conf.ormHy with those -charlged f.or parallel
tramway .sections.
Mr. DOUBE.-The operators must
have made profits twenty years ago.
Mr. BLOCK.-J do not suggest that
they did not do so. Probably the
honorable member for Oakleigh did better
twenty years ago than he is now doing
on his parliamentary salary. I direct
attention to increased costs that have to
be met by bus operators. For instance,
in December 1947, the wage for a bus
driver was £7 9s. 6d. a week. In October,
1951, the wage was £11 ISs. In 1947
mechanics were paid £7 12s. 6d. a week,
to-day they are paid £12 Is. 'a week;
petrol cost 2s. 8d. in 1947, as against
3s. 3d. a gaUon to-day, and the prices
of oils and greases have been correspondingly increased. In 1947 a set of
tires for a motor omnibus cost £63 4s.,
but to-day they cost £141 4s., if one can
get them. Repair costs have increased
by at least 50 per cent. and the operator
has to pay three times the price that he
paid in 1947 for new vehicles.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).-That is easily
understood, in view of the published
statement that Standard Ca-rs Limited
made a profit of approximately
£1,250,000 last year.
Mr. BLOCK.-The bus ,I)perators cannot be blamed for that. If it is the
policy of the Government to force bus
<>perators out of business, then in my
view it is a short-sighted policy. If that
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is the attitude of the Prices Bran-ch, is it
any wonder that many people are complaining about its operation?
The
urgency of this problem cannot be overstressed, and members who are sympathetic should take prompt steps to
establish a committee to investigate the
question, otherwise the metropolitan area
will be left without adequate bus transport services. If that should happen, the
blame will be laid at the dQor of this
Parliament. It is in our hands to take
prompt action, and I ask members to
support the proposal that we should get
together and have this matter investigated immediately.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-The problem
of motor omnibus transport in the metropoli tan area over the years has been the
subject of considerable investigation and
inquiry. We all know how the motor
omn'ibus business in the metropolitan
area has developed in the 'last twenty
years, which would seem to indicate
that it is a most profitable business. The
operators have built up a goodwUI, and in
recent sales high prices have been pa-id
-for -the goodwin of existing services.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-In some cases the
purchasers have paid twice as much for
the goodwill as they have paid for the
assets of the business.
Mr. CAIN.-I desire to approach the
problem factually, from the point of view
of justification for increasing fares. It
is not only the operators who were
refused increased fares who have gone
off the road; in many cases where fare
increases were approved the operators
have ceased to c-onduct the services. I
shall quote from a Public Works Department file that has been handed to me by
the Minister of Transport relating to the
fares charged on metropolitan bus routes.
In Maroh, 1951, representations were
m·ade to the Minister -of PubUc Wor-ks to
increase fares to offset the 19s. a week
increase in the basic wage. Tha t is the
£1 basic wage rise as it is usually referred toO. 1'he report on this subject
was as -foUows:On 1st March, 1951, the Association made
representations to the Minister as to the
effect of fUrther heavy increases in costs,
largely due to the substantial basic wage
increase of 19s. per week in December, 1950,
and submitted an amended application requesting the granting generally of a fare
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structure of 4d. base, plus 2d. for the second
section, plus ld. for each additional section
(Le., anyone section 4d., two sections, 6d.,
three sections, 7d., etc.).
The Government referred the application
to Mr. Penrose, Investigating Officer, State
Treasury Department, for report. Mr. Penrose submitted his report 'in March, his
conclusions (based on figures obtained for
the latter half of calendar year 1950 and
for earlier years) being that there should
be no general increase applying to all routes,
but that each route should be examined
individually and treated on its merits. He
was not able to say which routes should be
granted increases, or which should not, or,
where increases were granted" what they
should be.
I understand tha t Mr. Penrose was
appointed chairman of the committee
which investigated .the whofe problem.
Speaking :subject to correction" I understand that increases !Were 'authorized in
about 60 ca'ses and refused ,in '28 cases,
including the t,wo services on the Swanston-street r,oute. Since then, a number
of oper.ators have gone out of the
busine,ss, unfortunately. The difficulty
that I see now is that for the most part
the services that have ceased were carrying people who had t'aken 'UP residence
in outer suburban a:reas. In some :cases
they were occupying Housing Commis~
sion pro.perties far from the normal
public forms of transport. Many residents in those outlying districts have
no means of getting from their homes
to the nearest form of pulbUc transport
other than by the privately-owned buses.
If the bUS services cease, naturally that
will cause much inconvenience to those
people. There are f.ourteen routes on the
list for which increases were granted. An
increase of one penny a trip was granted
on the ;lst of July, 1951, to the Mont
A'lbert-Burwood service, but i't ceased
operating on the 4th of April, 1951. The
licences were taken over 'by Smith
Brothers about the middle of June 1951,
and the service is still running.
An increas·e was approved on the
Elwood-E'lsternwick-Ormond rou'te, but
the service ~ceased operating on tihe 19,th
of September, 1951. On the EssendonStr,athmore-Essendon Aerodrome route
increases were granted on three buses,
but the llcences have (been surrendered,
one on the 119'thof September, one on
the 8th of October and one 00 the 15th
of October. On the East MalvernOakleig'h-Moorabbin route five buses
Mr. Cain.
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operated 'but the Ucensee, although he
granted a fare increase, Ihanded in
the licence on the ,19th of October, 195:1.
For the night service from Melbourne to
Willia,mstOiWn and Sunshine, increases
were approved but the licences were
handed in f,Qr the three buses on the 22nd
af October, 1951. Approval for fare
increases were granted on the Kensington-North Melbourne route, but those
licences were handed -in on the 22nd Olf
October. On ·the Hartwell-Ea:st Malvern
run, despite the fare increase granted to
the three Ibuses, the licences are to be
handed ,in on the 29th of October.
The routes on which ;fare increases
were not gI'lanted were:- Coburg-Hawthorn bridge night route, MaidstoneYarravHle; Gardiner-Bur,wood; HamlPand East Malvernton-Moorabbin,
Hughesdale. Out of that list eight or
nine 'Operators were permitted to increase their fares by one penny a section,
but still they are going off the routes.
That discloses that there is some .other
reason why the opera tors are gQing
out 'Of business.
It has been suggested by the honorable member
for Glen Iris that to overcome
the problem an investigatiQn committee
should be appointed. He indicated that
in the United Sta'tes of America bus
operators do not enjoy a monopaly.
One of the virtues of the transport
legislation in Victoria 'is that in a'll cases,
both in the city and in the country, the
opera'tors -in the main enjoy a monopoly.
It is true that they fought in the metropolitan area about route extensions, but
generally 'speaking the operators now
havre a monopoly over ,the ;area in whicih
they operate. If it were not for that
fact, there would be no ,private bus transport in the State ultima'tely, because the
OIPerators would destroy .one another's
business. Under uncontrolled competitive cQnditions, there would be too many
buses on the roads. Perha;ps rthe position
would not be as desperate to-day as it
was in past years. As the operators
enjoy a monopoly-and 1Jhey constitute
an ilnportant part of transport in the
metropolitan area and throughout the
StJate generally-nobody wants '1.0 see the
buses go off the roads.
I think there ,is virtue in the propos,a.J
that the oper·ators ,shotrld submit
accounts when 'asking for increases in
fares. It is true tna t some .of them do
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submit accounts, 'but others do not. It
is also a fact ilia t under the existing
system they lose many fares through
non~collection. Take as an examlPle the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board bus·es. I can only hazard a guess
but I should say that thousands of fares
are lost annually on the buses through
non-coHection. On one of the best bus
routes in the metropolitan area-from
Spencer-street via Bourke-street to Preston, through thkkly-congested areas
of population-thousands of pounds
annually are being lost in that way.
iMy suggesUon is, that if an investigation is desired; the only authority that
is competent to make it is the Transport Regulation Board, which has the
necessary experience, skiU, and staff.
Recently Parliament passed a Bill
which provides f.or the transfer of control of metropolitan transport from the
Melbourne City Council and the Motor
Omnibus Advisory Committee to the
Transport Regulation Board.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Has the Government
acted contraJI'Y to the recommendations
of the co m m-it tee ?
:Mr. CAIN.-No, tthe Government has
followed the oommittee's recommendations; in fact, some persons 'Consider that
those recommendations have been followed too blindly.
·Mr. DODGSHuN.-They have been f'Ollowed in accordance with a certain line
of Government p.olicy.
Mr. CAIN.-That may be so; nevertheless, the committee's recommendations have been foHowed. Fare inc!I'eases
were gran.ted on more than 60 routesand some of these services are now off the
roads-and no increases were given on
more than i20 other routes. I repeat 1:hat
if it is desdred to have an investigation
made skilfully, scientifically, and impartially, that investigation should be made
by the Transport Regulation Borurd. I
see no reason why there should be set
up another committee for the purpose.
My 'contention is that the proper course
would be for the Transport Regulation
B.oard to uake over, at the eaJI'liest possible moment, control of all road transport throughout the State. It need not
necessarily take over immediately the
control 'Of motor ,omnibus services in
Geelong, iBallarat, and Bendigo, but
there can be no doubt that the Trans-
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port Regulation Board possesses the
necessary skill and capacity f.or the job.
It has fixed 'fares all over the State for
many years past, and is better qualified
in this field than any other authority.
Members must not l.ose sight of the
effect of fare increase on those persons
who reside in outer metropoli tan districts, some of whom have to use bus
transport to connect with trams or
trains. I kn.oW that in the district
where I live the 1'0 cal 'bus operator,
when he charged increased fares, found
that many people who had previously
traveLled ,on ihis buses walked because
they were not prepared to pay the extra
charge.
The burden, of transport
charges is very heavy in the outer
subur.bs. A iperson who lives some di·stance from the terminus of a tram or
train route m,ay have t'O pay between
1s. 'and 1s. 6d. daily in each direction,
even if he is able to avail himself Jf
the benefit of 'a monthly railway ticket.
If that per.son lives, say, a mile from
the tram terminus or the railway
station he has to pay an additional bus
fare of 4d. 'in each direction, and it is
now suggested that that 'fare should be
5d. If bus fares be,come t'Oo high, the
use of !bus services is out of the ques'tion. I do not wish to see bus ,opera tors
pushed off the road, and I was about to
suggest that the tramways Board might
undertake the responsibility of providing bus services,' but I do not think that
body will be anxious to do so; consequently, those who live ,on 'the bus
routes that have been abandoned win be
left without transport.
Might I suggest .once again that,
inS'tead of setting up another committee,
the investigart,ion of the matter should be
handed over to that autho.rity which
knows something about the situation?
The Transport Regulation Board, for
many years, has controlled those bUS€::i
that operate from various centres to
the metropolitan area but which do not
operate actually within the metropolitan
are'a. Wtth great respect, I say that
the officers of the Public Works Department have not the experience which is
comparable with that of the Transport
Regulation Board.
Under the chairmanship of Mr. P ..Mountj.oy, the Transport Regulation Board has administered
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transport maiUers throughout the State
for m'any years and, under legislation
whkh wa's recently passed in this
Hause, it will shortly take over contral
O'f road traffic 'in the metropolitan area.
In the .circumstances, therefore, the
wisest course to' pursue wauld be to'
arrange f'ar Ithe Tran.sport Regulatian
Board rather than another commiUee to
investi.gate this matt;er.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-One pleasing
feature ·af the debate is the acknaw~
ledgment of all speakers ·of the importance to' the public O'f bus services.
It is an accepted fact that mO'tor
omnibus services are not 'Only a convenience ihut 'an economic necessity.
The Minister of Transport spoke of the
effect of bus services on pr·operty
values. People have bought properties
along bus r,outes a't prLces that have
Ibeen based on the convenience that has
been provided by bus services. Again,
the Leader o'f the Labour party emphasized the great coOnvenience of these
services to those persons-particularly
the warkers-who reside in outer
suburbs. I desire to emphasize the 'advantages tha't are enJoyed :by th-ose who
use bus servi,ces. I believe that ·many
hundreds of1Jhousands of travellers residing in the 'metropolitan area are
adversely affected by Ithe cessation of
the services now under discussion.
In some respects, I. agree with the
Leader of the Labour party that much
good .could result of.vom transferring this
problem to the Transport Regulation
Board for ,investigation. On the CoburgGlenroy route, which e~tends f,or a distance of 12 'miles, ·the fare i,s 1s. 1d.
Under the Transport RegulatioOn Acts
some -operators charge a fare of 3d. a
passenger mile, as compared with 1d.
a passenger mile in the case of the
C-oburg-Glenroy service.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That is
nearly three times more.
Mr. 'FRASER.-Yes. Might I point
out that bus servi.ces carry three classes
of passengers, but bef-ore I discuss that
aspect, I emphasize that none of these
services can be regarded as competitive
as we understand the word "competitive." The services noOw under discussion do not compete with trams or
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railways. Many of ·them are feeder and
croOss-c·ountry services, providing a service noOt furniSihed in any other way.
Our 'Objective shauld be to' have these
services re-instated and running on a
profi table basis. IProper ·care should be
exercised to ensure that the ,residents
are not required :toO pay exorbitant rates
unless they are justified.
The Leader ,of the Labour party
properly referred to the goodwill of
some of the 'services, and ·the profits
made twenty years ago. I ,think it is
also .proper that I should remind the
House that there 'is no ,goodwill in a
servi.ce that is not operating, and nO'
,profit, either. The three .classes of
people who are carried by these services
and whoO now nave no other form of
transpart are the ·workers, school
children, and housewives. I believe J
am right in saying that many ·of the
troubles that exist to-day arise from
other 'matters :t'han that of a fare increase. The method of operation very
often ~is the 'factor causing a lass.
'Mr. CAIN.-In some cases operators
were aUowed to coOn duct a: service where
probably it was not justified, and in
competition with other services.
Mr. FRASER.-Tbat sta1tement may
be ·coOrrect. The honorable member for
Glen Iris suggested tlhat ·an .over-all survey .of bus routes and services should
be· undertaken and a re-alignment of
roOutes effected. Many of the existing
routes are directed toO a wroOng terminal.
Mr. CAIN.-Sometimes at the request
of the operators.
Mr. FRiASER.-That may :be s-o.
However, we are not coOncerned with the
operators at the moment but with the
welfare of the people whO' have (been
deprived of a transport service. An
.operator cannot be expected to provide
an unprofitable service, and toO that extent we are ooncerned with his position.
'Mr. CAIN.-Only the -operators of public transport can provide a service that
does not pay.
Mr. FRASER.-Our .objective is t-o
provide a service which all 'agree is
necessary 'foor the public. People have
been encouraged to live in suburbs dis'tant from the city, believing that they
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w.ould be provided with a permanent
and adequate trans.port system. Those
persons are entitled to demand a go.od
transport service, and it is the responsibility .of Parliament to ensure that their
needs are properly catered for.
The difficulties .of bus operators arise
lar,gely f.rom .peak-hour traffic.
The
operator c.ommences his operati.ons at
about 6 a.m. and probably finishes at
1 a.-m. Over the whole day there is a
spread of something like nineteen h.ours.
He is affected, of course, by the 40-h.our
week and by the spread .of hours laid
down in the appropriate Wages Board
determination. The employee must be
paid from the time he sta.rts duty until
the time he finishes, and the breaks fQr
·meals must n.ot exceed two and a half
hours. IMembers of the Opposition are
n.ot ar.guing that point and are not suggesting that th.ose conditions are wrong.
However, it is a handicap having regard to the ty.pe of servi.ce that must
be pr.ovided <by a bus .operator. He may
have to put in :service twenty buses at
6 a.m. and keep tlhem running un til
9 a.m. nuring ,the day he provides an
off-peak service with a limited number
.of buses, and he 'must bring int.o operati.on his full fleet f.or the peak ,period
from approxi'mately 4 .p.m. to 7 p.m.; no
d.oubt, there is a further peak peri.od at
·about midnight. All the factors I have
m·entioned increase the difficulties of the·
bus operat,or.'l1here is no need f.or me
to argue the question of tickets. I
agree with the views expressed on both
sides of the House that the existing
system is both good and bad.
An operator wh.o applies foOr an increase should support his claim with
figures. In this regard, the method
adopted by the Transport Regulation
Board might well be adoOpted by whatever authority isoha,rged with the
responSibility .of attending toO this
matter. Under the system t.o which I
refer, when an ·operatoOr 'produces figures
certifjed to by an acc.ountant, they are
accepted prima tfacie as beingcoOrrect,
and an adjustment, if warranted, is
m'ade i,mmediately, after which an inquiry takes place to make sure that it
is justified.
Mr. DODGSHuN.----Some me1lhod of
that type needs to be adopted.
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.Mr. FRASER.-Prompt action 'must
be taken to ensure that buses that have
been taken off the 'roOads will be restored
toO service. What is perhaps moOst important, steps should be taken to obviate
moOre buses being taken out of commission. Figures have <been quoted to the
House disclosing that one lar.ge-scale
operator serving an important district,
which' lis largely an industrial area, and
transporting a large number of passengers daily, is losing about £1,000 a
month. Obviously, that man cannot
continue to operate under those circumstances. If adjustments to fares were
made first, 'and an inquiry 'then instituted,
with a re-adjustment made later, ,i:f found
necessary, that position could be altered
and an es,sential transport system required by the people in the area he serves
would be continued. Operator,s of buses
are handicapped further when they
run over a long route. If the service on the particular route referred
to, extending from Coburg to Glenroy,
was conducted by three operators,
the worker would be put .to inconvenience in tranlsferring twice before
reaching his destination, and he
would be required to pay a much higher
fare than he would ,pay if the complete
journey were done on one bus; but aN
the operators might operate at a profit,
because every time the worker 'changed
to another bus he ,wou1d pay 4d. for the
first section. Whatever authority deals
with this matter, it should take all these
factors in to considera tion and apply
common sense.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you agree that the
Transport Regulation Board is the only
authority that is capable of han.dling tlhe
problem?
Mr. FRASiER.-I agree /With that
statement Iwith some reservations. This
particula'r problem in the metropolitan
area is somewhat foreign to the transport Board's previous experience. That
Board does not usual'ly encounter
similar problems to this. A further difficulty to arise would be in the appointment of sufficient Istaff to handle this
matter promptly. The Transport Regulation Board is a competent authority
and ..it has very efficient officers, and in
time the Board would do an excellent
job. Its method of approach to problems
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of this kind might well be adopted by
whatever authority is given tlhe responsibility of handling this matter. For
the inform a tion of the Leader of the
Labour party, I repeat that the Transport
Regulation Board a'ccepts audited fi·gures,
on which a quick adjustment is made.
Afterwards, the figures are investigated
to ensure that they are sound, and if
they 'are ~found to Ibe improper, appropriate action is taken 'against the
operator. .Jt may be said to the credit
of the Transport Regulation Board and
the oper.a.tors, 1!hat on few .occasions, if
any, have figures sU!bmitted been ·found
to be false.
ilt might be ap.propriate that one should
remind the House of the eXlcellen t
service given to the travelling community over the years, and lParticulady
during periods of 'emergency, by
operator,s of ;private bus services. They
are entitled to receive not only commendation, ibutalso appreciation. Having regard to the ·f.act that these services
are necessary, prompt 'action should be
ta!ken to see that affairs are iput in order
immediately.
I emphasize again the importance of
the bus terminal. in the course of the debate, the Leader of the Labour party
referred to a service that ha,s gone out of
operation and 1!hat previously .operated
between Tottenham and Seddon. Can
anyone understand Wlhy a service of that
kind was ever started or licensed? In
the :first place, the terminall !was between
Yarraville and T.ottenham. 'When the
service was commenced, its objective iWas
the transporting of workers living in
Yarraville who were employed beyond
Tottenham in the munition works of
Mar.ibyrnong and eLsewhere. When the
war work ceased, tfuere was not the same
number of workers travelling and the
service ceased to he on a sound basis.
During the war the munition and other
works !Were operating on three shifts.
The buses took one Load over, and
brought another load iback, and it was a
profitable oper,ation. After the war,
those employees found employment elsewhere. Then there was another olass
of travel1ler to cater for, namely,
residents in the new Housing Commission area \beyond the Tottenham station,
who desired to travel to a shopping
centre; This servke was continued with
Mr. Fraser.
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the idea of taking ,children to school,
transporting a certain num·ber of
workers, and g.iving a limited service to
housewives'. On several occasions applicalion was made to the Motor Omnibus
Advis.ory Committee to have the terminal
at Footscray instead of at Seddon, but
on each occasion rthe application was refused. If the. application had been
g:nanted it would have been posslble f.or
the service to c.ontinue without any increase in fares, because sufficient additional traffic would have been available
to make it profitable.
~n dealing with this question it is im~
portant 'to bear in mind the amount of
public revenue that is paid by the
'operators {)f bus services. It can be said
that a bus that is working on a reasonably c.ontinuous basi'S in the metropolitan area pays into public revenue in the
form -of petrol tax and transport and
other fees a sum e~ceeding £500 a year,
which is very high.
'Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You realize that Victoria receives a return from petrol tax only a
lintle more than a 'quarter of the amount
that is paid in this State?
Mr. ili'1RASER.--I have been as st~ong
in my protest against ilia t position as
has the Premier~
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Will the honorable member
now conclude his speech?
/Mr. FlRA'SER.---One is greatly handicapped by yom mUng, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-It is not my ruling,
it is a' matter of the time allowed by the
Standing Orders for the discussion of
this form of adjournment motion.
Mr. FRASER.-One is handicapped in
dealing with a question of such importance as this in the limited rtime made
available under th~ Standing Orders. I
hope that my remarks wHl impress· the
Government with the necessity for taking prompt action to deal with this problem, which is so important to the community as a whoJe.
The sitting was suspended at 12.53
p.m. until 2.10 p.m.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I think I should first refresh the
memories of honorable members as' to
the terms of the motion suibmitted by the
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honorable member for Glen 'Iris. In their
speeches, members have kept more or
less to the terms o'f the motion, but I
emphasize the word "less." Later, I
shall amplify the point I have in mind.
The motion suibmi tted by the honorable
member was for ,the adjournment of the
Housefor the purpose of discussing a definite
matter of urgent public importance,
namely, "the need for an immediate survey
of the whole question of metropolitan
omnibus transport, with an· early decision
on bus fare increases, and with particular
regard to a complete re-direction of the
remaining routes so that they may serve
the best interests of the travelling public,
particularly in outlying areas."

Members of the Country party Government are naturally as concerned as are
members of the Opposition to ensure
that the most convenient forms of transport are available in the metropolitan
area as well as in country districts, but
I shall not draw a distinction between
the conditions in some country districts
compared with the vast concentration
of transport in the metropolitan area.
The Government appreciates the service
renderE!d by the private transport industry during emergencies, both in the
country and the city. If the nation had
to be placed' upon a war 'footing, we
would realize the important part that
would be played by motor 'buses and
other forms of road trans'port in the
moving of troops, equipment, and so on.
For that reason, the Government has
attempted to concentrate upon this
problem.
The Minister of Transport, :who replied on behalf of the Government, was
allowed only one-quarter of an hour in
which to make his speech, the 'same as
other speakers, with the exception of the
mover of the motion, and so he was not
able to inform members of all that has
been done in this matter. iI wish to
point out that for some months now,
t'he Minister of Public Works and members of the Motor Omnibus Advisory
Committee have attempted to find a
solution of the problem. It is not a case
merely of raising fares. The honorable
member for Glen Iris remarked that this
was re~l1y an economic question.
, Mr. NORMAN.---"I said that it related
both.to fares and bus routes.
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is belied,. by
the terms of the motion, which refers to
"outlying districts." I wish to discU'ss
what wiH follow a re-direction of routes.
I wonder how some bus proprietors
would react if they were told that they
had to extend their services on a profitable route to an outlying area.
Mr. FRASER.-That is not intended.
,Mr. DODGSHUN.--Of course it is not.
Opposition speakers have not proffered
any solution of the difficulty. By implication they have contended that
the Government should subsidize bus
operators.
Mr. FRASER.-Is the Government prepared to take prompt action in this
matter?
Mr. DODGSHUN.----I shall inform the
House of the action that the Government has taken; I can specify the individual bus routes concerned.
The
Minister of Transport has ,proved that
an increase in fares is not the solution.
Although 'Some bus owners have been
granted the righ t to charge increased
fares, they have surrendered their
licences. Cases are known of bus routes
that are not far distant from each other,
and both could serve surrounding areas.
In one instance, fares have been increased' but not in the other, and
passengers have transferred to the
cheaper route.
Mr. FRASER.-That is com'mon know~
ledge.
Mr. DODGISHUN.-The honorable
member said that more than 1,000
passengers had left one route.
Mr. FRASER.-I did not say that.
Mr. nODGSHUN.-The honorable
,member did.
'Dhe transitory stage
through which some districts are passing is preventing operat,ors from funcHoning economical'ly. I feel that that
i's the main problem. I repeat that
the matter has :been considered by
the members of the 'Motor Omnibus
Advisory Committee and it will 'be
remembered that the Premier stated
that until operators installed ticketselling machines by which they could
prove their c·ase for higher fares, increases would not be granted. The
method of assessing fares may be ques~
tioned, and on this subject I can speak
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with knowledge' of the fight that
oCcurred as to production costs in my
own industry, when various examples
were placed before the Prices Branch to
demonstrate the cost of growing a bushel
of wheat.
Bus operators must make a living. In
addition, they must provide proper wages
for their operators and allow for the
depreciation of their vehicles, and so on.
Members who have had anything to do
with buses must admit that some
operators have a most inefficient meth.od
.of bookkeeping, which cannot be checked.
I am acquainted with a bus route which
is well known to the h.onorable member
f.or Hawthorn and the honorable member for Camberwell. It runs parallel
with the railway line, about half a mUe
distant. In each bus is a box divided
into three compartments f.or the recepHon . of pennies, small silver c.oins,
and coins of larger denominations respectively. [do not suggest that the
operators are dish.onest, but '~here is no
check upon their takings. That aspect
was c.onsidered: by the Mot.or Omnibus
Advisory Committee.
An increase was sought by the private
oper·at.ors of metroP.olitan regular service bus r.outes, of which there are 94.
In a rep.ort t.o the Minister O'f Public
W.orks, it was stated that two of the
services, that is to say, 83A, HamptonMoorabbin, and 94A, Elw.ood-Ormond,
had gone out of operati.on. No increase
in fares was granted in the former case,
although .one was all.owed for the latter
service. I shall cite the number of
floutes on which the operators were
g1I'anted an increase ,oli one penny on each
single trip. On route 66 the increase
was granted from the 1st of July, 1951,
The number of routes on Which
thec.ommittee recommended, .on appeal,
that the penny per trip increase should
be granted t.otaUed five, including route
No. 83A, whi'ch has previously been mentioned. That was granted by all.owing
the opera tor to break a section on the
Hampton-Moorabbin route, but the service has since gone out of .operation.
The number .of routes in respect of which
appeals have been deferred for further
information and review .is four, and the
number of routes in respect of Which,
having regard to Government policy, the
Mr. Dodgshun.
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c.ommittee still recommended that the
appeals should not be granted is nine.
The Government policy is tha t if the
operators are ma,king a .good profit there
is no justification for a rise in the rare.
lVIr. FRAsER.-We ,are not concerned
with those cases. Our concern is only
with those people who have lost their
selI'vices.
'Mr. iDODGSHUN.-I do not. know
whether those .operators would come
witihin the category mentioned. It might
be that some of them would be redirected to take in less sparsely popu..
laAed areas. The Opposition is putting
only Qne side of the case. The honor..
able member for Glen Iris made an overaU statement on the question, but it WlaS
drawn from the honorable member for
Ivanhoe, in answer to an interjection,
that if an increase in fares were permitted, that would be the solution.
Mr. NORMAN.-In my speech I made it
clear Ithat that was not the end of it.
Mr. iDODGSHUN.-The number of
routes in respect of whi,dh financial data
was lI'equired when the appeal was lodged
was seven, and the number of r.outes in
respect .of which appeals were not lodged
was onJy two out of a total of 94.
/Mr. NORMAN.-According to press reports the Government refused a second
rise blankly, with.out any considerati.on
of the various routes.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is not so.
Those were. the cases under survey by
the lMotOlf Omnibus Advisory Committee
f.or some time.
'Mr. NORMAN.-Are you referring to
the firslt applica ti.on or the second?
/Mr. OODGSHUN.-l! am referring to
the cases whioh are being continually
stIa:'veyed. .
Mr. lFRASER.-What is the personnel of
that committee.
IMr. DODGSHUN.-I think the honorable member for Grant knows the answer better than I d.o. The present is
a transitory peri.od so far as corutr.ol of
bus operations is 'Concerned. Control is
to be taken over by the TransP.ort Regulation Board and in my .opinion it would
be wrong to set up another committee
at this stage. The Motor Omnibus Advisory Committee will carryon until
such time as the Transport Regulation
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Board takes over. The committee can
co-operate with the Board and fully advise its offi'cers on what should be done.
The retarding fact'Dr at present in the
transfer of control is (that the issue of
taxi tlicences win not be coOmpleted by the
Melbourne City Council until early in
January. As soon as that is completed,
control of bus operations will be transferred to the Transport Regula tion
Board.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The time allowed the Chief
Secretary for his sp'ooch has expired. I
caH the hoOnorable member for Oakleigh.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .--On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker: The h'Dnorable member for
Hawtborn rose in his place to address
the Chair bUlt he was not given the call.
Therefore, I desire your ruling on the
prolcedure to be adopted during the debate of a moti'Dn for the adjournment
of the House. Is it a practice of
Speakers to call ,on a m,ember of each
party on the Government side of the
House before giving a 'call to a member
on ,the Opposition s'ide, or should not
the call go alternately from one side of
the House to the otlher? Out of
courtesy, the Opposition does not ,object
to the Leader of the third party being
given .the call after the Minister who
has replied to 'the mover of the motion,
because that equalizes the time available between the Opposition and the
Government.
,Mr. CAIN.-I did not exercise that
Tight to-day, if it is a right.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is so, and I
do not think it ils a right. Out of
c.ourtesy, we have never objected to the
Leader of the Labour party being given
the third call. The m'emiber in .charge
of the motion on pehali of the Opposition is entitled to address the Chair
for half an hour on a 'motion for the
adjournment of the House on a matter
of urgent public importance, and the
Minister and the first speaker for the
third party are each entitled to a quarter of an hour. After that stage has
been reached I think the call should go
alternately from one side of the House
to the other. Probably the honorable
member for Williamstown would agree
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with me on this matter of parliamentary
practice. If all parties on the Government side were given the call, including
the party led by the honorable member
for Coburg, it would mean that three
members' on the Government side would
be entitled to speak before a member of
the Opposition received the call.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is what you did
to the Labour party when you were
Leader of the Government.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is not so.
,Mr. GALVIN.-I would direct your
attenti-on to the ruling given by the
honorable m·emiber for Barwon when he
was the Speaker.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I think it will be
found that the practice has been that
after party leaders have spoken the call
is then given alternately to the Government and the Opposition sides.
·Mr. CAIN.-That is what is happening
now.
Mr. HOLLWAY.--,It is not. Actually
the Speaker should only recognize
Government
supporters
and
His
Majesty's Opposition. He cannot take
c.ognizance of members of different
parties, whether there be two or half a
dozen different parties on the Government .side of the House. I a:s,k you, Mr.
Speaker, to inf'Drm the Opposition
wiheth,er you intend to ·m·ake the present
procedure the general pracUce, or
whether you have acted as you have
done to-day only on th:is particular
occasion. I str,ongly 'Put it to you that
in the im·mediate future you should call
members of the Opposition and members on the Government side alternately,
irrespective of which party they might
represent, particularly Wlhen a motion
for ,the adjournment of the House is
being deba ted.
The time permitted
f,or the debate on a motion of that kind
is limited by the Standing Orders, and
if members of the Opposition are to be
given one-half the number of speakers
who are given the call on the Governmen t side then the wthole pUI'pose for
submitting a motion foOr the adjournment
,of the House willI be stultified. The
honorable member for Williamstown
has :been a member of this House for
longer than [ have and I do not know
if what I have stated is in accordance
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with his experience. I suggest to him,
through you, Mr. Speaker, that I ihave
stated correctly the practice that was
adopted in the past, that the Speaker
recognized only the Government side and
the Opposition after the leaders .of the
v,ari.ous parties had spoken.
LEMMON
(Williamstown).Mr.
Speaking on the point .of order the
Leader of the Oppositi.on menti.oned my
name, but I do not ,pose as an authority
on the Standing Orders of tJhis House.
Admittedly, I have been a member fQr
a little l.onger than other members, and
that length ,of service has taught one
something. With the greatest respect,
I would s,ay, Mr. Speaker, that the decisiQn is entirely in y.our hands; y.ou
are the master .of tJhe House.
,Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do n.ot deny that.

,Mr. LEMMON.-The member who
catches your ,eye, ,Mr. Speaker, has the
right to be heard. 'f.he custom has been
toO acknowledge the p.ositi.on of the
Government and .of the Opposition and,
in recent years, the Leader of the third
major 'party in the House. I have never
asked that ,my name should be put on
the Speaker's list; I do not helieve in
tJhe practice. I think it is wr.ong. I
believe 'in the .old tradition, that the
function of calling on members to
speak belongs solely to the Speaker
and every party should trust the
Speaker toO do justice. I sincerely hope
that you, Sir, will rule ,that the
traditi.onal authority .of the Chair shall
prevail. I have f.ound no fault with the
various Speakers in .the last few years;
they have done justice to both sides of
the House and I am surprised that the
Leader .of the Oppos'ition should attempt
to indicate even indirectly-Mr. HOLLWAY.-I object.
Mr. LEMM'ON.-The Leader of the
OppOSition does not know ,what I am
about to say. The Leader of the OpposJ.~
tion indica ted that the Speaker had dep.arted from the traditions .of the Chair.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-No.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .'-1 did not regard the honorable memher's rem:arks in that light.
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Mr. LEMMON.-I desire to say,
briefly, that according to the Standing
Orders and the traditions of the House
of Commons, you, !Mr. Speaker, are the
master of this Assembly. The custom is
laid down, by :precedent and practice,
that the Presiding Officer possesses sole
authoroity and until now, Sir, you have
done well.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I wi!-5h. to
speak to the point of ,order. The Leader
of the o.pposi tion has m,ade a submi,ssion
to you, Mr. Speaker, that the next mem·
ber :who should have been ." seen" by
you iWa~ a member on the Opposition
side oJ the Chamber. The situation arose
because the hon.orable members for Hawthorn and Oakleigh rose simultaneously.
I consider t!hat the Leader of the Opposi ..
tion has stated very succJ.nctly his
reasons why an Opposition member
should have Ibeen "seen." Before you,
Sir, give a ruling, I desire to confirm the
position so far as the 'Opposition is concerned because I am afraid that the
si tuation may have 'been -clouded Iby the
rem'arks of the !honorable member for
Williamstown. I followed -closely the remarks of the Leader of the Opposition,
and at no time dJ.d he make 'any sug.ges ..
tion that you, Mr. Spea:ker, either on this
or any other occasion, had 'acted improperly in declaring which member had
caught your eye.
The point I wish to make is that at no
time, as suggested by the honoralble
member for Williamstown, did the
Leader of the Opposition reflect upon
your practice, Mr. Speaker, or upon
yourself personaHy. He merely asked
for a ruling and when that ruling 1s
given it wi'll be observed, as are all your
rulings.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I wish to
speak to the point of order. It is a pity
that the Leader of the .opposition did
not at least get his Speaker, when his
party was the Government, to adopt the
ruling iWhich he now desires that you,
Mr. Speaker, should adopt in this in·
stan'Ce.
Mr.
OLDHAM
(Malvern) .-Mr.
Speaker, I rise to a ,further point of
order.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! I cannot listen to
two honorable ,members at the ,same time.
,Mr. OLDHAM.-I desire to refer to
the remarks of the honorabie member
for Bendigo.
The :SPEAKER.-Order! I wiU hear
the honorable member for Bendigo first.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The earlier
position was that members accepted
the decision of a previous Speaker,
who ruled according to the dicta tes
of his own conscience at that particular time. I cannot understand why
the Leader ·of nbe Opposition to-day has
raised this point, nor why hi,s deputy has
become so belligerent. It appears that
the objective of the Opposition, in this
ins'tance, is to gag the honorable member
for Oakleigh.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-Speaking
to my Ipoint of order I say that the (honorable member for Bendigo, in the ,course
of his remarks said, "The Leader .of the
o.pposition, when he was Premier, got
his Speaker to adopt a ruling."
Mr. GALVIN.-I said nothing of the
kind.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Tbe honorab~e member for Bendigo did say it, and his remark is a direct reflection upon 1Jhe
Chair. I a'sk for its withdrawal.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I did not hear the alleged
remark because I was engaged in conversation with the Clerk.
Mr. GALVIN.-Nothing was further
from my mind than the words imputed
to me by the honorable member for Malvern.
The 'SPEAKER.-A point of order has
been raised by !the Leader of the OpposiHon, but I do not think the honorable
gentleman suggested that I had acted
improperly in giving my oaU to the
honorable member for Oakleigh. If such
had been the case, the Leader of the Opposition 'could have moved that my ruling be disagreed with. Standing Order
76 readsWhen two -or more members rise to sp€ak,
Mr. Speaker calls upon the member who
first rose in his place.
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May I say to honorable members that
in this Hous'e it is almost impossible to
comply strictly with that Standing Order.
If I were to do S'O on every occasion, I
would often miss "seeing" a member
who intended to speak. The custom has
been for member.s to notify the Speaker
of their desire to speak, and he :tries to
m·eet their wishes. That practice is a,Iso
adopted in the House of Comm'ons. I
have endeavoured to be fair to aU parties in the House when calling on honorable members to speak.
Various
Speakers have taken different points of
view on the m,atter and the views of
honorable members. have also changed
according 10 their position in the House.
This question is rais·ed frequently, and
it is left to the Speaker to try to arrive
at a basis which will give every section
of the House a fair opportunity of being
heard.
This afternoon, I considered that, in
view of the limited time permitted for
the di9cussion of the motion before the
Chair, and in view of the f,act that three
Opposition members had spoken, as well
as one from the Ministeria'l corner
benches and two Government members, I
was justified in calling on the honorable
member f'or Oakleigh to address the
House. My view was that this would
give approximately an equal period of
time to each side. I considered that the
procedure I adopted would be in the
best interests of all honorable members.
I -caB on the honorable member for
Oakleigh.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh) .-In common
with those members who represent
electoraJtes on the outskirts of the metropolitan area, I am particularly interested in bus services which act as
feeders to the trains and trams. We
must ask ourselves why it is that suddenly the bus services have become uneconomic to operate. There is no doubt
that ,the trouble goes back to the period
when the iLiberal and Country party opposed the prices referendum in 1948.
From then onward the rot set in. The
Liberal and Country party promised the
electors of Victoria that prices would be
reduced. Now the community is reaping the resu~t of the actions of the
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Liberal and Country party, and of the
present Federal Goverment, which has
served only to increase the inflationary

spiral.
Bus services are most important to
children who attend ,schools and to workers who have vo catch trams and trains.
However, the feeder hus service is,
apparen tly, a service for which the
demand is most elastic.
If the
fares on it aTe increased by only
a few pennies, people will not use i:t.
Honorable members opposite say, "Let
the .fares rise unti'l we find :the optimum
a t which the service will !be economic."
Mr. NORMAN.-We said nothing of the
kind.
Mr. IDOUiBE.-If the fares are further
increased, :workers and children will be
deprived. of a 'bus service, since they are
not ahle to afford to :pay the fare of 4d.,
5d., or 6d. demanded for transporting
them a few hundred y.ards.
Mr. NORMAN.--Operators of bus services are not permitted to char.ge such
fares as those.
Mr. DOUBE.-Although the members
of the Opposition are 'blaming the State
Governm.ent for ,the current state of
affairs, they have completely overlooked
the fact that the pconomy of the country
is being controlled in Canberra by
political pa~ties of their own colour, who
have brought about the disastrous results at present 'being eXiperienced. What
is the solution? In the past, private
entenprise failed ;to provide adequate transport facilities for the
country in the form of trains and
trams. Now pflivate enterprise is failing to give service in areas where bus
servirces are conducted because it is
uneconomic. It is ne,cessary for the
opera tions of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board to be
extended to those areas.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Arcbie
Michaelis) .-Order! The time allowed
under the Standing Order for the debate
has expired. I therefore put the motion
for the adjournm.ent of the House.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. Archie MichaeNs in the chair)Ayes
22
Noes
28
Majority
motion

against'

,the
6
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Mr. Block

Mr. McDonald

Mr. Bolte

(Dundas)

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Lieut.~Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Hollway
,Mr. Ireland
Sir George Knox
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reid
Mr. Reynolds
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Rylah
Mr. Tyack.

NOES.

Mr. Barry
Mr. Cain
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodlgshun
Mr. Doube
Mr. Fewster
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Galvin
Mr. HoUand
Mr. Hyland
Mr. Lemmon
Sir Allbert Lind
Mr. McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Holt.

. (Shepparton)

Morton
O'Carroll
Randles
Ruthven
Scully
Smith
Stoneham
Sutton
Towers
White
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone>'
Tellers:

REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATrONS BnL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to !bring in a
BtU to provide 'for the revocation of 'the
permanent reserva tions and Crown
gr:ants of ,certain lands, and ,for other
purposes.
The motton was agreed to.
The Bin was brought in and read a
first time.
STATE .FORESTS LOAN
APPLICAT!l!ON (BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Forests) moved 'for leave to bring in a
Bill to Isanction the issue and 'application
of lo'an moneys for works and other purposes reI a ting to State forests.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
WATER ,SUPPLY LOAN
tAffi>LICA TION BHL.
For Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supp1y), Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) moved ,for leave 10 bring in a Bill
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to sanction tile dssue and application of
loan moneys for works and o1lher purposes relating ,to irrigation /Water supply
drainag·e Hood protection and river improvement.
The motion was 'agreed ,to.
The BiU was hrough t in ·and read a
first :time.
ADMINISTRATliON AND PROBATE
(ESTA'I®S) BlLL.
The House Iwent into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 9,
providing ,for the duties payable on
esta tes of deceased persons, 'and in case
of widows and children, &c.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-When the
Committee ,considered this -clause yesterday, I gave notice of intention to ,move an
amendment, whi'ch has now been circulated. I move-That the following sub-clause be added to
the clause:(5) This section shall come into operation
on a day to ,be fixed by proclamation of the
Governor in Council published in the
Government Gazette but no such proclamation shall be made until such time as the
High Court of Australia has determined that
the imposition of a pay-roll tax on wages
paid or payable by' the Crown in the right
of Victoria is a valid exercise by the Commonwealth of its legislative powers under
the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Australia.
.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Mr. Chairman, on a point of
order, I should Uke to know whether the
amendment is relevant to :the <Clause or
to the Bill.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus}.-I am
prepared to hear argument on that
matter.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-Because I
under,stood that you, Mr. Chairman,
desired to hear argument as to its
relevan'cy, it was my intention, before
addressing myself to the subject of the
amendment, to speak on the question of
relevancy. The dause proposes to impose upon taXipayers in a certain ca tegory additional burdens /Which are intended to increase public funds 'and as'sist
to overcome rthe :budgetary deficit. The
amendment I have submitted ,provides
tha t !before action is taken, the Government should ascertain whether the extra
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imposts are necessary, in view af the fact
that Victoria is, in my opinion, Hlegally
paying to the Commonwealth over
£11,000,000 in payroll tax.
]jf the
Government did not make 'that Ip.ayment,
it would be unnecessary to add to fue
publi'c funds by imposing the increased
burden proposed in tJhis clause. That is
aU I desire to urge in support of the
relevancy of ,the amendment I have
moved ..
The OHAtRMAN.---lI propose now to
hear the Premier, if he desires to speak,
but no otJher member.

Mr. CAIN.---J)id I understand you to
say, Mr. Chairman, that you proposed to
hear the Premier, but no other member?
The CHAmMAN.-That is my ruling.
Actually, there is no need f.or me to hear
any member on the point at issue as iit
is for me to decide. However, I am
giving an opportunity to the Opposition
and the Government to put both sides
of the argument. I shall then determine
the matter.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I rise to a
point of order. You, Mr. Chairman, were,
I think, present in the Chamher a short
Ume ago when the Leader ·of the Opposition rose on a point of order, when
the Speaker was in rt:he chair, on the
questiol1 of the rights of the third party
in this House. It was admitted that it
had been the practice over the years for
the Leader of the third party to be
heard. It must be remembered that for
30-odd years there ha.s been a third party
in this House. Now, you have decided that in future the Leader of the
third party shall not b.e heard in similar
circumstances. As the Leader of a very
large party-the party with the biggest
foJl.owing in the constittuencies-I contend that f have the right to be heard.
Apparently, you pr,opose to exclude the
voice r~presenting that large section of
the community on an important matter.
There has been brought in to the discussion on this Bill an extraneous matter
-it has nothing whatever to do with
proba te duties.
The CHA'IRMAN.-Af,ter I have heard
the Premier, I slhall determine whether
I shall hear the Leader of the Labour
party.
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!Mr. CAIN.-That is better.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 submilt that the proposed
amendment is entirely out of order, because it is in no way relevant to the
clause or the purpose of the Bill. What
it may be desired t.o d.o c.oncerning the
illegal act of another Parliament has
nothing whatever t.o do with the pr.obart:e
taxation .of t'his State. r regret that the
Oppositi.on has taken the oPP.ortunity to
attempt t.o use the forms of the H.ouse
f.or :pr.opaganda purp.oses. The Opposition party previ.ously had the opportunity to d.o the very thing which it is
now suggested the Government sh.ould
d.o.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Are y.oU speaking t.o
the point 'Of .order or t.o the merits .of the
Bill?
Mr. 'McDONAiLD (Premier and Treasurer) .-'1 am speaking .on the merits .of
the question bef.ore the Chair.
Mr. OLDHAM.-i submit that the
Premier is not in .order ,in debating the
subject, but .only in rep'lying t.o my P.oint
.of order.
Mr. CAIN (N.orthc.ote) .-1 rise t.o a
P.oint of order. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition said during his remarks
tha t the purpose .of the Bill was to raise
revenue. He discussed the 'merits of
clause 9, and not the point of .order
raised by the Premier. He argued
that the legislation was designed to
remedy the budgetary situation and
t.o increase the revenue of the State.
That was the wh.ole point of his speech.
If the honorable member was in order
in discussing the matter along th.ose
lines, surely the Premier is justified in
doing likewise.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-1 take the view that the forms
.of the House are being abused, because
the OpP.osit,ion had the .opportunity
during the debate .on the Budget t.o m.ove
a motion .of want o'f confidence in the
Government if it desired to do so. The
proposed amendment is. in effect, a n.oconfidence motion. The Opposition also
had the opP.ortunity to move an amendment t.o the motion that the Bill be read
a second time, which would have been
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tantamount to a no-confidence motion.
However, the Oppositi.on did not do so,
but now it is attempting to achieve the
same result by the submissi.on .of the
proposed amendment. r consider that
the ,proposal of the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition is entirely out .of order,
as it has no relation to the Bill or t.o the
clause under consideration. Something
that another Parliament mayor may not
be doing is quite irrelev·ant t.o the discussion in this Committee.
Mr. LEMMON (Williamst.own) .-1
rise to a P.oint of .order. 'With the
greatest respect, I say I am inclined to
the view that the Deputy Leader of the
Oppositi.on missed an .opportunity which
he previously had of availing himself of
the Standing Orders t.o seek a direction
o'f the House f.or the consideration of an
amendment of this kind. H.owever, an
amendment of that type W.ould have to
. be strictly relevant before it could be
submitted in Committee. I th'ink it will
be found that a ruling to that effect was
given by Sir J .ohn Mackey when he was
Speaker. Obvi.ously, the Deputy Leader
of the OpP.osition has a reasonable doubt
as to whether hi'S 'proposed amendment
is relevant t.o the purpose .of the clause.

r do n.ot think there is any questi.on
that it is not relevant to the intention .of
the clause because, if the purpose .of the
cLause is studied closely, it wHI be seen
that the amend..tnent is quite foreign to
it. If the proposed amendment were
held to be relevant to the clause, then
it would be competent for me or any
other member t.o submit an amendment
that ice cream, lipstick, beer, cigarettes,
or any other commodi'ty should not be
taxed and that nothin.g in that respect
sh.ould be d.one until the matter had been
settled by another Parliament of which
I knew nothing. I have no official knowledge of anything being d.one in reI a ti.on
t.o the pay-r.oll tax .
Acc.ording to May's Parliamentary
Practice, fifteenth editi.on, page 530, an
amendment must be ruled to be entirely out 'of order if it is irrelevant
to the subject matter of, or beyond
the scope oif the Bill. Surely, it ca~
not be imagined for a moment that thls
amendment is within the scope of the
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Bill, which has nothing to do with payroll tax or excise duties.
An amendment which is equivalent to a negation
of the Bill i'S also irrelevant. Some regardl ought to be paid to the fact that
the Bill is of great importance and has a
vital bearing on the Budget. [t would
be many months before a judgment of
the High Courot on the subject of the
amendment could be obtained, if ever,
and therefore the proposition of the
Deputy Leader of the Oppos.ition is
astonishing. I think there can be only
one decision and that is that the amendment is not relevant to the dause.
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. l\libus) .-1
have perused the amendment and I have
heard argument thereon. There is a
condition in the amendment which is
definitely not relevant to the clause under
consider·ation. Therefore, 'l rule that the
amendment is out of order.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 accept
your ruling, and therefore I moveThat the following su.b-clause be added to
the clause:(5) This section shall come into operation on a day to be fixed by proclamation
of the Governor in Council .published in
the Government Gazette but no such
proclamation shall be made until the 30th
of June, 1952.

Clause 9 supports the schedule to the
Bill which will increase the rates of
probate duty. In a full year the increase will be £250,000-equal to an
increase of 25 per cent. on the present
revenue. Despite the remarks of members of the Labour party about the Bill
affecting only a few rich people, it is
important to note what it is proposed
to collect ,from beneficIaries other than
widows and ,children under the new
rates. An estate of the value oOf £2,000
will pay £125 under the new proposal,
whereas the present amount is £109.
FoOr £3,000, the proposal means a tax
of £225; the present rate is £182. With
an esta1te valued at £4,000, the new rate
will be £325; the present rate is £266.
I emphasize the large increases that will
be made in rela Hon to such small
esta tes. In the ·case of estates left to
widows and children-there has been
much talk of them by Government sup.porters-the rate of duty will :be increased on 'all estates exceeding ·a value
of £25,000.
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Having regard to the value of money,
it is obvious that an increased burden
will be ,placed on the th·rifty people of
the community, which fact was stressed
during the second-reading debate. If
the Opposition had not pointed out
methods by which ,the necessity for imposing this burden upon thrifty persons
could be obviated, we would have heard
the usual" clap trap" of the Leader of
the Labour party-" What do you suggest is the remedy?" 'r.he Opposition
Ihas stressed one method but there are
other means by whicll these additional
burdens could be obviated. However,
when the Opposition submitted an
amendment to implement its proposal,
the Leader of the Labour party, quite
rightly, raised a point of order. The
fact remains that if the Government ceased to make its p'ayment of
pay-roll tax and allowed the Commonwealth to sue the State, the matter
would have toO be determined by the
High Court. in the mean time the
revenue of the State would not be
diminished and these additional burdens would be unnecessary. I have
now moved a further amendment,
which I do not tihink can be ruled
out of order.
Tt provides that these
additional burdens. shall not operate
until the end of the financial year.
The idea is to give the Government time to test the issue before the
High Court.
If there is any sincerity in the plea
of the Government I.or extra money, it
will take steps to approach the High
Court on the subject. If the State is
successful, not only wihl. increased proObate duties be .rendered unnecessary, but
also increased stamp duties, and so on.
The Government should demonstrate beyond doubt that it will not be able to
bridge its Budgetary deficit without recourse to additional taxation. The last
policy speech of the present Premier
was a denunciation of taxation. He
made a series of .pledges against increased taxation, increased railway
freights and fares, and many other burdens, but those promises have been
broken. The Opposition is now giving
him an opportunity to retrieve his somewhat soiled reputation in these matter5i
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by suggesting means that will obviate
the imposition O'f a further burden upon
a most deserving class of the community. They should receive protection
because they are preparing for the
future needs of their dependants without recourse to fina'ncial assistance from
the public. Even though my first amendment ,was ruled out of order, it achieved
its purpose of pointing out to the
Government and the people that there
are methods of raising extra money other
than the " no hope" system of imposing
additional taxation.
Mr. HOLT' (Portland).-1 rise to a
point of order. I submit that the further
amendment is out of order in that its
effect will be to negative the Bill by delaying its proclamation until a date beyond a peniod provided in the measure,
which relates to the present Budget.
Provision already exists for the coming
into operation of the measure. On a
previous occasion the honorable member
for Malvern attempted to have similar
action taken with a Bill, before the other
House, but the proposal was ruled out
of order.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-On a point
of order, is the honorable member for
POI'ltiand in order When he refers to proceedi.ngs in the other place?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-The
honorable member for Portland is not in
order in doing so.
Mr. HOLT (Portland) .-1 referred to
tha t matter as supporting evidence to
em'phasdze the practice that is being
adopted in this instance.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I support the point of order
taken by the honorable member for Portland. If the amendment is agreed to, it
wHI merely negative olause 9. The
honorable member f.or Malvern· can
achieve that :objective by voting against
the clause.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-Considerations of relevancy may have influenced
your d~cision in relation to my first
amendment, Mr. Chairman, but I submit
t!hat they do not arise in this instance.
It is true that I could vote against the
clause, but it is my right to follow any
relevant action that I wish to pursue.
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Mr. HOLT.~y point of order was not
based upon ,the ground of relevancy.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is a matter for
the Chairman to decide. My further
am·endment is reaHy a midway course.
Mr. MdDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I repeat that, by v.oting against
the clause, you will achieve your objective.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The clause ,can either
opera,te as drafted or ,be thrown out by
the Committee. Alternatively, it LS at
the discretion of members to decide that
it should not opera1te until a certain date.
The proposed new sub-·clause is related
to the clause, whJ.ch provides for the immedi'ate operation of a new schedule to
increase. ,probate duties; therefore I submit that .it is relevant. My proposal i's
that the provision should not operate
until a certain date in the future and I
submit that it is for the Committee to
determine between those two points of
view.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-1
hav·e heard sufficient di,scllssion to enable
me to make my decis-ion in Ithis m'a tter.
This Bin was introduced on a resolution
from the Committee of Ways and Means,
and that Committee's resolution, as
agreed to and adopted by the House,
provided, inter aliaThat under and subject to Part VI. of
the Administration and Probate Act 1928
as amended by any Act including the legislation proposed to be enacted to give effect
to this resolution there shall be charged
levied and collected for the use of His
Majesty his heirs and successors on and in
relation to the final balance of the estates
of deceased persons who die on or after
the first day of November, One thousand
nine hundred and fifty-one the duty calculated in accordance with the provisions of
this resolution as hereinafter set forth:The amendment is a direct negfltive and

the ,correct ,procedure would be for the
memibers who so desired to vote ag.ainst
the clause.
Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak).-May 1
seek your ruling, Mr. Chairm'an, on a
general question 'in relation to the pronouncement you have just made?
Mr. HOLT (Portland) .-On a point of
order, is Ithe honorable member for
Toorak ,in order in rising when there is
no motion before the Committee, /Without his first having sought the leave of
the Committee, or without having Tisen
to take a point of order?
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The OHAIiRMAN.-The honorable
member for Toorak may Slpea'k only by
leave.
Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak) .-1 ask
leave to raise a question of a genera']
nature which may have some bearing on
the subsequent debate on this Bill.' Having cited the general provision for the
allocation of money, and you, Mr. Chairman, having ruled in relation to that provision ,that the proposed new sub-clause
suggested iby the honor,able member for
'Malvern ,was out o.f order, does that
mean that any 'amendment ,proposed to
this measure which would seek to
decrease the rates and duty imposed by
this Bill woU'ld also be out of order?
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Mibus).-It·
would be in order ,for a member to sulbmi t an amendment to decrease the
rates of probate duty.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote}.-1 wish to
answer some of the ,statements made by
the honor,able member for Maivern who.
said, among other thingls, that the
revenue rai'sed under the Probate Duty
Act was approxim,ately £1,000,000.
It is unfortunate .that he should
have been so far" astray in his
estimate, because the actual a'mount
raised last year from this source was
£2,'500,000 and in the Budget it is
estimated that the revenue this year will
be 'a,pproximately £3,000,000. What is
proposed in ·this measure is that in
addition to the £3,000,000 under the present rate, ,further provision shall be made
for the pu~pose of raising approximately
£1125,000 in the 'balance of the current
finandal year, or an estimated ,revenue
of £250,000 in 'a full financiai year.
Whi:le the honoralble me,mber for Malvern
might kriow something about the legal
position, he should not submit an amendment which he knows cannot be admitted
because it is contrary to the rules of the
Committee.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern}.-1 object to
tha1t statement, that I deliberately submitted an ·amendment which 1 knew
would be ruled out of order. The Leader
of the Labour party is entirely wrong
and he 'Should not make a reflection
either on you, Mr. Chairm'an, or on
myself.
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Mr. CAIN (Northcote}.-1 withdraw
the ,statement and sulbstitute that tlle
honorable member should have known
that he would not !be in order in submitting what was tantamount to a want-ofconfideIllCe motion in Committee, hut
which he could have submitted during
the second-reading debate. The honorable member has already m·ade many
erroneous and unfair statements.
Mr. McDONALD (,Premier and Treasurer) .-And insulting, too.
Mr. CAIN.-At this stage, I am not
concerned with the abuse that is passing
between the Country :party and the
Liberal party, because I know that the
Premier is able to take care of himself.
The honorable member for Malvern
deliberately tried to mislead members
when he pointed out the increases that
would take place as 'a result of the
passage of this Bill, and referred to those
estates of between £2,000 ·and £6,000. He
said that those who came under the provisions of this measure would pay more
than they ,pay under the present
legislation.
Mr. OLDHAM.--lI referred to person's
other than widows and children.
Mr. CMN.-The honorable member
for Malvern stated that, under this
measure taxation would be increased.
He did not have the decency to mention
the reductions, that will be made. 1 desire to point out th'at under the existing
legislation £27 is payable 'as probate
duty on esta,tes having a net value of
£1,500 which pass to widows and children
whereas, under this Bill, such estates
wiill tbe subject to no probate duty. On
estates having a net value of £3,000,
which pass to widows and children, the
present duty is £121 whereas, under the
Bill, 'the proposed duty is £75. The honorable member for M'alvern did not mention those reductions. Apparently what
he i'S trying to imply is that all probate
duties are to be increased.
I have before me the report of the
Comm'issioner of Pro'bate Duties and
State Land Tax for 1:he year ended
the 30th of June, 1950, which reveals
that the total ·amount of probate
duty collected during the period was
£2,584,885, and the totall number of
estates was 9,973. Of all the !peOple who
died in Victoria during the year ended
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the 30th of June, 1950, only 9,973 left
any real estate. In the group £1-£250
there were 158 general estates, valued
at £36,164, which yielded £5'56 probate
duty. In the group £1-£250, under the
heading of "Additional duty," there
were 560 estates, valued at £50,430,
which produced £3,815 duty. The total
number of estates, in the group £1 to
£250, was 718, valued at £86,594, the
total duty on which was £4,371. In the
next group, £251-£500, there was a total
of 805 estates, valued at £297,743, which
yielded £9,300 duty. In the group £501£750 there was a total of 1,222 estates,
vallued at £765,412, which brought
£18,595 duty. Tn the group £751-£1,000
there was a total of 941 est a tes, valued
at £820,888, which produced £20,157
duty.
:Mr. LEMMoN.-The late Hon. Frank
Anstey once said that 10 .per cent. of the
community owned as much as the rest
of the people.
.
Mr. CAIN.-That may have been true
in Mr. Anstey's day, since when many
.people have secured homes of their own,
but it can be said truthfully that less
than 20 per cent. now own the lot. Because of the Government's pro.posal to
lift the exemptiun to £1,500 in estates
passing to widows and ch'Hdren, and to
£600 in the case of other estates, the
public will benefit substantially. Estates
having higher net valuations will pay
larger sums in probate duty. Let us
consider estates of £200,001 and over.
Mr. LEMMON.-How many estates
were in that group?
Mr. OAIN.-A total O'f three. Those
estates were valued at £1,033,602, and
yielded £64,224 duty. I suggest that
those who condemn this measure will
not be game to do so before the family
members of the community who will be
relieved of approximately £50,000 of
taxation. They are the ones who are
least able to afford it.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The higher taxation
commences with estates valu~d at £2,000.
Mr. CATN.-Tbe higher taxation is
levied on estates in excess of £5,000,
where they pass to other than widows
and children, and on those estates in
excess of £20,000 which pass to widows
and children. I reiterate what I have
previously stated that if we are wise in
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our day and generation we shall take
more in probate duty and less by way
of other forms of taxation.
;Mr. OLDHAM.-That might be expected
from you, because it is the policy of
your party.
Mr .. CAIN.-The Liberal party is running true to form. [is slogan is " Put
off, do not let taxes be imposed until
after June, 1952; then, put them off for
another year." That has been the policy
oftlle Liberal party for generations. If
there is one direction in which extra
taxation should l)e levied it is by way
of probate duty. A suggestion has been
made that the Commonwealth Government should vacate the field.
The
Commonwealtth Government will not
abandon collection of probate duty in this
State any more than it win forgo the
Federal Land tax.' After the State'
Governmen t has levied its share of
pr·oh-ate
duty,
the Commonwealth
Government imposes duty of up to 33
per cent. on the residue of tJhe estate,
that percentage being reached at the
figure ·of £120,000. The Commonwealth
will have less to collect in future than
in the paS't. Commonwealth probate duty
OIbtained in Victoria represents three
Dr four times as· much as the State derives from this source. If the CommonweaUh Government abrogated its rights
in this field, instead of collecting
£3,000,000 in probate duty this year, Victoria would !probably receive more than
£10,000,000. However, the Commonwealth Government will not relinquish
this revenue any more than it will lift
its taxes on amusements. Members of
the Opposition have proposed that the
new scale of probate duties should not
be imposed until the validity of tthe payroll ,tax of the Commonwealth Government has been tested by the Victorian
Government in the High Court. The
Liberal party held office for two years,
but it did not then test this legal
question.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-We ba,lanced our Budget, though.
·Mr. CAIN.-Jf the Victorian Government was paying up to £800,000 in
illegal pay-roU tax, the former Liberal
and Country party Government had a
right to test the Commonwealth legislation.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Nevervheless, I repeat,
we balanced our Budget.
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Mr. CA1N.-The Liberal and Country
party Government did not balance its
Budget in '1948-49. The Leader of the Opposition will not deny that in one of his
policy speeches-I think in 1947-he
prom-ised that, if returned to office, his
party would test in the High Court the
validity 6f the Commonwealth's uniform
taxation laws. On that occasion the
Liberal and Country party was returned
to office, where it remained for two
years. In fact, that Government would
still have been in office if the Labour
party had left it there. However, during its period of administration, it did
not test the validity of the uniform taxa..
tion legislation. Therefore, the Liberal
and Country party was insil1JCere in its
promise on this subject. If I know
anything about ilie Liberal party,
it would not dare at Ipresent to
test the pay-roll tax or the uniform tax
legislation or anything else in view of
the fact that there is in office in Canberra a Liberal and Country party
Oomposite Government. If they dared to
take a case Ito the High Court, the ·members of the Opposition would be " dealt
with down town" ; -they would be
" pulled off down in the oi ty."
iMr. OLDHAM.-In point of fact, you
" pulled off" the test on the question of
pay-roll tax when your party came into
office.
:Mr. CAIN.-I did nothing of the kind.
Who started it?

Mr. OLDHAM.-The State of South
AustraUa initiated the court proceedings
and the Dunstan Government intervened,
but subsequently you withdrew the intervention.
Mr. CAliN.-I would witlhdraw again,
because I know when I am going to lose.
I have no desire to test the validity of
uniform taxation, because I know I
would lose such an action; it would be
wasting ta)Cpayers' money to take such a
case to the High Court. It would be all
right if certain members wanted to have
a lawyers' jubilee, but not if it was desired to increase the State's revenue.
Assume, for the sake of argument, that
the Government won a case on payroll taxation in the High Court and thereby saved the State 'the sum of £1,000,000.
Session 1950-51.-[214]
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The Prime Minister has' power, in distributing funds, to deduct that sum of
·money from this State's taxaUon reimbursem1ents. Consequently, let us not
beat the wind for political purposes be·cause the o.pposi tion has obtained some
publicity on this subject. Actually, it is
bad publicLty, if the public knows the
facts.
In the cir,cumstances, I support clause
I believe it contains necessary provisions. It specifies certain exemptions
and gives certain advantages to religious and other bodies for educational
purposes. As the House has already
agreed to the first item in the Budget,
which provides for the raising of greater
sums of money, the Committee should
agree to the Bill and have it placed on
the statute-book, so that an early start
may be made :in the coHection of the additional revenue.
~;

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I had not intended to speak on
this clause until the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition madeceI'tain remarks;
the honorable member attempted to lead
the people of Victoria to think that I was
a fool, and tried to get them to believe
that the Opposition was sincere in arguing that additional probate duties should
not be levied. I do not intend to indulge
in personal recriminations with the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition other
than to say fu·at my political and personal reputation will stand comparison
with his or that of any other member of
the House. It is unfair, on a matter of
this kind, that members of the Committee should be permi trt:ed to use such
terms as those employed by the honorable member for ,Malvern a litHe while
ago concerning myself.
I wish to test the sincerity of the case
made out by the Opposition. The Liberal
party is the controlling force in Canberra. It is true tha t some Country
party members are members of the
Federal Government. I am willing to
challenge the poli.Ucal sincerity of
the D€tPuty Leader of the Opposition,
and all the members of 1:he L~beral
party, H necessary, when they say
they desire to test the validity of
the pay-roll tax and to obtain justi.ce
for Victoria in connection with the
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collection of income tax. I am prepared, with their support, to lead the
fight if they are willing to help me to
ohallenge the Prime Minister and the
Federal Treasurer--8ir Arthur Fadden
--on these matters, and make out a
first-class case on behalf of the people
of Victoria as to why this State should
receive the taxation col:lected from them.
Undoubtedly, there is a ,great deal of
truth in the statements I have made
regarding Victoria's financial position.
The honorable member 'for Malvern pretends that he is concerned about it. He
was a member of the previous Government, which held office ·for two years,
and no action whatever was taken by
it on this question. The Leader of the
Opposition said a few minutes ago that
his Government balanced its Budget.
Actually, it did not balance its Budget
during 'the last year in which it was in
office. Statements of that type are
being made continually in Parliament,
because the Government refuses to
reply to the assertion'S and allegations
voiced in connection with the pay-roll
tax and uniform tax. If the ·members
of the Liberal .party are sincere, they
will tell M·r. Menzies and Sir Arthur
Fadden-and I am 'Prepared to make the
same statements to those two gentlemen-'()f the .complete injustice being inflicted on Victoria by the Federal
Government's administra'tion and enactments. I think I cannot make a fairer
offer than that. The Deputy Leader of
tihe Opposition speaks about the injustice
of the pay-roll tax to Victoria and questions its legality.
The

CHAIRMAN

(Mr.

Mibus).-I

think ,the Premier should revert to a
discussion of clause 9.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I shall do so straigllltway, Mr.
Chairman. It has been stated tha't, if the
Government had refused to pay this socalled hllegal tax, there would have been
no need to impose increased probate
duties. 11hat assertion is simply fantastic. The Government was faced with
a deficit of appr.oximately £5,000,000.
Collection of the proposed increased
probate duties will assist the State's
financial position in only a very
small way. Tohe Government has, in
a manner that reflects credit on it,
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spread the burden of increased taxation
over a wide ,field. Its proposals will be
implemented in a way that will not
affect seriously either costs of production or the cost of living of residents
in the State. If the Government had
imposed direct taxes on industry, the
results would have been another increase in the cost of living and an
impetus to inflation.
The amount of pay-roll tax paid by
the Government amounts to only
£1,000,000, and if that payment were
ruled to be unnecessary, it would gr>
only a small part of the way towards
m'eeting the State's deficit. What are
the .practi.cal politics on this issue?
Grave doubts have been expressed as
to whether the pay-roll tax enactment
i'S legal or illegal. The Opposition says
it is illegal. There are more lawyers
in the Liberal and Country party than
there are on ·this (the Government)
side of the House, and they may be
right, but the fact remains that the
Commonwealth has complete control of
the" money bags." If I, as Treasurer,
said that Victoria would not pay its
contribution of pay-roll tax, the Commonwealth Government would very soon
find the answer and the remedy. I should
like 'to mention an injustice that is
suffered by Victoria but about which the
Opposition has been silent to-day. Victoria received this year the sum of
£29,500,000 in t·ax reimJbursement from
the Commonwealth. If it had !been possiJble for thi,s Government to impose income tax on the same class of taxpayer
and at the same 'low rate as obtained in
1941, the sum of £50,000,000 fWould have
been collected this year. I have not
heard the Opposition on any Ipublic platform tell that story against Mr. Menzies
or Sir Arthur Fadden, and say that if
that were the :position there would be no
need to increase proba,te duty, railway
freigh ts and fares or any other form of
taxation. /Members of the Liber.al :party
have not approa'ched their Federal colleagues saying that Victoria ts suffering
a real hardShip in that direction.
When one reaHzes that the CommonweaHh ·wi1l collect from Victorian taxpayers, in the form of income tax,
£115,000,000 this year and will 'return
only £29,500,000, the injustice is quite
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8Jpparent. There has been no 'Word about
that, but t'O try to gain some political
advantage the Opposition has stated
that the validity of pay-roB tax should be
tested. That Js only another a'ttempt by
members of the Ltberal party to get
their names into the Melbourne press. I
remind the Committee that last night
competing views were e}@ressed as to
which party could claim the 'credit for
origina ting this amending legislation.
The Leader of tlhe Labour party stated
that when he was Premier he had considered such a proposal, but had not presented.it to Parliament. His reasons for
not presenting it are best known to himselif.
Mr. CAIN.-They were best known to
you, at that particular time.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreasUI'er).-In any event, the Leader of the
Labour party did not bring ,forward Isuch
a measure. The D~uty Leader of the
Opposition, when Attorney-General in
the Honway Government, introduced a
Bill deaUng wHh pr.obate, but the" btg
boys down the street" stopped it. The
honoraible member knows only too well
tha t w'ha t r say is corre.ct.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Bili "'·as not killed
in the way that you suggest.
Mr. McDONAuD (Premier 'and Treasurer).-This is the first Bill dealing
with probate that has been designed to
protect the interests of widows and
chHdren.
Mr. OLDHAM.-H has put up the"
values.
Mr. IM·oDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That statement is untrue. The
schedules are lower than those obtaining
in any other State or in the Commonweal tho All the Ihonorable member for
Malvern could do ,was criticize me and
attempt to besmirch my politica1 reputation. He calls that playing the Ipoliticai
game, but if that is his idea it suits me
also. I regret the necessity for having
to increase taxation in Vktoria, but, as
Treasurer, I have no alternative. If I
am to be honest, I have to obtain money
so that Victoria m'ay pay ils rway, !but
I have tried to spre.ad tlhe burden 'as
fairly as possible. apposition memlbers
have not the mor·al courage to attack
tlheir Federal Leader as, according
to reports, I have attacked my
Leader in the Federal sphere.
I
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have criticized the Commonwealth
Government because of what has been
done to Victoria, but Opposition membefts are not game to open their mouths
to Mr. Menzies or Sir Arthur Fadden
about the financial injustice Victoria is
suffering. This afternoon they have
attempted to gain som,echeap political
publicity, and, as a result, they have
wasted the time of Parliament.
No one is ever proud of presenting a
probate Bill, but II consider 'that this
measure is the best of its kind ever introduced, because it provides material
concessions and rebates .for many worthy
objects. Even gif.ts to religious bodies,
and registered public schools are exempt
from duty, ·and tremendous advantages
are given to returned soldiers Icompared
wJth those offered Iby any other proibate
legislation. I have accepted amendments
proposed iby the honorable memlbeftS for
Box Hill, Warrnambool and Malvern,
whtch have been designed to make the
Bill better in relation to rebates and
other provisions and to give protection
to the taxpayers. A probate Bill should
be discussed on its merits and should be
compared with legislation that obtains
at present. I have not refused to accept
amendments to improve the Bilil, but I
become somewhat discouraged when I
listen to the type of speech made by the
honorable member for Malvern in regard
to this measure.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-After all that
has been said in the last hour, it is desirable that we should consider clause
9, and whether or not its effects are as
outTined by the Leader of the Labour
party. I do not propose to enter into
an argument with the Premier in regard
to the merits or demerits, or even of the
parentage, of the Bill. Last night, when
I sp'Oke on the second-reading motion, I
ind~cated that generally it was a good
Bill. It is nonsense for the Leader of the
Labour party to suggest that Opposition members have attacked the princIples of the Bill and the proposed
exemptions. The suggestion made by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition relates
to the question whether it is necessary
to impose additional duties at present.
The reason why tlhe amendment that was
submitted to-day and ruled out of order
was not moved dulling the second-reading
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stage was that, if it had been so moved,
it would have had the effect of negativing the whole Bill. The Opposition
members have supported the principles
of the measure and want it.
Mr. CAIN.--3urely you did not consider that such an amendment could be
moved in the Committee stage?
Mr. RYLAH.-l would not have the
temerity to suggest when the amendment should ,be moved. I certainly made
up my mind that in no circumstances
would [ agree to any amendment that
would remove the gaod features of t'h'is
measure. I was not consulted as to when
the amendment shauld be moved, but I
agreed with its principle, at least from
the paint of view of airing the questian
of the pay-roll tax. From what was said
by the Leader of the Labour party and
his voluble supporters, one was led to believe that they were in favour of Victoria
paying !pay-roll tax to the Commonwealth, but that i'S absolute nansense.
No responsible member of this Parliament is in favour of this State paying
to the Commonwealth any more money
than it is bound to pay. In reference
to clause 9 and the schedule of the Bill,
the Leader Qlf the Labour party first suggested that all small estates would
benefi t as a resultt of 1:lhe new scale of
duties, Ibut after he studied the figures
mare closely, he realized 1:hat on'ly certain estates passing to widaws and children wDuld benefit by the reduced rates.
As the Deputy Leader af the Oppasition
pointed out, estates of a value of abaut
£2,000 Dr mare whkh do not .pass to
widows and children WDuld be subject to
an increased duty. Nobady suggests that
an estate worth £'2,000 or £3,000 is a
large one. I think the Leader of the
Labour party suggested that the bulk af
the estates wauld be included in that
category.
Of course, an exemption is to be
granted in the case of estates passing to
widows and children, and nat to mothers,
widaws,andchiLdren as sta'ted :by the
Leader af the Lrubaur !party. The definitian of children is limited to' 'children,
grandchildren, chi,ldren adopted under
the 119,28 Adoptian of Children :Act, and
to certain illegi Umate children under
what is, perhaps, ane af the most peculiar
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pieces of drafting that has appeared in
Victorian legislation. I do not think any
ane knows what ds really meant by paragraph (c) of clause 8 of the First
Schedule., I am glad that the Premier
has indicated that he will accept an
amendment which I propose to move to'
clarify the meaning of that provision.
The benefits to be conferred by the Bill
are limited to a comparatively small
class of persans and that fact must be
borne in mind when the CommH)tee is
considering the new rates. If an estate
goes to the widow and children of a
deceased persan then the rate of duty to'
be impased under this Bill, in accordance
with clause 9, win be less than the duty
naw payable on estates up to a value of
£22,000. On Ithe o,ther hand, on estates
which pass to other people called
" strangers "-probably for want of a
better word~the rate of duty increases
when the estate gaes over a value of
about £2,000. Actually, the increased
duty commences to operate from estates
of 'a value of £1,501. At rt:hat point there
is an increased duty of abaut £3, which
rises to £53 when the estate reaches a
value of £3,000.
iIt is an very well far members carelessly to dismiss the arguments of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. They
might accept the viewpoint of the Leader
of the Labaur paI'lty that it is unnecessary to worry about ,the large estates
going to strangers, but the implications
gO' much further than that. If a deceased person left his esta te to his
mother and father, the higher rate of
duty would Ibe payable, and thereby an
additional duty is being imposed on that
mother and father. Members probably'
knaw of cases in which a mother and a
father are in very poor circumstances.
They had perhaps spent their all to' give
their son a decent start in life. The
son might have made good and accepted
the responsibility of maintaining his
aged mother and father. Suddenly the
person on whom those aId people are
dependent liar their livelihaod may die,
and if clause 9 is agreed to, they will
have to pay the higher rate of probate
duty. Cases of this kind could extend
further and involve hardship on grandmothers and grandia thers.
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r am not quarrelling with the situation as it is being presented to the Committee, and J: think that, taking an overall view, the schedule is sensible. It
certainly has overcome that silly position
resulting from the present schedule,
which provides that if the v.alue of an
esta te is only £1 over the maximum of
the flower group, Ithe fuM extra duty
'~ppHcable to the higher section must be
paid. !In :future, the duty wil'l !be calculated -a:ccording toO a Isliding scale. I
agree -with the exemptions pr,oposed in
regard to w-idows and children. I am
concerned about the implications of the
increased duty to be Ip.aid on estates
passing to mothers and father-s, aunts
and uncles, and other persons closely related to -the deceased, who may ihave
been d-2!Pendent on the latter. I am not
concerned about estates going to
strangers. I do not think a great many
estates pass to those persons, but many
estates ,go to mothers, Ifathers, uncles,
aunts -and cousins.
In accepting the proposed amendments
to the schedules, the Premier wiU assist
in having the .position clari,fied with regard toO the exemption applLcable to
children. I suggest, however, that some
thought Ishould Ibe given to !Whether
there should not be a lower rate of duty
imposed in cases ,where esta'tes are left
to dependent and dose relatives.
,The clause was agreed to.
Clause .10 providing, inter aliaFor section one hundred and sixty of the
Principal Act as amended by any Act there
shall be substituted the following section:160 (1) Where any part of the estate of
a deceased person is devised or bequeathed
or passes by gift inter vivos or under a
settlement(a) for public scientific or public educational purposes in Victoria, or
to a public hospital or public
benevolent institution or public
benevolent society in Victoria; or

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasupcr).-I move-That in paragraph (a) of SUb-section (1)
of proposed ne.w section 160, after the word
"for," the words " religious or" be inserted.

Representations were made to me 1lhat
religious bodies 'Ought to be included in
the exemptions from the 'payment of probate duty. I do not ,wi,sh to give a long
explana tion of the principle involved
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which, I think, is understood by all
memtbers. A similar view was 'taken in
respect .of certain schools, including
registered schools, and institutions which
are not c-onducted for the pUI\Pose of
profit. Therefore, I ihave much pleasure
in proposing this amendment.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-The Opposi tion is in full accord iWith 'the IProposed
amendment and a'l,so the further am-endment to ibe moved by the Premier. In
fact, the amendment relating to religious
bodies was suggested by the Opposition
during the second-reading dehate on the
Bill.
(Camberwell).Mr.
WHATELY
I point out tha,t apart from schools,
there are other educational institutions
which ,are not conducted ,for profit.
Frequently such organizations are at the
f.orefront of new developments .. Schools
are ancient institutions, and . it is
f,ortunate t!hat in the la.SJt 100 years or
so they have become general. The more
general they have become, the more
people have realized ·that traditional
schooling was not sufficient. Originally,
the Slchool was the place where pupils
were taught reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Whether they came out of
their schooling any better for having
acquired a few skills was open to doubt.
To-day, schools cater for the development of personality-for all the requirements of a child except those that are
more properly attended to in the home.
In this connection, many things are done
outside the class-room.
r wish to direct attention to the work
of the Victorian Council for Mental
Hygiene, which may Ibe regarded as a
scientific organization. I:t does not conduct researches, although it does pool
the experience of people in medical and
so.ciological practice.
Recently, tha-t
body came 'into a legacy that will amount
to about £14,000. An its activities are
directed towards progress in the education of doctors and social workers and
the development of ideas that will percola te through to schools and chari table
institutions. The council was chiefly
responsible f.or interesting the lat~ Sir
Stanley Argyle--he was a member of the
council-in the introduction of the Mental Deficiency Act ;which appears on our
statute-book, but which has not been implemen ted. It was also responsible for
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the setting aside of a special magistrate
to adjud'icate in children's courts. A
committee of the council met almost
every week .to inquire into the conditions
of instHutions for boys· and girls, and
their standards were greatly developed as
the outcome of the deliberations and
propaganda of the Victorian Council for
Mental Hygiene.
ThIs !body was largely responsible also
for the establishment of the Vocational
Guidance Centre, which advises headmasters and headmistresses as to what
might reasonably be expected of pupils
in their schools, and also in connection
with abnormalities in t!he personalities
of children. I could refer to other aspects of the work of the council. It appears to be unnecessary to limit unduly
the valuable concession that the Premier
has given, by confi.ning it merely to
schools not conducted for profit. After
all, if any educational activity is not conducted for profit, it is proper that it
should receive the full benefit of any
legacy coming i,ts way.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In sub-section (1) of section
160, provision is made for institutions
conducted . "for religious or public
scientific or pubUc educational purposes."
Mr. WHATELY.--I appreciate the
comm,ent, but when the term "public
eduea tional purposes" is used, one will
almost certainly be involved in a discussion before a court. If an amendment
was madle along the lines. I. have indicated, litigation and unnecessary expense would be prevented, altiliough the
outcome might be the same.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Paragraph (b)
of sub-section (1) of proposed new section 160 providesto the Lord May.or's Fund or to a
fund established 'and maintained for
the purposes of providing money
for any of the foregoing purposes,
or for the use of any such hospital
institution or society, or for the
relief of persons in necessitous circumstances in Victoria, or for the
amelioration of the condition of the
dependants of any member or exmember of His Majesty's naval
military or air forces or the naval
military or air forces of the Commonwealth whose death was due to
war service-
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the duty otherwise payable on the final
bal'ance shall be reduced ('by proportional
calculation) by such proportion as such part
of the estate bears to the final balance.

I moveThat in paI"agraph (b) of sub-section (1),
the wo~ds "to a fund" be omitted with the
view of inserting the words .. to any
organization or fund."

I mentioned this aspect in the course
of my second-reading speech, when I

pointed out that the Premier had agreed
to provide an exem'ption to cover the
activities of the Legacy Club and other
similar organizations that cater for the
needs of children of ex-servicemen.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat, in paragra:ph (b) of sub-section (1),
the words "whose death was due to war
service" be omitted.

I need not labour the ,purpose of this
amendment. I have previously explained
that the Legacy Club spends the bulk of
its revenue in assisting the dependants of
ex-servicemen who died after the conclusion of the war. The Repatriation
Department cares for the dependants of
men who died in the course of the war.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (PI'emier and Treasurer).-Sub-section (2) of proposed
new section 160 providesFor the purposes of this section a devise
bequest or gift as aforesaid to or ~or t'?e
University of Melbourne or a resld~~tIal
college affiliated under statutory prOVISIOns
with such university shall be deemed to be
a devise bequest or gift for public educational purposes in Victori'a.

I moveThat, in sub-section (2), after the words
"such university" the words "or to any
school in Victoria not conducted for profit"
be inserted.
.

The amendment will make it 'possible
for estates bequeathed to these institutions to be exempted from the payment
of ,probate duty.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 1'1 '(Settlements
to
be
registered. )
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This clause substitutes a new section for section 177 of
the principal Act. In the present sect~on
there is reference to settlements takmg
effect ,after the 16th of December, 1870.
Why was it decided to omit referer:ce to
tha t date in the Iproposed new sectIOn?
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Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Trea..,
• surer).-I am advised that the date in the
principal Act was included to cover a
transitory periQd at that time, but it is
no longer necessary to retain it.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 12, providing, inter alia(1) Whe:re duty has been paid under the
Administration and Probate (Estates) Acts
in respect of property situate anywhere outside Victoria of any deceased person who
was at the time of his deaoth domiciled in
Victoria and it is shown to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner that duty (other than
duty under any Commonwealth Act) has
been lawfully paid outside Victoria in
respect of such property in consequence of
the death of such person, the Commissioner
shall order thaot-

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--I mQve-That in sub-clause (1), the words "it is
shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that" be omitted with the view of inserting the word .. where."

I think members appreciate the reason
for this amendment.
The amendment was agreed tQ and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 13.
Clause 14, providing, inter alia(1) Where any shares, stock, debentures,
money on fixed deposit, policy of life insurance, or any other property except money
on cu'rrent account at any bank, stand in
the hooks in Victoria of any person or 'body
corporate or unincorporate in the name of
any deceased person, either alone or jointly
with any other person (or where a policy of
life jnsurance on the life of the deceased
stands in such 'books in the name of any
other person), no dealings with any such
shares, stock, debentures, money, poliCy, or
property shall be registered, recorded, or
otherwise given effect to, or such policy
satisfied by the person or body aforesaid, if
he or it has notice (whethe-r pursuant to
this section or otherwise) of the death of
the deceased, without the production of a
certificate of ,the Commissioner to the effect
that the duty in respect of such property
has been paid, or that the Commissioner
consents to the proposed dealing.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 move-That in sub-clause (1), after the words
.. any other person" the wo:rds .. but has
not so stood for a period of three years"
be inserted.

The amendment relates to insurance
poUcies that have been deeded fQr more
than three years and are not subject to
being dealt with by the Probate Duties
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Offi-ce. It would be wrong if the Probate
Office had to worry about checking such
cases and the amendment will save considerable work. The policies would not
come into the estate.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That, at the end of sub-clause
words .. or satisfaction" be 'added.

(1)

the

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-I should
like to clear up one point in sub-clause
(1) which relates to dealings with
shares, and so on, of a deceased person
without the certificate of the CQmmissioner first being produced. I mentioned
this matter to the Probate Duties Office,
but I am worried about the provision
which makes it obligatory not to regi'ster
any of these transactiQns until the Commissioner's certificate is produced. I
agree with the provision, but shares
could be transferred :by a proprietary or
a public company and if the certificate of
the Commissioner was not !produced, due
either to ignorance or inadvertence, it
could mean that the transaction or dealing would :become void. There is a
penalty set out in sub-clause (3), with
which I am in agreement, but 1 should
not like any transaction voided where
there was no intentiQn to commit a fraud.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The matteI'iS deaU with in this
clause relate to means whereby in the
past 'theI'e was a considerable avoidance
of probate duty because shares and so on
were being dealt with without the knowledge of the Commissioner. The clause
will prevent any .person from dealing
with shares, debentures and so on without first receiving an -acknowledgement
from the Probate Duties Office that probate has been paid. I do not know that
an honest transaction would be voided
in the circumstances outlined by the
honorable member for Warrnambool,
where an honest mistake had been made,
but I think it necessary to retain the
clause as drafted.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Sub-clause (5)
provides~

Where any property is vested in a
deceased person jOintly with another person,
and on the death of the deceased the propertv passes or accrues by survivorship to
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other person, no registration of the
title of the survivor shall be made in the
Office of Titles, or in any other office, without the production of a certificate of the
Commissioner to the effect that the duty in
respect of such property has been paid or
that the Commissioner consents to the proposed registration.

SUC:l

I ask the Premier to tie up this matter
at an e'arly date and to make clear what
type of certificate will be 'acceptable to
the Titles .office. Legal memhershave
had bitter experience with regard to
Tilles Offi,ce procedure in the past, and
the inability of its officers to make up
their minds as to the tYlPe of consent .or
certifka te ,they desire. Sometimes they
insist on a :particular form of consent or
certifica te being provided and 'after the
solicitor has gone to ,the trouble of filing
the necessary documents, he ;is told tha't
the Titles Offioe has changed its mind,
that a :bigger and better type ()If f,orm
has :been drafted, that it must be fiUed in
and that a'll certificates lodged 'to date
would be rejected. I notice that the
AHorney-General is not paying much
attenti.on to my remarks but only last
week, even under the new management,
the Titles Office has again adopted the
habit .of ,changing its mind ,about the twe
of certificates of consent it will accept.
I sriggest 1fu.at In consultati.on Iwith the
Titles Offioe at an early date a definite
fOIm should !be adopted for the guidance
of the legal pr:ofession in particular.
Mr. McDONALD' (Premier and Treasurer) . -The honorable member for Kew
has been fair in this m,atter. He mentioned the subject in his second-reading
speech and he :can take it tlhat the probate duty officers iWillbe prepared to
consult with the Law Institute of Victoria to arrive at a satisfactory form of
consent certificate, so that the efficiency
of !both the l-egal pr.ofessi'On and tha
Titles Office ean be ·advanced.

The clause, as amended, w.as adopted,
as were clauses 15 to 17.
Postponed clause 4 (Estate of
de0eGlJsed person for purposes of duty.)
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-1 have
circulated an 'amendment to sub-clause
(.1) but, after discussing ,the question
with 'the Pr.emier and on receipt of his
intimation that he is prepared to subm.it
an amendment to the clause that win
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ove:r:come some of the objections that I
have in mind, I do not propose to proceed with that am'2ndment.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .----1 have discussed with the honorable member for Warrnambool the
objections he has to this K!lause. The
first proviso to paragraph (d) in subclause (11) re~dsProvided that subject to the next succeeding proviso where property referred to in
this paragraph (d) is proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner not to be in
existence at the time of the death of the
donor such property shall not be deemed to
form part of the estate 'Of the donor except
where any amount or consideration in money
or money's worth has been received or is
receivable by the donee as compensation for
its extinction or as consideration for its
surrender redemption discharge sale or conversion in which case the property no longer
in existence shall be deemed to form part of
the estate of the donor but the value thereot
shall be deemed to be the amount of such
money or the value of such money's worth
(as the case maybe):

1 now move--That, in the first proviso, the words
"subject to the next succeeding proviso"
be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-1 moveThat, in the first proviso, the words
"proved to :the satisfaction of the Commissioner not to be" be' omitted with the view
of inserting the word .. not."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Pl'emier and Treasurer).-1 now moveThat the following proviso be inserted to
follow the first proviso:'
Provided further that where any real
property is deemed to form part of the
estate of a deceased nerson under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph (d) and
where such property has been improved
by the donee between the date of the gift
and the date of the death of the donor the
Commissioner shall allow as a deduction
the value of such improvements.

Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-I am glad to
l'earn that some attempt has been made
to clarify the position in regard to
gifts inter vivos, but I fear that the
amendment proposed by the Premier
does not go far enough. The position
has become muddled because the Government has not had any clear intention as
to whether 'Or not gifts inter vivos should
be valued as at the date of the gift or
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as at the date of the death of the
testator; consequently, many anomalies
have occurred. The first anomaly arises
in regard to the definition of gifts inter
vivos} which is contained in clause 2,
wherein a distinction is made between
gifts without consideration and gifts
upon any consideration other than full
consideration in money or money's
worth. In the 19,tter case the question
of the difference is decided on whether
or not the consideration in money or
money'·s worth is equal to the value of
the property at the date of disposition;
in other words, at the date.of the gift.
Where there is such a discrepancy, the
disposition shall 'be deemed a gift inter
vivos to the extent only to which such
value exceeds such consideration.
Obviously, where there is a gift for a
considera tion which is not equal to the
value of the prO'perty transferred, the
value of the gift will 'be the difference
between the two figures as at the date
of the gift. That will mean that, in one
instance, where there is an insufficient
consideration, the value will be that at
the date of the gift, but, where there is
a gift with'Out any consideration whatever, the value will be that at the date of
death of the testator. That inference
must be drawn from the amendment
moved by the Premier. The result will
be that any solicitor who understands
the working of this legislation, whenever
there is submitted to h'im a proposal to
transfer property by way of gift, will
say to the proposed donor "Do not give
this away without any consideration;
have a nominal consideration, then, if
there is any question O'f probate duty,
you will be all right, because the value
will be that which is applicable at the
date of gift. If you make the gift, however, without receiving in return a
nominal sum, such as £1, the value
for probate purposes may well _ be
that at the date of death, and probate
duty may thereby be increased." I ·suggest that the amendment will be effective
only where there is an outright gift,
without consideration. Where there has
been some consideration, the definition
itself will apply and the amendment will
have no application, because the value
will be taken as that at the date of the
original gift.
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Certain other anomalies alsO' suggest
themselves, because of the difference in
the dates at which value may be a,ssessed.
For .example, where there has been a
gift of a motor car, if the motor car is
retained by the donee its value may be
taken as 1:fhat at the date of death, but
it may then have acquired an enhanced
value. If, on 'the other hand, the donee
smashes the car, makes of it a total
wreck, and coHoots the insurance, the
value O'f the gift win be regarded as the
sum of money that is received from the
insurance company; not the value of the
vehicle as at the date of death. Conse-quently, the donee may be better off by
sma·shing up the car than by having to
pay the increased rate of duty on the
value of the car at the date of death.
Another anomaly creeps in by the inclusion in 1:fhe amendment of the followin.g words:. . . . where such property has been
improved by the donee 'between the date of
the gift 'and the date of the death of the
donor the Commissioner shall allow as a
deduction the value of such improvements.

I fail to appreciate why, in the amendment, a distinction is made in regard to
real property only. Where a gift of a
motor car has been made, the donee may
have m-ade certain im,provements, such
as equipping the vehicle with a new set
of tires, and so on, thus increasing its
value considerably. The total cost of
improvements may amount to a fi.gure
approaching £200. Those improvements
are entirely beyond the control of tlhe
donor and yet, at the date of his death,
the value of the motor car will have
been increased: by those improvements
and, in consequence, duty will be payable upon the improvements, which had
nothing to do with the testator or the
gift 1:fha t he made.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Also there is the case
of certain real estate, such as a residence
aflea, which technically is regarded as
personal estate. If a perSOI1 received a
gift of a residence area property and improved it, under the proposed proviso he
would not recei~ any benefit.
'Mr. LE~LE.-1t might be that a person who received a gif.t of a 99-year
leasehold might build a house on the
property, -and on the death of the donor
probate duty would be payable not only
on the value of the lease, which was a
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gift, but on the value of the house, which
had been erected on the land by someone other than the deceased. Many
anomalies could arise because of 'these
two dates. There is no spe.cific provision
in the Bill to the effect that the value shall
be ta.ken either as at the date of death
or as at the date of the gift. If the
measure contained such a provision, I
think many of the anomalies would be
overcome. Sub-clause (1) of clause 7
provides, inter alia(1) Save as otherwise expressly provided,
in estimating the value of any property for
the purpose of calculating the value of an
estate(a) the value' to the deceased as at the
date of death shall be taken as a
'basis;

I direct attention to the words" value to
the de~eased." If t!here is an absolute
gift, a complete parting with control and
possession by the donor, ,then the
property no longer has any value whatever to the deceased; consequently the
gift would es'cape duty altogether. Although the proposed new proviso covers
one small point, it -does not go nearly far
enough to -clear up an obscure situation
that will exist if it is accepted. I suggest
that in the near future amending legislation will be required to overcome many
doubts that will arise. For that reason,
I urge that fuese matters should be reconsidered, and that progress be reported
for that purpose.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).---'ln my opinion, the honorable
member for Evelyn has raised an important point. He reminded me of the fact
that, in such places as Ballarat and Bendigo and in the older mining centres,
there is a large number of land titles held
under what are known as "residence
areas," wh'ich were originally miner's
rights. lrn the old days a person residing
in a ,gold mining centre could ta'ke up a
miner's right and could peg out a piece
of land on which he could erect a house.
In fact, it was obligatory that within six
months of taking out the miner's right
a house ,should be built, otherwise
another person could approach the warden'~court and apply for possession of
the iand. During the regime of the
Dunstan Government the whole of that
land tenure principle was altered, insofar as control of that type of .lease was
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taken away from the Mines Department
and placed in ilhe hands of the Lands Department. The result is that no longer
does a person need a miner's right. All
he has to do is to peg out land and make
application to the Lands Department and,
within the prescribed period, he is supposed t'O start !building a house.
Of course, that does not apply to the
metropolitan area, but it does to a large
degree apply in old gold mining towns.
An investigation would reveal that in
Ballarat, !Bendigo, Castlemaine, Maryborough, and many other pla,ces, possibly one title out of every five covers
a residence ·area. I know of cases where
houses worth many thousands of pounds
have been erected on such areas. The
point I emphasize, as raised by the honorable member for Evelyn, is that a residence area on which a shanty is erected
might go to ,a donee who will pull that
building down and erect a m'odern house.
If the donor died within the three-year
period, the donee would have to pay duty
on the gift and, further, under the
amendment, he would have to pay duty
also on the improved value. Of course,
that defeats the whole object of the
amendment, which is that a donee
should pay duty on the value of the gift
at the date of death of the donor. I ask
the Premier to consider that aspect.
A simple amendment might be to omit
the word " real " from the provision now
sought to be inserted. I can see no difficulty about that course. Possibly, the
Premier had in m1nd the fact that a
man might receive a gift of shares in a
company, which might appreciate in
value. Of course, the donee does not
make the shares more valua!ble, because
that happens in spite of anything that
he may do. In the example cited by the
honorable member for Evelyn, to receive
any benefit the person concerned actually
has to do the work himself or spend
money with that end in view. I ask the
Premier to consider deleting the word
" real" so that anyone who receives a
gift, no matter what it might be, and
does something to improve its value, will
not have to pay duty on that improvement as at the death of the donor.
It is not by any means an academic
subject, because it might be that in my
constituency and in Bendigo, Midlands
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and possibly a number of other electorates, where there are residence areas
and other leaseholds, persons could be
deprived of the benefit of this amendment. I agree with the amendment, but
it should go further. If it refers only to
property H will apply to any kind of gift
wthere the donee has improved its value
between the date of the gift and the death
of the donor. 1 ask the Premier to amend
his proposal and to delete the word
" real."
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).- -I have listened with much interest to the honorable member for
Evelyn and the Leader of the Opposition,
but I (!onsider that ·the suggestion made
by the Leader of the Opposi tion to omft
the word " real " will widen 1:he proviso
too much.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-You are still limited
by t1he fact that it must be an improvement Iby the donee.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 can imag,ine where it would be
an improvement made by the donee, but
we are trying to !Cover the posi tion mentioned by the honorable ,member for
Warrnambool, who, 1 think, established
a good case. The question of residence
leases has been mentioned; they are
only personal pr.operty and not real 'Property. The amendment supported Iby
the hO'norable member for Warrnambool 'Would include a house which ,would
be clCliSsed as real property. If the donee
added two rooms they would not become
par.t of the value of that gift. 1 have
tried to be ,fair. If the Opposition wilJ
give me an 'opportunity to' 'consider the
matter further 1 shall be g.lad. 1 should
like the Committee to aHo,w the clause to
go through thi,s evening. and I shall
examine the subject further befO're the
Bill reaches ,the Council.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 think the Premier's suggestion is quite satisfactory from our point
of view. I hope that he will have
another look at the 'Proposal :before the
Bill is sent ,to the CO'uncil. I regret that
the honorabJe member .for Bendigo was
not present when I made my submissions.
The idea of the amendment is that where
a person gives real estate to somebody
else and dies within three years of the
gift that is real estate on which one does
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not have to pay duty, hut one does pay
on any improvements made between the
date of the gift and the date of the death
of the'donor. Residence areas, are classed
as personal estate and a person 'Would
have to pay duty on the imprO'vements
made. That would he unfair to the many
peqple who hold 'residence 'areas properties.
I am content with the
assurance of the Premier that before the
Bill reaches the Council he will look
furvher into the proposaL He may
include the !words "any real proper.ty
or any other interest in land." If that
were done it would at least cover my
point but not the points raised by 'the
honorable member for Evelyn. I can 8ee
no objection to the deletion of the wO'rd
"real." I suggest to the Premier that
he should consider the ,idea 'advanced :by
me. Although I am prepared to' aHow
the amendment to be adopted as it is, I
hope that the honorable ,gentleman :win
examine the position.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-1 am agreeable 00 the course proposed. Mthouglh
the deletion of the word .. real" will
improve the situation a good deal, it wiU
not go far enough to .cover the points
that J have mentioned. I ask the Premier
to consider the matters that I raised,
because under the circuioous method O'f
drafting Bins ,there is a possibility that
the type of gift at ,which the measure
is aimed may be excluded purely by accident--'that is, a gift .without consideration-and it might slip out of the net
altogether.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 shO'uld like
to add to the remarks made by other
honorable members. This subject is of
greater importance to people in the
country than it is to those in the city.
Frequently, in the country gifts are made
of feaseholds of farm equipment or
machinery, which can be improved, and
in some cases there are gifts of interests
in partnerships in connection with
farms.
I should like the Premier to
look at the matter from an over-all point
of view.
Mr. McDONALD (Prem:ier and Treasurer).-I have already widened the
provision and have lost revenue. I do
not wish to lose more.
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Mr. RYLAH.-We are helping the institution of joint ownership of prohonorable gentleman. The point which perty, together with the rights of surhas been made by the: honorable member vivorship which flow from it, has been
for Evelyn is that by the form adopted in put in a somewhat erroneous perspective.
drafting the !Bill persons whom the It would appear, from those earlier
Governmen t is trying to catch may be remarks, that the notion of joint ownerallowed to escape. As to certain remarks ship of property is a device conceived
that have been made concerning this by cunning capita'lists to escape taxation
measure, I am certain that the Com- on large estates which are transmitted to
mittee does not desire to creat'e a lawyers' their issue, and that it has been directed
paradise. Judging, however, from the to the defeat of a scheme of taxation
pOints raised by ,the honorable member previously existing.
for Evelyn, such a paradis·e may be
'Looking at the historical background,
estaolished, and the measure will cause it would seem that the exact opposite is
headaches t.o the responsible officer who the case. The idea of joint ownership of
is called upon to solv,e various problems. property, together with the rights and
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-This obligations which flow from it, is a very
It is. at least as old as
.pr·oposal was' hurriedly prepared this ancient one.
afternoon, when 1 asked the Premier to the oldest known Roman law and it
consider deleting the word "real."
I was there described as the communitas
realiized that he had very little time in . bonorum-the community of goods
whi,ch to think about the sugg.estion, and shared between husband and wife-and
1 am glad that he has agreed to look it was really one of the bonds of the
matrimonial union. When the Roman
further into it.
law spread throughout Europe, this
The amendment was agreed to.
notion was carried with it, and it
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- became part of the basic law of counsurer).--,1 movetries like France and Holland. From
That the following proviso in sub-clause
Holland it spread to the Union of South
(1) ibe omitted:Africa, where the same idea prevails in
Provided further that where the propthe basic Dutch law administered there.
erty referred to in this paragraph (d)
Even in the Middle Ages, when Scotland
,consisted of a sum of money whether by
was under the influence of French ideas,
way of cash or cheque or cr.edit on
,account of the donee such property shall
the community of goods between husband
whether or not in existence at the time
and wife was part of the law of Scotof the death of the donor be deemed to
land, and it is still part of that law except
form .part o'f the estate of the donor at
so far -as it has been modified by statute..
its value as at the time of the gift.
That method of holding property has
The amendment was agreed to.
been
resorted to throughout the ages.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreaEven
before
any form of taxation of this
surer).~ move-kind was ever thought of, it was adopted,
That 'the following sub-cloause be added:as I have said, in order to consolidate
( ) Notwithstanding anything contained
the marriage union or from reasons of
in the last preceding SUb-section the
estate of a deceased person shall not sentiment, and upon it the financial'
include any amount paid under any bona economy of a great number' of couples
fide scheme of super.annuation or pension has been based. Ii has come to many of
to the widow of or to any person wholly
these people not by reason of anything
dependent upon the de'ceased.
they themselves did, but by reason of
The amendment was agreed io.
provision made in wills and settlements,
Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak) .-1 should incases where the property has been left
like to make a few observations con- to them under joint ownership.
cerning paragraph (e) of sub-clause (1)
It was a frequent course, and perhaps
of clause 4, which relates to joint in- it still is, for a father who desired to
terests, and whi,ch seeks to bring property provide for his children, particularly
held jointly by a plurality of persons into daughters who were unmarried and who
the field of taxation. 1 feel that, from were unlikely to marry,' to endow
what was said earlier in the debate, the them with property to be held in joint
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ownership~ Perhaps 20 or 30 years ago
a father would probably have thought
that he would be making substantial provision for his daughters if he left to them
property worth, say, £10,000. It might
have been either real property or some
form of personal property from which
an income of £500 a year-then considered comfortable-might have been
derived.
Of course, circumstances have so
altered that £10,000 invested, particularly
in real estate, would now return a
relatively small income. I concede that
since the period of heavy taxation commenced at the beginning of the last world
war, some people have devised methods
of transmitting property into joint
ownership by themselves and other persons, or have transferred it to persons to
hold in joint ownership in -order to escape
heavy taxation. But there is a class of
people at the present time who may be
described as our new poor, and who are
holding proOperty in this way and getting
very little return from it. They are, in
fact, getting a mere pittance.
The financial position of classes has
altered extremely during the last· few
years. There are large numbers of very
worthy elderly people who, owing to
rent restrictions and rising costs, are
just eking out a miserahle livelihood
in existing circumstances.
Mr. -MERRIFIELD.-That does not excuse
their desire to evade payment of probate
duty.
,Mr. REYNOLDS.-I am suggesting
that the desire tu aVoOid pr.obate was
not present in their minds at all. [am
speaking .of a class of 'People to whom
property has been transmitted in that
form o'f iholding whioh I have mentioned, or who have adopted it in order
to consolidate their marriage union or.
foOr reasons of sentiment, and it is a
fairly large and widely spread class.
What I desire to 'Point out is that that
hardship may be avoided by a very
simple amendment, and those .persons
who have desired to avoid taxation-the
class Whioh the honorable member for
Moonee P.onds wishes to attaok-may be
brought in by amending the law to provide . that it shall rela te to the beneficial in terest held by the deceased
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person ,foOr a period of less than twelve
years immedia tely prior to his death.
That, I suggest, woOuld relieve the position of many of the elderly people to
whom I refer. After aM,. it is really
only postponing-and for a relatively
short period-the payment of the total
exaction on the whole property.
Take the case .of two ,old ,people, say,
husband and the wife, who jointly hold
proOperty worth about £10,000, which
·may be in real estate or personal estate.
It .could be one in which there has been
an investment of £10,000 in house
proOperty-the house in which those old
people are living, .or a Jew small cottages
which had been transmitted to them or
which they had -aoquired and held .in
joint ownership out of their life's
savings. One .of those old people dies
and the severed interest is assessed as
being worth £5,000. Then, apart from
medical expenses, legal expenses, and
funeral expenses, which have to be met
by the survivor, there is the impost
whi.oh is now sought to be imposed by
this measure, which would amount to
about £175. At that stage, the expenses
arising from the dea tn .of a partner or
a spouse, coupled with the impost to
be imposed by this Bill, may involve an
almost insurmountable burden unless
the balance of the estate is sacrificed.
Without realizing the capital of the
fund, it may be impossible to meet the
obligation imposed by this legislation and
the o'ther liabilities which I have mentioned without ,th·e survivor being greatly
em'barra'ssed or impoverished in doing so.
I do not propose at this stage to move
an amendment, but I commend the
ma tter to the Premier and Treasurer for
further coOnsideratioOn. Perhaps arrangements ,might be made for the sUbm-ission
of an appropriate amendment When the
Bill is being dealt with in the other
House. I am noOt advocating the cause
of those people who have adopted this
ancient device in o~der to escape taxation which ethically is ,properly imposed
on them. I am pleading only ior members of that increasing class who to~day
are drasticailly affected by modern
economic conditions and who are finding
the struggle of life very hard in their
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closing years, when conditions ought to
be devised toO make those years happier
and more pleasant for them.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I wish to raise
a matter lin respect of which I have some
fear, and I shalll mention a case which
went through my office recently. It ,was
that of a young married couple who had
bought a block o'f land in a Me}bourne
suburb. A,fter the husband had been
working for a while, and as 'the couple
could not get suitable living accommodation, they decided to build a IsmaU shop
and a dwelling, and they did so. The
young coup'le then went into partnership
in the :business, and Ithey held the land
in tlheir joint names. I should like to
know what will ibe the position if paragraph (e) is agreed to. WHI it cover the
case of a shop and a dwelling, which is
built primarily as a dwelling, but includes a shOop? The exemption is contained lin the words "other than the
hoU!Se and curtilage of the matrimonial
home of the deceased."
Clearly, the upper part of fue building
in the case !l mentioned iWould be the
matrimonial home. The question arises
whether the lower part of the !property
is part of the matrimonial home of the
deceased.
The top floor cannot be
separated from the bottom floor. I should
like to know Whether the word "curtH:age " includes the shop. In my opinion
it does. Consider, for example, the
Premier's station in the country. I presume that it iWould include his home,
his garden, and the immediate surroundings.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I can see that I have Ibeen far
too .weak' in giving concessions.
Mr. RYLAH.-Thi,s is a case in which
no concession hats :been .gliven. I am not
putting forward this proposition as. a
criticism of the Premier; I am only
seeking information. The term "curtilage of the matrimonial home" will
pr.oibably cover most cases. I am not
suggesting any amendment at ,this stage,
but I ,ask the Premier to discuss the
rna tter with his legal ·advisers to see
whether the case I have mentioned would
be covered by the Bill in its present
form.
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Mr. l\lcDONALD (Premier ~md Treasurer) .-1 shaH be pleased to consider
the point raised :l;>y the hoOnorable member for Kew.
The clause, as amended, was adopted.
'First Schedule, providing, inter alia-3. A rebate of dut.y of twelve pence shall
be deducted for each and every pound of
that part (not exceeding Thirty thousand
pounds) of the final balance which passes
to the widow or children of a deceased
person; provided that where the final balance
exceeds Sixty thousand pounds the rebate
shall be the rebate so calculated, or the
amount of One thousand five hundred pounds
reduced by twenty-four pence for each and
every pound by which the final balance
exceeds Sixty thousand pounds, whichever is
the less.

Mr. REID (Box Hill) .-In the course
of my second-reading speech, I directed
attention to the fac.t that, following the
practice which has been in vogue for
some time ~n relation to probate duty,
concessiona1 rates apply to certain persons, including the widow and children
of deceased persons. According ,to clause
8 of the schedule, the term children is
deemed to include :grand children. One
class of persons who, in my opinion, are
very· deserving of a particular concession,
are the widowed mothers of deceased
persons. Some time ago my attention
was drawn to thils matter when it arose
out of a particularly sad case of a widow
who had recently lost her hUSiband.
Shortly after his death she also lost a
daughter who had !been earning her livelihood as a nurse.
In those .circumstances, the widowed
mother was the next of kin of the
daughter. The mother had to pay !probate duty not only on the estate of her
hushand but ·al,so on that of her daughter.
In the case of the daughter's estate, she
had to pay duty at the rate applicable
to estates passing to strangers. The
practice has always been that property
left to ,children has not been rated as
if it were property left to strangers.
Widows and children who are beneficiaries under the estates of deceased
husbands have only to pay half the rate
of probate duty chargeable in respect of
estates that pass to other people. A
widowed mother, however, is treated as
a complete stranger for the purpose of
proba te du ty, and in respect of' the
estate of her child whom she has lost,
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and on whose earnings she was dependent, she has to pay the same rate of
probate duty as if she were a stranger
in blood. While we are revising the
administration and probate legislation
this point should not be overlooked.
There is a precedent in Commonwealth
legislation for the general treatment of
widowed mothers in the way I have
suggested. During the war, when the
question arose of the payment of a repatriation pension to a widowed mother,
she was treated by the repatriation
authorities for pension purposes as being
in the same position as the widow of a
deceased serviceman, inasmuch as it was
not necessary for the widowed mother
to prove the condition of dependency. I
have prepared and circulated an amendment to provide in the First Schedule
tha t a :widowed mother shall be placed
in the same favoured position as a child
or the widow of a deceased person.
I appreciate what the Premier has had
to say on this matter. In conjunction
with his 'advisers he must carefully consider any question of extending concessions, but this concession would meet an
outstanding need. The Premier has in
mind that once he opens the door to any
concession a number of people will also
be seeking ,admission :by the concession
door. I understand that the Premier is
prepared to meet these cases in a limited
way, by submitting an amendment in
lieu of the one I have circulated. I shall
not proceed with my proposed amendment, but shall withdraw it in favour of
the amendment which the Premier is
propounding. It is reasonable and gives
a necessary concession in justifiable terms
to a deserving class. I appreciate the
sympathetic way in which the Premier
has dealt with my suggestion, which was
made during the second-reading debate,
and the action he proposes to take.
l\lr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer}.-I have discussed this question
with the honorable member for Box Hill,
and I am desirous of assisting a widowed
mother in the circumstances he has described. I agreed to give the matter
further consideration and said that if I
accepted his proposition I would have
an amendment prepared in his name for
circu1ation.
However,
the draftsman prepared the amendment in my
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name. I commend the honorable member for Box Hill on the fine thoughts he
has propounded in this matter, and I
moveThat in paragraph 3 of the First Schedule
after the word "children" the words "or
wholly dependent widowed mother" be
inserted.

Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I thank the
Premier for his 'action and I assure him
that although the amendment is standing
in his name instead of mine, I take no
umbrage.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew}.-Paragraph 8 of
the First Schedule providesFor the purposes of this Schedule •• children" includes(a) grandchildren of the deceased person;
(b) children adopted under the Adoption
of Children Act 1928; and
(0) illegitimate children of a mother who
dies intestate as to her residuary
estate where (by virtue of the provisions of SUb-section (2) of section
forty-seven of Administration and
Probate Act 1928) such children and
the widower (if any) of the intestate are the only persons entitled
to her estate.

I moveThat sub-paragraph (b) be omitted with
the view of inserting the following new subparagraph:( ) children adopted under any law
for the time being in force in Victoria
or in any other State of the Commonwealth or (if the adoption would be
recognized by the law of Victoria) under
any other law; and

The acceptance of the amendment would
correct an anomaly in the principal Act.
When the Commissioner proposed 1:>
extend this concession to children regularly ,adopted he was advised by the
Law Department that as the schedule
stood in the principal Act such an extension would not be permissible.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat sub-paragraph (0) be omitted with
the ·view of inserting the following new
sub-paragraph:( ) where the deceased person was a
woman the illegitimate children of such
person.

'l1his amendment also corrects an
anomaly in the .principal Act and I have
not a clue on what the existing subparagraph (c) means. I discussed this
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matter at [ength with the Parliamentary
Draftsman and he does not know what
it means or 'how it ,came to be included
in the Act in 'its present form. As it
stands, an illegitimate child o'f a mother
comes within the exemption clause if
the mother dies intestate as to her
residuary estate. If she leaves a will
in favour ·of her illegitimate ohildren
they would not benefit from this exemption; and if she died -intestate as to the
whole of her estate presumably again
the illegitimate children would not benefit. If she died intestate as to iher
residuary estate-in other words, if she
left a will which did not wholly dispose
of her estate-then the benefit of the
exemptIon might arise. 1 suggested to
the Premier that we should put this subparagraph into sensible language which
anyone could understand, and he
agreed. 1 thank the honorable gentleman for his assistance.
Mr. l\IACK (Warrnambool).-There
is one small question which should be
menUoned in connection with this subparagraph a'nd which has just come to
my notice; otherwise r would ihave
directed the attent'ion of the Premier to
it at an earlier stage. Paragraph 8 of
the First Schedule relates to the definitionof "children." It includes grandchifdren and adopted children, but there
is no provision for step-children.'
Perhaps I am particularly interested in
this matter as 1 happen to be fortunate
enough to have two step-ohildren. If
the Premier desires time to consider
this question I suggest that he should
examine it before the Bill is dealt with
in the Council and, if no drawback presents itself, that an amendment should
be sub.mitted to include step-children in
this paragraph.
Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I shall do as the honorable
member has suggested.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat the following new paragraph be
added to the First Schedule:( ) For the purposes of this schedule
.. wholly dependent widowed mother"
means the widowed mother of the
deceased person who is not in receipt of
an annual income greater than the maxi-
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mum rate of pension payable under any
Commonwealth Act in force from time
to time relating to Old Age, Invalid, and
Widow's Pensions.

The adoption of the amendment would
mean tha t a widowed mother of a
deceased person would be able to get
any benefits under this schedule.
although she may be in receipt of a
pension. "Wholly dependent" is defined
as applying to a person who has an income in addition to a pension payable
under any Commonwealth Act.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the First Schedule, as amended, was
adopted, as was the Second Schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments and' the report was
adopted.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.

1 thank ·members on both sides of the
House, the Parliamentary Draftsman,
and probate officers for the valuable
assistance they have rendered me in
connection with this Bill. I am only
a layman and as such I appreciate the
assistance 1 have received in the
preparation and passing of this measure.
The 'motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
STAlMlPS (DUTlJES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned ,from October
10), on the motion of Mr. McDonald
(!Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill, was resumed.
Mr. REID (Box Hill) .-When explaining this measure, the Premier intimated
that his objective was to augment Consolidated Revenue by £240,000.
When
consideration is given to the substance
of this small Bill, it is necessary to bear
in mind the type of property which wHI
be the subject of additional taxation, and
those who will be called upon to beal['
the burden. The collection of revenue by
the impos'ition of stamp duties on documents is a process that has operated for
a long time. The essence of the collection of revenue" in the form of stamp
duty-whether it be by affixing a 2d.
duty stamp to a receipt or a cheque, or
the more onerous collection of revenue
on a lease or transfer of land-rests on
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the fact that there is a written document
of some kind to record the relations
between two or more parties, and that
the document itself is taxed. It is important to remember in relation to the stamp
duties legislation of this State that a
tax is imposed on documents, not necessarily on trans,actions.
The Victorian legislation differs a
good deal from Commonwealth gift
duties legislation inasmuch as in
the latter case the transaction is
taxed, although it may be purely of
a verbal nature and not recorded
in any written document. Commonwealth gift duty may be imposed on
a transaction where one person mp.rely
hands bonds or cash to another person.
In Victoria the written document must
bear a stamp----either an adhesive ~tamp
or an embossed stamp-flor which one
or other party has to pay.
The Bill has been introduced for the
purpose of raising £240,000 additional
revenue for Victoria, and it provides for
an increase of stamp duty on the tran$fer of any real property or any estate
or interest therein. It provides also for
this duty to be applied to any transaction if the amount of the consideration
exceeds £10. There is another provision
in the measure for an increase in the
amount of annual licence fee that certain insurance companies have to pay
for the privilege of carrying on business.
J: propose to deal first with the question of increased stamp duties on transfers of properties, and here let me say
that the burden will be borne by any
person who buys a property. Whether
that property is a suburban house property in which a party lives or whether
it is a country property, the purchaser
will have to. bear the additional stamp
duty. There is, of course, no concessional
rate. The additional impost will apply,
irrespective of the value of the property,
whether it is vacant iand worth £200 or
a station property which might be worth
£40,000. The additional burden will be
borne Ijn the same proportion.
It is 'important to. remember the history of the stamps legislation. Until
1915, the rate of stamp duty imposer!
was lOs. for every £100. In 1915 that
duty was doubled, and it became £1 for
every £100 of the purchase price. Ab()ut
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1937 a Bill was introduced by the then
Country party Premier, the late Sir
Albert Dunstan, under which the rate of
stamp duty was reduced from £1 in
every £100 to 16s. in every £100. It is
rather interesting to recall the circumstances under which that particular impost was introduced, because, at that time,
a Country party Government was in
office, supported by the Labour party.
At that time, the reason advanced for
the reduction in stamp duty was that it
was a sort of quid pro quo taxa tion
imposed on the sale of shares. I think,
if members look back through Hansard
or through the daily newspapers of those
times, they will find that a great controversy raged as to whether it was
desirable to impose those taxes on shares.
The Government of the day claimed great
credit for the fact that it was reducing
the stamp duty payable on the purchase
of properties. If the Leader of the
Labour party will cast his mind back, he
will recollect that he rather applauded
the measure for the reduction of stamp
duty in respect of rural property.
Mr. CAIN.-I have always supported
the principle of reducing taxation.
Mr. REID.-The honorable member
stated his case on the basis that the
measure was ~ffording some sort of relief or concession to the small property
owner, and that is the angle from which
I now propose to approach this increase
of taxation in the form of higher stamp
duties. The additional impost will repres en t an increased burden on the purchaser of property.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-Will the measure
apply to Crown 'land?
Mr. REID.-It will apply to 'the purchaser of any property, irrespective of its
value, but it will not apply to purchases
by the Crown.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-Does a soldier
settler have to pay stamp duty to the
Government to receive his title?
Mr. REID.-Yes. To follow up the
interjection of the honorable member for
Scoresby, I should say that the increased
stamp duty will have to be paid by the
purchaser of any property. If a person
buys a block of land for, say, £500,
whereas to-day he would pay 16s. for
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every £100 of the vaJue of the considera..
tion, which would amount to a stamp
duty of £4, he will pay in future a
stamp duty of £5. That may not be a
very heavy burden in the case of ,a person
who is purchasing a £500 block of land,
but the fact remains that it is an increased burden which has to be borne by
the property owner.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Probably a small
owner would suffer that impost only once
or twice in his lifetime.
Mr. REID.-I propose to develop that
point later. In the case of a person
purchasing a £2,000 property-after all
one does not get much of a property for
£2,000-a definite burden is imposed on
the purchaser inasmuch as the stamp
duty he wi'll be called upon to pay is
increased by 25 per cent. That represents a substantial burden on the average
purchaser of property. Just as was the
case on the occasion when the stamp tax
was reduced in 1937, when some credit
was claimed by the Labour party that
the measure would benefit small property
owners, I think it is pertinent at this
stage to state that the present Government, which is constituted similarly to
that which held office 'in 1937, must
accept the fact that the measure will
definitely place an additional burden
upon the small property owner.

Mr. FuL'J;,oN.-There is much gambling
in property dealings to-day.
Mr. REID.-If persons turn over property as a matter of speculation, they
must take the risk, and if they indulge
in such transactions they must bear the
burden of increased taxation. The small
purchaser of property, who is buying a
home, has to bear the burden, perhaps,
only once in his lifetime. Nevertheless,
the Bill represents a definite increase of
the burden upon the property owner. I
ask: Why should it be the purchaser of
property who must necessarily bear the
burden? After aU, the man who is buying a house in these days has to suffer
all sorts of inconvenience. Frequently,
in order to secure vacant posseSSion of
a house, a person is required to pay considerably more than its real value owing
to the "'acute shortage of housing. A
man pressed :for ,accommodation may
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pay an exorbitant price, judged by normal standards, for a property. I have
in mind in particular the person who
purchases a house in which to Uve. If
he pay,s the sum of £2,000 for a property,
the stamp duty on the purchase price
will be increased under the Bill from
£'16 to £20. That is an additional burden
placed on the purchaser. In considering
the question of collecting staIlllP duties in
connection with a transfer of land, the
IQovernment might weB have contemplated levying a stamp duty not merely
on the /purchaser but also 'on the vendor.
In a transaction between a vendor and
a purchaser, the purchaser usually is
required to !bear the greater burden of
expense and trouble; it is necessary for
him to have the title investigated; he
must instruct a solicitor to IPrepare a
trans'fer, anrd he has to pay speCified
legal ,costs involved in a .transfer. Moreover, it may be necessary to arrange for
a mortgage to enable him to finance the
property. Usually, the purchaser, and
particularly the small prOiperty owner,
has to carry the greatest load these days.
Lf the Gover-nment intended .to increase
duty along these lines, it might have
placed the heavier burden on the vendor
of a property rather than on the purchaser. ,I suggest that 'my proposal
might have been worth while investigating. If the additional duty !bald !been
charged ·to the vendor, there would not
be great difficulty in (!ollec.ting it, and
the provision could have been easily
policed. Transfers are lodged at the
Stamps Offi'ce for registration, and the
majority of these transactions uHimately
go ,through the Titles Office, where there
is a public officer to observe Whether
stamp duty has been pa,id.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Is it not a common
practice :for the solicitor acting on Ibehalf
of the vendor to place a'll the charges
involved in the transac.tion on the
purchaser?
Mr. REID.-Under the present law
that burden of duty rests upon the purchaser.
Mr. CAIN.-Apart altogether from the
question of stamps, the purcha·ser is
required to pay all the outgoings !When
a property is transferred.
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Mr. RELD.-The bulk of the costs
rests on the pur,chaser. Those costs are
fixed by the rules' of the Supreme Court
of Victoria.
Mr. CAIN.-Lawyers' :fees have doubled.
You are in deep water now.
Mr. RELD.-The Leader of the Labour
party interjects that thi,s is a matter of
deep water, simply because -it relates t'O
legal costs. The costs provided for by
the rules of the Supreme Court-and
properly imposed by Judges of the
court and fixed by law-are such that the
bulk 'Of the e~penses in transactions of
this na,ture are borne by the purchaser
and not by the vendor, since the
purcha,ser's solicitors negotiate the
transaction; it is their duty to investigate the title and to inquire into rates
and other !Charges. Obviously, that is the
reason why the committee 8.lPproved by
the Judges of the Supreme Court
decided that in a transaction between a
vendor and a purchaser, ,the costs
awarded to a purchaser's solicitors
should be higher than those awarded
00 a vendor's solicitors.
Clause 3 of the Bill relates to duties
on annual licences permitting marine and
guarantee insurance companies to conduct their businesses. Increases are provided; instead of the fee being £1, as in
the past, it is to be £3, and there are
other increases of a like nature. These
higher charges will be shouldered by an
important section of the business community. 'In the course of a debate in the
House a few nights ago, when a similar
tax was being discussed, it was pointed
out that the cost of the licences, which
insurance companies are required to have
for the privilege of carrying on their
business, ultimately will be passed on to
the policy holders and to the pUblic.
Actually, the burden will be borne by the
average citizen who transacts business
with insurance companies, possibly in
paying increased ,premium charges. One
might regard this as a form of indirect
taxation.
In the course of the last week or two,
in connection with the various financial
measures that have been brought before
the House, it has been suggested that the
major burden is borne by the people who
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gamble and drink, and therefore some
of these increased taxes are affecting a
pleasure-loving class. It is important to
remember that there is a definite class
of person, apart altogether from what
one might describe as the" luxury living" section of the community, who will
be affected by the increased taxation.
An insurance company, carrying on a
necessary type of business, must pay
increased licence fees, which in turn will
be transmitted to the genera'! policy
holders and to the commercial community
in general. It is of no use to blink
at the fact that this type of legislation,
increasing a certain form of taxation,
will be borne by the commercial com'munity and by the citizens in general.
Honorable members should not have their
acknowledgment of that fact obscured
because there have been imposed certain
increased taxes in relation to betting and
liquor.
It must also be remembered that the
purchaser of a house in the suburbs often
is forced to buy a house, and possibly
finance it on disadvantageous terms,
merely because at present it is impossible
to rent a dwelling. The bulk of purchasers of suburban properties are forced
to pay exorbitant prices on account of
the desperate shortage of housing.
Those persons will be the major mark
for this type of taxation. The Chief
Secretary, being a country man, knows
tha t a person purchasing a small farm
property w~ll have to pay increased duty.
There seems to be a continual process of
placing impositions of one type or another
upon the deserving and the industrious
sections of the community. Whether the
person paying it is purchasing a property
or has to take out a form of fire or
guarantee policy with an insurance company, in the course of his commercial
business, this type of duty is a tax on
industry and effort.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-We would be much
happier if the Government could be
adequately reimbursed out of income tax.
Mr. REID.-There is noticeable a
desire to provide all sorts of social benefits in the community and to establish a
variety of Government schemes, such as
the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria,
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which will not pay its way. In their
desire to introduce highly socialized
schemes, Governments should remember
that in the long run the person who will
pay for them will be the industrious
hard-working citizen, whose main ambition it is to purchase a property, or who
is conducting a lawful and legitimate
commercial enterprise. In considering
this Bill, I ask honorable members to
realize that this is a per.fect example
of the type of thing which certain people
regard as progress, but which actually is
a tax on individual industry and
initiative.
The sitting was suspended at 5.58 p.m.
until 7.7 p.m.

Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I do not
wish to say much about the measure
now under consideration, as it is part of
the Budget plan which has already been
approved by the Government and the
Opposition. It is proposed to revert to
the position whkh obt,ained some years
ago in the matter of fees payable in
connection with the transfer of land.
The honorable mem:ber for Box Hill
wailed about the responsibility which
would be imposed, if the proposal is
adopted, on persons who buy property.
Certainly, it will mean the payrnen t of
additional taxation. The honorable member knows a good deal about this
problem, induding the costs incurred by
people who purchase property, and he is
in a position to compare the charges
now applicable with those that obtained
twenty years ago.
For many years the £>ee was £1 per
centum, or lOs. on £50. In those years
solicitors, Hke many other people, were
looking for jobs, and they were glad to
act for !both the vendor and the purchaser of a property. An increase in fees
is the last thing which members of the
legal profession should object to, be..
cause they the.mselves have raised their
fees to purchasers and vendors. If anybody can sug.gest some means other than
increased probate duties for raising
£250,000-the amount which will be
obtained under this proposal and which
it has become necessary to raise on
account of the failure of the Commonwealth Government to make financial
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provision to meet the obligations of this
State-I shall be prepared to consider
it.
.

I suggest that payments could be de·
termined on a graduated scale. If the
honorable member for Box Hill wishes
seriously to help the poor man, he should
be ·agreeable to the elimination of the
l'6s. per centum, or, at least, to a reduc·
tion of the duty applicable to properties
up t'O a value of £5,000, in which case a
benclit would accrue to all working
people who buy homes. Thereafter, payments could be applied on a sliding scale
according to the value of the property.
The honorable m'ember referred to
stations worth £40,000, but I would point
out to him that to-day farms of 600
a,cres or 700 a'cres are realizing £70,000
or £80,000.
Recently a farm of 700
acres in the North-Eastern district
brought £75,000, certainly more than its
productive value.
As I said before, if it is desired to
ease the burden on the home purchaser,
then payments should be based on a
graduated scale.
In respect of sma'll
homes, a rate of lOs. per cent. might
be applied, or an exemption could be
granted on properties up to a value of
£'5,000. Then, the fees payable could be
increased up t,o, perhaps, £2 or £3 per
cent. on properties rising to a value 01
£100,000.
n my suggestion were
adopted, the burden on the poor man
who wishes t'O purchas'e a home would
be eased.' Although ,members of the
Opposition pretend to spea.k for that
section of the community, I have very
great doubts whether they are sincere.
lIn past years memhers of the Opposition have had many opportunities to
do the things which they now urge
should be done, as Governments consisting of members of their party have held
In fact, with the exception of
office.
three or four years, they have held
office almost without interruption from
the beginning of this century. If they
are returned to power in the future I
shall be interested to observe how they
will deal with this question. The poor
man who buys a hIQuse worth £2,000,
£3,000, or £4,000 will be lucky if he is
able to pay for it during his lifetime.
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Eventually, transfer duty will be paid on
tha t home. During the last three or four
years, a great many workers, who
are members of co-operative housing
societies, and also ex-servicemen, have
entered into contracts ·for the purchase
of homes, and when the time arrives for
the payment of stamp duty at the rate
of £1 per centum, there will be many
opportunities for the Liberal party, if
they then hold office as a Government, to
amend the legislation. However, I have
grave doubts whether they will be prepared to do that.
This matter· dJd not arise in my mind
only recently. I discussed it with the
Hon. W-illia'm Slater, M.L.C., when he was
a member of this House. It was he who
raised the question of adopting a sliding
scale of payments in order that justice
might be done to a great number of small
property owners. The proposal has much
to commend it. I suggest that if such a
basis were adopted, it would be possible
to obtain more revenue than it is
expected will be received under the new
proposals. If more revenue should not
be desired, then exemptions could be
granted. The fee ,could be reduced to
5s. per cent., ·and graduated in such a
way as would not result in any loss of
revenue.
~ am giving the Liberal party information which! no doubt, they will try to
m·ake use ,of, but I have some doubt
whether they are .genuine in their statements. 'l was a member of this House
when the fees were reduced.
The
Government of the day for the first time
imposed taxation on the transfer of
shares on the Stock Exchange. A fee
of 5s. per ,cent. was approved, and that
fee applies generally. I am not too sure
whether we could not with a great deal
of justification increase that fee, as there
is a turnover of millions of pounds on
the Stock Exchange every year. If it is
desired to impose burdens upon the
people most able to bear them, why not
increase the rate applying to the transfer O'f stocks and shares? There is no
reason why the :present rate .of 5s. per
cent. should be retained, because other
charges have not 'remained static. When
Opposition members point toO the increased stamp duties that will have to
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be .paid by the .purchasers of hoOmes,
have they forgotten the am·ounts now
collected in the way of fees by real
estate agents? The commission rates
have not been increased, but enhanced
pr,operty values have led to higher
returns being made by estate agents.
Mr. ,IRELAND.-The oost of living of
those people has gone up.
Mr. CAIN.-That is true, but it has
not risen in the same proportion as the
value of houses.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Other agents are in a
similar pos'i tioOn. .
Mr. CAIN.-Tbat is so.
Think of
what a wool broker is earning to';'day in
the way .of commission compared with
wiha t he earned some years ago.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you suggest the imposition of a wool tax?
Mr. CAIN.-I do not. I am commenting upon the increased fees earned by
wool brokers and auctioneers.
'Mr. TYAcK.-They .pay income tax to
the Comm·onwealth Government.
Mr. CAIN.-11hat is only one way of
obtaining .payment from them. I am
suspicious of taxation returns because
I IknoOW some of the tricks that are
played. Governments do not obtain all
that they should fr·om the i'mposition of
,income tax. M,embers of the legal professioOn and estate agents are obtaining
their share of increased fees due to the
enhanced values of hoOuses. ,A purchaser
has to meet his legal expenses immediately, but he will not pay in.creased
fees 'rel'ating to the transfer of the
property until all (his obligations are
fulfilled.
Purchasers on contracts of
sa!le wHI not pay the -transfer fee
immediately.
Mr. REID.-A purchaser who gives a
mortgage will have to do so.
Mr. OAIN.-If a house is bought under
a contract .of sale, the increase will nut
be met un til the puvchaser (has fulfilled
all obligations and ·the title is in his
name. I do not ~'ike the idea of increasing taxation.
·Mr. DODGSHuN.-Members of the
Government are not jumping for joy
because taxation must be increased.
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Mr. CAIN.-I realize the truth of that
comment, because a C.ountry . party
Government reduced these charges for
political or other reasons. The Government .of the day felt that it could carry
on without the extra amount to be
obtained by the i,mposition of the higher
fees, and that money remained in the
hands of people pu~chasing property.
This imposition is being made at present
only because the Government must
raise additional revenue. That will be
the case f.or the time that the uniform
ta~a ti.on scheme remains in force, and
the distribution ,of revenue from income
tax is c·ontrolled by the Commonwealth
Governmen t. All States will be short
of revenue. In this instance additional
revenue is sought :by increasing the
charges ·on transfers .of land, but
measures have already been passed to
increase betting taxation and the fees
paid to register motor vehicles. On this
occasion Victoria is called upon to find
an additional £5,000,000 because the
Government ,must bridge the gap between the amount it has 'received in the
form of income tax reimbursement from
the Commonwealth Government and the
amount that it needs t.o finance Government activities. As I have already said,
the difference amounts t.o £5,000,000. I
do not think the situation will improve
next year or even the year after; from
the .point .of view of the State I fear
that conditions will become worse. No
m·atter which party is in power, the
Government will have to face problems
of this kind in the future. TO-day a
Government ,cannot budget Jor deficits.
At one Ume it was ·easy to negotiate
Treasury bills, but now deficits have to
be met out of loan funds on which
exorbitant interest rates must be paid.
Members of the Liberal party may
think tha t they will return to the
Treasury bench. If they do so, they
will not find money in the Treasury, 'and
it will be ·more difficult in the future to
finance Government activities than it
has been in the past. ,I repeat ilia t all
Governments will be forced to bridge
the gap between the amount obtained
from the Com1monwealth Government in
the way of income tax reimbursement
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and the sum needed to finance the services .of the State. 'Some essential services are being impeded, and that condition will continue owing to lack 0f
revenue. In the present state of affairs
Ministers 'are for.ced to .put aside requests of the heads of Departments for
carrying .out 'education services, social
services, health services, and other items,
because expenditure must be reduced.
That means that there must be a reduction in the school building ,programme,
the hospital building programme, the
supply ·of fuel and power, and so on.
Activities paid for out of revenue must
be curtailed. Let us consider the position of hospitals.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Order! Hospitals are not
referred to in the Bill.
Mr. OAilN.-This is a financia.! measure
and indirectly affects such matters as the
building of hospitals. There has been a
tremendous rise in the maintenance cost
of all hospitals-from the Royal Melbourne Hospital down to the most
The
humble institution in the bush.
management c.ommi ttees of all hos·pitals
are experiencing great difficulty in trying
to finance their maintenance costs, let
alone raising capital expenditure for
new buildings. A similar comment
applies .to the needs of the Education
Department. In this State great development is taking place and vast populations are moving into different areas.
'fohe outstanding need is additional school
buildings, but they are being retarded
by the cut in the loan works programme.
When additional school buildin'gs are
erected, there will be need to be an increase in the number of teachers, and
that will affect the budgetary position.
Two years ago no one could possibly
foresee that costs would rise in the way
that they have.
It was never thought
tha t the 'basic wage would jump from
£7 to £10 a week in two years.
The
next quarterly adjustment of the basic
wage will probably be greater than the
last, and that will lead 110 a further
increase in all costs.
The Government's proposals have been
severely criticized, and I suppose I am as
strong a critic as other members, but
when one criticizes proposals of this
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nature one should be prepared to suggest
alternatives.
I can see no alternative
except the passage of Bills of this nature.
The State cannot budget for a large
deficit in these days because that would
lead to bankruptcy. Therefore the additional revenue that is required must
be raised, and this Bill provides f.or a
further £240,000 as the outcome of
restoring the property transfer fees that
applied in 1937.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I do not propose to try to controvert all views expressed by the Leader of the Labour
party, but I wish to refer to one statement that I think was misleading. The
honorable member said that the m·ajority
of people purchasing houses will not
have to face up to the increased liability
under the Bill immediately.
I do not
think that -is correct. The majority of
people who will be hit by this increase
are purchasing houses under recognized
. methods of finance, either through the
War Service Homes Commission, cooperative housing societies, or banks.
With the exception of some homes purchased through the War Service Homes
Commission, when dwellings are obtained
under a contract of sale the practice is
for the lending authority to lend on the
title of the purchaser, who must ta.ke
out a trans,fer of the property and give
a mortgage.
Mr. HOLT. - Co-operative housing
societies will not be concerned.
Mr. RYILAH.-I have mentioned the
normal practice with this form of
finance. A purchaser has to take out a
mortgage, which involves the payment of
the duty.
·Mr. HOLT.-The house is not built
when' he obtains the transfer of the
vacant land.
'Mr. RYLAH.-That is true in some
cases. The purchaser must obtain a
title in his own name, and pay the
increased duty, whether he is buying
land or a partly-built or a completelybuilt house.
:Mr. CAIN.-There is a difference between the duty payable on £200 and on
£2,000.
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Mr. RYLAH.-I agree with the comment.
There is considerable merit in
the suggestion of the Leader of the
Labour party that a sliding scale of fees
should be introduced. I am wondering
if members of the Ministry favour the
idea, as its incidence may be greater in
their electorates than in the metropolitan area.
The ,important point is
tha t an extra burden is to be placed upon
a person buying a house. With a house
costing £3,500, the duty will be £35,
instead of £28; if the cost is £1,750, the
duty will be £17 lOs. instead of £14.
]f it is a !block of land on which he
hopes to build a house, and that block
costs £100, he will pay stamp duty of £1
instead of 16s. Opposition members
protest against the increased. burden
being Iplaced on those persons who
desire to obtain ownership of their
homes. The person who is .facing up to
the responsibility of securing his own
borne to-day already has sufficient burdens to bear without being called upon
to bear this additional impost.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a se.cond time, and
passed through it,s remaining stages.
PRICES REGULATION
{AMENDMENT) BrLL.
The debate (adjourned from September 18) on the mot,ion of iMr. Hyland
(iMinis,ter in Charge of Prkes) for the
second reading of this BiB. was resumed.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-This is a
BHl to extend the present system of
price .control in Victoria for a period ()If
two years and to alter the title O'f the
Office of Prices De.control Commissioner
to "Prices Coanmissioner." Those are the
main points of the mea'sure, Ibut the BiH
is more far reaching than those amendments 'Would suggest. Nearly all the
'!present /IYlemJbens of this House iWere
members of the Assembly when price
control wa~ the subject of debate in the
Victorian Parliament, following the
defeat of the Commonwealth 'referendum, at which the Federal Labour
Government sought to obtain permanent 'powers to control prices and
rents.
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those far-off happy days, the
and Country party and the
Country party were allied in a Victorian
Ministry, and they played a considerable
part in obtaining a record majority
against the proposals of the then Comm·onwealth Government for the delegation of Ipermanent power to the
Commonwealth in respect of rents
and prices.
In 1948 the Labour
party, considering that some kind of
magic elixir would flow from perm'anent
price control on a Federa'l basis, sought
a mandate from the people. Our Government fought the proposal, and sittings
of the Victorian Parliament ,were suspended so that membefts could take part
in the campaign. We prepared our own
propaganda, and scored a great vktory.
During the fight to prevent permanent
price control :by the Commonwealth, the
State Governments indicated their
wiJllingness that price control should
operate for an interim period, to
permit of a return to more normal
condHions, fo'llOlw1ing the termination of
the war.
L~beral

Members will recall the petulance displayed by the Chifley Government asa
result of its defeat at ,the referendum.
Price control was thro.wn overboard.
Representatives of the State Governments then met and agreed to carryon
untH the time was Ipropitious for the
coJ1JC'lusion of price control on a related
basis. I had the honour of introducing
to the Victorian Parliament enablin.g
legislation in that regard. Although the
Bill introduced :by a joint Government of
Liberal and Country party and Country
party members provided that price control Ishould operate for a period of
t,welve months, the Country Iparty
wanted 'the period limited to six
months.
It
'was 'finally agreed,
however,
to 'continue price COontrol if'or twelve months.
In the
original legislation there is a preamble
which recites that it was intended only
to be of a passing nature, to operate
until price decontrol had been achieved.
The motive of the legislation was that it
should be of a temporary character; that
there should be a tapering off period, and
then, as conditions became more stable,
Mr. Oldham.

(Amendment) Bill.

the necessity for the legislation would
disappear.
I. cannot reminisce on
Cabinet discussions, but I assure members
that the title of " Prices Decontrol Commissioner" was not my sole personal
invention. In arriving at that title I
had the advice of a very shrewd gentleman who was a great friend of mine,
and it was considered that the title would
express the policy of the Government at
that time.
The legislation. was aimed at the
eventual and speedy decontrol of. prices.
To emphasize that aspect still further,
the theme of decontrol ran right through
the legislation which
was 'Passed
by Parliament.
The reverse of
that theme is now in the mind of this
Government, which is taking an entirely
retrograde step. In the first place, this
House is being asked to consider price
control on the basis of its being permanent. That aspect is emphasized by the
fact that it is proposed that the legislation shall apply for a period of two
years. At the appropriate time I shall
move, on behalf of the Opposition, that
the period be reduced to six months.
Apparently the Government has accepted
the position that in Victoria we shall
have the principle of control ra,ther than
that of private enterprise, free from
Government controls, which would allow
natural economic conditions to operate.
Let us consider the circumstances that
have led the Government to this particular conclusion. The Labour party
has indulged in incessant propaganda,
during the last few years, in favour of
permanent price control-if possible, on
a Federal basis. That propaganda has
been unsuccessful. It was started at the
time of the 1948 Federal referendum.
The elections of 1949 and 1951, in the
Federal sphere, were fought largely by
the Labour party on the basis that price
control was the remedy for our present
economic troubles, and the Labour party
was fought largely in those two election
campaigns by the Liberal party and by
the Federal Country party upon the basis
that price control of itself was of no
value at all; even as part of the permanent economy of the nation it could not
stabilize prices under the present inflationary conditions.
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The public, on both these occasions,
refused to be misled by that false nostrum
of the Labour party, and returned a
Government which looked toward free
enterprise as a solution to our difficulties.
Even in the 1950 State election the
Labour party forsooth, which claimed
this afternoon to be representative of the
greatest section of this community,
fooght the State election upon the same
basis; yet it was returned to this
House with only '25 members. Although
members of the Liberal party were
threatened by the Labour party for
months beforehand with the loss of their
seats because of their attitude toward
price decontrol measures, they are all
members of this House to-day. When
the Leader of the Labour party this
afternoon had the audacity-The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis). - The honorable member
must not refer to a debate that took
place in this Chamber on another
occasion.

1951.]

(Amendment) Bill.
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It seems to me only a little while
since I was prices Minister and I was
invited by' the honorable, member for
Mildura, the present M·inister of Public
Works, and Mr. McNally, M.L.C., to
visit Mi,ldura to hear the representations of the Australian Dried Fruits
Association f.or the decontrol of its
industry. The meeting was the biggest ever held in that city.
The
local parliamentary members were
present and they" buttered" me up, and
[ thoroughly agreed with them. I t.old
them that the dried fruit ,industry had
been receiving a rough deal under the
slow 'moving methods adopted !by price
control. I inf.ormed them also tlhat, if I
agreed to the decontrol of the industry
I did not ,w.ant any members of Parliament toO turn round and stab me in the
back. The honorable member for Mildura is an honorable man, and he would
confirm what I have said. The local
members indicated that they would
stand behind me Ibu tat the first opportunity .what did they do-they kicked
in that place. That was subsequent to
the e'lection.

Mr. OLDHAM.-I have no doubt that
later in this debate the Leader of the
I indica ted to the Jocal members that
Labour party will claim that his party
represents a majority of the Victorian I should not be ,surprised if 1!he Leader
electors. I ask members to consider the . of the Labour party told women folk in
figures of the last State election, when some of the subur.bs that' through dethe Liberal and Country party obtained controlling prices Tor the dried fruits
almost the same number of v')tes as did industry the Government had raised the
the Labour' party, a:lthough three of its prices of /plum puddings. That is just
blue ribbon seats were uncontested. The what he did. In pr,ices control there is
electorates of Barwon, Brighton, and an attempt by Government action to reKew are full of Liberal voters. Yet, concile ,two irrecondlables-1!he producer
without the add'ition of the Liberal party and the consumer. No man in the
votes in those electorates, the Liberal Country party :believes in prices control.
party and the Labour party polled almost Time after Hme Country party supporters sought relief and ,concessions from
equally.
the Lib-eral party Government, which
Requests
The Country party Government was never unsympathetic.
says it has introduced this measure were made by the Labour party for
entirely witlhout lany .suggestion or lower prices for wheat for fowls
inspiration from the Labour party, and reductions on requirements for cows.
and ipur~ly off its o.wn lbat.
It There were interminabl'e debates when
now proposes that the period of the Liberal party Administration was
the operation of the legislation shall be in office. The Labour party would complain about the price of butter or of eggs
extended by two years instead of six and then we could rely on the Country
months-as Jt originally wanted. Yet party supporting us against the Labour
only 100,000 voters supported the Ooun- party. In the present circumstances, I
try party at the last election, and most of am bewildered :by the new outlook of the
them believe in free enterprise and will Country party with its desire for pernot thank it for this legisl,ation.
manent !price control and for abandoning
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the theme of decontrol, the object of
which is to get back to normal times.
:I believe that that changedattHude of
the Country party is the result of the
incessant propaganda of the Labour
party. The Labour party members have
convinced themselves that Commonwealth price control will solve all difficulties, and by the sheer magic 'Of iogic
they have c·onvinced the Country party
of the same thing. Therefore, it is necessary for us to examine just what price
control does at the present time. it does
only 'One thing-it is merely like a very
poor cl'Ock .in th·a tit irregularly registers
price rises. When one thinks of the good
old days of price control during wartime, of which the Labour party talk,s,
one must bear in mind that wages then
were -pegged, subsidies were avaHable and
labour couLd :be directed. There are
innova tions that the Liberal party has
successfully fought in the Commonwealth sphere. During the war, price
control couM be sustained w.ith a
modera te degree of success. It was
based on wage control which could be
effected during the war, and there !Were
unlimited subsidies. Now the wage pegging aspect has gone.
Let me ,glance a tthe question of subsidies, ·the adv.ocacy of which seems to
be the last dying kick of the Labour
party on the subject of price control.
The Commonwealth Parliament does not
want price control because that legislature knows that that system is a sham
and an artifice. So the Labour party
has returned t'O its support of subsidie8
as a subterfuge. Subsidies are of somt'
value in regard to particular items
There is a subsidy on superphospha tes.

·Mr.

CAIN.-There

is not.

Mr. OLDHAM.-At any rate at one
time there was a subsidy on superphosphates. There was a special reason
for it, and it was to encourage their
use to increase the value. of agricultural
land and so bring about greater productivity.
I understand that prefabricated houses are still subsidized amI that
is to encourage their use in a community which is starved for dwellings.
Th~re has also been a wool subsidy
deSIgned to offset the effects of the unprecedented pri.ces of tha't commodity.

(Amendment) Bill.

These are all right, but generally a subsidy is a cloak for a symptom of tnflation rather than something which
rights the ·causes of the inflationary
trends in this community. We all know
how increased costs arise. They come
about because of the higher charges imposed on many overseas imports which
are essential for local industry. Most
of the steel and the cement required is
imported. These materials are prime
factors in AustI'alian industry. No .price
control in this oountry can touch the
fringes of their costs. Standard hours
are fixed by the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, and they have been
decided on at a fair minimum, but that
is a subject for another debate. Nevertheless they are a factor that contributes
to the inflationary spiral. Wages, which
form 90 per -cent. of costs, are fixed by
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court,
and they cannot be controlled. All that
subsidies ·can do is to offset the increases. There is a danger in subsidies
in that when such a system is relied on
it is doaking the real causes of inflation.
Subsidies can be paid from two
sources-from taxation direct or from
an increase of Treasury credit which is
one of the reasons foor inflation. If subsidies are 'paid out of taxation, there is
placed on the whale community the
burden of keeping down the prices of
certain articles, and this may lead to
a greater demand for them. In that
case the last position is worse than the
first. What better example can there be
than that of shipping freights? Before
the war they were unsubsidized, but
during the war they were subsidized.
At one time Australian shipping spent
a third of its time in .port and twothirds of its time around the .coast earning income. Now, thanks to Communist
influence, Australian shipping spends
about two-thirds of its time in port, and
one-third of its time around the coast
earning Income.
To continue shipping subsidies would
be to obscure the position in regard to
the slow-down of shipping.
It would
mean, too, that the taxpayer who is
suffering a severe slug would have additional burdens placed on him. In Australia consumers are spending roughly
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about £1,800,000,000 in the purchase of
goods. No matter which Government has
been in power-whether it was the
Chifiey Labour Government in 1947 and
1948, or the Menzies-Fadden Government since those years-a study of the
statistics wilJ show that there has been a
steady 10 per cent. rise in the annual cost
of goOods to consumer:s in the Commonwealth. To subsidize them to 'keep them
a t the level of any o.ther period would
mean subsidizing to the extent of
£180,000,000 a year. It would be beyond
the ability of the taxpayers of this
community to face suoh a prospect.
The danger would be of losing what
incentive still remains in business, and
immediately there would be increased
pressure by wage earners for salary adjustments which would be held not to
affect the general price level because of
the general pegging. Therefore, I am
forced to the conclusion that it is impossible any longer in the Australian
economy to continue price control effectively either on a Federal basis or with
the present arrangement that exists
between the States. What greater farce
has there been in this Parliament over
the last few years than the interminable
debates that took place, when the Liberal
party Government was in office, concerning an increase in the price of gas? That
was a mere 3d., so to speak, compared
with what has happened during the
regime of the present Government and
since the gas undertakings have been
nationalized. No matter which item may
be considered, the price is rising steadily
and will continue to move upward until
the anti-inflationary efforts of the
Federal Government start Ito have effect.
The idea that there are a lot of Canutes
upon the Treasury bench who can keep
back the tide of inflation with the aid
of the broom of price control is sheer
and utter nonsense.
The solution of this problem lies in
correcting the conditions rather than in
continuing the farce of registering price
increases. There are many ancillary
disadvantages attaching to the present
system. Wages are not pegged in the
sense in which they were pegged during
the war; world prices are not pegged,
and they have an important effect. It is

1951.]

(Amendment) Bill.
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all too easy for politicians and others to
find fault when they are on "the other
side of the fence." It is easy for them
to blame Governments for price rises
when the fact is that a little extra work
would make aU the difference toO these
pr-o'blems. It is a simple matt'er to cloak
inefficiency in business by applying to
industry one standard of prices and by
tha t means to eHmina te 'aU the benefits
of healthy competiti-on. That is occurring
under the existing system. I know froOm
experience oOf trying to combat them that
more rackets fi.ourish under price control
than ,there ever were in the community
before it was introduced. There was black
marketing under land sales control until
it became a public scandal and the people
rose up, so to speak, and had it abolished.
Black markets and rackets are flourishing to-day under price control at the
expense of fair competition in the community. While it continues there will be
no incentive to private enterprise. Daily
in the press there is evidence of the fact
that 'inefficiency is d~agging down production in leading industries under the ~
cloak of price control.
The Liberal party considers that the
time has arrived when this farce should
end. It is true that the curtain cannot
be pulled down overnight because of the
agreements entered into with other
States, but at least Parliament could
make a gesture by limiting the duration
of this Bill to a period of six months in
order to allow for the tapering--off period,
which should have been passed through a
long time ago. If price control had been
removed a year or so ago when conditions were favourable to that end, benetidal results would have been obtained.
Nevertheless, I consider that the controls
may satisfactorily be removed now. The
Government is not prepared to face up
to the issue and proposes to continue the
farce for a longer period. The Liberal
party stands f·or freedom of enterprise
and the right of people to run their own
businesses without having a group of
bureaucrats to tell them what they
should do.
Consider the fB:rce of the
situation when men such as the honorable member for Mentone used to sit
back in offices and tell the controllers
of great, efficient businesses what price
they should charge in respect of their
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activities. There is a group of unbelievably inefficient people cluttering up the
Prices branch. The competent men, of
course, have gone back to private enterprise, where they can pull their weight
in the community. The whole system is
dragging down of its own overweight.
The time has come when Parliament
should again take the lead in these
matters; it should certainly v'Ote against
a continuance for an undue period of
these farc-ical controls.
The objective
may be achieved by limiting the operation of the measure to a period of six
months, 'and Parliament can also reject
the suggestion tha t there will be
permanent cont:r.o'l. In my opinion, certain amendments have been whimsically
inserted in this Bill by the Government.
If the Government honestly believes in
price control, I invite its members. to
recant the op,inions they expressed time
and time again when they were associated with the Liberal party in connection with these matters. Let them take
the repentant stool of the s-inner and
• confess. If the members of the Government continue to believe that price control may right the economic ills of the
community, I invite 'them to rise in this
House and say so. But if they have
merely inserted the provision for the
opera tion of this legislation for a longer
period, f.or a childish reason, let them
say so. It may be that they wish to
have a "kick" at the Liberal party,
which passed the legislation in the first
place, with their help. If they feel dt
will hurt members of my party they are
very foolish. Surely the time has come
to discard childish attitudes and to face
the issue like men. I invite the members of the Government to say that
the provision in question has been inserted either to pander to the Labour
party or to "kick" the members of the
Libe:r.al party. Let us Ihave some reason
for it in :place of the scanty excuse made
by the Minister in his second-reading
s·peech.
In my opinion the time has long
passed when ordinary economic circumstances should again be allowed to operate -in the industries 'Of Victoria. There
,is a waste of m'an power in the Prices
branch on the one hand, and a waste of
man power in industry itself, on the
Mr. Oldham.

(Amendment) Bill.

other hand, Iby the employment of persons who are required to write out little
buttons to pin 'on goods, make calcul'ations, and fill in returns and applications.
The greatest effort should be made to
increase production, which is the most
vital question of the day. The Federal
Government, by means of its Budget, is
aiming to relieve inflation conditions
through the spur of production. Price
con trol provides no spur to production;
it removes many of the incentives; and
until producti'On ·is free the upward inflationary spiral cannot be permanently
halted. For those reasons, I trust that
the House will reject permanency of
price ·cOontrol in this IState. If the House
insists on continuing the control system,
I urge that it be maintained for only a
short, tapering-off period.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-One would
have thought, a,fter listening ,to the
honorable member for Malvern, that at
least he w.ould have equipped himself
with SiQme of the facts on the question
he di'scussed. I propose to star,t where
the honorable member finished. He said
that the Commonwealth Government's
Budget was aime.d at preventing inflation; that the members 'Of the Liberal
party had, once and ,for aN, made up
their minds that pri,ce control was no
solution to any of the present economic
problems; and that they :believed in its
tapering off as rapidly as possihle. In
fact, he said that price control should
have been ended long ago. Strange to
relate, whi'le the Commonwealth Government has refrained from accepting responsibHity for prioe control, the Prim~
Mini'ster, within the last six months,
attended a conference of State Ministers
to discuss prices, and appointed Mr.
McCarthy, a well-'informed Federal
officer on economic matters, to act as a
liason officer between the M.inisters' conference and the Prime Minister himself.
If price control i's to be ended, why
should Mr. Menzies, in the light of
present circumstances, appoint Mr.
McCarthy to und~rtake those duties?
Mr. Menzies has promised that any
recommendations made to him by Mr.
McCarthy will be acted upon in cooperation with the State Prices Ministers. The honorable mem'ber for Malvern
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has told only one 'Side of the story. There
is one 'case submitted by State leaders
and another by Federal leaders.
Mr. IRELAND.-By the Country party.
IMr. CAIN.-No, by the Libera'l party.
Price ,control was ended in ,the United
State of America in 1945, at the end of
the war. Prices in that country rose
more rapidly ,from '1945 to 1948 than any
where else in the !World. The Leader of
the Opposition and I were in the United
States of America in :1948, and :we 'know
the prices then ruling. lIt was impossible to get a meal ·for less than three
or four dollars, and colossal prices were
charged for other goods. A Jeg of mutton in Washington, ,weighing 4! pounds,
cost 42s. in Australian money. Other
commodi ties
were
correspondingly
highly Ipriced.
Mr. IRELAND.---'Were not wages high?
Mr. CAIN.-Certairrly, wages were
chasing costs, as they are here. Workers
could live in that country only by being
paid high wages. However, while that is
true of the skilled, trained and welJ organized artisans of America, it is not true
of the coloured population of 15,000,000
and another big amny of unskiUed and
unorganized white people, who have an
extremely low standard of living and
are alway,s in difficulties. In New York,
when the Leader of the Op.position and I
were theI'e, 'a total of 700,000 persons
were unemployed in that cHy, iWhich has
a population of between 7,000,000 and
8,000,000. There is nothing in the
American situaUon 'Of iWhich to be proud.
The honorable member for Malvern
made a certain statement, and I wish to
"nail" him on it at once; he said, that
tneI'e had been a progressive rise in
prices of .10 per 'cent. each year since
the end of the war. That statement ~s
far from the truth. It is well kno!W1l
that the price rise in the Ia'st two years
has been greater than the rise in the
previous ·four years. As an example of
tha t, I shaH quote an 'article appearing
in the Herald of Monday, the 1st of
October, 1951. It is headedAUSTRALIA

Tops THE PRICE SCALE.

The article statesRetail prices rose more swiftly in Austr·alia in 1950-51 than in other major
overSea count'ries.

(Amendment) Bill.
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,Mr. OLDHAM.-That is under the CainMcDonald G<>vernment.
Mr. CAIN.-Under the Cain..:McDonald
and the Menzies-Fadden Governments;
that is perfectly true.
l'he report
continuesIn nine months after June, 1950-

That was after ,Mr. Menzies was elected
to office. Mr. Menzies was the man who
intended to put value into the £1,
reduce taxation, ,get rid of controls, and
provide exactly what the honorable member for Malvern spoke about to-nightcomplete individual liberty for private
enter:prise in the ,country.
In the
nine .months after the 30th of June,
1950, prices in Australia rose by 12 per
cent., as .com'pared with a rise of 4 per
cent. in the United Kingdom, under the
Attlee Labour Government, which goes
to the electors of the country to-morrow.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-YOU mean
who .go to-m-orrow.
Mr. CAIN.-If the Attlee Government goes out of office it will be the
verdict of the people of England, and
I am always ,prepared to accept ,the
The rise in
verdict of the people.
prices in the United States of America
was 8 per cent., in Canada 9 per cent.,
and in New Zealand 7 per cent. The
audacious member for Malvern now
endeavours to tell the intelligent tleople
in this country that prices have risen
progressively in the last few years by
approximately 10 per cent. The fact is
tha t in nine months they rose by 12 per
cent., a higher rise than anywhere else
in the world.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-By what percentage
did the basic wage rise in Australia in
the same period?
Mr. CAIN.-'In the last two years the
basic wage has risen by approximately
£2 5s. a week, which is, roughly speaking, 20 per cent.
·Mr. HOLLWAY.-It is closer to 30 per
cent.
Mr. CAIN.-Wholesale prices showed
a significant increase in most countries
after the start of the Korean war but,
as I have indicated, they have risen
more in Australia than anywhere else
in the world, si:mply due to the policy
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adopted by the Federal Government
during the first twelve months it was in
office.
Mr. NORMAN.-Of course, wool prices
would have nothing to do with it.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
for Glen Iris can put his case afterwards, but I suggest that he should have
his facts marshaHed in a better way
than he did when he said that a subsidy is still paid on superphosphates,
when the fact is that that subsidy was
taken off about eighteen months ago.
As I said previously, price rises generally
took place after the commencement of
the Korean war. What happened in the
United States of America at that time?
The Opposition claims that price control
is not the solution of the problem, and
I am prepared. to admit that it is not
the complete solution. I am not prepared to agree, however, that it is not
an ingredient in the solution of the
situation confronting Australia to-day.
Under the Truman Government's policy
in 1945 the United States of America
rejected price control, but they restored
it in 1949 or 1950. It is useless for
Opposition members to talk about a
policy of laissez-faire under the present
conditions. Let the Government take
off rent control and see where we get.
If it removes all controls under the
Landlord and Tenant Act, rents will rise
by 100 per cent. in less than a month,
and thousands of eviction cases will
take place as soon as controls are lifted.
Property will be submitted for sale at
new values and the whole structure will
collapse around our heads.
Neither
members of the Opposition nor anybody
else is game to lift price controls completely in Australia at present. If they
were lifted the country would be faced
with the greatest crisis in its history.
While I a·m prepared to admit that
price control is not a complete solution
it is one step, and a second step would
be profit control. I read in the newspapers yesterday that Standard Cars
Limited, which is a company selling
British-made cars in Australia, paid a
60 per cent. dividend on shares Which
had been watered. Is it any wonder
that the people in this country

(A mendment) Bill.

are dissa tisfied and are complaining.
The honorable member for Glen Iris
referred to wool priGes, but everyone
knows that high prices for wool placed
in the hands of a few people in the
country a tremendous spending power.
The proposal of the Commonwealth
Government to deduct £100,000,000 from
the wool-growers' cheque last year and
spend it as ordinary revenue in the Commonwea:lth Budget was even worse than
allowing that money to remain in the
hands of the wool growers.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The Commonwealth Government did
not touch the profits of companies such
as Standard Cars Limited.
Mr. CAIN.-No. I did not mind the
Commonwealth Government taking something from the wool growers so long as
they put it aside in a fund and then froze
it. That would have been a means of
doing something about curbing inflation;
but to spend it as ordinary revenue and
then produce a Budget which the Commonwealth Government claims will solve
the inflationary trend problem is ridiculous. The Commonwealth is attempting
to solve the problem at the expense of
the curtailment of progressive works in
Victoria. It has been instrumental in
stopping the production of increased
power and fuel supplies to a limited extent; it has restricted water supply and
oonservation works, and has retarded the
production of houses for the people.
Opposition members talk glibly about a
bounty on imported houses. What the
Commonwealth Government has actually
done in this country, as a result of the
reduction in Victoria's loan allocation, is
to reduce the number of houses that will
be built from Australian materials. I
will not have the Government bringing
imported houses into Victoria even if the
Commonwealth is prepared to subsidize
the scheme to the extent of £300 on each
house, which is sman on a property that
will cost about £2,500.
The honorable member for Glen Iris
said that a subsidy is paid on superphosphate. Certainly a subsidy is paid on
butter to the extent of approximately
£1,650,000. If that subsidy is taken
off, the price of butter to the consuming .public will be 4s. 3!d. a pound
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instead of 3s. 2d. as at present. Do Minister in charge of prices in Tasmania
Opposition members want that subsidy has another point of view. That State
removed? If that is their solution of the . exports potatoes, and so it goes on. As
problem, then I am afraid that the people a result we can ,get no uniformity of
of Australia will not be prepared to price control among the States. Of
course we cannot expect -it from the
accept it as such.
Commonwealth Government, which does
In Great Britain the Government has not want to resume the re8lPonsibeen able to hold prices because it has hHity for price control.
Whatretained controls. In that country they ever
el:se
may
be said
about
have none of the restrictions that we price control and wage fixing, I believe
have under the limited constitution of that not only will we be driven willythis country. They can do in times of nilly in the near future into pegging
peace what is possible in times of war; prices, but we might reach the stage
they have no restrictions. Great Britain's when he will have to attach wages more
economy to-day provides for the payment closely to prices. Many people in the
of he tween £400,000,000 and £500,000,000 oommunity suggest that we should
as subsidies covering butter, tea, eggs, attach wages to control. What we are
and a number of other commodities which doing in this country to-day is what
are the major necessities of the country so is being done in all countries throughout
far as the ordinary people are concerned. the world.
As a result, Great Britain's economy has
!From the first pay period in Novembeen kept on a firm foundation, as sound
as any in the world. The people in that ber, the basic wage will rise lOs. in
country have had to face tremendous V,ictoria. That wage is fixed upon the
problems; they lived through ten years of cost o,f goods and services incorporated
stress and strain, but under the British in the " C" series index, and is worked
Labour Government they have got back out over the three months preceding the
into production. Restrictions have not date on which the rise takes effect.
been lifted, and if Churchill wins the When the worker receives the increased
election to-morrow he will not be able wage in November, costs will immeto discontinue subsidizing food produc- diately start to rise against it, and in the
tion in Great Britain to the tune of at next three months probably the bask
least £500,000,000. He will not be able wage will increase by another 12s. or
to discontinue controls, but probably will 15s. a week, depending on the effect 01
have to impose more controls as has been the Commonwealth Budget on prices.
done in America. When members talk The worker will not get that further
about racketeers under price control, increase until February of next year.
they should know that America did not
Mr. TYACK.---Is there not a loading to
need price control to produce racketeers come on?
-there is a number in that country
normally, in the same way as there are
Mr. CA'IN.-No. There is only one way
many racketeers in this country.
in which the workers can ever catch up
with wages, and that is when prices
In the light of prevailing cirl!umstart
to come down. As prices rise, the
stances, I say, advisedly, that neither the
wages
of workers are chasing the rise all
present nor any other Government can
do other than maintain the skeleton of the time. One member suggested that
price control in this country. I know its wages should be fixed. First of all prJces
ineffectiveness, its difficulties, and the must be pegged at a given point, and
impossibility of the States acting on this when the statistical data proves that
question individually, because of the wages have caught up with prices, then
great diversity of interests between stop ,them both df you want to be just,
States. The Queensland Government has but do not stop wages three months
one point of view because that State is behind prices. As I have said, the only
a big producer of beef, and it is desired time that the worker catches up with
that there should be unrestricted sales of wages is when the prices are coming
mea t on the Australian market. The down.
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Mr. BOLTE.-They won't be long now.

(Amendment) Bill.

not discuss -it with the Government. The
Bill was introduced because it is common
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member sense, and it was foolish for Parliament
for Hampden might not be far wrong.' ever to have included the word" deconI see that he has been picked as the trol" in this legislation. The honorable
prospective Leader of the Liberal and member for Malvern talked at some
Country party to replace the present length abaut canditi.ons on the waterLeader of the Oppos,ition. I do not know front. He raised the old bogey of Comwhy the press mentioned the honorable munist-controned unions, but I remind
member for Hampden for that positi'On, him that the wharf :lalbourers' union in
but I do know that it will cause some Melbourne is not Communist controlled.
heart-burning among 'Opposition mem- There ha's been a :great distur.bance on
bers.
It may be because of the great the Melbaurne waterfront in the last
prophetic qualities. he possesses. By three or :four months, but I contend that
interjection he says that it will not be wharf la:bourers get blamed for almost
long before /Wages !begin t'O .nall. I do everything. The facts are that the Melnot know When that will happen, but bourne Harbar Trust has not the .capacity
I do know, whether the period is short to handle, in the :part of Melbourne, the
or long, that the whole responsibility for ships or the goods that arrive here. When
the general construction and handling of the goods are unloaded they have to be
the economies of this country is in the shifted to store houses because they canhands of the National Parliament. Un- not be stacked on the wharfs. That is
lesS' some drastic changes take place soon
not Ibecause of the wharf labaure:Ds. The
it will not need the Labour party to trouble arises because of delays at the
shift Mr. Menzies at the next Common- Customs House and at the office of the
wealth general election; he and his party Melb.ourne Harbor Trust. Carriers are
will tumble out of 'Office because the not permitted toO remove goods from the
people J will be so disgusted with the wharfs until wharfage has been paid.
policy that his Government has carried
Furthermore, the shipping companies
on, dncreasing taxation, fees, and 'Prices
are responsible for much delay in the
on all ·sorts of goods.
handling of thousands of tons of cargo.
[ have very set opinions on pr-ice con- Trucks are sent to the wharfs but the
tral. I am not convinced that it is the shipping companies, on various preonly solutian, but I think it is part of texts, will not receive the 'material,
a plan to help the ecanamy of the yet the wharf labourers are blamed
cauntry in present circumstances. It is for the delay. It is time that the
ineffective under State cantrol, but to responsibility for those delays was
talk abaut its not being justified is faiI"ly
assessed.
The
Depart,ment
ridiculaus. The Bill proposes that the of Trade and Customs-which is
ward" decontrol" shall be replaced by administered by the Commonwealth
the word" control." The prices Minister Gavernment-the MeLbourne Harbor
does nat decontrol anything; he has no, Trust and the shipping .coIl1(panies
power to, do it. The present Prices De- are respons1ble for some of the
cantrol Cammissioner, Mr. Waldran, can- difficul ties that exist. I wil'l cite one
not decontral one item-that is a matter example. A wine-grower at Rutherglen
left exclusively to the Government. All sen t 5:6 half-barrels of w.ine to Hobart.
that the Commiss,ianer can do, is to fix The empty half-barrels were returned
prices, even against the wishes of the to ,Melbourne. The wine-'grower was
Minister in some cases, after a camplete charged £6 freight for the voyage from
examina tion of the facts. What is wrong Hobart t.o MeLbaurne. The half-barrels
with calling the officer who is respan- were taken 'Off at Melbourne amI removed
sible only far the fixation af prices the to a wet shed,· 'the reason Ibeing that
Prices Cantrol Commissianer? I can see because of an oversight, for which the
no, great difficulty abaut the propasal shipping campany was responsible, there
now before the Hause. The Government were no tPaJpers. A oarrier was paid
did not require any pressure from the £6 far the cartage of those 56 haLfLabaur party on this matter, and I qid barrels, which weighed 26 cwt. I m,ight
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mention that the wet shed is control'led
by the harbor Trust, 'and the winegrower had to pay another £4 to .get the
half~barrels out. He had to pay £18, plus
raHway freight, to get the 56 half-barnels
back to Rutherglen. That situation was
not ·the fault of the wharf labourers; it
was the result of incompetent administration at the wharf. I have all the
receipts in connection ·with this case and
I am prepared to hand them to the
honorable member for Malvern, H he so
desires. I do not claim that the wharf
labourers are a Jot of angels, but I contend that some persons who criticize
them are not per·fect, by any means.
If honorable members knew the rates
of freight that are charged by the shipping companies to the Commonwealth
Government for ·coal :brought from India,
South .Mrica, or Great Britain to Australia, they would conclude that the
shLpping 'companies, also, are not benevolent constitutions. They have their responsibilities and obligations, !but they
add much to the difficulties of the turning
around of ships in Melbourne. I rearIize
that the ,port of Melbourne is not big
enough to cope with the deman·d..~ made
upon it. The honorable member for
Geelong :suggested tha t some ships
should be diverted ~o Geelong, and I am
inclined to believe that would not be
a bad thing.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Surely what you are
saying adds up to the fact that !price
Gontrol ;cannot remedy the conditions to
which you refer.
Mr. CAIN.-Norcan it remedy those
shortcomings that were mentioned by the
honora;ble member for Malvern. J am
only answering the -charges that he made.
rhe honorable membp.r for Malvern
made many rash ,statements, which were
not true. He im.pUecl that the Communist-controlled unions were reSIPonsible ·for the slow turn around of ships
in the 1P0rt of Melbourne. I know at least
as much about that aspect as does the
honorable member. If he, or any other
Opposition member, ·cares to visit the
waterfront, he will sea for himself that
what I am saying i,s true. It is necessary to he reasonable about the matter
anq. to recognize that there are more
persons to blame than those who !WOrk
on the waterfront.
Session 1950-51.-[2151
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I make no 'apology for the retention of
price control in the present circumstances. If the Liberal party were now
in office it would not dare to end price
contrO'l. In other 'countries it has :been
necessary to restore price control after
it had been abandoned. In Australia the
obligation rests upon the Commonwealth·
Government to handle price control, if it
desires to control the economy of AustraHa. The American Government does
not hand over control of .prices to the
States !but centralizes the administration.
Price control by .the various States,
in Australia, can never be effective. During the Federal referendum campaign on
the question of .prices, the Liberal !party
s'logan wa's to Ibring .the control of prices
to the States, where it ·could be watched.
1MI'. OLDHAM.--.JWe admH that.
iMr. CAIN.-I ,challenge the Op.position to demonstrate that during the war
years, under ·the Ohifley Administration,
the economy of Australia was not as
sound as it was anywhere else in the
world. The increase in the 'cost of production in Australia ,was lower ,than
anywhere else in the world. No person
.either within -or outside this Parliament will ever be alble truthfully to deny
that the late Mr. Chifley was one of the
biggest Australians who ever lived and
that his administraUon was most effective during the 'war and post-rwarperiod.
Opposition mem10ers may criticize the
Jate Mr. Chifleyas much as they like, but
their OiWn colleagues in the Federal
sphere to-day have control, yet they are
unable to handle the sHuation.
Mr. TYAcK.-The late Mr. Chifley had
wage control 'as well.
Mr. CAIN.-He did a good job.
Mr. OLDHAM.-At that time subsidies were paid also.
Mr. CAIN.-They came from revenue,
and are paid in some cases still.
The late Mr. Chifiey placed the economy
of Australia on a footing that has not
been known either before or since that
time. The responsibility for the problem
that exists to-day can be laid at the door
of the Liberal party, which contested the
election in 1948 on false statements to
the people of this country. Nothing was
more deliberately lying than to say that
it would increase the purchasing power
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of the community and would put value
back into the £1; also, that taxation
would be reduced, when it was known
quite well that the position was such
that it would not be possihle to do that.
The public was misled. The Liberal
party won the campaign, and I am pre. pared-as I always am-to accept the
verdict, but I maintain that the Liberal
party is responsible for the present
difficul ty,
The present Commonwealth Governments has done those things which it
promised would not be done. Taxation
has been increased. I heard some talk
recently 'about a mandate. The Liberal
and Country party had a mandate to do
one thing, but it did the reverse. It piled
on taxation and reduced the value of the
Au-straHan £:1, which was worth 14s. '2d.
when it assumed office, and is 'Worth only
lOs. 4d. to-day. If the Ubera,l and Country party composite Government remains
in office in :the Federal Sjphere for ,another
two years, and the same ,rate of reduction
in purClhasing power continues, the £1
willlbe worth only 7s. If I !Were a member
of the Liberal and Country party in
either the State or the Federal Parliament, I should go 'away and bury my head
in shame ~or having misled a great
majority of the people in 1948 and 1949.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas). - The
House is discussing a Bill to amend the
Prices Regulation Act and members have
just had the pleasure of listening to a
speech by the Leader of the Labour party.
I think I speak for every member of this
House when I say that rhost of us at
least enjoy listening to the Leader of the
Labour party, because on most occasions
he brings to the debate a good deal of
logical argument, and always he speaks
in what I might reasonably describe as
a highly emotional strain, which has
some melodramatic appeal. On this
occasion the Leader of the Labour party
certainly spoke in the same emotional
strain-he became almost hysterical at
times-but he did not bring to the debate
the usual cool logic which one would
expect in justification of a Bill to extend
the period of price control for another
two years. In fact, there were times
when I had great difficulty in assuring
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myself that he was not presenting a case
to the House for a complete discontinuance of price control.
I do not believe that the Leader of the
Labour party. was genuine when he said
that price control should be continued.
I think he had grave doubts about the
desirability of continuing it. Speaking personal1y, I should have no
hesita tion in saying tha t T believe
price control has turned out to be
a ,farce in Australia.
It has not
succeeded in doing what was intended
should be done to control prices; in fact,
it has failed to keep prices down. The
price control structure at its best, in my
opinion, can be described as being a
machine for nothing more than legalizing
steadily rising prices. I do not believe
any evidence could be adduced to prove
that the price control machine has ever
done more than that.
If consideration were given to what
the price control machine is costing to
operate, we might be inclined to favour
its complete abolition. Certainly the
period durdng which this system should
operate ought to be strictly limited. Not
only is there being used within the price
control machine much man power, which
J: believe could be put to better effect
by adding to the productive capacity of
Australia, but there is a considerable
degree of cost, in pounds, shillings and
pence, which can be paid for only by
the taxation that is levied on the people
of this State.
The cost of providing office space
might also be considered. All the activities of the Prices Branch would be much
better used if they were aiding production than merely :contributing costs to the
community, Which is what is being done
at present. I believe that the Prices
Branch is not showing any results whatever.
On the other hand, certain indirect
costs can be attributed to the Prices
Branch. Leaving aside the loss of man
power fflom a .productive poin t of view,
there is a wastage of man power within
the trade organizations.
The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition ·mentioned the
fact that multitudinous forms have to
be ,compiled .for the benefit of the Prices
Branch. The .people engaged on that
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work have to be paid through trade
channels, and ultimately their wages
must be added to the price that consumers pay for the goods. There arC!
also advisers to the trade on the avoidance of price control. I believe that
most members are aware that advising
organizations of the best methods of
defeating price control i'S a particular
task.
Lieut.-Colonel
means.

DENNETT.-By

legal

Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-That is
so. Further, we have to consider the
straight out loss of efficiency that is
br-ought about by price contl'ol. There
is no incentive to reduce the cost of an
article, because an application to the
Prices Decontl'ol Commis'sioner which
shows a high production cost will inevitably result in the ,granting ·of a high
selling pri-ce. Ha ving regard to the fact
that the profit is based on a 'percentage,
there is noO incentive toO the producer to
show a low .productioOn CoOst. In fact,
he would be a iool if he did so. I dare
say that most members have heal'd the
story of the man who was carting
cement .manufactured in Geelong to the
New South Wtales border, selling it
there, and backloading New South Wales
cement and selling it in Geelong. I submit that as an dllustration of the inefficient method of producing goods, but
the officials of the Prkes Branch were
quite prepared to add the cost of transport to the Geelong cement f·or sale inside New South Wales, and to add the
cost of transport to the New South
Wales cement for sale in Victoria. I
contend that there is no incentive to
pl'oduce .goods at a lower price, but
rather an incentive to increase the
over-all .cost of production and the overall cost of initial purohase.
The whole histoOry of price contr-ol has
proved it to be useless. The Leader of
the Labour party .produced figures
which showed progressive rises in .price~,
and they are the best evidence of the
futility of price controOl.
Over recent
years, prices of goods have oontinued to
ri'Se, despite price control, and my personal opinion is that there woOuld have
been no greater increase if the price
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control machine had not been used in
Australia. On the contrary, if the men
and women employed within the Prices.
Branch had been engaged in industry
and had been proqucing !moOre goods, the
prices oOfthose commoOdi ties would have
been no higher than they are to-day,
and more goods would have been available foOr purchase.
Mr. WHITE (!Mentone).-An additional
120 employees would not make very
much impression in industry.
Mr. McDONALD (tDundas).-There
are considerably ·m'Ore than 120 pers'Ons
engaged in price-control administration
throughout Australia.
It has been
pointed out that a specific number of
people is empl'Oyed within the initial
agency .of price control, and perhaps 1t
can be pr.oved that the number, compared with the genera'lpopulation of
Australia, is relatively small, but it does
noOt include the innumerable people who
are indirectly empl'oyed to assist the
normal channels of trade to keep within
the .prescribed limits .of prlcecon trol as
laid d.own by the Prices Branch. The
wages of those ,people ·must be added to
the general cost .of the machinery for
price control. There are various ways
in whidh price c'OI1!trol can operate. In
regard to certain items that are in full
.supply, the Prices Branch writes down
the selling price until manufacturers
cease the productioOn of those goods, with
the result that a black market is introduced. However, when any of those
items are in short supply, the offic·ials
of the Prices Branch .will accept either
purchase or production costs, and are
prepared t'O add freight and 'handling
charges and allow for a percentage of
profit, which brings back the selLing
price to a higher figure than when the
goods were in unlimited supply and easy
f,or the public to obtain.
I ,cannot cite a better example of
what can happen than that of butter
supplies.
Australia is a primary producing nation, yet, because of the unreasonably low prices that have been
allowed by Prices Comrnissionel's for
butter, thousands of da,iry cattle have
been sold. for slaughter and many dairy
farmers have gone coOmpletely out of production. If the price of butter had
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not been ·controHed it would probably
have reached its present level, but the
supply of butter to the consuming public
would not have been as drastically
reduced as it has been over the last few
m·onths. If the same pol'icy is adopted
with regard to meat prices, a similar
result win accrue. We have been advised
by such an eminent authority as Sir
William Angliss---lI do not believe any
one in this House has a greater knowledge of meat than he has-tIhat within
a shor.t period Australia will not have an
exportable surplus of meat.
I realize
that immigration figures Will play some
part ,in the ultimate tfaiIure of this country to be able to export meat, but at
the same time price control has been a
maJor factor in retarding meat production In Australia. This Government, and
also other Administrations which contribute to the price control structure,
would do well to consider whether they
are actually serving the country in their
so-,caned control of prices when, in fact,
they are discouraging the primary producing population from bringing a sufficiency of goods on to the consuming
market.
[have in 'my possession a circular sent
by a man named Ballard, of Belmoreroad, North Balwyn, to his cLients. It
readsIt is with regret that I have to announce

to you this butcher's shop will shortly cease

to operate as a butcher's shop, owing to my
inability to buy beef and mutton that I
can sell at pegged prices.
lIn its place I will 'be opening a high-class
delicatessen, ,and I hope to continue to serve
y:ou in this cap,aci!ty.
Please ,accept my appreciation for your
past, and hoped for, future custom.

Tha t is an indication that this man
intended to go out of the business of
selling raw meat, which was subject to
price control, and enter a business in
which cooked meat could be sold. I have
been relialbly informed that the price
received 'for coo'ked meat exceeds
the cost of raw meat by apprmdmately
200
per
cent.
I
have
brought into the House two legs of
mutton, one of which I now exhibit.
Mr. !HYLAND.---,WeiJI, what a stage!
The SPEAKER (the Hon.
Michaelis) .-Order!
Mr. McDonald.

Archie
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;Mr. ,HYLAND.-What a !put-up show!
I -suppose you have had to pay overtime

to the photographer to come in and take
the photograph that has just been taken.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-H the
Minister in Charge of Prices has got over
his fit of hysteria, I should like to place
this example before you, 'Mr. Speaker,
and before the Minister ,in Charge of
Prices to show the utter futility, if not
the absolute stupidity, of the iDepartment
which he controls. M a Ibu tcher sells
this ,piece of meat as a complete leg of
mutton, !he is allowed to charge a
certain price per pound for it. On the
other hand, if he removes the most
valuable portion from the leg of mutton,
he must selJI it at a lesser price
.per pound tihan 'if he had sold it
ali in one piece.
This is a sUlbject on which I .claim to have a
little knowledge, and I assert, that the
best part of a leg of mutton consists of
the chump chop'S. I'f the carcass price of
beef is considered, it is found that this
portion of the carcass is ~haT.ged for at
a rate of 3d. per .pound in excess of the
leg portion; but in the case of mutton,
the choicest iPart of the beast is sold at
a reduced price of :3d. per pound. There
are endless examples of the s,tupidity of
price control. I have mentioned to the
members of the House this particular
example because it is one about iWlhi.ch
the average housewife knows something.
I have produced this meat not because I
believe that the price to be charged for a
particular part of a sheep constitutes an
argument iWhich couLd be used against
price control, but simply as an example
of how stupidly the Prices Branch functions. I believe that the community
would 'be much better off if 'the effort of
the price control offida'ls was utilized in
productive channels.
It wiU be said, 'of course, that if the
price of mutton .is allowed to be raised,
the 'basic wage win be affected. If
hardship would resuJt to wage earners of
this State, I consider that all members
of the House should be very· careful
about removing ,price controls. However, cost of living adjustments to the
basic wage are assessed ,on that "c"
series index, which ils compiled on the
actual cost of meat and other commodities. The statisticians employed on the
" C" series index do not use the figures
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of the Prices Bran.ch, hut actual
costs. I submit that it is morally wrong
to force the butchers of the .community
to trade illegally, but unless they charge
higher prices than those fixed under
price control, they must go out of business.
Mr. HOLT.-~hat argument applied to
land sales during the control period.
Mr.
McDONALD
(Dundas).-The
prices fixed by the prices C.ommissioner
as at IJ3th of AugU!st, 1951 for wether
mutton on the hoof were from 8id. to
'l'lHd. a pound. The Australian Meat
Board price!s f.or meat .in the same week
were 'from 1s. 5:d. to Is. 'IOd. The
cost's involved in the handling of meat
are wellkn.own. How do the Prices
Decon trol Commissioner, the Minister in Oharge of Prices, and the Government SUippo~e that ,a butcher will be
able to earn a living if he charges only
the fixed prices? They know what he
is paying for meat, but they make no
effort :to assist him; they damp on him a
price c.ontrol which, if observed, wHl preclude him from making an honest living.
r should like !the Minister in Charge of
Prices to explain to the House just what
he eXJpects a but,cher would do,
and to state whether he would
expect the but'cher to ma'ke an
honest living, if hechar.ged the prices
fixed by the prices Commissioner. This
situation does not obtain only in this
State. iI have the fol,}owing details of
the Brisbane Meat :Market prices:BEEF: At a Cannon Hill sale on August
30th, average carcass ·price of beef was 115s.
per 100 lib. or l'3~d. per po'und to the retailer.
As 37% of every c-arcass is unsaleable (being
fat and bones) the saleable portion is
reduced to 63%.
Gross Gross Cost
Carcass 00£ Salea.ble
Cost.
Portion.
To-day's Wholesale
Cost
1/Ud. lb.
1/10 lb.
Fixed Wholesale
Price
10~d. lb.
1/5 lb.
NOTE.-To cover rent, wages and other
overhead, at least another 5d. per pound
must be added to to-day's wholesale cost of
the saleable portion, making the total
average net cost to the butcher, 2s. 3d.
per pound.

With prices such as those ruling, how can
it be contended that :butchers can keep
within price control limits and remain
honest Australians?
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The other matter I wish to bring
before the House, and particularly
the M.inister in Charge of Prices, is the
position in which publicans find themselves. I had intended to mention the
increased licence fee, provision for which
is made in a Bill which was
recentlly in.tr.olduced by the Government; but I understand that this subject
will be covered by other members,. and
therefore I propose to confine my
remarks to the accommodation side of
the hotel business. I realize that under
the oldconcepti.on of hotel 'keeping the
publican was eXipected to· conduct his
house 'lar.gely out of the profits from the
bar. I do not .consider tihat is reasonable in these days of price control. If
the members of the Government are
intending Ito set themselves up to be little
socia.Iistic dicta tors, I believe they should
do so on a wholesale ha'sis, and control
not only the over-all business of the
State, but also the business of individual
departments. It is not .fair any longer,
as it may have been under a former
principle, to say that because one department of a business paid, another
department should run at a loss. That
was a matter which private industry
migh t decide for itself. In these days of
price control, when controls are exercised over what a publican may charge
for beer, for the beds in his house, and
the meals he supplies to the public, I
believe the Government must be prepared
to issue a prices ruling in respect of each
item. Admittedly, that is done at present,
but the prices fixed for accommodation
have caused hotels to be conducted at a
loss.
It is not so long since the
Government raised a "howl" against
the hotelkeepers in Victoria because it
was ,alleged that they were not supplying
a sufficiently high standard of accommoda tion. If hotels are to provide good
accommodation, they must be adequately
rewarded.
Mr. HOLT.-What authority have you
. for saying that hotels run at a loss?
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I shall
supply the House with audited statements
relating to two hotels in the electorate
I represent-the Argyle Hotel and the
Grand Central Hotel in Hamilton. I have
been informed on good authority that if
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the details in connection with these two
hotels are not sufficient, I can be supplied
with information relating to two dozen
others. Since a question has been raised
about the losses I have mentioned, and
realizing that my time will soon expire,
I should like to give the House details of
the losses sustained in the two public
houses I have mentioned. The Argyle
Hotel, Hamilton, during the period ended
,on the 30th o.f June, 1951, showed a loss
'on its aoc.commodation side of £11,575 lOs.
11d. I understand that certain members
of the House have some knowledge of
that hotel; it is a well-run house where
attractive meals are served.
Mr. HAYEs.-What were tlie profits on
the bar side?
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-The profits accruing from the bar are ,subject to
price control. In his wisdom the prices
Commissioner has said that a licensee
may charge so much a glass ~or beer and
so much a glass for spirits.
Mr. HYLAND.-That statement is incorrect. The price of spirits is not
con trolled.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Some
hotels are selling only through their bar
trade, and there are other public houses
which are selling on 'the bar trade and
on the accommodation trade combined.
In these days of price control the ,two
departments must be split and the
licensee must be ensured of making a
profit from the sale of both commodities.
The other profit and loss account to which
I direct the attention of the House relates
to the Grand Central Hotel in Hamilton.
I shall read the, whole profit and loss
account so that members may criticize
it for themselves. The following items
appear on the debit side:-Stock, 1st of
July, 1950, £28 7s. 3d.; groceries, £1,981
14s. 4d.; meat, £1,245 11s. 7d.; salaries
and wages (actual), £4,40411s. 2d.; fuel,
£337 3s. 10d.; power and light (twothirds), £143 7s. 4d.; laundry, £786
16s. 7d.; rates (one-third), £87 9s. 10d.;
rent (one-third), £728;' telephone, £156
17s. 5d. ; insurance (one-third), £89
17s. 6d.; pay-roll tax, £110 2s. 4d.; petty
cash, £8 12s. 5d. ; bank charges, £10
17s. 8d.; overdraft interest (two-thirds),
£35 5s.; replacements (linen, crockery,
cutlery). £1.394 5s. 9d.; stationery,
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£37 12s. 7 d. ; general expenses ( onethird), £153 15s. 7d.; and depreciation
(furniture and carpets), £501 2s. That
makes a total of £12,241 lOs. 2d. On the
credit side are the following items:Visitors and meals, £9,560 16s. 1d.; discounts received, £75 8s. 11d.; employees'
board, £465 19s. 7d.; stock, 30th of June,
1951, £31 9s. 8d.; net loss to general
account, £2,107 15s. 11d. Lest there
should be' any question raised that these
figures are not authentic, I should like
to read the certificate to the Victorian
prkes Commissioner appearing at the
bottom of the account and dated the 3rd
of October, 1951.
Mr. HYLAND.-The whole thing is a
fake.
M'r. MdDONALD (Dundas).-I am
glad the Minister has made that remark.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! The Minister will
ha ve an opportunity later to controvert
any statement with which he disagrees.
In the meantime, the honorable member
for Dundas should be permitted to make
hIs speech without interruption, as his
time is l<imited.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Normally, I would ask that the Minister be
required to withdraw his statement, but
[ shall prove that my words are correct.
I shaH read a ,certitfi.ca te subm,itted to the
Victorian Prices DecontrO'l Commissioner, which is as follows:I hereby certify that I have examined
all 'eash receipt books and vouchers for
payments made. I have reconciled receipts
and payments with bank sta1tements, and
that, to the best of my belie!f and knowledge
and information, the above financial statement, whi-ch I have signed for identification
purposes, has been pI10perly drawn up, so
as to eXlhibitt a true and corre1ct view of the
house account of the Grand Central Holel,
Hamilton, Victol'i,a, for the period otf twelve
months ended the 30th of June, 1951.

Mr. HYLAND.-It shows nothing for
board.
Mr. McOONALID (:Dundas).-I do not
wish to argue with the Minister. I c-ontend that price control is an entirely useless machine. I do not believe that the
Minister or any other member on the
Government side of the House can
adduce arguments to justify the continuance of price control.
They should be
sufficiently honest to admit that they
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have no reasonable argument to justify
the retention of the existing system of
control. They may not be in a position
to discontinue it overnight, but they
should be prepared to agree with the
Liberal and Country party to limit price
control to :a further period of only six
months, at the end of which time a
genuine attempt should be made to
terminate what we believe is a completely useless and fallacious instrument
of governmen t.
Mr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone) .-1 do
not wish to delay the House long in discussing this subject. ,I desire only to put
forward a few simple aspects of the
"problem," as the Opposition likes to
call it. Apparently, it is a problem to
tmem. I understood the honorable member for Malvern to say that the Chiftey
Government threw price control overboard. Tha t has Ibeen the tenor of
remarks of members of the Opposition
and their colleagues in other Parliaments. However, it is an enNrely false
statement. In proof of my contention, I
shall quote from the Sun News-Pictorial,
which cannot be accused of being a
champion of the cause espoused by
members of the party to which I belong.
In an issue of that newspaper in
January, 1948, tJhe following report
appeared:In May a referendum will he held, the
object of which is to invest the Federal
Gove,rnment with permanent power to control rents and prices.
If the referendum
is de'feated such power will pass from the
hands of the Commonwealth in January
next.

It is unnecessary to quote further, as

that statement completely refutes the
contention of members of the Opposition
that the Chi;ftey Government threw pnice
control overboard. Members know that
on the 31st December, 1948, the national
security regulations ex;pired, and there.fore the Commonwealth Government
had no legal power to continue to
implement price control.
The honorable memlber for 'Malvern
and tthe honorable member for Dundas
contended that the Prices Branch is only
an organization which legalizes increases
in prices, but that is not true. The
policy adopted by the Prices Branch in
Victor·ia, and also in other States, is to
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'allow only a very :l'imited margin of
profit.
When an applica tion for
authority to increase the price of any
comm·odity us approved, the applicant is
not permitted to charge a price which !Will
return more than a certain percentage of
profit. Members of the Opposition know
tJha t if traders had 'a free hand, that percentage of profit at present permitted
would not be adhered to, particularly in
these times when there is a shortage of
goods and plenty of money. In 1942 the
Chifley Labour Government determined
the percentage of profit which traders
should be allowed 00 earn, and that.
system operated until Commonwealth
price control was albolished at the end of
1948.
As the Leader of the Labour party
said earlier, nobody can deny ilia t while
the Federal Labour Government's
system of price control was in operation
tfue economy of Australia was more
stable than that of any other country in
the world. However, owing to the propaganda of the Liberal and Country party,
the people of Australia were inveigled
into the belief that price control was not
in the best interests of the income
earner, and they were induced finally to
vote aga1inst it. However, if the people
had the opportunity to express their
opinion at the poll to-day, their decision
would undoubtedly be in support of a
re-imposition of Commonwealth price
control. The people would be happy to
have the opportunity to vote on a referendum for the re-imposition of the
system of price control which previously
operated.
Over and over again, the Prime Minister has refused to give the people of
Australia an opportunity of a referendum on price control. It was also contended by the honorable member for
Malvern and the honorable member for
Dundas that the Prices Branch was
merely a register of price increases .
However, I remind them that th~
Liberal Government was responsible fo!'
removing controls on 50 per cent. 01 bh~
commodities subject to price control in
1948. Among those commodities were
many luxury items which may be
obtained in the big emporiums in the
cities and towns of any State. Those
knick...knacks are being sold at ridiculously high prices.
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Let us consider what is the effect of
the sale 'Of those luxury items at high
prices. The manufacturers, wholesalers,
and retailers are in a .position, on account
of the high prices that they receive, to
barter for labour. They can 'Pay high
wages to their employees.
For that
reason workers leave essential industries, the products of which are controlled, and seek employment in the
luxury trades. The result is that the
black market to which the honorable
member ,for Dundas referred expands.
Apparently he knows all about that, as
does the honorable member for Malvern.
They know that a person ·can buy a
Holden car for £900 ,or £1,000 and, after
driving it for about 10 miles in a
southerly direction in this city, he can
sell it for any sum between £1,300 and
£1,500.
Members of the Opposition have contended that if price control were removed, production woutd be increa:sed.
I poin.t out that if a person puts in an
ordeT for a Holden car to-day he cannot receive delivery of o.ne for two or
three years. A ,short time ago it was
reported in the press that General
Motors-an1d I think Holdens is a
branch of that establishment~paid a
dividend of 50 per cent. or 60 per cent.
It has a[so been reported that as a
result of the price increases which have
been sanctioned, Standard Cars Limited
finished their last financial year with a
profit of £1,243,000.
Let me' put another aspect of this
subject to the House. This uncontrolled
system of trading cannot be allowed to
.continue because it is unreasonable,
illogical, and inhuman, and it is not in
accordance with Christian principles to
allow peo.ple to be exploi.ted in the way
they· are being exploi ted at 'present.
Recently the basic wage was increased
by 110s. a week. Let us assume that
the manufacturer, the wholesaler, and
the retailers have been working on a
margin of .profit of about 10 per cent.
--we all know they receive more.
Since the increase in the basic wage
was granted, the manufacturer W'Ould add
10 per cent. to the increase of lOs.,
which then totals lIs.; the wholesaler
would add anO'ther..10 /per cent.
Mr. O. E. White.

(Amendment) Bill.

bringing the cost to 12s. ld. ; and
the retailer, adding a similar percentage,
would cause the additional cost to rise
to at least 13s. 3d. That ds the result of
the uncontrolled system now operating.
I contend that it must be stopped by
leg isla tion.
I agree that the present system is not
perfect. The housewife and the honest
fixed-income earner are the best judges
of what is best in the interests of the
community generally.
They are the
people who realize just what is the value
of the Australian pound and what can be
purchased with it. At the next State
and Federal elections the people will
give their decision in no uncertain
manner because they will have in mind
that during the last eighteen months
the Liberal and Country .party Government brought .crashing around our ears
the marvellously stable system of
economy which had been built up by
the Commonwealth Labour Government
over a period of eight years. 'As the
Leader of the Labour party said, all Australian Governments must face the issue
and tighten up the system of price control. If that is not done, the economy
of the Commonwealth will crash. Then,
what will happen to the young men and
women ,who have built homes in Melbourne suburbs?
They ha ve placed
upon their shoulders the burden of mortgages of £2,000 or £3,000. Since they
entered into those commitments the purchasing power of the £1 has depreciated
still further. If those people had to
suffer a month's unemployment, what
would happen to their homes and furniture? The latter would be returned to
the firms from which it is being purchased on time payment and the homes
would go to the m·ortgagee. We must
stabilize our economy so that we will be
in a position to guarantee workers perm,anent employment and economic
security.
Many people have undertaken commitments that will not
be discharged for twenty years, and so
it is the duty of every Parliament in the
Commonwealth to safeguard Australia's
economy until these oommitments have
been paid off. The best means of doing
that is to strengthen price control, Which
operated so successfully during the
recent war years.
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Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-This
measure provides for a continuation of
the Prices Regulation Act of 1948 for a
further two years. I wish that honorable
members who have discussed the Billparticularly the honorable member for
Mentone-had read the principal Act.
The honorable member for Mentone
devoted most of his speech to abusing
the Opposition for favouring decontrol
but apparently he does not know that he
is supporting the continuance of a de·
control measure. Obviously he did not
read paragraph (c) of section 2 of the
principal Act, which provides for the pro·
gressive removal of the control of prices.
The honorable member for Mentone
claimed that the Opposition decontrolled
prices when it was in office, bu't he
is supporting a Bill that will continue
for two years the policy of price decontroL That is most fantastic. Because
the Government has the temerity to
take out of the Act the word" decontrol"
as relating to the Commissioner, the hon·
orable member for Mentone suggested
that decontrol will be done away with.
The honorable member is entitled to
agree to the removal of the term "decontrol" from the title of the Commissioner, and if he is consistent he will
move for the deletion of paragraph (c)
of section 2 of the principal Act. If he
does not do so, I shall charge him in the
future with supporting a Government
committed to the principle of the decontrol of prices.
Honorable members will recall that the
Deputy Leader of the .opposition stated
tha t he ,was bewildered at the change of
policy on the part of the Country party.
Its members were associated with the
Government that included "decontrol"
in the principal Act, and they have
allowed it to remain in the Act which
they now wish to extend for two years.
However, the word" decontrol" is to be
removed from the title of the Commissioner.
Mr. HYLAND.-The Commissioner had
no power to decontrol prices.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Minister was a
member of the Government that introduced the principal Act, for which he
must accept his share of responsibility.
Now he says that the legislation cannot
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be enforced. If that statement is typical
of his responsibility as a Cabinet Minister,
members should carefully consider the
Bill. The Deputy Leader of the Opposi·
tion pointed out that the Country party
had been a party to the insertion of
" decontrol" in the Act, but that term is
to be removed from the title of the CommlSSIOner. Clause 4 of the wretched
agreement under which the Government
holds office provides for the rigid enforcement of price control, and is one of the
last clauses of the agreement that the
Government has to honour. Obviously.
the death sentence of the Government is
if} sight, and the date of its execut'ion
is fast approaching. Now there are only
two clauses of the agreement to be
honoured, and I suggest that when those
two eggs are laid, off will come the head
of the "golden goose."
For a long
time, I have not seen members
of
the ,Ministerial corner party
looking as happy as they are 'at my mentioning tthe death of the Government.
They know that only two further clauses
of the agreement have to be implemented.
I shall now discuss the question
whether the term "control" is a strai'ghtforward designation of the branch. If
the Government is going to delete the
word" decontrol" and leave the title of
the Commissioner ,as "Prices, Control
Commissioner" it sthould go further and
refer to him as the Prices Registrar.
Notwithstanding all that the honorable
member for Mentone said, that is his real
function. The honorable member well
knows that that is true because he has
knowledge of the work,ing of the Branch.
He said that a definite m'argin of profit
was aHowed by the CommiSSioner, and
tfuat supports what the Opposition has
previ.ously said. From my professional
experience, T know that so long as ene
can establish an increase in costs, the
Commissioner will agree to a price rise.
n is the cost-plus sYls'tem.
Certain officers are known as Registrars of Births and oDeaths. They do
not decide when a baby is to be born,
or when a person 'is, t.o die; events happen before they act on behalf of the
Government. Whenever a birth or a
death occurs the registrar records that
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fact. I can draw an exact analogy in
tlhis ·case. When it can be proved that
price costs 'have risen, an applicant receives a price rise because, as the honorable member f'or Mentone said, a definite
margin of profit is allowed.
Mr. G. E. WHITE. (Mentone).-The
Commissioner adheres to a fixed margin.
,Mr. NORlMAN.-The honorable member admitted that an increase in price
will be gran ted; therefore the officer is
really the " Registrar of Price Increases."
I have spent much time proving to him
that costs have risen. Whenever I have
been alble to do so on behalf of a client
a price rise has been granted, and so I
repeat that he is actually the Registrar of
Price Increases .. With local commodities,
about 80 per cent. of the manufacturing
costs are expended on wages. If it is
desired, I will prove that statement in
the electorate of Mentone during the next
Assembly election campaign.
Mr. HYLAND.-YOU will be fully employed in the electorate of Glen Iris.
,Mr. NORMAN.-During the last campaign, members of the Country party
did not come into metropolitan electorates, Ibut I trust tJhey will do so on the
· next occasion. In connection with locally
manufactured goods, wage pegging is no
· longer in e:x:istence.
Listenin.g to
Ministerial
supporters
one
would
have thought
the present
Commonwealth Government
had
been
· responsible for ;wage pegging and
had been in office when it was discontinued. Wage pegging ceased when the
Ohifley Adiminstration was in po.wer. I
emphasize th·at the major incident which
resulted in price control becomjng price
registration happened be.fore Mr. Menzies
became Prime Minister. So far as imported artides ,are concerned, approxi'mately 60 per cent. of the price is in the
sales prrce, and 40 per cent. is within the
control of 'the " Prices Registrar." Therefore, the Minister in Charge of Rrices' is
in control of that official.
Mr. HYLAND.-I do not control any
pri,ces registrar.
Mr. NORMAN.-I wonder ,whether the
honorable gentleman knows that it was
announced offiCially by wireless at 7
o'clock tonight that the tpri'ce of gas
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would be increased by 1s. 6d. a thous'an.d
cubic feet. The Government has allOlWed
that vise.
·Mr. HYLAND.-We do not control the
gas price.
Mr. NORMAN.-1'he Government controls the Gas and Fuel Corporation which
announced the rise in the ,price of gas.
So, within nine m·onths ·after the nationa~
liza tion of gas on the 1st of January last,
the price of gas has ,gone up by 45. 6d.
a thousand cubic feet. At the beginning
of the year, the price was 9s. 4d. and that
means that, under the remarkable system
of ·control, the price has been raised by 50
,per cent., yet we are told that prices can
be controUed. Here is a Corporation
controlled by this GDvernment which
tell'S us that prices can be controlled.
In June, when the last big price rise was
effected, the Leader of the Labour party
described it as preposterous. I am now
advising him that a further rise of 1s. 6d.
has been decided on. I hope the honorable member will return .to the Chamber
and tell the Government what he th:inks
of it. No doubt his comments will be
reported in the press to-morrow morning,
but I should like to hear them expressed
in this Chamber.
What are the reasons for price rises?
It is easy for Government supporters to
declare that since the !Menzies Government has been in office, prices have ,g·one
haywire. H .would be equaHy easy for
me to say that ·this Government was responsible for the rise of 50 percent. in
the ,price of gas, but I have said the
Governmen t has allowed it.
Honorable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).

-There are too ,many interjections from
the Government side of the House, and
the chief interjectors are Ministers. I
ask them to be silent.
Mr. NORMAN.-Tbe Ministers do not
know the difference between causing
something to happen and allowing something to happen. No 'onecan say that
those honorable .gentlemen have had anythjng to do with the manufacture of gas
during the la1st nine months-except in
this Chamber.
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What have been the causes of the price
rises s-ince the war? First of a:ll, in '1946
and 1947, beginning with the actions 'Of
the New ,south Wa,les and the Queensland Labour Governments, and fol'lowed
by the move of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court, wage pegging was removed. That has been the major factor
in price rises since then.
Mr. BARRY.-You appreciate that wa'ge
rises foHow the cost-af-living increases.
Mr. NORMAN.-There have :been subsequent rises and wages have gone up.
I have mentioned the removal of wage
pegging as a .prime factor in price rises.
The second factor is that the costs of
imported goods have increased and that
has been responsible for heavy price
rises. No Government has been 'able to
reduce those costs. Thirdly, there has
been a tremendous reduction in the total
output of the eommunity,' partly due to
the 40-hour week taking the place of
44 hours, and to big industdal disputes.
Another reason for the increased prices
is the fact that a ,great deal of production has been centred on items f.or
defence. It i'S an integral part of the
policy of all polittca!l .parties that there
should be adequate defence. This has
played a role in leading to inflation.
The developmental programme, which
was initiated by the Chifley Government and carried on by other Administrations, has also been a great factor
in inflation. I know that honorable
members will not deny that these are
major influences in bringing about price
rises.
There is also the migra tion programme. The va'St influx of migrants
has had an inflationary aspect. The
addi1:ion of social services has had an
inevitable inflationary effect. I am not
criticizing the expansion of those services which were initiated by the
Chifley Government. However, an these
factors are prime causes of the infla-I
tionary trend. It is useless for any
honorable member to blame any individual or Government ,for inflation.
The fact is that certain of these factors
have been more accentuated in Australia than in some other countries.
For example, the Australian wool prices
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rose to fantastic levels. Nobody suggested that that wa'S undesirable. We
were pleased to see that the Commonwealth could earn that income, but it
had an inflationary effect.
I wish to emphasize, firstly, that these
major f'actors, which I have related
briefly, are' the causes of price rises;
those rises have not been due to the
action of any Government irrespective of
its political colour; secondly, IPrtice control without the factors enf.orceable
when the Ohifley Government was in
power-wage pegging, man-power control, and other important matters-becomes purely price regulation. If the
Minister in Char.ge of Priees pr.aposes
to 'change the title of Prices Dec.antrol
Commissioner, I suggest that he make
it " Prices Registrar," with which members of the Opposition could agree.
Finally, I urge members toO bear well in
mind that the policy under the present
Act which the Government is continuing
f.ar tw.a years is decontrol, and no
matter how any Ntle is changed, the
Government cannot deny the fact that
paragraph (c) o'f section 2 of the Act
provides as f.allows:The progressive removal of the control
of prices and rates at the earliest possible
date consistent with the welfare of the
community.

Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-In discussing this measure, Ithe extension of price
control for a fur,ther period, it -is heLpful
to read an extract from Econom.ics for
A ustralians by R. R. Hosie. He has
these comments to make-To conclude with some extracts from a
talk in 1948 by Dr. G. L. Wood, Professor
for Commerce at the University of MelbourneIf I wished to destroy our free way
of life, our equality and independence,
1 could find no more potent weapon than
inflation."
"We can destroy ourselves, our pleasant way of life, and our children's future,
not by irresponsibility in the way of
reckless spending, but by agitation for
higher prices."
II

We should keep those words of Professor Woods in mind when we are
deaUng with such legisiation. Opposition members have been urging that it
is time we entirely aband.aned price control. It is important to remember that
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during the referendum on prices in 1948
Qpposition members pledge.d ·themselves to the people of Australia that
if the Commonwealth Government was
refused power to control prices, they
would honour the obligation to control
prices while goods were in short supply.
Those honorable .members made such
statements in the press and on public
platfoI"m's, This is an age when goods
are in even shorter supply than they
were in 1948. In fact, it is the most
inflationary era in the history of the
country. Yet, honorable members opposite, who, in 1948, pledged themselves
to control prices !While goods were in
short 'supply, . have to-night repudiated
their promise.
There have been some obvious contradictions in fue arguments of members
of the' Opposition party. The honorable
member for Glen Iris said that price con~
trol as at present administered was just
a matter of registering increases in
prices, and declared that as such the
system was futile. The honorable member for Dundas showed that he diff·ered
with hks colleague, when he produced
to the Hou:se a ba'lance sheet showing
tha t far irom the prices administration being just a rubber stamp and a
register of increasing prices, a certain
hotel in his district had been forced to
run partly at a loss. How can it be
maintained that the prices administra~
tion,. on the one hand, is acting merely
as a register of increases in costs and
prices and, on the other hand, as the
honorable member for Dundas said, is
forcing. people to operate at less than
cost? The' contradiction is obvious to
anyone; and one wonders just which of
the members of the Opposition is right
on this occasion.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
launched.a vigorous attack-I thought it
was slightly hysterical-in the real oldfashioned Conservative style. He stood
up to-night as a great defender of laissez~
faire and stated that private enterprise
should be left alone to regulate itself.
Such a declaration, coming from him, is
utter' hypocrisy, because his own party
purports to support the tariff and sub~
sidies. In both of those directions private
enterprise is being controlled, yet, for
Mr. Doube.

(Amendment) Bill.

political purposes, the honorable member
submits in the House the proposition that
at this stage private enterprise should be
given its" head." He is a member of a
party whose policy it is-on paper, anyway-to control private enterprise by
means of markeNng Boards, tariff's and
other measures. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition spoke as a true Conservative.. Professor W. K. Hancoek in his
book entitled Australia makes some interesting statements which throw some
light on the strange behaviour of members of the Opposition.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the OppoDeputy Speaker, I think
this is such an important statement that
a few more members should hear it.
I direct attention to the State of the
House.
'

sition).~Mr.

A quorum was formed.

Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I was
pointing out that the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition proved to-night by his
speech that he really is a Conservative
and a disciple. of laissez-fa'ire) and not a
member of the Liberal and Country party
in the sense that he would like people to
believe. Professor Hancock, in his pub~
lication entitled Australia said, inter
aliaFrom the political philology of Australia
may be quarried a good deal of political history. "Conservative" is a word which has
no currency at all; in Australia it signifies
" reactionary." Similarly, if a politician
declares that he is "liberal," his audience
will understand that he is by nature Conservative. Nationalist is a word which
covers a multitude of diversities.

Professor Hancock rather generously
leaves out sin. An eminent Australian
has pointed out that the Liberals of AustraUa are really Conservatives.
The
honorable member for Malvern, in his
speech, reaHy made that clear to the
House. There is another statement in
the same book which may be of interest,
since honorable members opposite are
continually saying that the Country
party Government really should be on
their side of the House as its natural
allegiance is there. Professor Hancock
observesThe Country party is a phenomenon of the
post-war period. Within a few years of its
emergence it was strong enough to playa
decisive part in politics.
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Professor Hancock goes on to sayIt oDi.ginated as a protest against the
N ationalists'--

That refers
opposite.

to

honorable

·members

pflactice of resisting Labour programmes, by
copying them.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).

-The quotations the hoOnorable member
is making from that publica tion are
scarcely relevant to the Bill.
Mr. nOUBE.-I bow to your ruling,
Mr. Deputy Speaker. The quotations are
not actually relevant to the Bill, but they
are relevant to the speech of the honorable member for Malvern, who to-night
made a plea for private enterprise and.
sturdy individualism, and said it was
time private enterprise was given its
" head." What has happened when priva.te
enterprise has had its "head?" As the
honorable member for Mentone pointed
out, 'Standard Cars Limited made a
record profit during the financial year
ended the 30th of June, 1951, of
£1,243,011 and paiid a dividend of 60 per
cent. on ordinary capital. The wor,kers
of Australia are expected to make sacrifices while shareholders in this company are permitted to make a profit of
£60 on every £100 invested..
The honorable member for Dundas
.spoke of the sins of the prices regulation
branclh regarding the items it controls,
but he did not tell the story with regard
to items not controlled. The worker is
not getting a " fair go " as far as those
items are concerned. I thought that
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
would have had something to say
regarding the price of second-hand motor
·cars. What is happening regarding the
Holden car on the second-hand market?
There is silence from honorable members
opposite.
·Mr. OLDHAM.-What is happening?
Mr. CAlN.-Holden motor cars are
being purchased f.or £1,000 and sold at
£1,500 or £1,600.
Mr. OOUBE.-The honorable member
for Malvern asks, " What is happening? "
I should imagine that he would be interested in what is occurrin.g, since there
must be some people in his electorate
who desire to purchase motor cars. One
.assumes tha t the honorable member
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WloU'ld have taken an interest in this
subject if he had the welfare of his constituents at heart. The prices of secondhand cars are not controlled at present.
Members of the Opposition are completely silent on this issue-they are not
worried about what is happening.
Mr. OLDHAM.-..-.Are you in favour of
re-imposing control on second-hand
motor vehicles? You are not game to
answer that question.
fMr. 'DOUBE.-The honorable member
for lMalvern steers away from the subject, as other honorable members of his
party steer away from some of the real
problems arising in connection with
items that are not controlled. If honorable members opposite were sincere in
their protestations on behalf of the residents of their electorates, they would
have something to say about the extraordinary prices which the operators
of 'private enterprise-this rugged individualism-are asking for second-hand
cars. In the Age newspaper of to-day a
Holden car is offered for sale at a price
of £1,700.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Wlhat has price control
to do with that?
Mr. HYLAND (to Mr. Oldham).-You do
not want price contflol.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I am saying how silly
The whole of )'lour administration
is cranky.

it is.

Mr. DOlJlBE.~I am attempting to
show the honorable member for Malvern
what is happening in fields where there
is no control. Both sides of the question
ought to be examined. I t is of no use
members of tJhe Liberal and Country
p.arty coming to the House with a
specially tprepared Icase Which deals with
only ·one side of the ,question. What ~s
happening where items are not control1e'd? Foor one thing, second-hand
Holdens are fbeing offered for sale for
£1,700. One advertisement in this copy
of tihe Age newspB.!per readsHolden wanted.
one else.

Will pay more than any

rt isa wonder that honorable members
opposite do not protest that their constituents are being robbed where there
is no price -control.
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Mr. OLDHAM.-You are doing nothing
about it.
Mr. DOUlB-E.-I am protesting -about
It. The only time I have seen the honor..
able member f.or Malvern ,get worked up
is when some one protests about high
prices.
Mr. OLDHAM.-And you do nothing
about it.
Mr. DOUBE.-1Because I have disclosed
that a tblack market or a white
market in Holden cars exists, the
honorable member for .Mi8llvernis
becoming annoyed again.
I menNoned earlier that the Liberal and
Country Iparty pledged itself
to
con trol prices when ,goods ,were in short
supply in :1948. Tonight the members of
that party have repudiated the promise
made on ,that .occasion. However, other
members of this Chamber are becoming
used to that, and the people of Australia
are becoming aocustomed to the fact that
the Liberal and Country Iparty cannot
be expected to do anything except break
the pledges it has made in tihe .past.
Memibers vf the Opposition on many
oc.ca'sions have .pointed to the ,fact that
the name of their party has been changed
often; it has been changed !Six or seven
times in twenty years. That enhances the
strength of my argument; apparently,
members of the 'Opposition party are
afraid to face the people because of their
evi'l record in the .past.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I ask the honorable member to discuss price control.
Mr. DOUBE.--1Honorable members are
entitled to examine the case for and
against price control presented ~prior to
~he 1948 referendum on that subject.
The Liberal and Country .party stated
then that in the prevailing circumstances
these ·controls wouJd be much more efficiently administered by State authorities.
Mr. HYLAND.-Wbo said that?
Mr. DOUBE.-The Liber:al party, as
It was in those days. It had not changed
its name in 11948.
Mr. HYLAND.-I think that statement
is incorrect.

(Amendment) Bill.

Mr. DOUBE.-I have been referring to
a statement authorized by the Liberal
party as followsIn

the present circumstances, these
would be much more efficiently

cont~o.ls

admmIstered by State authorities.

Mr. HYLAND.-I think that is a misprint.
Mr. DOOOE.-They pledged t11.emselves to administer price c.ontrols, but
they have not done so, and tonight we
have seen the members of the Liberal
and Country party in their true colours.
The honorable member for !Malvern
advocated abandonment of price controJ.
Honorable members opposite really did
not submit any argument against price
con trol. Ra ther, the argument they submitted 'wa's that price control to-day was
not being appUed efficiently. Whether
that is a 'fact, I do not know. It is reasonable for me to !put to the House this
proposition. If price control has been
badly han died is ,thalt a good reason why
it should be :abolished? In i:ts pamphlet
to which I
have referred
t:!he
Ltberal party has said that there
should be price control while goods are
in short supply, or in times when war
preparations are making inroads int0
the productive capacity of the country.
That party dai:ms that it does not mind
the imposition of controls during a war
or preparation f'or war. The Federal
Leader of the Liberal party is gearing
up the country for war and, according
to my reading of the Commonwealth
Budget, a great deal of national production is bein.g diverted to war pUI1loses. To
be consistent 'OpposH.ion members should
say, "Because our Federal Leader b~
lieves that there is a threat of war
hanging over the community, and b~
cause a great deal of the .productive
capacity of the country is going into
war purposes, we believe that price
control should be re-enacted." But they
remain silent. As we in the ·Labour
party have always believed, their business connections-the people who are
interested in their retaining their seats
in Parliament--have said" No."
I approve of the Government's atti~
tude in this matter because I believe it
is most necessary. If the Feder-al
Government went to the people to~
morrow i,t woufd find that the great
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majority of Australians, the great
democratic voice in this country, would
say, "Yes, we want price control," because never before in the history of the
coun try have goods been in such short
supply. One further justification for
the ,continuance of .price control is this:
It is apparent that a great number of
entrepreneurs to-day are wOl'iking .on a
very wide margin .of profit. The honorable member f.or Dundas said that no
one ibut a fool would go to the Prices
Decontr.ol Commissioner and tell the
real story of his costs.
Mr. HYLAND.-What a lovely outlook
in life, coming fr,om one of the landed
gentry!
Mr. DOUBE.-The honorable member
said that people were not being honest
with the Commissioner. If that is so,
then I think there is every reason why
the Prices Branch sh.ould be strengthened
t.o force people, if necessary, to play the
game by the wage earners in the community. Opposition members claim that
the present is the time to all.oW price
control to go and to permit private
enterprise to "have its head." If we
can believe the h.onorable member for
Dundas, we can also believe that there
are still some di'Sh.onest people in the
community, and it is necessary to impose some sanctions on those people who
are .prepared to take advantage of the
production :shortages that .occur to-day.
Tha t is necessary and if it i'S n.ot done,
then the ordinary man in the street will
have to dig deeper into his pocket,
which has already become practically
empty because of the actions of the
Federal Government.
This measure
is necessary and I am appalled to think
tha t Oppositi,on members should suggest
that all controls sh.ould be thrown overboard. Apparently 'the people of the
country can be thrown to the wolves so
far a:s those members are concerned.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn).-I was interested to hear the honorable member
for Oakleigh criticize Opposition members as being Conservatives? I have been
called a Conservative sometimes, but I
have not worried about it. In fact, I
once heard it said that any man under
30 who is not a Soci-alist has no heart;
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but any man .over 30 wh.o is not a C.onservative has no brains. I am pleased
that the honorable member has not
twitted me with being a Socialist! The
Opposition does not object to an effective price control system, if the Government can produce one. In my experience .over the last few years of price
control in AustraUa, I have not yet seen
an effective system created. I listened
carefully t.o the honorable member f.or
IMentone, who poses as a price-control
e~pert, but I did ndt hear him suggest
that Victori'a's existing system was
eUher effective .or perfect. He has ,admitted that mistaikes have been made,
that there are ,certain anomalies.
and I am prepared to agree wi,th him.
The honorable member for Dundas,
with ,one simple il1ustl'ation, has shown
the anoma1y of .officials who do not
know anything about the industries
concerned
trying
to
direct
the
people
in
those ,industries what
prices they should charge for their products. By so doing, they have caused
considerable inconvenience to people,
and that is ,g.oing on thr.oughout the
State every day in connection with
thousands and thousands of operations
and transactions. The honorable member
[or Oakleigh has told us how ineffective
is price control as at present opernting.
He referred to a motorcar selling company in Victoria which made a huge
profit last year. Under a price contr.ol
system which endeav.ours to regulate
returns, why should any company make 'a
large :profit? The Minister in ChaIige of
Prices must realize that the statements made by ,the honorable member for Oakleigh are a da'mning indictment of the Branch that he lWas trying
to defend.
Mr. DOUBE.-The items I have mentioned are not .controlled.
Mr. TY,AOK.-I can assure honorable
members that if the Government, or
Parliament, can produce 'a wor,kable
system of price ,control-one that would
be effective and give everybody a fair
opportunity, would not encourage the
"spivs" and racketeers ,that we have dn
the community to-day-then we on the
Opposition side would be prepared to
.consider iif:. If we could find any
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virtue in it we would support it, so long
as it was for the good of the community.
,Mr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone).-Now
you have changed your tune.
Mr. TYACK.-The honorable member
has not yet heard my views, but if he
refmins from interjecting he might do
so. I am submitting ilia t if there is to be
an attempt .to institute ,an effective price
control system, we cannot allow some
items to be uncontrolled while others
are not. The biggest cost in industry
is at present uncontrolled-I mean wages
-which constitute probably 70 per cent.
or 80 per cent. of the price of nearly a'll
goods.
Mr. CAlN.-'Wiho said that we do not
control wages; what a1bout the Arbitration Court?
Mr. TYAOK.---For the inf.ormation of
the Leader of the Labour party, who is
usually ill-informed on industrial matters, I would point out that the
Ar;bitration Court fixes the m,inimum
rate; that is the difference. NeL1:Iher
the
Arbitration
Court
nor
any
other body in the community has endeavoured to control wages which, as I
have 'said, are responsilble for a:bout
70 rper cent. of the cost of goods
In
,those
circumstances,
to-day.
how can we arrive at 'a fair
price for any article, whether it be an
essential or a luxury item? I am not
blaming the Government for the. failure
of price control, because the same problem has confran ted all Governments. All
have tried to play with something which
ha,s an uneconomic basis and can never
Ibe made to work.
Mr. i[)ouBE.-Nonsense!
/Mr. TYAOK.~N'O one has yet succeeded in making it work effectively. If
we 'Control the ,prices of certain
essentials and allow :luxury items to go
uncontrolled, as at present, then it is obvious that we are encouraging capital and
labour into the production ~f luxury
goods which will !be produced far in excess of the requirements of the community. 'On tJhe other hand, we are
taking fr'om housing, transport, cementmaiking, the timber trade and other industries, workers who are, essential for
the production and conveyance of
urgently requ~red goods. Productive
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effort in necessary industries is reduced.
Unless we can obtain the assistance of a
genius who knows exactly how to control the prices of all commodities
throughout the length and breadth of
Australia, we cannot effectively control
prices. At present all we are doing is
to stu1tify industry in many cases, causing great hardship to people who should
be given a greater degree of encouragement to produce more wlhich, in itself, is
the basis for reducing prices.
The Government entirely overlooks the
fact tha:t the best way to keep down
prices ds by free, active competition.
Earlier to-day, members discussed the
motor omnibus problem. There again,
the same old story OIbtains: Governmental interference always makes a bad
job Iworse. Wha t is happening to-day
is that, every time a politician or a
pulblic servant in Spring-street, or the
Treasury Gardens, interferes in something with which he is not familiar, he
makes a bad job worse. The great need
of the community at present is a few
less :laws and a bit· more government.
All the proposed remedies and palliatives, lfirst by !price control and tJ:1en by
some other legisla tiveaction, are only
worsening thli'ngs. I do not admit that the
only persons who ihave any feeling lor
the ordinary members of s'ociety are
on the Miinisterial side of the House. All
members appreciate the problems confronting the worker, but I do not think
that by making laws and promulgating
a multitude of regulations we .are heLping
the public; in fact, I consider that often
we are doing the worst possible thing for
them.
Mr. CAlN.-Then you suggest that we
should get rid of price control?
Mr. TYAJOK.-I did not say any such
thing. What I sa,id was that unless we
devise a 'comprehensive and effective
system of price control, then we are only
wasting our time.
Mr. G. E. WHITE (,Mentone).-The
honorable member for Malvern favours
cutting out all controls.
!Mr. TYACK.-I am making this
speech, not the honorable member for
Malvern. I repeat that if the Government can produce an effective and complete s,ystem of price control that wUI
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suit every section of the community,
every industry, and every worker, so that
they will all be treated on the same
basis, and be equally protected from exploitatioo and so 'on, I am prepared to support such a proposition.
When there is a haphazard system, such
as that which operates to-day, it is impossible to get even the State Ministers
of prices to agree at their conferences.
That unsatisfactory position is made
even more unsa tisfactory every time
there is governmental interference. For
that reason, I suggest in all seriousness
that the attempt at price control in Australia has been a sorry failure indeed.
If those who believe in price control will
endeavour to plug up the leaks in the
system and ensure that those who are
making huge profits from luxury industries are brought within the scope of
price control, while at the same time
ensuring that the legi tima te small trader
will not be subjected to interference by
the Prices Branch, the result will be that
those who wish to purchase goods will
be enabled to do so at a reasonable
price.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-A wide range of ideas has been expressed by members on the subject of
price control. I think we can be sure of
one thing: that members on the Opposition side of the Chamber fail to agree
with those on the Government side on
the fundamentals of this issue. At one
stage in the history of price control in
Australia, it changed from" price control" to "price decontrol." It seems to
me that the main purpose of this Bill is
" price recontrol."
I believe it can be fairly said that nowhere in the world has price control been
successful unless it has been absolute.
The introduction of this measure to
extend price control for a period of two
years in the thin end of the wedge insofar as the Labour party's policy is concerned. Opposition members do not
blame the Labour party for being persistent in its demand for price control,
but the only real reason that has been
given by the Minister for the extension
of the price control legislation for two
years, instead of the normal period of one
year, is the rather peculiar one that it
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will give to the staff of the Prices Branch
some sense of security. If there is to be
any sense of security to a person who is
engaged in a very temporary form of employment, I suggest that his security will
not be enhanced by the extension of the
prices control legislation for a period of
two years. The Opposition intends to .
urge that this legislation shall be
under constant review and its view is
that extension for six months is preferable to a period of two years.
Federal control is constantly being
claim'ed 'by the Labour party as far
more efficient that State control. Yet,
throughout Australia, under present conditions, price control, in the main, is
reasonably uniform. The value of the
present rather nebulous form of control
will not be enhanced by taking away the
right of investigation from six States and
placing it in the hands of one central
controlling authority.
'
Mr. HOLT (Portland).-I rise to a
point of order. The honorable member
for Dandenong is making a very learned
exposition O'f the Bill. The Leader of the
Opposition entered the Chamber a short
time ago an1d drew attention to the state
of the HoUSe. He then lEStt the Chamber
and I have not seen him since. I now
:draw your attention, Mr. Speaker, to the
sta te o:f the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-It is useless to have price control unless

a commencement is made at the beginning. It is of no use to control the price
of a pail that is sold in a retail store
unless the price of the steel that goes into
its manufacture is also controlled; nor
is it of any use to control the price of a
suit. unless the wool that is used in its
manufacture is also controlled. Similarly,
it is futile to control the price of bread
unless the price of wheat that is used in
its manufacture is also controlled.
It is hopeless to try to introduce a
system of price control which does not
start with the primary producer-agricultural or otherwise-and continue
through industry, in the form of control
of wages and, so far as is possible, to
control the nature of employment
of the individual and of the products that
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shall or shall not be made. That would
mean giving to the Crown power to control completely the needs and desires of
the people; in other words, to limit their
righ t to buy. Unless a comm'encemen t
is made from the ground upwards, commencing with the growing of wheat and
vegetables and continuing with a control
of the methods of primary production and
of the metals that are later converted into
commodities by secondary industry, it
will be impossible to control prices
effectively. This measure has been aptly
described, perhaps, by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition as a " prices registration " Bill.
There is one fundamental factor which
members are apt to overlook. In the
consideration of particular prices, it is
recognized by experts that wages represent between 70 per cent. and 90 per cent.
of the price of commodities; yet, there is
no real control of wages in industry.
Admittedly, there -is fixation of the basic
wage but that has been properly described as a minimum, and industry, in
the main, pays to its employees a larger
sum weekly than that stipulated by the
Arbi tra tiDn CDurt as being the basic
wage. Just as surely as there is an increase in the basic wage on the 1st of
November next, so there wiU 'be--in accO'rdance with the peculiar system that
operates-another wage increase at the
beginning O'f the succeeding quarter.
Mr. RANDLES.--!Why should that occur?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-It is inevitable. We try to kid O'urselves that
the basic iwage increase on the 1st O'f
November will relate to ·an increase in
prices that is to take place after that
date. It is obvious, however, that if a
manufacturer has toO pay his employees,
on the average, ,lOs. a week more in respect of ,commodities that are made after
the 1st of November, a substantial part
of that tOs. must inevitably be included
in the selling price--wholesale or retailof the finished product. Therefore, at
the commencement 'Of the next quarterly
period, there must be a compensating in·
crea'se in the ibasic wage.
Mr. RANDLES.-Do you know how the
basic wage is computed?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I dO'. The
basic wage is carefully computed in ·accordance with the "C" series index, on
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the basis of costs as they are. In other
words, the "C" series index relates to
prices at whtch the ordinary person c·an
buy 'commodities that are necessary fO'r
sustenance. It must be realized, that un·
less there is to be 'a complete economic
collapse, additional increases in the basic
wage must take place after the 1st of
NO'vember. They ,will occur because the
system of ,fixation of wages in Australia
is based on those prices at which people
buy commodities. Until some genius is
discovered who can fix wages in direct
relation to production, the present cycle
of increases in !Wages and prices must
continue. There is only one finaJ ,way in
which there can be cO'mplete fixation on
a fair and reasonable level of prices and
wages; that is, by re1ating wages directly
to production and not to' prices O'f a
special series of goods. That fact must
be recognized, just as it must be recognized that price fixation is futile unless
a commencement is made at the beginning of the "'make up" of the pri'ce of
any commodity.
One 'Of the main factors'--we are
inclined to overlook it in these days O'f
inflation-is that every penny spent by
Governments on .Joan 'Works of a nonproductive nature, is constantly adding
to the ICOSt of commodities that are purchCl<sed by the public. Every member,
irrespective of whether he sits on the
Government or the OppositioQn side of the
Chamher, must acknowledge .the truth of
one Vlery elementary economic f·act that,
in the main, inflation is caused by too
large a volume of money and too small
a volume of goods. Until fuDse factO'rs
can be equated, and untiI production can
be linked with wages, the posUion win
not improve. In saying that, I make no
specious plea that more ,goods must be
produced, merely for the Isake of saying
so, !but because I honestly believe that
untillproduction can be related to wages,
instead O'f to prices, the position will continue to, deterioOrate ·and th.at we as
parli'amentarians wi'll fail in our duty.
On behalf of the Opposition, 'I say unashamedly that we stand for unfettered
personal enterprise. 'We do not :believe .in
regimentation of the individual, purely
for the sake of contrO'l. We sincerely
believe that, given sanity on the ,part of
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those who govern, and goodwill on the distorted form of reasoning, seems to
part of those who are vendoI'ls, it is pos- take some degree of pleasure in that apsible that, as has been illustrated in other proach. In 1948, when introducing the
parts of the world, because of the com- Bill which became the Prices Regulation
plete failure of price control everywhere, Act, the Deputy Leader' of the Opposithe Jaw of s\.liPply ,and demand eventually tion, who was then "Attorney-General,
will come back .into its own. We realize said that tlhe States were quite capable
that some system of regulation will ease of controlling prices. Opposition memthat sysrtem back again, but we should be bers have referred to the United States
fooling ourselves and the public ilf lWe of America to justify their contention
were to 'Contend 'that prices are really that price can trol serves no useful purcontrolled in ArustraUa. In reality only pose. I should like to direct attention to
about one"third of the factoI'ls that go an artide which I have previously quoted
into the make-up of prices is controlled. in this House. 'From the comments of
Reference ha's been made to the in- Opposition members, it is obvious to' me
ordinate profins that have been made by that, although they are now better ina motor car vending company. r believe formed as a result of my reading that
the profit amounted to £1,000,000. One articl~, they are still noOne the wiser;
aspect wlhich occurs to me is that, if per- tlherefore, I shall read it again. The
sons are foolish enough t'O pay huge prices whole of the success of the United States
for motor vehicles, why sh'Ould the of America defence programme is based
Government legislate to make it impos- entirely upon the maintenance of a
sible for them to do so? Another aspect balanced economy', . whereby the terrific
is that out of the profit of £1,000,000 that effects of war expenditure are offset and
has been referred to, it is possible that absorbed in the economy by the proapproximately £600,000 has been paid vision of adequate safeguards. In the
in direct taxation, 'so that preci'Ous little Christian Science Monitor of Monday,
of the actual profit is left outside the the 4th of May, 1951, is a report of tescoffers oJ some Government. I recall timony given by Mr. Eric Jackson, head
that in days gone by, when there was a of the Economic Stabilization Agency,
scream about profiteering, the late Mr. and also by Mr. Charles E. Wilson, head
David Lloyd George, in a rather naive of the Office of Defence Mobilization.
way, said, " I could noOt wish for anything Mr. Wilson is reported as having sa'idbetter from the nation's point of view
In the next twelve months we will 'be
than a lot of people should ma'ke a lot . walking on 'a tight-rope to keep materials
goi'ng into plant expansion and still leave
of profit, because by the time we finish enough
to keep civdlian industry running.
taxing them there will be more in the This cannot be accomplished successfully
coffers of the Crown than in tlhe pockets without strong inflation control. . If price,
w.age, and pro-duction contro'ls are allowed
of the individuals."
to lapse we will be in trouble.
The Opposition has made what I eon- It would appear from the newspaper that
sider toO be a genuine approach to this
General Marshall ba'Cked up that asserproblem. tIt has stated that it is not tion.
feasible 00 coOntrol pr,ices unless they are
The honorable member for Glen Iris
controlled right through primary and
seeondary industries, through whole- stated that in view of the failure of price
salers and retailers, and unless wages control as administered by non-Labour
are pegged. I believe that many unions Governments, members of the Labour
would rather that step be taken than party were now resorting to some talk
have this constant cycle of rises in the about subsidies. When introOducing the
basic wage. In the meantim,e, it is Prices Regulation Bill on the 13th of
only nonsense to talk about price July, 1948, the then Attorney-General,
the present honorable member for Malcontrol.
vern, sa'idMr. HOLT (Portland).-The contribuSubsidies have be,en an integral p.art of
tions to this problem by members of the pr.i1ce cont'roJ. They have been running at
rate of £40,000,000 a year recently, and
Liberal party have all been negative, and the
the.ir removal would inevi tably lead to qui te
the Leader of the Opposition, by some substantial price increases.
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Subsidies and price con trol cannot be
divorced from controlled economy. I
was pleased to hear the honorable member for Dandenong refer to the need to
control prices at their source. The attempt to control the price of meat at its
source in 1946 led to a graziers' strike,
which tJhe then -Premier finally settled,
but it did not reflect great credit upon
the grazing interests of this country.
That is the type of co-operation one can
expect from the Opposition when it
comes to an earnest desire to put into
operation the system which the .honorable member for [)andenong expres~es
he would be happy to see.
The honorable member also referred to
the basic wage. Two years ago, when
the basic wage was increased by £1 a
week as a result of a decision of the Arbitra tion Court, the effect of that- decision was that on the evidence submitted, the court was convinced that
labour could receive a greater share in
the profits of industry. There was no
justification whatever for passing on that
wage increase to the consumer, because
the court made a contrary finding. I
have in my possession a graph ba'Sed
upon figures made availaJble by the Commonwealth Bureau of Ce:nsu1; and Statis- tics.
It shows tha t from 1947-48
nominal wages have more tJhan doubled,
real wages have increased by only 2'5
per cent., and the purchasing power has
decreased by '50 per cent.
Mr. FRASER.-Is that why there has
been such a rapid increase in State Savings Banik deposits?
Mr. HOLT.-They might have shown
a rapid increa,se previously, 'but probably there is now a decrease as is
evidenced by the expansion of hire purchase business and lay-by schemes. No
doubt, it also explains tJhe reference made
by the Leader of the Laioour party to the
article " Australia tops the price scale."
Wages, profits and costs have increased
drastically since this State adopted its
so-called policy of decontrol. I can well
appreciate the policy of decontrol which
emanates from members opposite when
they are on this (the Government) 'side
of the House. It is the object of everyone to get rid of· controls as far as possible, but when a man's political beliefs
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are dictated by his economic beliefs, and
he advocates a recovery policy which
springs from laissez-faire politics, and
the doctrines of the survival of ·the fittest
and the weakest to go to the wall, I can
understand why he supports a policy of
decontrol.
Intelligently applied and
economically sound, a policy of decontrol
means the imposition of self-restraint and
the observance of self-discipline. If members opposite are not prepared to accept
the implications of control, which entails
self discipline, and they wish to let our
economic plight be dictated by considerations of tHcence, they have to account in
the final analysis for the fa'ilure of price
control and all the other things necessary in a controlled economy.
The honorable member for Dandenong
referred to the argument of control having to be met at its source and applied
inteHigently. Controls were met at their
source and they were intelligently applied
until, as a result of misrepresentation,
the people were duped .into believing that
the controls were irksome. I do not believe in the law of supply and demand
as stated by the honorable member for
Dandenong and as expressed officially by
his own party. The reactionary statement of the law of supply and demand by
members opposite conflicts with the statements made by the nom-inal Leader of
their party in Canberra, though he may
not be the actual Leader of the party.
Mr. Menzies made a statement on
Socialism in which he expressed adherence to the principles advocated by the
Labour party. He was reported in the
Age of the 24th of November, 1949, as
having said befor,e the 194-9 Federal
eJtection, when speaking to 2,000 :people
at Norwood, in South Australia, tlhat the
Liberal party would unhesitatingly
nationalize any public utiHty not operating for the benefit of the public. In
other words, if a public utility were
-operating solely for the benefit of the
entrepreneur, Mr. Menzies said his party
would nationaLize it. That is a plank in
the Labour party's platform. Our party
insists on a recognition of social limitaHons of private ownership. That comes
back to a question of ,prioe control which
members of the Opposition state they are
not able to a-ccept.
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If present conditions continue, it is
estimated that in 50 years' time the number of people to be maintained in the
world will appI10ximate three billion. In
the past the Pacific coffee crop has been
burned, the Californian orange crop has
been dumped into the sea, and wheat
has been destroyed· in the interests of
Liberal reactionary politics. If such
measures are adopted, the dismal doctrine of Malthus is going to apply, and
the world's population will be reduced
by starvation. The law of supply and
demand, of which an intelligent system
of price control is an integral part, dictates that the demand must first be
ascertained and the supply then equated
to it. The problem is one of distribution,
which involves finance. H it ts desired
to revert to the gloomy doctrine of the
Liberal, Conservative or reactionary
policy of supply and dem,and, so-'called
irksome controls can be cast aside, and
the Malthusi.an doctrine of economics,
to which members of the Opposition subscribe, will operate; as a result starvation
will ,restore the balance so that the population will be equated to the Iood supply.
I had not intended to speak on this
measure, Ibut the grave misrepresentations ,and distortions emanating ,from Ithe
Opposition side of the H'ouse prompted me
to make a few comments by way of constructive criticism of the poUcy and the
ideas, if they can be so called, advanced
by membe,I"s opposite. The necessity for
this Bill wiH not cease in two years'
time. The need for price ,contrO'l wHl increase as time goes on; but it mUISt be a
price control effectively administered,
and that can be adhieved only on a
nation-wide scale. It must be correlated
to the other aspects of finance ,which
dictate our national poHcy. The honorable member ,for Dandepong said he believed that loan fun.ds expended on nonproductive ventures caused inflation. It
does not require more than the average
amount of intelligence to understand that
the 'spending of loan funds on any reproductive venture causes inflation to a
certain extent. One rcannot say that the
capital ,works at Kiewa and 'Morwell and
other places are non-productive ventures.
Statements of the character of those
made by members of the Opposition are
only 'a cheCllp form of attempting to vindicate a policy which has been proved to
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be bankrupt and devoid of constructive
purpose. I am surprised at the equanimity with which Opposition members
make such statements. In my opinion,
vhe only sincere statement made on that
side of the House emanated from the
honorable member for Hawthorn, who
said that if it were possible to institute
a system of controls integrated with a
nationa'l economy, he would Ibe in favour
of it. Given are-statement df the law
of sup.ply and dem'and, and an apprecIation of the economic factoI'ls iWhich should
guide a ,planned economy as against an
unplanned economy, the type of price
control which he desires could be instituted. I advise the honorable member
.for Hawthorn to continue sitting in Opposition and the day may come when we
shall be able to show him such a plan of
price con tro1.
The motion' was 'agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3For 'SUb-section (1) of section fifty-seven
of the principal Act as amended by any Act
there shall be substituted the following subsection:" (1) This Act shall remain in force until
the thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and fifty-three."

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-In accordance with the notice which I gave during
the second-reading debate, I moveThat in proposed new sub-section (1) of
section fifty-seven of the prinCipal Act the
words ";thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and fifty-three" be
omitted with the view of inserting the words
thirtieth day of April One thousand nine
hundred and fifty-two."
II

There is no need for me again to ex.plain
the reCl'son for the amendment.
The amendment IWas negatived, and
the clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment,and passed through
its remaining stages.
UNIVERSITY BIlL.
This Bill ,was received ·from the Council
and, on the 'motion of Sir ALBERT
LIND (Minister of Lands), was read a
first time.
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LICENlSING (F1EES) BILL.

This BiU was returned from the
Counci'l with a mess'age intimating that
on consideration of the Bill in Committee
it suggested that the Assembly should
make certain amendments in the Bill.
It was ordered that the m,essage be
taken into consideration next day.

BENBF1IT ASSOCIATIONS BIlL.
The message from the Council relating to the amendment in this Bill was
taken into consideration.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Sub-.c1ause (4) of clause 6 of the Bill as
agreed to by the Assembly was as
follOWs:(4) The
rules of every association
registered under this Act which carries on
funeral ,benefit business shall provide that,
in any case where the association is unable
to carry out funeral and burial or cremation
services in respect of a contributor or other
person for whom or on whose behalf funeral
benefit contributions have been made, the
contributor or his legal personal representative shall be entitled to be paid out of the
Funeral Benefits Trust Fund of the association an amount of Thirty pounds or (where
the deceased was a child under the age of
ten years) of Ten pounds towards the cost
of funeral and burial or cremation services
actually carried out.
The Council amended the sub-.c1ause by
omitting aU the 'words beginning "an
amount" and ending" carried out," and
inserted ~n lieu thereof the fO'llowing
wor'ds:towards the cost of funeral and burial or
cremation services actually carried out an
amount equal to the amount of the benefit
which the association has under its rules
undertaken to provide by way of funeral
benefit but not exceeding Thirty pounds or
(where the deceased was a child under the
age of ten years) Ten pounds.
Honorahle members will recaU that
it was desired to ensure that the
funeral benefits to be provided by an
association should be of a kdnd that were
appropria te to the general principles of
the BiB. When the Bin was being dealt
with in the Council, it was pointed out
that if the sum of £30 was insisted on as
the funeral benefit to :be paid by an
association, possibly higher subscriptions would have to be paid by members.
It was considered that, instead Qof a

Bill.

statutory payment of £30, it was preferable to provide 'for a payment up to £30.
I therefore moveThat the amendment be agreed to.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-The amendment made by the Council overcomes
the difficultye~plained by the Chief
Secreita1ry. Sub-clause (4) as agreed to
by thi,s House included provision for 'a
payment of £30, 'but it was ,later pointed
out that the requirement might entail an
additional burden on an association,
which could be met .only Iby an increase
in the rate Qof ,subscriptions by members.
The amendment provides the necessary
safeguard so far as ,the contributors are
concerned, 'and the apposition .is therefore in !a'ccord with the proposa'l.

The motion :was a'greed to.

SOLDIER SETTLEMENT BILL.
,The message from the Council relating
to the amendment in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement).-The amendment
made by the Council was to insert a new
clause to follow clause 7 in these termsAA. In sub-section (2) of section tweIl1tyeight of the Soldier Settlement Act 1946 as
amended by any Act for the words.. If during the term of the interim lease
a settler has effected improvements
with his own money or labour the revision of the valuation shall be made
on the basis that such improvements
had not been effected"there shall be substituted the words.. If a settler has effected improvements
with his own money and labour the
revised settlement value shall not be
greater than if those improvements
. had not been effected."
The new clause would have been submitted in this House before the
Bill
was passed had the printed
copy been ready in Hme for presentation. It is obvious that the purpose
of the new clause is to ensure that any
soldier settlers who are prepared on their
Qown initiative, from their own funds,
and with their own materials, to effect
improvements ont!heir hoidings shall
receive some recognition for the work
they have undertaken. I move-That the amendment be agreed to.

Adjournrnent.
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Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
-The Council made a common-sense
addition to the Bill. If a soldier settler
on his own initiative and out of his own
capital effects certain improvements,
then obviously be should receive the
benefits accruing from those improvements. The Opposition has no objection
to the amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
EMERGENCY HOUSING: W ATSONIA CAMP:
RESUMPTION
BY
COMMONWEALTH
GOVERNMENT - !DEPARTMENT
OF
HEALTH: FOREIGN DOCTORS: REGlSTRATION--RETIRED STATE SERVANTS:
PENSIONS AND BASIC WAGE INCREASES
-OLD AGE PENSIONERS: ASSISTANCg
FROM STATE RELIEF COMMITTEE.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Ten o'clock.

. The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSIIUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. BARRY (Carlton) .-1 apologize
for delaying the House at this stage but
an important happening that I think
should be brought to the notice of the
House has taken place recently. From
the daily newspapers we learn that the
Commonwealth Government has decided
to take over Watsonia camp for military
purposes. I direct attention to the following comment appearing in a press
article by Mr. Wa.rner, M.L.C.Two years ago the Commonwealth told
Victoria that Watsonia would be required
by the army. Mr. McDonald shou1d have
been prepared.
,Mr. 'McDonald should stop usin.g his Caininspired critioism of the Federal Government as the ,excuse f.or his lack of preparedness in matters lik,e W'atsonia, Mr. Warner
added.
In the Herald of this evening, Mr.

Francis, the CommoQnweaHh Minister .for
the Army, made a similar statement.
Both of those statements are untrue. In
August, '1947, the ;then State Government made arr.angements with the
CommoQnwealth Government to lease
the area at Watsonia foQr two years.
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Although the lease expired in 1949, it
was renewed until August 1951. In June
last, the State was first informed that
the area would be required for army
purposes.· Surely ,Mr. Francis, in his
official ,capacity, must have been aware
of that fact.
Since 1947, 900 families evicted from
their homes have been accommodated
on this site. Hardship and bad housing
have not been ,the only considerations
necessary toQ permit people to be accommodated at Watsonia; evictions have
been the governing factors. These 900
fa'mUies have been moved froQm Watsonia
toQ adapted huts as they have become
available in other localities. I have
knowledge of this matter because I was
Minister of Housing in the Cain Labour
Government when the scheme was estab~
lished. Watsonia was in course of completion when the labour force of the
AI'my was taken out, and the huts have
never been adapted for living purposes
although tJhey have served as shelters for
many people. Since the Labour Government went out 'Of office, no other Government has erected a hut, but accommoQdation provided by the Cain Government
has been demolished.
In the four years that have intervened,
Watsonia bas accommodated many families, who otherwise would have been
thrown out on to the streets. The Ihuts
at Watsonia are not new as they were
erected in 1940.
They will not be
ada'pted to modern Army requirements
and oj t is s'ta ted that they wiJ,1 have to be
pulled down. In my opinion, these places
were not fit to house families but people
were ,glad to occupy them be.cause they
were the only shelters available.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Is it
tended to pull down these huts?

in-

Mr. BARRY.-The Minister for the
Army has stated that they wiN be pulled
down and tha t the Commonwealth
Government intends too spend millions of
pounds in building a new camp for the
Army. For that statement I am depending upon press reports. Peop,le who are
being evicted to-day have lived in rented
homes f-or twenty or 25 yeaTS and they
are reputable citizens. They will be forced
to go on the streets as there is no accommodation available for them.
In my
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capaci ty as cha;ir,man of the Town
Hal:l and Properties Committee of
Melhourne City Counoil I
know
that notice has been served upon
tJhe Commonwealth Government to
vacate the Haymarket, which is
being used as a .garage for TransAustralia Airlines and for car.s of members of the Federal Parliament. That
notice was served because it was desired
to erect a new dental hospUal
there.
However, ,the Commonwea,lth
Government ,will not vacate the site.
In addi tion, it has been asked
to quit l'and in Racecourse-road, Flemington, on which are huts that are a disgrace to the community. It has refused
to move in 'th'at matter also. If the Commonwealth Government made avaiJable
to the State areas :in Royal Park that are
being used for Army purposes we could
house at that location all evkted people.
The
Commonwealth
Government
recently held a referendum on legislation
designed to prevent the spread of Communism. I know of no better way of
turning hundreds of persons into Communists than by leaving decent ciNzens
without shelter. I object to the Watsonia
site being used for army purposes, because it is in close proximity to the
Heide1berg MHitary Hospital, the Austin
Hospital, Heidelberg House, the Mont
Park Hospital and the Bundoora and
Janefield sanat,oriums. In those places
approximately 3,000 persons are employed and some 4,000 patients are accommodated. I repeat that the area
should not be used as a military camp.
I trust that the State Government will
be able to force the Prime Minister to
treat Victorian people fairly. Action of
this kind has not been taken in any other
State.
The Cain Labour Government
established
emer.gency
camps
and
made decent accommodation available
for homeless people, and I cannot
understand the intention of tihe
Commonwealth' Government to pull
down huts that could be used temporarily to shelter evicted famiUes. There
must be a more suitable area than Watsonia in which to establish a military
camp, and so I urge the State Government
to make representations to the Commonwealth authorities to protect the interests
of unfortunate, homeless people.
Mr. Ba,rry.
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I feel certain that members will agree
that the State must obtain other accommodation in lieu of that available at
Watsonia. Every endeavour should be
made to safeguard the interests of tenants who are evicted in the future and I.
trust that the Commonwealth Government will make available temporary
housing accommodation at small expense
to the State. Apparently Mr. Francis,
although he ~s Minister for the
Army, does not know what is happening in his own D~artment.
I
repeat that 'the first notification
that
the
Commonwealth
Government required Watsonia was received by
the State in June last. It is up to Mr.
Menzies to be a true Australian and to
protect this State against a great army of
Communists.
Mr. MORTON
(Ripon) .-In the
Herald this evening appears a request
by the chairman of the Com·monwealth
Migration P.lanning Council that provision should be made to allow foreign
doctors to pass the necessary tests i.n
Australia before the time that has been
set for that to be done. There is an
acute shortage of medical men in country a'realS, and I can cite instances in
which the services of doctors· are not
available to country people. I ask the
Minister of Health H he will attempt to
make arrangements :for some aUen
doctors to be allowed to practise in Victoria-not necessari.Jy in country areas
where they would not be sUlbjected to
supervision, but poss~bly in the city
where adequate 'supervision is available.
By this means, it may be Ip<Yssilble for
some Australian doctors to be transferred to country districts, where
medical assistance is urgently required.
In an article ,which ,appeared in the
Herald recently, the following statement
was made-A spokesman for new Australian doctors
said this week there were now about 500 of
them in Australia-all working outside their
profession, mostly a's unskilled labourers.
It i!S a crying shame that there should be

in this Sta te quaUfied medical pra'ctitioners who are working as labourers
when the community i,s lamentably
short of qualified medical men. I a!Sk
the 'Minister of Health to use his best endeavours to obtain some relief in the
direction I have indicated.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenon,g).
- I direct attention to a question
which recently appeared on the Notice
Paper, in my name, in relation to costof-Hving adjustments for retired State
public servants. The Treasurer, when
submitting his reply, quoted a set of
figures as to .the cOSUs for the year that
has passed and the ·current financial year.
Those figures have been definitely contested by the retired public servants
concerned. While I am unable to vouch
for the accuracy of the figures that have
been given to me in correspondence, it
would appear that an extraortlinary
over-estima tion has been made by
Treasury officials. I have been informed
that the payment ·of cost-of-living adjustments would amount to approximately
£300,000 'less than the sum stated by the
Treasurer. I have not access to the
figures that were used by the Treasury
officia'ls hut it would seem that, in computing the cost to the State, aU the basic
wage rises have been aggregated and a
calcula tion made for the total of the
year as being applic8Jble to the whole
year. There are in my elect'orate many
retired ,public servants who wiU not
obtain the slightest benefit from the
social service legi-sla tion in rela tion
to the increases in their pensions. The
Premier contended that an increase in
pensions related to cost-of-living adjustments would be to the detriment of some
retired pUlblic servants. It appears,
however, that there are many retired
public servants /Who ,would be entitled 'DO
some relief if it were possible to add the
cost-of-living adjustments 10 their
pensions.

The burden of my remarks is that I
should like the Government to investigate
the !position carefully. In fairness, I
propose to hand to the Chief Secretary
a letter which I have received and which,
no doubt, has been carefully compiled.
I am sure that the retiI1ed public servants
concerned would be m,ore careful than
to make a statement whi.ch could not be
authenticated. I regret that I have not
the letter in my ,possession, otherwise I
would read it to the House so that it
could be incorporated in Hansard, but I
may have an opportunity of doing that
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at a later stage. In the meantime, however, I a,mconstantly receiving I1epresenta tions concerning the disability of retired public servants who have given to
the State years of wonderful servi'ce and
to-day, because they cannot receive an
adjustment according to the increases in
the cost of living, they, on their fixed
incomes, are feeling the effects of the
unfortunate spiral of inflation. I ask the
Government to re-examine the situation
in the light of the lfinancial disabilities
under which the State mayor ,may not
be labouring, in an effort to ascertain
whether some relief can be given.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-I direct.
attention to a matter that has previously
been mentioned. It relates to assistance
for old-age pensioners. Al though this is
a Federal matter, I ask the Government
to ma'ke representations for assistance on
their behalf. It may be possible to institute a pool of either food or clothing
upon whidh pensioners may draw. There
appeared in the Herald recently an
artiole under the caption "They grope
for scraps of food." This is not a particularly bright reflection on the administration of eith'er the State or the Federal
Government. In the article to which I
refer, the Herald staff reporter stated
that he had seen unfortunate people
groping in rubbish bins in the city in
search of food.
It is a poor state of affairs when old
people who have "done their bit" in
serving the community are forced to try
to rescue scraps of bread from rubbish
bins. Such a condition demands immediate attention. Although I reaUze
tha t it may not be possible to arrange for
an increase in ·old-age pensions an effort
should be made, either through municipaHties or some similar authority to
make availalbile supplies of food and
clothing. At present, most of tJhe pensioners who are in straitened circumstances live in rooms, on their own.
Practically 'their entire pension is absOI1bed" in the payment of rent and the
provision of one meal daily. Frequently,
in the suburban area, peI1Slioners may be
seen buying a pie and nibbling it on a
street corner, instead of having a sound
evening meal.

